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Abstract 
Timothy Erik Ström 

Western Sydney University 

August 2017 

Google Maps is an apparatus that projects an ideological vision of the world that serves to 

extend and augment cybernetic capitalism. The apparatus draws traces of everyday life into its 

circuits of surveillance and commodification, thus furthering the project of capitalist 

accumulation and control. That is the first layer argument of this thesis in its most condensed 

form. While the subject of this dissertation is Google Maps, the mapping apparatus needs to be 

interpreted in the context of Google as a globalizing corporation, which is in turn understood 

as an exemplar of the hegemonic social formation I call cybernetic capitalism. Google advances 

the ideology of cybernetic capitalism, a vision that imagines the world as depoliticized and 

technologically determined. By drawing on scientific materialism, mechanical scientism and 

democratic rhetoric, Google promotes ‘free market’ solutions as they advance a techno-utopian 

vision of a glorious future. Extending that argument, the thesis suggests that Google projects a 

specific ontological orientation. In particular, drawing on a long historical tradition, Google 

Maps naturalizes the modern cartographic form, and pulls the multicultural and 

intergenerational activity of mapping the world into its abstracted circuits. This abstracting 

process is bound up with the spatial rationalization, colonial conquest, military expansion and 

the rise of cybernetic capitalism. All these practices leave their traces in Google Map’s 

contemporary form. In short, the apparatus serves to abstract subjectivity, materiality and social 

practice. The apparatus overlays the infinite complexity of the embodied Earth with an abstract 

representation composed of computer codes and oriented towards commodity relations that 

make up a cybernetic world-picture. The Map is projected over lived reality, augmenting and 

reorganizing social practice, changing the ways that we relate to others within and physically 

move through space. Google Maps draws on the categories of Cartesian subjectivity, empty 

time and abstract space that formed across capitalist modernity. By drawing these ontological 

forms into its disembodied, global circuits, Google contributes to greatly intensifying these 

categories under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. In this way, Google further embeds 

itself, and the forces of cybernetic capitalism, potentially deeper into the lifeworlds of over a 

billion people unevenly scattered around the Earth.   
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Chapter 1:  
Introduction 

 

  

 
Figure 1.1: Where the Internet Lives (1), 2012, Connie Zhou & Google 

This image is one a series of photographs published by Google that show the insides of 
the tech-giant’s data-centres (see also Figure 2.1 and 5.7). This series of photographs can 
be accessed at https://www.google.com.au/about/datacenters/gallery/#/ (8/8/2017). 

This photo was taken in a data-centre located in The Dalles, Oregon, USA. It shows a 
network of colourful pipes which are used to pump water around the centre to keep the 
computing-machines from overheating. This photo ‘confirms’ US Senator Ted Steven’s 
much parodied description that the Internet is—at least in part—a “series of tubes”.  
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1.0 Prelude: The Glitch 
This story begins with a precisely dated anecdote: on the 16th of August 2013, at 3:51pm—

local time in California—between 50% and 70% of all requests to Google’s services received 

error signals. Many of these services were restored one minute later and the entire website had 

fully recovered after four minutes. According to web-analytics firms, Google’s four-minute-

stagger directly resulted in a phenomenal 40% dip in global Internet traffic (Bell, 2013). Other 

than these skeletal facts, very little else is known about the causes and effects of this Google 

‘flash crash’, as the corporation refused to comment or to answer any questions on the 

disruption. Nevertheless, it is possible to speculate on the impacts of this sharp 40% dip in web 

traffic, which likely had ramifications around the world. Google—who have thoroughly 

internalized Benjamin Franklin’s maxim ‘time is money’—had an average revenue of 

US$113,831 per minute in 2013—and so the glitch would have cost them at least half-a-million 

in advertising dollars, to say nothing of the companies who rely on their Google 

advertisements.1  

In describing Google, one must deploy a series of very large numbers. For instance, in 2013, 

the year of the Google flash crash, the tech-firm was conducting over 177 billion searches per 

month, a number far higher than any competitor—well over 100 billion higher in fact (Sullivan, 

2013, 2015). In the same year, about 1.17 billion people—that is about one-sixth of humanity—

used their products, giving the company a 76.6% share of search. This concentration is even 

more extreme in the global mobile-device market, where, in the beginning of 2017, Google had 

a 94.87% share of the market (NetMarketShare, 2017); incidentally, a higher market share than 

Rockefeller’s Standard Oil had before it was dismantled as a monopoly in 1911.  

Another set of very large numbers required to describe Google begin with a dollar symbol. As 

of July 2017, Alphabet Inc., Google’s holding company, had a market capitalization of US$657 

billion.2 To put this into some perspective, this figure is approximately the same as the World 

Bank’s estimates of the gross domestic product (GDP) of nation-states like Saudi Arabia, one 

of the world’s biggest oil producers, and Switzerland, home to many off-shore bank accounts 

(WorldBank, 2016). At this time, Alphabet had the second highest market capitalization of any 

                                                 
1 That’s Google’s 2013 revenue divided by the number of minutes in a year: 
$59,830,000,000 ÷ 525,600 = $113,832. This calculation flattens the fluctuations that 
characterise the flux of their actual revenue generation but can serve as an indication.  
2 Generally, I refer to the company as ‘Google’, as that is how they are more commonly 
known. Only when I speak specifically of the holding company ‘Alphabet’ do I make a 
distinction.  
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corporation in the world; behind Apple and above Microsoft and Amazon. That the top four 

slots are occupied by American tech-giants is significant is a point that I shall return to below 

when I introduce the dominant mode of practice in the early 21st Century, the social formation 

I call ‘cybernetic capitalism’.  

In 2012, Google announced: “More than a billion people use Google Maps each month to find 

their way around town and around the world” (McClendon, 2012).3 The vastness of this number 

is worth reflecting on. To put it into some perspective, 200 years ago there were less than a 

billion people on Earth, and only a tiny proportion of them—princes, military elite, navigators 

and certain capitalists—would have used maps. Nobody else had any need; either they did not 

travel much, or if they did, they would simply ask for directions.  

The outage episode demonstrates just how important Google has become. As the world’s 

number-one website, the corporation has become a central institution of global 

communications, exerting an organizing force across cyberspace and the patterns of social 

practice and meaning that are entwined with this abstract layer; including patterns of 

production, communication, exchange, organization and inquiry; as well as ideological and 

ontological meaning-making. In this way, Google’s products and services acutely affect the 

way in which a vast number of people unevenly scattered around the world act, create, relate 

and make meaning.  

More specifically, Google Maps actively shapes the way an enormous number of people 

imagine the world and their place in it. As a way-finding device, Google Maps acutely affects 

everyday social practice, with an enormous number of people regularly engaging the 

representation to facilitate their physical movement through embodied space. Delving into this 

complex and wide-reaching topic, this thesis is a critical inquiry into the phenomenon of 

Google Maps. I explore the kind of world that the Map represents and how Google go about 

representing it; as well as teasing out the implications of this vision on the production of 

subjectivity, materiality and social practice. 

                                                 
3  If, according to Google, more than one billion people used Google Maps each month in 
2012, then five years later in 2017—where the global population of people using the internet 
has grown from 2.5 billion to over 3.5 billion—it seems likely that there are now significantly 
more people using the Map. This is difficult to confirm because, according to Sullivan, Google 
are “notorious” for not sharing such figures publicly, thus making estimates a complicated 
guessing game (2015). As a result of this lack of official sources, in this thesis I use the 
conservative and vague phrase ‘a billion-plus people’ to refer to Google Maps’ audience size.  
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Figure 1.2: Google Map’s Logo, 2016, Google Inc.4 

1.1 What is the Phenomenon Called ‘Google Maps’? 
This simple-sounding question was one of the major entry points into this research journey that 

resulted in this thesis. Both the arguments and the approach being emergent properties of 

engagement with this inquiry. It is the first of several important research questions that this 

thesis explores: 

1. What is the phenomenon called ‘Google Maps’ and what are its implications?5 
2. How does Google Maps represent the world and what kind of a world does it represent? 
3. How do the world-historic dynamics of technology, cartography and capitalism 

manifest within Google Maps? 
4. How does Google Maps produce and abstract subjectivity, materiality and social 

practice? 

The second question pivots on the multifaceted concept of representation. Google Maps 

represents the world—i.e. it visually depicts spatial forms, both terrestrial and urban—yet it 

also represents the world in other senses. It represents part of a specific world order; the 

dominant and dominating social formation that I call ‘cybernetic capitalism’. This concept will 

be elaborated later. For now, it suffices to say that Google constitutes a part of this social 

formation, typifying or exemplifying some of its features, functioning as a privileged 

articulator of the dominant modes of production and communication, and working to extend, 

                                                 
4 Most of the pictures reproduced in this thesis are sourced from Wikimedia Commons, 
and are thus part of the public domain. In this case, see: https://commons.wikimedia.org/ 
wiki/File:Google_Maps_Logo.svg. In the case of images drawn from Google Maps itself, they 
are reproduced in accordance with Google’s ‘Geoguideline Permissions’; 
https://www.google.com/permissions/geoguidelines.html  
5  It should be noted that ‘phenomena’ is plural, yet ‘Google Maps’ is singular, which 
creates a false equivalency between the two. Were this to be consistent, I would need to ask: 
“What are the phenomena called Google Maps?”, which is grammatically by not semantically 
correct. Confronted with this problem, I have opted for nicer sounding sentences.  
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augment and reproduce the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. All up, this research can be 

seen as a “critical history of technology”, to use Karl Marx’s phrase (1976, 439-40). This kind 

of research looks at a technology—Google Maps in this case—and critically analyses how it 

represents and produces the world. Long ago Marx stated:  

Technology discloses man’s mode of dealing with Nature, the process of production by 

which he sustains his life, and thereby also lays bare the mode of formation of his social 

relations, and of the mental conceptions that flow from them (1976, 439-40).6  

From this perspective then, the phenomenon of Google Maps is not just some popular ‘app’, 

or a potentially short lived development (although it may be that too). Rather, as a technology, 

the Map can be critically interpreted to reveal social forms, historic processes and is bound up 

with producing how people relate to one another and the world around them. With this in mind 

I return to the first part of the first research question, for its simplicity belies the complexity of 

the subject. Google Maps is many things. Below I offer a non-exhaustive list of answer 

fragments, a list that is substantiated over the course of this thesis. The phenomenon called 

Google Maps can be characterized in the following ways: 

 a cartographic representation that abstracts physical space, 
 a software: an interactive, online computer programme, a reproduction code, 
 an image: a picture, a visual representation 
 a product owned by a multinational corporation, a commodity, 
 a way-finding device that changes social practice,  
 an apparatus: a technological complex of social power and machinery. 

Furthermore, Google Maps can also be critically investigated as a complex and layered 

apparatus that can be variously represented as: 

 an imposition of order on the natural world, including the social world,  
 a way of relating to embodied space, and to others within space, 
 a cultural artefact: a way of making sense and meaning in the world,  
 a machine that reorganizes the social practices and relations,  
 a surveillance system: a for-profit aspect of the society of control, 
 an ideological vision of the world; a techno-utopian fantasy,  
 a representation of the cybernetic capitalist formation, 
 an expression of a highly abstracted ontological mode of being.  

                                                 
6 This quote contradicts the techno-determinism that Marx offers elsewhere, concisely 
evident in The Poverty of Philosophy where he famously states: “The handmill gives you society 
with the feudal lord: the steam-mill, society with the industrial capitalist”. Instead of following 
the problematic legacy of this line of thinking, I choose to draw on Marx’s dialectic 
interpretation of technology within the much broader modes of practice.  
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This is a complex and multifaceted list that immediately raises methodological concerns over 

how to conceptualize such a diverse phenomenon. These concerns that are discussed in detail 

in the methodology presented in Chapter 3. For now, I raise them as a way of introducing the 

thesis. The multidimensional nature of Google Maps means that I could have formulated many 

different ways of approaching it, which would have led to various theses. The path taken in 

this research presents a specific mix of emphases, a synthesis of new and old ideas arranged 

under the broad banner of ‘critical theory’.  

I refer to Google Maps, and sometimes Google more broadly, as being an apparatus, a term I 

draw from the ‘political economy of communication’.7 To foreshadow an aspect of the 

methodology chapter, I choose to frame Google and its Maps by using this term in part because 

the word has a curious two-fold meaning. ‘Apparatus’ refers both to a complex collection of 

machinery, instruments and techniques assembled for a particular purpose; and also, a 

bureaucratic organization concerned with the political administration. An example of the 

former is the ‘a’ in the ‘scuba’ acronym—that is; ‘Self-Contained Underwater Breathing 

Apparatus’. An example of the latter sense can be seen in the Democracy Now headline: ‘Inside 

the NSA’s Domestic Surveillance Apparatus’ (Goodman, 2013). This two-fold meaning is 

important as it helps to emphasize technology as a social practice (Williams, 1990).8 Lewis 

Mumford noted: “The machine cannot be divorced from its larger social pattern; for it is this 

pattern that gives it meaning and purpose” (1963, 110). Rather than abstracting technology 

from society, and risking technological determinism, I view technology as a co-constitutive 

aspect of social practice: a dialectic product of human consciousness, labour, and particular 

organizations of power, all set within the processes and relations of the natural world.  

Interpreting Google Maps as an apparatus in this sense stems from the general approach that I 

call subjective materialism. Building on a theoretical legacy starting with Karl Marx’s 

dialectic/historical materialism, by way of Raymond Williams’ cultural materialism (2005), 

the approach formulated here focuses on the production of subjectivity and production of 

materiality, and how the two are dialectically intertwined in social practice. Specifically for 

this thesis, I am interested in how cybernetic capitalism produces subjectivity and materiality—

                                                 
7  The term ‘apparatus’ is often associated with the work of Louis Althusser and his 
conception of ‘ideological state apparatuses’ (1971). My usage of the term is not directly 
informed by Althusser’s thinking, rather I trace the scholarly lineage of my conception back 
through scholars like Theodore Adorno, Raymond Williams and Armand Mattelart.  
8  To make a clarifying point, I am not using the term ‘social practice’ to refer to the 
specific habits or observed behaviour of people who engage with technologies, as such methods 
do not inform this thesis. Rather, I consider social practice to be a broader phenomenon, 
constituting the various way that we socially engage with one another and the world, from 
techno-scientism to production supply chains. 
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as well as ways of being in and moving through space-time—in ways that are more abstract 

(Lefebvre, 1991; Gramsci, 1971). Marx, Antonio Gramsci, Lewis Mumford, Williams and 

Henri Lefebvre were all dead before the rise of the web, yet I draw insights from their 

understandings in order to critically interpret the contemporary phenomenon. In so doing, I 

draw on a diverse array of recent scholarship, focusing on the intersection between networked 

computing-machines, subjectivity and political economy. This includes media and software 

studies (Fuller, 2008; Manovich, 2013; Rossiter, 2017), the political economy of 

communication (Fuchs, 2014; McChesney, 2013; Mosco, 2014) and from the autonomist 

tradition (Berardi, 2015; Lazzarato, 2014; Terranova, 2014).  

This framing is significant, as Google Maps exists within a subjective material ensemble of 

social practices, meanings and technological apparatus. This consists of a vast, globe-spanning 

conglomerate of multiple layers of systems and standards, machines and management, labour 

and legalities, commodities and communications, ideologies and interoperability, products and 

protocols (Fuchs, 2014; Rossiter, 2017). Plainly this list goes well beyond the 

hardware/software divide and spills out into the bundle of practices, relations and meaning-

making systems that make up the cybernetic capitalist social formation. These subjective 

material practices make up the historical conditions that enable contemporary social life. The 

approach of subjective materialism can be seen as a phenomenological framework for critical 

inquiry and elucidation. This position will be fleshed out later (Chapter 3). For now, it is enough 

to introduce the approach and to note the generative tensions between subjectivity and 

materiality, for this tension has been used as an organizing principle throughout the thesis.  

This broadly theoretical thesis is empirically grounded in ideological statements, iconological 

images, critical political economy, media analysis and history. In conducting this research, I 

have not engaged in any fieldwork to see how the Map is produced, or how a specific set of 

people engage with it. I have drawn on ethnographic studies of Google Maps, and related 

technologies, seeking to pull insights from these sources and combine them with other 

empirical findings and theoretical arguments. This approach has allowed me to draw on wide-

ranging material and focus on large questions sometimes left unaddressed in more tightly 

focused work. Over the course of my analysis, I look at Google Maps as a cartographic 

representation, as a piece of software, as an image, the product of a multinational corporation, 

and as an apparatus that transforms social practice and subjectivity.  

There is another tension to flag here, a tension between Google Maps, the corporation Alphabet 

Inc. and the broader formation of cybernetic capitalism. The research questions begin by 

focusing on the phenomenon of Google Maps and its social implications. To respond to these, 
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I look through Google Maps in order to see the world beyond it: a world of multidimensional 

structures of social practice—production, communication, exchange and organization—and 

across the domains of social activity: the economic and the ecological, the cultural and the 

political (James, 2015). Google Maps serves as the point of departure and the point of return 

into these larger phenomena, all with a focus on the production of particular forms of 

materiality and subjectivity under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism.  

Google Maps is a curious phenomenon, for studying it requires one to approach the 

contemporary world of tech-giants and computing-machines, but also the much longer 

historical trajectory of cartographic technologies and their codification and representation of 

space. At the time of writing, there are no long-format, in-depth critical analyses of Google 

Maps and its implications on the world. The only books that focus on Google Maps are 

technical guides to using the application programming interface (API), such as Google Maps: 

Power Tools for Maximizing the API (Petroutsos, 2014), or for wielding it as a utility 

maximizing advertising tool, such as Google Maps: How to Sell the Google Map Placement 

for Massive Profit (Graves, 2016). There exist a range of academic articles and book chapters 

that study Google Maps—some early examples include Crampton (2008), Lee (2010) and Zook 

(2007)—however none of these existing studies specifically connects Google Maps with the 

deeper and broader historical developments of mapping technologies or how the Map functions 

as an ideological vision. Critical cartography and cultural geography have long practiced this 

kind of analysis, and hence I draw many insights from this tradition while making my analysis 

(Cosgrove, 1999, Edney, 1997, Harley, 2001, Harvey, 2001). In conducting this research, I 

seek to contribute to broader discussions concerning politics, culture and technology in the 

early 21st Century.  

With the above discussion in mind, the core argument of the thesis can be expressed in the 

following sentence: Google Maps is an apparatus that projects an ideological vision of the 

world which serves to abstract subjectivity, materiality and social practice while augmenting 

cybernetic capitalism. This core argument is elaborated in a series of sub-arguments that 

respond in various ways to the research questions: 

1. Google Maps is the product of a globalizing corporation that advances the ideology and 
practices of cybernetic capitalism thus projecting a depoliticized, technologically 
determined world.  

2. Google draws everyday life into its globalizing circuits of surveillance and 
commodification, thus furthering the project of capitalist accumulation and control.  

3. Google Maps’ vision of the world naturalizes the modern form of cartography, whilst 
extending and recombining it as a palimpsest layer of technological augmentation.  
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4. Google Maps projects an abstracted, disembodied ontology of space-time, while 
embedding itself and cybernetic capitalism in the lifeworlds of people around the Earth. 

These arguments are elucidated and elaborated upon throughout the rest of this thesis, with 

various passes over different combinations of the sub-arguments always returning to the core 

argument in response to the research questions. There is an overarching interest in the 

production of subjectivity, of materiality and of social practice, with all three being interrelated. 

In conducting this critical analysis, the discussion moves between philosophy and politics, and 

between organizations and ontologies. In so doing, this multidimensional research is conducted 

on a number of analytically distinct levels, from the empirical to the categorical. Considering 

the sheer complexity of the Map, such a wide-ranging approach is essential.  

Google Maps is regularly engaged by a billion-plus people around the world, and at one level 

it functions as a useful tool. At the same time, a critical inquiry of Google Maps exposes it as 

deeply complex and problematic. It represents political power and a particular vision of the 

world. Analysis reveals how subjectivity and materiality are reconstituted and put into service 

of capital accumulation under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. This introduction next 

turns to consider the key concepts of ideology and ontology (Section 1.2), before moving on to 

flesh out the social formation called ‘cybernetic capitalism’ in more detail (Section 1.3), before 

considering maps and the production of space (Section 1.4). The introduction concludes with 

a summary of the thesis’ body chapters (Section 1.5).  

1.2 Ideology and Ontology 
At the centre of the core argument is a concern with Google’s projection of an ideological 

vision of the world. As developed in Chapter 3, I understand ideologies to be maps of shared 

social reality that offer a particular and partial interpretation of the world that is used in the 

collective creation of meaning and the organization of power.9 Using this understanding, I look 

at public statements issued by members of the Google elite—such as the co-founders, top 

executives, vice presidents, senior managers and spokes-people—and subject them to an 

ideological analysis (Steger, 2009) by using the method of critical discourse analysis 

(Fairclough, 1989; 2006). This arc of the research is most clearly seen in Chapter 4 which 

presents an interrogation of the ideological claims of cybernetic capitalism. The ideological 

                                                 
9  This is a highly compressed version of my understanding of the concept of ideology. See 
Chapter 3.2 for more elaboration. 
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analysis looks at the patterns of meaning-making and critically interprets how they serve to 

legitimize, naturalize and extend the hegemony of the cyber-capitalist social formation. 

For example, in public statements the company frames Google Maps as if it is above ideological 

projection. In an official blog post, Google’s Director of Public Policy wrote that the Map had 

reached “the optimal combination of neutrality, objectivity, and legitimacy” (McLaughlin, 

2008). This value-laden string of words is key to understanding how the corporation positions 

its Map, and more broadly how it imagines itself.10 These words attempt to frame both Google 

and its Map as being objective, scientific and neutral; as clear-cut, self-evident and common-

sense depiction of reality as-it-really-is. I interpret comments like this as being strong 

ideological statements. Such statements are used by Google as a globalizing corporation to 

advance the interests and practices of cybernetic capitalism, and to project the image of a 

depoliticized technologically determined world (Sub-argument 1). This is done to legitimize 

their practices of surveillance and commodification that further the project of cybernetic 

capitalist accumulation and control (Sub-argument 2). My analysis shows that—despite claims 

by Google’s executives that they are apolitical—the company and their Map cannot help but 

to embody a whole swath of smuggled elements: value judgments, power relations, tangled 

histories, political projects, and cultural relics. Countering Google’s claims of “neutrality, 

objectivity, and legitimacy”—which is linked to the naturalization and dominance of 

cybernetic capitalism—is central to the critical enterprise of this research.  

This is connected to a second line of analysis. If ideologies are understood as kinds of 

metaphoric maps, then it is possible to switch the valence on this metaphor, and consider maps 

as an embodiment of ideology. Given the complexity of Google Maps, I must go beyond the 

discursive realm and focus on the visual manifestations of ideology that are present within the 

Map itself. Analysing images drawn from Google Maps is another way that this theoretical 

thesis is empirically grounded. This aspect of the research draws on visual research 

methodology of iconology to analyse how images work ideologically, and how representation 

and reproduction are implicated in the formation of meaning (Durante, 2013; Mitchell, 1986; 

2005; 2015).  

This line of visually driven inquiry merges into understanding Google Maps as an apparatus 

that produces space (Lefebvre, 1991). I shall return to this point below (Section 1.4), but for 

now I wish to emphasize the importance of ideology in the history of cartography, for this is 

                                                 
10  See Chapter 7.2 for more on this quote and the context within which it was made.  
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key to Chapters 6, 7, 8. Indeed, Google draws on the modern form of cartography and extends 

it, projecting it before vast audiences in ways that naturalize this specific production of space 

(Sub-argument 3). In J.B. Harley’s words:  

Both in the selectivity of their content and in their signs and styles of representation, 

maps are a way of conceiving, articulating and structuring the human world which is 

biased towards, promoted by, and exerts influence upon particular sets of social 

relations. By accepting such premises it becomes easier to see how appropriate they 

are to manipulation by the powerful in society (2001, 53). 

Thirdly, interpreting Google Maps as a subjective material apparatus requires going another 

step, for the ideological organization of meaning encompasses not only the discursive and the 

visual, but also the technological. All four sub-arguments include elements of this focus, and 

all the chapters consider it from one perspective or another. This aspect of the thesis continues 

a legacy of critical theory work on technology, analysing the ways that machines have 

multidimensional implications on the world, with a focus on the production of subjectivity from 

a materialist orientation (Chamayou, 2015; Mattelart, 2010; Mosco, 2014; Mumford, 1963; 

Williams, 1990).  

Fourthly, in critically analysing technology, I make connections to a line of argument that 

suggests that the forces of abstraction have been unevenly increasing across human history 

(James, 2006; McGilchrist, 2012). What is suggested here is that there is a relationship between 

the form taken by Google Maps—that is, as an apparatus which abstracts both representations 

of spatiality and the means of navigating across space—and Google’s capacity to project a 

naturalizing vision of the world. This line of analysis goes through ideology and on to consider 

the concept of ontology; understood as the most basic category of social existence, the framing 

that holds together subjectivity, spatiality, temporality, embodiment, and so on. These ways of 

being-in-the-world are historically constituted and part of multidimensional social life. In this 

way, the concept of ontology is not limited to an individualized self, and neither does it imply 

any specific ‘human essence’. Rather, ontologies are deep-seated modes of being which are 

grounded in social practice.  

Intensifying abstraction is particularly evident since the rise of capitalist modernity, which, to 

use Mumford’s formulation, has long been on a “quest of power by means of abstraction” 

(1963, 24). According to Marx, abstraction is a general tendency of the capitalist mode of 

practice and its overarching effect on human activity. This argument appears in various forms 
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across his writings, from his description of the abstraction of value from usefulness, work from 

human activity, and people from their species-essence. All up, Marx critically analysed how 

capitalism had been abstracted from living labour, becoming something of an undead machine 

draining away the vital forces of both workers and the soil (Marx, 1976; 2007). In this way, to 

tell the story of capitalism is, in part, to tell a story of the intensification of abstraction. Several 

of the thesis chapters (5, 8 and 9) develop this argument, noting how capitalism’s quest for 

abstraction gathered steam under capitalist modernity, and has since been greatly intensified 

and technologically augmented under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. In each case, this 

is linked back to the power of Google Maps to project a vision of the world, a vision which 

further embeds cybernetic capitalism. 

Google Maps itself abstracts across many levels, and it extends these abstractions outwards. It 

is a piece of software, composed of abstract code that is assembled on hugely complex 

machines which are contingent on a world-spanning ensemble of practices: social, natural and 

technological (with blurry lines separating these categories). In this way, the materiality of the 

computing-machines itself is abstract, a point elaborated in Chapter 5. Through this layer of 

abstracted materiality, the apparatus promotes kinds of social practice and ontologies that are 

more drawn-away from embodied relations and senses, as discussed in Chapter 9. Google Maps 

is interpreted as projecting an abstracted ontology of space time while it embeds itself—and 

cybernetic capitalism more broadly—deeper into the lifeworlds of people around the world 

(Sub-argument 4).  

This line of argument draws on Geoff Sharp’s understanding of abstraction as a material 

process, a lived relation with the world that is shaped by patterns of social practice (1985; 

1993). Sharp argued that it is analytically possible to make distinctions between levels of 

abstraction, perceiving social formations and practices as either more or less constitutively 

abstract. Following this understanding, the claim can be made that it is less abstract to ask 

another person for directions than it is to ask Google Maps for directions. The former is rooted 

in an embodied social interaction and while this involves abstraction—spoken language most 

significantly—it is of an entirely different order from the abstract complexity entailed when 

one uses a globally networked information-processing computing-machine.  

As I show across this thesis, using Google Maps to navigate involves spreading a layer of 

technological augmentation over social practice. This serves to promote practices of 

subjectivity that are more abstract and serve to draw people further into the circuits of 
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cybernetic capitalism (Figure 1.3). Indeed, more generally, maps are fantastic images of 

abstraction. They draw-away from embodied reality and project a simplified order of space in 

a way that serves to suppress complexity and can grant an organizing power. There is an 

inescapable ideological and ontological element to this process as I repeatedly emphasize 

across this thesis.  

 

 

1.3  Capitalism and Cybernetics 

To understand Google Maps, one must also consider its parent organization Google; and, as I 

have already been suggesting, to understand the corporation Google, one must also consider 

the question of capitalism as a world-historic system. Google, along with a cluster of other 

massive oligopolistic communications-technology companies—Amazon, Apple, Cisco, 

Facebook, HP, Intel, Microsoft, Oracle, SAP, Samsung, Sony, Tencent—now occupy the 

“commanding heights of world capitalism”, to use Robert McChesney’s reworking of Lenin’s 

famous phrase (2013, 131). Two supplementary points should follow the non-exhaustive list 

of tech-giants in the previous sentence in order to flesh out the image of the early 21st Century 

 
Figure 1.3: Streetview Logo, 2012, Google  
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technology industry. First, the companies referred to are highly diversified, with operations 

ranging from social media advertising to business logistics, video-games to semiconductor 

manufacturing. Furthermore, they represent a variety of different histories and cultures—which 

one can see from comparing, say, Alibaba and IBM—yet there is an undeniable dominance of 

US-based corporations. Secondly, these companies are subjected to a degree of volatility and 

‘creative destruction’ that characterizes the industry. Had I been writing a decade ago, AOL, 

MySpace and Yahoo would have loomed large, whereas Uber did not exist.  

Today, the tech-giants have tremendous economic power. One indication of this can be gauged 

via the metric of market capitalization. In August of 2017, five of the top six corporations by 

market capitalization are tech-giants—namely 1. Apple, 2. Alphabet, 3. Microsoft, 4. Amazon, 

and (after 5. Berkshire Hathaway) 6. Facebook. The total market capitalization of these five 

tech-giants comes to $2,674 trillion, which if placed in the ranks of nation-state GDP, would 

push the United Kingdom out of the number five slot and sit below Germany. Market 

capitalization, which measures the value of shares on the stock market, gives an idea of how 

valued these firms are by financial investors, and serves to demonstrate how entangled these 

tech-giants are with processes of financialization. 

I use the concept of ‘cybernetic capitalism’ as an analytical category. It can be imagined as a 

kind of layer that is spread unevenly across the capitalist world-system, a layer that bleeds 

through and changes patterns of social practice.11 To understand this phenomenon, there are a 

proliferation of prefixes that are added to capitalism in order to describe its technologically 

augmented state, as seen in the following partial list: 

 algorithmic capitalism, (Rossiter, 2017), 
 cogitative capitalism (Moulier-Boutang, 2012), 
 communicative capitalism (Dean, 2009), 
 data capitalism (Lohr, 2015), 
 digital capitalism (Schiller, 2000), 
 frictionless capitalism (Gates, 1999), 
 informational capitalism (Fuchs, 2014), 
 platform capitalism (Srnicek, 2016), 
 semiocapitalism (Berardi, 2009), 
 surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2016), 

                                                 
11  I use the more expansive ‘mode of practice’ over the more common ‘mode of production’, 
as this acknowledges the importance of other practices besides producing goods, including 
communication, exchange, inquiry, organization, etc. The specific formation which I am 
describing in this thesis is cybernetic capitalism, hence there can be said to be cyber-capitalist 
modes of exchange, production, communication, etc. 
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 virtual capitalism (Dawson, 1996). 

Contributing to these debates, I propose another prefix: ‘cybernetic’. The combination 

‘cybernetic capitalism’ has been used before (Peters, 2009; Robins, 1988), but usually 

cybernetics is simply used as a synonym for something digital. My usage of cybernetic 

capitalism is closer to the way in which it is deployed in an essay by Stephen Pfohl called ‘New 

Global Technologies of Power: Cybernetic Capitalism and Social Inequality’ (2005).  

The word ‘cybernetics’ first appeared shortly after the end of World War II. After participating 

in the American war-effort as a researcher, the mathematician Norbert Wiener coined the 

neologism for the title of his 1948 book, which became an unexpected best-seller. Glieck 

explains: “Wiener and cybernetics were identified with a phenomenon that was bursting into 

public consciousness just at that moment: computing machines. With the end of the war, a veil 

had been lifted from the first urgent projects in electronic calculation” (2012, 239). Wiener 

derived the word ‘cybernetic’ from the Greek word ‘kubernētikós’, pertaining to a ‘steersman’, 

a word that is etymologically related to the term ‘govern’ (1948, 19). The concept caught on. 

Not only did it go on to become a transdisciplinary field of study, it spread widely, particularly 

after the science fiction writer William Gibson coined the term ‘cyberspace’ in 1982, and 

popularized it with his famous novel Neuromancer (1984).  In 2016 the Oxford English 

Dictionary (OED) lists 43 compound words prefixed with ‘cyber’; from ‘cyberfeminist’ to 

‘cyberstalker’.12 As Pfohl noted, from “cyber-sex-shopping surveillance, to cyber-warfare, and 

even utopian dreams of cyborg revolts, much of the world around and within us appears 

increasingly mediated by an almost magnetic cyber-hyphenation of reality itself” (2005, 550). 

My formulation of this concept is explicitly connected to Wiener’s original conception of 

cybernetics. Hence, while I sometimes abbreviate it to the prefix ‘cyber’, I do so not as a spray-

on term to imply something digital. Rather, Wiener came up with the term while studying how 

people and machines worked together. He imagined them as forming part of the same system, 

a vast information system in which he saw no fundamental distinctions between humans, 

computers and nature (1948). This formulation suggested that “beneath the fleshy complexity 

of humanity, we were on some level machines” (Turner, 2006, 20-4).13 Wiener imagined 

cybernetics as a new synthetic field of study and brought it to the highest level of condensation 

in his book’s full title: Cybernetics: Control and Communication in the Animal and the 

                                                 
12 Hereafter, I refer to the Oxford English Dictionary as OED, as I have used its online 
service as the primary source of etymological data.  
13  Chapter 9 offers a critical reading of this formulation. 
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Machine.14 The four terms from Wiener’s formulation—control, communication, humanity 

and technology—can be made into a thematic lens through which to critically approach 

contemporary capitalism. This formulation of the term ‘cybernetic’ also has a strong synergy 

with the approach of subjective materialism and conception of Google Maps as an apparatus. 

This cluster of concepts can be fruitfully understood as relating to the production of subjectivity 

and materiality, and the implications on social practice.  

In a way, cyber-capitalism echoes Benedict Anderson’s concept of ‘print-capitalism’, which 

he saw as a key factor in the advent of national consciousness and modernity in his seminal 

book Imagined Communities. Emerging from the interplay of capitalism and technology, 

Anderson argued that between “1500 and 1800 an accumulation of technological innovations 

in the fields of shipbuilding, navigation, horology and cartography, mediated through print-

capitalism”, combined to alter consciousness (2006, 188). Anderson also noted “the vectoral 

convergence of print-capitalism with the new conception of spatial reality presented” by 

colonial maps (2006, 173). A similar movement can be seen with the interplay of capitalism 

and technology since World War II, which resulted in the 1990s’ consolidation of cybernetic 

capitalism as the dominant social formation. Following Anderson, the intensification of these 

dynamics has seen cyber-capitalism undergone a ‘vectoral convergence’ with the new 

conception of spatial reality represented in Google Maps and projected into the lifeworlds of a 

huge number of people scattered unevenly around the world. As a part of the broader ‘spatial 

turn’ in social studies, some authors have begun to analyse this emergent form of 

technologically augmented spatial practice, for example Zook and Graham (2007; 2007). 

Nevertheless, comparatively few works critically analyse the implications of an apparatus such 

as Google Maps on the production of space and subjectivity.  

Anderson’s thesis is informed by the long-term development of phenomena across all of 

capitalist modernity. This is important, as studies of the longue durée development of 

capitalism have much to offer in understanding the contemporary world (Arrighi, 2010; 

Braudel, 1992; Moore, 2015; Wallerstein, 2004). This thesis, while not a historical work per 

se, often employs a long-term historical framing. This perspective sees capitalism’s effects on 

                                                 
14 As I am using cybernetics as a lens to understand capitalism and its effects on non-
gender-specific humans, hence I will alter Weiner’s formulation and use either ‘humanity’ or 
‘people’ in place of ‘animal’ or ‘man’. Nevertheless, I appreciate that his understanding was 
essentially about life, with humanity formulated as a part of it, not some divorced Nature/Society 
abstraction.  
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the world today as being a moment within various long-term processes, many of which have 

intensified massively in contemporary times.  

During an earlier phase of capitalist modernity, the influential figure René Descartes implored 

humanity to strive to attain rational knowledge in order to make ourselves the “masters and 

possessors of nature” (Descartes, 2008, 24).15 Castoriadis has described this quote as “the most 

beautiful and concise formulation of the spirit of capitalism”, adding that with this statement 

from the great rationalist philosopher “one sees most clearly the illusion, the madness, the 

absurdity of capitalism” (1997, 246-7). That this quest was elevated to be a central organizing 

principle of an increasingly global society has had the effect of installing the principle of 

domination at the core of capitalist modernity in the concept of ‘rational mastery’.16 Descartes’ 

four-centuries-old quote is still relevant to the world today, for capitalist modernity’s quest of 

rational mastery is still very much with us—yet it has also been altered and augmented by the 

coming of cybernetic capitalism. I refer to these newer developments using the concept of 

‘society of control’, which will be elaborated on through the thesis (Deleuze, 1992).  

So, to recap this section and clarify how the above concepts relate to one another, this thesis 

focuses specifically on Google Maps as an apparatus. It is the product of the globalizing 

corporation, Google, and this tech-giant is understood as being an exemplar of cybernetic 

capitalism as it has manifested in the early 21st Century. Decidedly not limited to any single 

company like Google, this social formation came out of the dynamics of the Second World 

War, and began expanding intensively and extensively since, reaching a hegemonic position in 

the 1990s. Cybernetic capitalism can in turn be understood as growing out of the larger project 

of rational mastery which was immanent in capitalist modernity.  

 

                                                 
15 Appearing in Part IV of Descartes’ 1637 text, this sentence is variously translated as the 
“lords and possessors of nature” or the “masters and owners of nature”. I have decided to go 
with Castoriadis’ translation for this thesis.  
16  It should also be noted that the project of rational mastery went beyond capitalism in is 
more privately directed forms, and also included its state capitalist manifestations which were 
seen in the former actually-existing-socialist-states of the Soviet Union. Castoriadis understood 
the project of ‘rational mastery’ as actually referring to “pseudo-rational pseudo-mastery”. I 
understand this line as meaning that while rational on one level, capitalism’s quest proves 
irrational on other levels. When this contradictory goal is used as an organizing principle, it 
produces an irrational and slavish mastery: a social formation forced to work in service of 
endless economic growth and capital accumulation—impossibilities within finite nature, 
including finite human nature. 
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1.4 Cartography and Practice  
As it developed over capitalist modernity, cartography has, in effect, viewed maps as neutral 

objects. Since the dragons and krakens were banished from increasingly rationalized maps—

being replaced by trigonometry and imperial surveyors—cartography has been granted a 

special authority on expressing spatial truth (Figure 1.4 and 1.5). In practice, maps were 

understood as scientific abstractions of the physical Earth that could be used to reorganize 

society and the environment along more efficient and rationalized lines. Such an understanding 

is loaded with cultural assumptions, and while it recognizes the potential power of these spatial 

abstractions, it does so in a way which denies its own subjectivity and the vested, elite interests 

that they have so often served.  

Within cartography, these contradictions went virtually unchallenged until the 1980s when 

some classically trained cartographers began to question the power of maps. Among the most 

influential was J.B. Harley, who came to reject the traditional reading of maps, arguing instead 

that an epistemological shift in the interpretation of maps was needed to reveal them as cultural 

texts and representations of power (2001). Influenced by the writings of Michel Foucault 

(1980), Harley treats maps as texts anchored in specific socio-political realities that are 

understood through systems of knowledge, which themselves are pervaded with power 

relations and only understood through regimes of truth. Harley then draws from the writings of 

Jacques Derrida to deconstruct these maps (2001), thus abandoning the absolute centre that 

informed previous cartographic representations, both spiritual and secular (Harley, 2001, 150-

 
Figure 1.4: Carta Marina (cropped), 1572, Olaus Magnus 

The full title of this larger map of Scandinavia is, translated from Latin, ‘Marine 
map and description of the Northern Lands’. It depicts the Northern Atlantic 
Ocean as filled with fantastic sea monster (Rediker, 2014, 20). 
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68). Critically considering the context within which a map assumes meaning, and analysing 

the claims that are bound up with the enterprise—claims that often concern territory, resources, 

or the bureaucratic management of populations—was an important step in the interpretation of 

maps. There now exists a body of work that critically considers maps, which stems from 

cartography, geography and digital studies, on which I draw throughout the thesis (eg. 

Akerman, 2006; Brotton, 2012; Cosgrove, 2008; Crampton, 2008; Edney, 1997; Wood, 2010). 

A few of the more recent works include fragments on Google Maps/Earth—such as the final 

chapter in Brotton’s A History of the World in Twelve Maps—but again, none draw it into the 

centre of an in-depth analysis.  

The work produced by these critical cartographers is often quite historical in its focus, leaving 

contemporary maps comparatively understudied, and this gap in the pertinent literature is one 

of the spaces that this thesis aims to begin to fill. Some scholars working at the intersection of 

critical software studies and geography have begun to fill this gap, such as the writings of Zook 

and Graham (2007; 2007). This thesis expands and deepens this line of investigation.  

As this thesis’ title Mapping Google Maps suggests, the production of space is a central concern 

(Lefebvre, 1991). I argue that a map can be understood as an ideological vision of the world 

that draws on particular ontological conception of what it means to be in the world. Google 

Maps is an apparatus that produces space in a way that abstracts spatiality and temporality, as 

well as materiality, subjectivity and embodiment (Chapter 5, 9). To do so, Google Maps draws 

on the long history of mapping and can be understood as extending the modern form of 

cartography which emerged across capitalist modernity (Chapter 6, 7, 8). It takes this form and 

projects it before an unprecedented audience (a billion-plus people) with significant implication 

on social practice. Existing as it does in the abstracted realm of computer-machines, Google 

Maps intensifies this cartographic vision, recombining it in a kind of cybernetic palimpsest that 

overlays and augments social practice (Sub-argument 3). In so doing, it contributes to 

ontological transformations that are taking place, with space-time, embodiment and 

subjectivity being produced at more abstracted levels (Sub-argument 4). 
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Lastly, before the topic of cartography and practice, a brief note on the series of artworks that 

intersperse this thesis. They are the result of a collaboration between my partner, Youbi Lee 

(UB) and myself. I asked UB to create an artwork for my thesis depicting some ‘good old-

fashioned sea monsters’. Taking this description, UB proceeded to carve a piece of medium-

density fibreboard (MDF) with woodcut tools. A photo of the original image represented in 

Figure B.1 in Appendix B.17 I imported this most analogue image into the abstracted material 

realm of my computing-machine and proceeded to digitally removed the ink black background 

and isolate the carved-out sections. I then overlaid sections of this onto a series of artefacts 

drawn from Google Maps, with each of the artefacts having a broad thematic connection to the 

chapter in question. For instance, this introductory chapter features a Google Map of 

Melbourne because it happens to be the city from which this thesis was written. The next 

chapter focus on Google as a corporation, and so the artwork preceding it features a map drawn 

                                                 
17  See UB’s website: http://ubtopia.net/ 

 
Figure 1.5: Great Trigonometry Survey of India (cropped), 1876 

This image, depicting the territory between Bombay to Madras, is cropped from the larger 
British imperial survey of the entire Indian sub-continent. It was part of the larger 
geographic construction of India (Edney, 1997). The map has a caption that reads:   
  

“Showing Colonel Lambton’s net work of triangulations in Southern India, the 
meridional and longitudinal chains of principal triangles, the base lines measured 
with the Colby apparatus, the lines of the spirit levelling operations, the 
astronomical pendulum and tidal stations and the secondary triangulation to fix the 
peaks of the Himalayan and Soolimani Ranges” 
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from the Googleplex, the company’s headquarters (see Appendix B for more details). These 

artworks serve as a symbolic translation of an important metaphor used in the thesis, whereby 

the older monsters than inhabited the map are reconstituted as abstracted machines.  

1.5 Structure and Arguments 
It will be apparent already that this thesis presents research that is very broad and trans-

disciplinary in its scope and approach. By its very formulation it is opposed to the siloed view 

that breadth of research necessarily compromises its depth and rigour. Rather, this deliberately 

wide-ranging research seeks to elucidate a phenomenon that is itself wide-ranging and it is 

conducted with the conviction that a breadth of research can produce its own kind of depth. 

Following on from this, each of the chapters of this thesis have a somewhat different focus and 

a variation on the approach.  

Chapter 2 critically analyses Google’s developmental history and practices to contextualize the 

thesis and lay the foundations for further analysis. Drawing from the tradition of critical 

political-economy of communication, I analyse Google’s development, noting how it has 

expanded and centralized to become a global institution with significant power. I then look at 

the ‘surveillance-commodification complex’ that is at the core of Google’s accumulation 

strategy, analysing how the company appropriates subjective data-traces of people’s activities 

that it then mines and recombines as part of their accumulation strategy. These dynamics are 

not unique to Google, rather they are endemic in cybernetic capitalism. They are raised as a 

way of situating the study of Google into the hegemonic social formation that they work to 

naturalize, reproduce and augment.  

Chapter 3 outlines the thesis’ method. Beginning with a sketch of the general approach which 

I call ‘subjective materialism’, I seek to show the lineage of this position and establish 

connections with existing work. In framing the concept of ‘apparatus’, I connect this discussion 

to the critical tradition broadly, and the political economy of communication within it. Then, 

the chapter turns to a discussion of interpretation, for as I propose, this faculty is a fundamental 

quality of subjectivity and it is intimately linked to the conception of ideology that is employed. 

As part of this discussion, I look at how the concept of ideology itself has been interpreted 

historically and use this to position my own understanding of it in the terms of this thesis. I 

then describe the place from which I begin thinking about technology, which is decidedly 

dialectical and against technological determinism. The chapter spends time dealing with key 

concepts of ideology and technology, interpretation and apparatuses. This is necessary because 
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they frame how I conceptualize the subject matter and thus how I go about conducting research 

on it.  

Moving on from these theorizations, I turn to look at the practice of interpretation as applied in 

this research. I begin by sketching out the method drawn from critical discourse studies and 

note how they have been applied to systematically analyse ideological statements. The 

chapter’s final component looks at iconology and how this visual research method is applied 

to the technological representation that is Google Maps. Some time is spent on this section, as 

visual research methodologies are not as well theorized as more textual methods, particularly 

when applied to the abstracted realm of images reproduced on computing-machines.  

Chapter 4 is an in-depth analysis of the ideology of cybernetic capitalism as articulated by the 

Google elite in public statements. It begins by looking at ideological stories and claims and 

providing some historical background within which to contextualize these ideological clusters. 

The bulk of the chapter is organized under six headings that correlate to the core ideological 

claims of cybernetic capitalism. Each sub-section begins with a claim and demonstrates how it 

features in the discourse of the Google elite, understood as influence articulators of the cyber-

capitalist ideology. These six claims are:  

1. A world organized by technology benefits everyone.  
2. The market is the best mechanism for the organization of society.  
3. Objective science can be apolitically applied to the social sphere. 
4. Access to the Internet automatically spreads democracy.  
5. Tech-companies have a responsibility to the world.  
6. Unleashed technology will create a glorious future.  

Taken as a whole, these overlapping claims show Google’s influential articulation of the 

cybernetic capitalist ideological vision of the world. Given the company’s power—and the 

hegemony of the social formation that they exemplify—these visions have many implications 

on the production of the material and subjective worlds.  

Chapter 5 looks at the technology that sits behind Google Maps. I refer to the technology of 

computing-machines as having an ‘abstracted materiality’, which is to say that it is drawn away 

from our phenomenal faculties by virtue of layers of software code, the machines required to 

run this software, and also by the general tendency towards abstraction within capitalist 

modernity. This chapter begins by sketching out what I mean by ‘abstraction’, and how the 

concept of ‘ideology’ relates to the technological realm. The chapter then looks at the 

complexity inherent in computing-machines and includes a brief discussion of some of the 
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recombinant unpaid labour utilized by Google Maps. The discussion then turns to looking at 

how subjectivity is commodified by Google Maps, before concluding by placing computing-

machines into a broader history of abstracting technologies.  

Chapter 6 looks at Google Maps as a ‘Recombinant Representation’, and it sets out on a quest 

to find the centre of the world according to Google Maps. This reveals multiple centres at the 

level of the planet, nation, city and individual. This multiplicity of middles results from the 

Map’s abstracted materiality and Google’s engines of surveillance and commodification. 

Thereafter, I conduct an in-depth iconological analysis of the default centre of the Map, 

Google’s ‘axis mundi’; an analysis that also shows how the Map naturalizes and intensifies the 

modern cartographic form. The iconological inquiry continues through examination of the 

apparatus’ interface and the various components that make it up, tracing the symbols, 

conventions and techniques that have been drawn into the software’s frame.   

Chapter 7 begins by looking at the modern political cartographic form, a collection of 

techniques form which Google extensively draws. Borders have long featured prominently on 

these maps, and I follow the frontiers to look at their depiction in Google Maps. By focusing 

on contested borders, territories and place-names, I analyse the policies that the company uses 

in dealing with these areas. This discussion shows how the company ideologically uses the 

Map’s abstracted materiality to offer different representations to different people and the 

reasons behind this strategy. The second section of this chapter looks at the cartographic gaze 

from above, beginning by analysing an image taken from the Map’s satellite view. Then, I turn 

to note some of Google’s connections to the military-industrial complex and how this 

abstraction has been used to gain an organizational power. It finishes by beginning to turn to 

questions of ontology which are developed more in the following two chapters.  

Chapter 8 treats Google Maps as a cybernetic palimpsest, an amalgam of layers of convention, 

symbols and techniques that have been drawn into the apparatus in an intensification of the 

modern cartographic form. This chapter is structured by a series of themes: the longitude-

latitude grid, compasses, projections, the International Date Line, and the road map. This 

chapter shows how the modern cartographic form has been drawn into composite layers of 

Google’s abstracted materiality and how they have been technologically augmented, hence 

further naturalizing this specific vision of the world. This recombinant augmentation of the 

modern cartographic tradition also serves to intensify the abstraction of social practice and 

project it before an unprecedented number of people.  
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Thereafter, Chapter 9 explores the ontological implications of Google Maps by looking at how 

subjectivity itself has been abstracted under conditions of cybernetic capitalism. I posit that the 

tendency towards abstraction that is inherent in capitalist modernity is undergoing a process of 

technological augmentation amounting to a qualitative intensification. The chapter analyses 

how the ontological categories of spatiality, temporality and embodiment are undergoing 

cybernetic abstraction. In so doing, I trace the way abstract space, empty time and 

disembodiment are intensified and projected into the lifeworld’s of people around the planet. 

Along the way, the chapter notes some of the contradictions and mutations caused by the spread 

of this layer of abstraction over social forms. 

Finally, Chapter 10 draws the thesis to a conclusion, recapping and synthesizing the core 

argument. In addition, the conclusion notes that it has been some centuries since imperial 

surveyors banished the dragons and kraken from their increasingly rationalized maps, and yet 

these beasts, or rather, the forces that they represented—the unknown, the dangerous, the 

inhuman—are not so easily overcome. The technological practices that displaced these forces 

have become ‘haunted’ by what they have overlaid. As the trigonometry surveys gave way to 

the geographical information system, capitalist modernity to cybernetic capitalism, the forces 

of abstraction have intensified. This climaxes in computing-machines that run programs like 

Google Maps. These machines are supremely rationalized on a level, but the prior levels can 

contradict and bleed through in the form of technological fetishism that haunts the apparatus.  

Taken as a whole, this thesis is a wide-ranging, transdisciplinary investigation into the complex 

contemporary phenomenon of Google Maps. Beginning from broad questions, this thesis 

critically analyses the apparatus as a product and producer of the current world order. It 

considers how this apparatus produces subjectivity, materiality and social practice in ways that 

are more constitutively abstract, and in ways that serve to extend the hegemony of the 

cybernetic capitalism. To make this argument, the thesis draws on an empirically-grounded 

mixed methodology, organized using the framework of critical theory. It does this in order to 

present a detailed sketch of Google Maps—a phenomenon that is simultaneously everyday and 

highly complex—and the apparatus’ multidimensional entanglement with broader historical 

developments and tendencies that have significant implications on the constitution of our social 

life.  

( ,  ,  )
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Chapter 2: 
The Rise of Google 

  

 
Figure 2.1: Where the Internet Lives (2), 2012, Connie Zhou & Google 

Located in Council Bluffs, Iowa, USA, this data-centre sprawls across over 10,000 
square metres. This is one of eight centres in the USA, with an additional seven 
data-centres existing in other countries, including Chile, Ireland and Singapore.  
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2.0 Prelude:  10100 
On the 4th of September 1998, Larry Page and Sergey Brin deposited a check for $100,000 

written by ‘angel investor’ Andy Bechtolsheim, the co-founder of Sun Microsystems. With this 

money placed into a newly formed bank account, the pair formally incorporated their start-up, 

dubbing it ‘Google Inc.’ They chose this name in reference to an obscure mathematical concept 

‘googol’, a number represented as a one followed by one-hundred zeros, or in scientific 

notation as 10100. The word googol was apparently coined in 1920 by the nine-year-old nephew 

of the mathematician Edward Kasner (Bialik, 2004). This bright little anecdote behind the word 

fits into the playful tone that the co-founders wanted to create with their company. Shortly 

afterwards, they said: “we liked the spelling ‘Google’ better”, adding “it sounds cool and has 

only six letters”. 

It is worth pausing to consider the scale of 10100. If visualized in the way numbers are usually 

written, a googol is: 10,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000, 

000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000. This number is 

truly vast. Through its sheer size, this number is highly abstract and removed from everyday 

human-scale comprehension. To try and put it into some perspective, Carl Sagan said in 

Cosmos that there may be around 1080 elementary particles in the entire universe (1981, 220-

21). Regardless of the accuracy of that estimate, it serves as an illustration for just how big the 

number that a googol represents is. Yet, while we may not be able to fully comprehend the 

scale of a googol with our embodied understanding, it is a specific number and can be 

manipulated by the rules of mathematics. According to the co-founders, the immense size of a 

googol “fits well with our goal of building very large-scale search engines” (1998).  

Thus, from within the name ‘Google’ it is possible to detect the company’s playful, nerdy 

humour and their massive ambition. Given the tremendous scale of 10100, the company’s name 

can be seen as being based on a kind of ‘totalizing abstraction’, a number bigger than the 

universe. Taken together, the name ‘Google’ can be understood as an attempt to put a ‘human 

face’ onto the inhuman apparatus of cybernetic capitalism.  

2.1 Introduction 
Any attempt to understand the phenomenon of Google Maps must deal with its creator, the 

globalizing corporation generally known as Google. In this chapter, I examine the cybernetic 

capitalist corporation in-depth from a subjective materialist perspective. From this viewpoint, 
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I argue that Google is an abstraction apparatus which draws everyday life into its globalizing 

circuits of surveillance and commodification.  

To make this argument, I engage in a study that largely follows the tradition of ‘political 

economy of communication’, a critical approach to understanding the structures of production, 

consumption and communication under capitalism (Mattelart and Mattelart, 1998, Mosco, 

2009, Williams, 1966). To do this, I look critically at the firm’s history and offer a brief account 

of its rise to power. I draw upon public statements issued by the ‘Google elite’ and analyse 

them via discourse analysis method (Chapter 3).18 Part of this involves critically looking at the 

narratives that Google weaves about itself, putting them into their contexts and then 

highlighting avoided aspects of the story so as to show the company’s connection with military 

and with the broader hegemonic bloc of cyber-capitalism.  

This chapter begins by looking at the ‘irresistible rise’ of Google and their exponential 

expansion. The chapter highlights some of the firm’s early connections with the military-

industrial complex, and with cyber-capitalism in general—a comparatively neglected aspect of 

the story. In the next section, I look in detail at Google’s ‘surveillance-commodification’ 

business model. This involves discussing how AdWords works, for it is through this 

mechanism that the company generates the majority of their profit, and it is intimately 

entangled with practices of surveillance.  

2.2 The Expansion 
2.2.1   The Beginnings 
After having met as PhD students at Stanford University, Page and Brin registered the domain 

Google.com on the 15th of September 1997 and discontinued their studies to pursue the dream 

of creating their own company, a dream shared by many others in Silicon Valley during the 

inflation of the Dot.com-bubble. The initial research that led the pair to this decision began a 

couple of years before, following their meeting at Stanford University, and laid the foundations 

for what would become Google—with the search-engine’s original URL being: 

‘google.stanford.edu’. Through Stanford’s very well-connected computer science department, 

the pair had access to funding provided by various US Government bodies, some of which was 

directly connected to the military-industrial complex. Their co-authored article acknowledges 

Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) funds (Brin and Page, 1998), and in 

                                                 
18  In referring to the ‘Google elite’, I am speaking of the company’s co-founders, top 
executives, vice presidents, ‘evangelists’, senior managers and spokes-people.  
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another article, they acknowledge the funds from the Digital Library Initiative (Brin et al., 

1998), a programme aimed at supporting research on data-mining based on money provided by 

National Science Foundation, NASA and DARPA.  

More than merely passively receiving funds, the investigative journalism of Nafeez Ahmed has 

revealed that the co-founder’s connections with the military ran much deeper. While at 

Stanford, Brin regularly reported his research findings directly to “senior US intelligence 

representatives including a CIA official [who] oversaw the evolution of Google in this pre-

launch phase, all the way until the company was ready to be officially founded” (2015). Ahmed 

concludes: “Google was incubated, nurtured and financed by interests that were directly 

affiliated or closely aligned with the US military-intelligence community” (2015). This is not 

to suggest that Google was particularly militaristic or that these connections were unusual. 

Rather it is to serve as a reminder that cybernetic capitalism as a whole is intermeshed with the 

military, as well as academic institutions.  

Using these funds and support, Brin and Page created the foundation of their search-engine. 

They introduced Google in an article, describing it as “a prototype of a large-scale search 

engine which makes heavy use of the structure present in hypertext. Google is designed to 

crawl and index the Web efficiently and produce much more satisfying search results than 

existing systems” (1998). This article also introduced PageRank, an algorithm which maps 

hyperlinks in an attempt to “bring order to the web”. They described it as “an objective measure 

of its citation importance that corresponds well with people’s subjective idea of importance” 

(1998). The co-founders had, in Brin’s words, “converted the entire web into a big equation 

with several hundred million variables, which are the PageRanks of all the webpages, and 

billions of terms, which are all the links” (cited in Levy, 2011, 21).  

Drawing inspiration from how academic texts reference one another, the co-founders imagined 

that a similar process could be used to navigate the web. To this ends, they created ‘PageRank’, 

an algorithm named after Larry (Levy, 2011, 9-34). This algorithm sort to determine the nature 

of relationships between websites and judge their relative importance. It does this by counting 

the number of links to a page, with the underlying assumption being that more important 

websites have more hyperlinks pointing towards them than less important websites. This 

system proved superior to the fledgling company’s competition, which were all based largely 

on keyword relevance indexes and web directories, which were maintained by humans. The 

PageRank algorithm was a step more abstracted: not only did it avoid the need to have teams 
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of humans to organize data into categories of a directory, they went a step further than simply 

looking at the content (as a keyword search does), and looked at which websites point to it, 

lending a degree of legitimization to it that drew from the architecture of the World Wide Web 

(Pasquinelli, 2009). This development was profoundly cybernetic, with PageRank constituting 

the introduction of a kind of second order surveillance; the algorithm surveys other websites, 

thus automatically observing other observers. This served to incorporate the structure and 

content of the web into a dynamic feedback loop that fed into generating search results. In 

effect, this led to more and better results, hence the rapid explosion of Google’s popularity.  

Google search-engine involves a complicated and abstracted conjunction of processes which 

are central to how the cyber-capitalist firm began to draw everyday life into its circuits. Before 

Google can conduct a search, they must make an index of the World Wide Web. The company 

launches waves of software-spiders which figuratively crawl across cyberspace, surveying the 

abstracted territory and weaving a data-map as they go. Their current data-map is truly vast, 

exceeding 100 million gigabytes and indexing over 60 trillion pages (Google, 2016b). The 

survey of cyberspace is a necessary precursor to conducting a search, and hence Google’s 

spiders are constantly crawling and updating their map.19  

The next step involves a search query being entered. For example, if I type the word 

‘dachshund’ into Google, the keyboard allows me to interface with my computer by registering 

the physical strokes of my fingers and translating them into digital information. This 

information is organized by my computer’s operating system which runs a browser that can 

navigate the Web. Then, via an active Internet connection, letter by letter, the request is sent 

from my location in Melbourne—via a network of world-spanning fibre-optic cables—to 

Google in the USA. Upon arriving, the request is processed by between 700 and 1,000 

computers in several of Google massive data-farms (Figure 2.1). This massively complex 

system of networked computing-machines operating in near-real-time via an elaborate 

ensemble of protocols and regimes of standardization and interoperability, is discussed in 

Chapter 5.  

The request is resolved against content that has been previously indexed and ranked by 

Google’s incessant mining and recombining of data. According to the company, the collection 

of algorithms used to deliver a search query result draw on over 200 factors including ‘user 

                                                 
19 To foreshadow a coming argument, Google did not build the Internet, nor did they pay 
for the creation of the trillions of websites they have indexed, rather this survey was an act of 
appropriation.  
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context’ and ‘safe search’ (Google, 2016b). What’s more, these search algorithms are revised 

as often as 600 times a year, hence they are in almost constant flux (Manovich, 2013a). The 

amalgam of algorithms retrieves what it deems to be the ‘best suited answer’ to my query. The 

results are given within 1/8th of a second and are blasted back around the globe to my computer, 

which translates the abstract code into words, images, advertisements and hyperlinks relating 

to sausage dogs. This, in a highly simplified nutshell, is how their search-engine works.20  

Google’s search algorithm delivered results and this made the website extremely popular, 

however it did not make them any money. The fledgling company received funds from 

DARPA-linked angel investor Andy Bechtolsheim and then, after incorporation, they received 

a ‘Series A’ round of funding—to use the start-up lingo—from venture capitalist firms Sequoia 

Capital and Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers [KPCB]. Both venture firms have invested in 

various cyber-capitalist companies and have strong links to the Department of Defense and the 

CIA, thus making them a part of the military-industrial complex.21 Illustrating this connection, 

in the aftermath of the World Trade Centre attacks, a member of Sequoia arranged to have a 

meeting with Defence Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, his senior lieutenants and a handful of tech-

industry players, including Page and Brin. This meeting at the Pentagon “kicked off a classified 

project to match military needs with emerging technologies from startups—and gave …[them 

a] view of what venture capitalists could achieve working with an unfettered government” 

(Newmyer, 2012).  

As of 1999, the venture-capitalist investors began pushing the co-founders to hire a 

professional CEO to helm the company. They overcame their initial resistance to the idea upon 

meeting Eric Schmidt. His appointment was retrospectively described by Page:  

We hired Eric as a more experienced complement to Sergey and me to help us run 

the business. Eric was CEO of Sun Microsystems. He was also CEO of Novell and 

has a Ph.D. in computer science, a very unusual and important combination for 

Google given our scientific and technical culture (Page and Brin, 2004a).  

                                                 
20 To see more an official explanation of how the search-engine works—complete with 
significantly more detail and a slick, animated presentation—see ‘How Search Works’, 
<https://www.google.com/insidesearch/howsearchworks/thestory/>, accessed 15/4/2016 . See 
also, Google’s Matt Cutts explain in this short video: https://www.youtube.com/ 
watch?v=BNHR6IQJGZs, accessed 15/4/2016.  
21 KPCB and Sequoia have been instrumental in investing private equity into high-profile 
cyber-capitalist firms. KPCB has invested in AOL, Amazon.com, Genetech, Netscape, and Sun 
Microsystems; and Sequoia in Apple, Instagram, Oracle, PayPal, and YouTube. See Anthony 
Kimery for an early description of some of the links between Google, the venture capitalists and 
the military-industrial complex (Kimery, 2006). 
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Before going to Google, Schmidt studied electrical engineering, including a PhD with the thesis 

title Controlling Large Software Developments in a Distributed Environment (1982). He then 

went on to work at a number of significant institutions in the development of cyber-capitalism, 

including Bell Labs and Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center, before climbing the ranks of Sun 

Microsystems, and then becoming the CEO of Novell. Additionally, he also taught a course at 

Stanford Business School called ‘Entrepreneurship and Venture Capital’. After his 

appointment as Google’s CEO, Schmidt became a member of Obama’s Office of Science and 

Technology Policy, and he led the Defense Innovation Advisory Board, which provides the 

Pentagon advice from a Silicon Valley perspective (Alba, 2016). He is an active participant in 

numerous über-elite organizations, such as the Bilderberg Group, Trilateral Commission and 

World Economic Forum. Worth more than $11 billion, Schmidt has his own venture capitalist 

firm, TomorrrowVentures, and is the sole investor in Civis Analytics, a data-science company 

that sports the ideologically charged core principle: “You trust us because we find and respect 

the truth”. He also co-founded Google’s geopolitical arm ‘Jigsaw’ (see 4.4.5), and on the side, 

he dabbles in development-industry philanthropy, and is involved in numerous ‘think-tanks’ 

and advocacy groups. Schmidt was Google’s CEO for a decade beginning in 2001, up until 

Page resumed the role in 2011. Thereafter, Schmidt has remained a key executive, director of 

the board and, together with the co-founders, has substantial authority over the corporation 

(Chapter 2.2.4). 

2.2.2  The Growth Curve 
After Bechtolsheim’s funding in 1998, and Sequoia and KPCB’s in 1999, the venture-capitalist 

firms applied increasing pressure on the start-up to generate returns on their investments. This 

intensified after the peak of the Dot.com-bubble in 2000, and more so after 2001 when the 

bubble began to hiss and spit. Levy describes Google’s tack out of the doldrums with a sense 

of melodrama: 

Then came a development that was sudden, transforming, decisive, and, for Google’s 

investors and employees, glorious. Google launched the most successful scheme for 

making money on the Internet that the world has ever seen. More than a decade after 

its launch, it is nowhere near being matched by any competitor. It became the 

lifeblood of Google, funding every new idea and innovation the company conceived 

thereafter (Levy, 2011, 83). 

According to Stross, Google’s incredible financial success “was built upon the accidental 

discovery […] that plain text advertisements on its search results pages produced enormous 
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profits. This unpredictable development gave Google its vast financial base, which drove its 

expansion. This was retrospectively given an aura of historical inevitability” (2009, 2-3). While 

Stross’ account goes a step beyond many other versions of Google’s rise by noting the 

fabrication of a myth of certainty, he actively neglects a crucial important aspect of the 

narrative. We may ask, just why were these plain text advertisements so effective? In a word: 

surveillance.22  

In the early days of Google, the search-engine collected data on the people who used their 

website, and the company’s engineers groomed over the process in order to improve the results. 

Afterwards, this data was treated as waste and deleted. Then, in an effort to turn a profit, the 

company began to use data-gathering in combination with their analytic capabilities to target 

advertisements to specific people (Zuboff, 2016). This surveillance-driven advertising now 

accounts for around 98% of Google’s total revenue (Kim, 2011a). Thus, the surveillance-

commodification complex is at the core of what enabled Google to become one of the fastest 

growing companies in history, enabling them to grow from garage project to global institution 

in under a decade. 

Table 2.1: Google’s Growth, Search and Revenue in Five Year Intervals23 

Year Searches per day Revenue 

1998 9,800 $0 

2003 250,000,000 $1.5 billion 

2008 1,745,000,000 $21.8 billion 

2013 5,922,000,000 $59.83 billion 

The exponential expansion is evident in Table 2.1, laid out in five-year increments which 

demonstrate Google’s sharp rise in searches and revenue. Another visualization of this can be 

seen in the graph depicted in Figure 2.2, which shows the increase in revenue. Fascinatingly, 

of the billions of searches that Google conduct daily, a whopping 15% of them have never been 

                                                 
22 Stross claims that: “Anyone can call up the Google home page and summon the full 
power of Google’s search engine without having to sign in or provide any personal information” 
(2009, 63). While narrowly correct this statement is misleading. The vast majority of people 
who use Google give tremendous amounts of data to the company, and moreover—as I shall 
illustrate—Google’s business model could not function without the surveillance and 
monetarization of people’s personal information.  
23 Table synthesised from data collected on http://www.statisticbrain.com/google-searches/ 
[9/4/2014] and http://searchenginewatch.com/article/2047912/The-Search-Engine-Update-
March-4-2003-Number-144 [9/4/2014]. Google have not made any official announcements since 
2012, and hence a more recent statistic could not be given, http://searchengineland.com/google-
now-handles-2-999-trillion-searches-per-year-250247 [7/11/2016].  
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conducted before (Page and Brin, 2013). This fact points towards the massive creativity of 

collective subjectivity, the curiosity and diversity that emanates from the people whose 

everyday lives have been entangled in the Web. People are becoming more sophisticated and 

complex with how they navigate the web, with search query length increasing nearly 5% 

annually (Schmidt and Rosenberg, 2014, 185). Google appropriate and exploit this collective 

creativity for their own profit-making potential; they are not the sole source of it (Fuchs, 2014).  

 

Figure 2.2: Google’s Annual Revenue, 2002-2016 (in billions US dollars), Stastica 
https://www.statista.com/statistics/266206/googles-annual-global-revenue/ 

 

In what follows, I will overview Google’s rise in general terms and then look briefly at Google 

Maps in particular. Thereafter, I return to look at how the surveillance-commodification 

complex functions, for this is what provides the cybernetic capitalist firm with the revenue and 

power to further incorporate everyday life into its abstracted and globalizing circuits. Table 2.2 

shows a selected development of twenty years of search-engine development, beginning in the 

early pre-Google days of 1994. This dot-point table is designed to place Google into the broader 

historic moment from which it emerged, and to highlight some of the ongoing tensions between 

it and its competitors.  
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Table 2.2: Selected Development from 20 Years of Search-Engines24  

Year Event 
1994 Altavista is launched. It is one of the first search-engines, using unlimited bandwidth, 

natural-language queries and a regularly updated directory. It is bought by Overture, then 
in 2003 Overture is bought by Yahoo. 

 Yahoo launches their web directory. They did not create a search-engine until 2002, 
before then, they outsourced to other companies, including Google. 

1996 HotBot is launched by Wired Magazine. It uses Inktomi’s database to conduct searches. 
After the Dot.com bubble bursts, it would be purchased by Yahoo in 2003. 

1997 Ask Jeeves (later Ask.com) is launched as a natural-language search-engine that ranked 
links by popularity.  

1998 Microsoft launches a search portal called ‘MSN Search’ which features results from the 
Inktomi engine.  

 Google is incorporated.  
1999 AOL.com selects Google as a search partner. 

 Naver.com is launched. This Korean company would dominate the lucrative South 
Korean market, expanding into many other Internet services. 

2000 Baidu is launched. Like Naver in Korea, it would dominate China’s massive internal 
market, and launch many related services. 

 Yandex is founded. This Russian public company would go on to create the most popular 
search-engine in the Russian speaking world, along with other related services.  

 Google adds ten languages other than English.
 Yahoo selects Google as a search partner.

2002-3 Yahoo drops Google and, after buying several companies, re-launches its own search 
service.  

2004 Google has its initial public offer.
2004-5 Microsoft begins using its own system for search, rather than outsourcing it.  
2005 Google launches personalized searches which automatically draw on one’s web history. 

They also launch Google Mobile Web Search. 
2007 Google launches ‘Universal Search’ which integrates text, news, image and video search 

results.  
 Apple releases the first generation iPhone.

2008 Google release its mobile operating system Android.
 DuckDuckGo is launched, and used largely by people concerned with privacy and the 

potentially negative effects of personalization filters.  
2009 Microsoft launches Bing, their rebranded reworked MSN Search. They do a deal with 

Yahoo in which Bing will replace Yahoo’s engine. 
2010 Google launches ‘Google Instant’, their ‘search-before-you-type’ feature.  
2012 Google launches ‘Search Plus Your World’, an integration of one’s private and social data 

into searches.  
2014 Google pays Apple one billion dollars to keep its default search bar on the iPhone.

 

Some patterns can be observed in this brief timeline Table 2.2. Firstly, a process of significant 

centralization was evident, with many of the earlier companies being bought by and merged 

with larger companies. When Google arrived on the scene, it blasted past its competitors and 

continued to gain ground by taking up work outsourced from larger companies such as Yahoo. 

By the time these companies realised how profitable search could be, it was too late, and they 

                                                 
24 For a detailed online history of search-engines, see Wall (2015). 
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were left to play catch up by attempting to vertically integrate search. Google expanded 

exponentially, following the uneven spread of global Internet connectivity. Only China, Korea 

and Russia managed to evade the conquest of Google, with their native search-engines 

emerging in the formative period around the year 2000 and going on to be particularly popular 

in their respective regions.25 Other major cybernetic capitalist firms like Apple, Facebook and 

Amazon have not attempted to compete with Google on the terrain of search-engines. 

Nevertheless, other sites of competition for advertising revenue are evident between the tech-

giants, such as when Apple displaced Google Maps as the default map on iPhones in 2012, or 

Facebook’s creation of massive ‘gated communities’ where they monopolise advertisement 

delivery for a billion-plus people.  

Collectively, cybernetic capitalist firms form a kind of oligopoly over networked computing, 

which as a whole permeates deeply into many aspects of everyday life. According to Nielsen, 

of the top-ten smartphone apps of 2015, Google own five (Youtube, Search, Play, Maps, 

Gmail), Facebook owned three (Facebook, Messenger, Instagam), and Apple own two (Music, 

Maps) (Nielsen, 2015). Within this small collection of centralized corporations—itself a kind 

of loose ‘oligopoly’—the phenomenon of monopoly exists in various forms.26 Most common 

are platform monopolies, such as Google’s search, Maps, advertising and YouTube. Other 

examples including Amazon.com on books, Facebook on social media, and both Microsoft and 

Apple within their operating systems. In addition, some cyber-capitalist firms have a 

‘monopsony’—a power leveraged over suppliers in situations where there is only one buyer 

for their products, such as the power that Apple have over their suppliers. Aspects of Google’s 

particular pattern of monopoly control can be seen in the Table 2.3. It shows the massive market 

dominance that the tech-giant has in a wide array of areas.  

 

 

Table 2.3: Google’s Market Dominance Over Its Competitors27 

                                                 
25 Google’s attempt to get into the Chinese market was mired with controversy and 
climaxed with a cyber-security breach. For an account of this, see Levy (2011, 267-314). 
Likewise, Google’s attempts to undermine Yandex have caused it to be prosecuted under Russian 
antitrust laws (Chokkattu, 2016). 
26 None of these companies are absolute monopolies—of course there remain other search-
engines—but given the network effect and the market share, the big cyber-capitalist firms are 
functional monopolies.  
27 This table is made with information drawn from the following sources: 
https://www.netmarketshare.com; https://qz.com/826672/android-goog-just-hit-a-record-88-
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 Google Nearest Competitor 

Global Desktop Search Market, 2017 81% Bing, 7% 
Global Mobile Search Market, 2017 95% Yahoo, 3% 
Web Browser Market Share, 2017 59% Microsoft, 19% 

Mobile Operating System Market, 2016 88% Apple iOS, 12.1% 
Online advertising revenue, 2015 $59.06 billion Facebook, $8.25 billion, 2014

Searches per month, 2015 114.7 billion Baidu, 14.5 billion 
Online Advertising in US (% total), 2015 $30 billion (50%) Facebook, $8 billion (13%)

 

When discussing the top cybernetic capitalist firms, David Harvey’s concept of ‘monopolistic 

competition’ can help explain some of the patterns within the social formation. He argues that 

monopoly power is foundational rather than aberrational in capitalism, and that it co-exists in 

a “contradictory unity” with competition (2014, 131-45). As the tech-giants have seized control 

of the internet, they also have significant power over the structures of production and financing. 

In this, one can follow Harvey and speak of a ‘class monopoly’. In this formation, the various 

cybernetic capitalist firms are united in two ways. Firstly, their top executives are outstandingly 

rich; then, as publicly traded corporations, these tech firms have the legal obligation to 

maximize shareholder returns. Both these patterns are familiar in capitalism and transfer over 

into the more abstracted cybernetic version.  

2.2.3  The Google IPO 
Google had their initial public offering (IPO) on the 19th of August 2004. After consulting with 

Morgan Stanley and Goldman Sachs, Google decided to launch itself at the stock market in a 

controversial manner, as they explained in their IPO letter (Page and Brin, 2004a). They 

decided to use a ‘Dutch auction’, where they priced their shares using a bottom-up method, 

with all bids being received and the share price becoming the highest price that they could sell 

all shares, a number that came to $85 (Rushkoff, 2016, 194-5). This opened the sale of the 

company up to a more general public beyond investment bank insiders, hence it was seen as a 

challenge to Wall Street’s power brokers. Google was already hugely popular and profitable 

which gave them a degree of leeway from the venture capitalists which—combined with their 

massive ambition and their ‘do no evil’ attitude—enabled this decision to be made, one that 

would have been impossible for many other companies on the verge of an IPO.  

                                                 
market-share-of-all-smartphones/; https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2016-04-
22/google-and-facebook-lead-digital-ad-industry-to-revenue-record. Again, it is made more 
difficult by the fact that Google rarely release such statistics.  
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What was anticipated as the “hottest IPO of this short century” was labelled a ‘disaster’ by 

investment bankers, who insisted that Google could have gotten a 37% higher price if it 

followed traditional IPO channels. In what may be read with a dash of irony, the Wall Street 

Journal accused Google of ‘hubris’ (Delaney and Sidel, 2004). Nevertheless, on the day of the 

IPO, Google’s shares were valued at $54.21 each, giving the company a market value pegged 

at $23 billion, and its co-founders became worth $3.8 billion each. Since then, the company 

has continued to grow massively, expanding into new platforms, such as via Google Maps, 

where it has exerted monopoly power. According to NASDAQ, On the 24th of July 2017 

Google shares were worth $998.31 each—an order of magnitude higher than in 2004. At the 

same time, Page and Brin are worth $44.7 billion and $43.5 billion respectively, giving them a 

combined personal wealth approximately equal to the GDPs of nation-states like Slovakia and 

Sri Lanka. Such exorbitant wealth puts Page and Brin many orders of magnitude above ‘the 

1%’, to use the term popularised by Occupy Wall Street. By my calculation, they are closer to 

being the 0.00,000,001%.28 

At this point, it is worth reflecting on who Google’s shareholders are, as it is their returns that 

the company has a legal obligation to maximize. Some of Google’s biggest shareholders are 

also some of the top executives with, for instance, the co-founders together holding around $26 

billion worth of shares in 2014 (see 2.2.4 below).29 That said, about 70% of the tech-firm is 

owned by financial institution holding companies. So, while the shares were initially issued in 

a bottom-up manner, their ownership filtered upwards into the hands of the world’s most 

powerful investors. The largest of these shareholders for Google is the Vanguard Group, an 

American investment management corporation which boasts to be “the world’s largest mutual 

fund company” with about $3.4 trillion in assets in 2015. According to NASDAQ, on the 31st 

of March 2016 the Vanguard Group owned 7.46% of Google, holding 18,015,935 shares worth 

$12.94 billion. Financial corporations like Vanguard can exert significant pressure on 

companies through helping to determine the share price and also through choosing the 

composition of the boards of directors. The overarching demand for the maximization of profits 

looms over the centralized control wielded by the corporation’s apex.  

                                                 
28 This was arrived at using the safe estimate that the co-founders are in the top 70 richest people 
globally, and assuming—for ease of division—a world population of 7 billion.  
29 Specifically, Brin had 22,818,612 shares and Page 23,320,246 in 2014. 
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2.2.4   The Centralization 

Tracing the decision-making power within an organization can be a revealing exercise in 

attempting to understand how it is composed and what kind of a culture it fosters. Since the 

beginning, Google have been a highly centralized and hierarchical organization. When they 

went ‘public’, the co-founders declared themselves and Schmidt as the supreme leaders of the 

corporation: “We run Google as a triumvirate” (Page and Brin, 2004a) (Figure 4.1). As of 

2017, the ‘triumvirate’ is still firmly in charge, exerting an overarching control over the entire 

conglomerate.  

The intense centralization of decision-making power was evident in Google since their IPO. In 

their controversial letter to Wall Street investors, the co-founders expressed concern over a 

standard public-ownership model for Google. They wrote that such a structure “may jeopardize 

the independence and focused objectivity that have been most important in Google’s past 

success and that we consider most fundamental for its future. Therefore, we have implemented 

a corporate structure that is designed to protect Google’s ability to innovate and retain its most 

distinctive characteristics” (Page and Brin, 2004a). This took the form of a split stock system, 

with an explanation from the co-founders containing the following treasure-trove of cybernetic 

capitalist ideological claims (analysed in Chapter 4):  

Our intense and enduring interest was to objectively help people find information 

efficiently. We also believed that searching and organizing all the world’s 

information was an unusually important task that should be carried out by a company 

that is trustworthy and interested in the public good. We believe a well-functioning 

society should have abundant, free and unbiased access to high quality information. 

Google therefore has a responsibility to the world. The dual class structure helps 

ensure that this responsibility is met. We believe that fulfilling this responsibility will 

deliver increased value to our shareholders (Page and Brin, 2004a). 

When Google launched itself on the stock market, they did so with two tiers of stock: Class A 

stock, valued at one vote per share, and Class B stock, with 10 votes per share. This ensured 

that the triumvirate controlled 37.6% of the company (2004). The trio have since increased 

their control over the company by buying out other Googlers with Class B stock. They even 

issued a new set of stocks, Class C, which have equal economic rights, but are unable to 

influence decision-making. In 2012, according to a regulatory filing, the trio controlled 66% of 

voting power at Google (Goldman, 2012). Thus, the apex of the corporation consists of three 

white, male multi-billionaires who wield monopoly control over the corporation, which in-turn 
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participates in the oligopolistic control that cybernetic capitalism has over an increasing 

amount of daily life.  

A case can be made that minimizing the voting power of shareholders is understandable and 

respectable. In the high-frequency global market today, many traders, investors and 

speculators—and their algorithms—use the system far less to invest in the long-term success 

of a company, and more to surf the fluctuations of market prices, extracting profit through this 

extraordinarily unproductive and parasitic activity. In this chaotic environment, even ‘low-

frequency’ shareholders are often only interested in a company’s immediate gains, frequently 

pushing for decisions that will maximize share-prices in the short-term. Having the 

‘triumvirate’ monopolize decision-making power does give Google a degree of insulation from 

the immediate demands of shareholders. This allows them to engage in more long-term 

planning, investments and research. Such insulated centralization was part of their plan since 

their IPO, where the cofounders ‘respectfully declined’ to offer quarterly predictions and 

earning guidance in favour of keeping a long-term focus (Page and Brin, 2004a). However, 

replacing the shareholder control with apex management-control seems to be replacing one 

form of hierarchical domination with another. This ruled out more democratic possibilities, 

such as transforming the company into a worker self-directed enterprise (Wolff, 2012).  

Within cybernetic-capitalism there has been a tendency towards having visionary elites occupy 

positions of power, while simultaneously downplaying its significance by insisting on their 

‘democratic’ nature (Chapter 4.4.4). As Turner noted, the peculiar blend of cybernetics, 

depoliticized counter-cultural practices and an entrepreneurial ethic has resulted in a series of 

charismatic leaders, or if that term seems overblown for most software engineers (at least from 

an outside perspective), then visionary elites (Turner, 2006, 201). 

Despite this intense concentration of decision-making power, Google’s elite insist that they 

have created “a very flat organization” (Mayer, 2006). Marissa Mayer explains that in 

comparison to other companies, like General Electric which has twelve employees for every 

one manager, Google has a ratio of 40:1. However, instead of understanding this as meaning 

that Google is ‘very flat’, it may also be seen as evidence of the concentration of power and 

hierarchy in the corporation’s structure. Despite the rhetoric, Google’s employees “have almost 

no ownership and voting power”, not to mention the utter lack of ownership or voting power 

bestowed upon the billion-plus people who use Google (Fuchs, 2011). As I will show in 

Chapter 4.4.4, Google’s use of the rhetoric of ‘democracy’ seems particularly hollow given the 
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company’s internal decision-making structure. Like most other large corporations, cybernetic 

or otherwise, Google are, as Noam Chomsky observed, “tyrannical in [their] internal structure” 

(1999, 38).  

Table 2.4: Google from Stanford to Alphabet: A Selected Chronology 

Year, 
Month 

Event 

1996 Jan Larry Page and Sergy Brin begin collaborating at Stanford University. 
1997 Sep Google.com is registered.
1998 Aug Google Inc. is founded with $100,000 in venture capital.
1999 Jun $25 million venture capital is invested.
2000 Oct AdWords is launched.
2001 Mar Eric Schmidt becomes CEO.
2001 Aug Google Tokyo, its first international office, is opened.
2002 Feb AdWords is overhauled to use cost-per-click pricing.
2003 Jun AdSense is launched (from the acquisition of Applied Semantics, $102 million).
2003 Dec Google Print is launched (later renamed Google Books).
2004 Mar Google moves to the Googleplex, Palo Alto (Figure 2.3).
2004 Apr Gmail is launched. 
2004 Aug Google makes its initial public offering with a market capitalization of $23 billion. 
2005 Aug Android, a mobile software company, is acquired ($50 million). 
2005 Feb Google Maps is launched.
2005 Jun Google Earth is launched.
2006 Apr Google Translate is launched.
2006 Oct YouTube, a digital video company is acquired ($1.65 billion). 
2007 Jan Fortune dubs Google ‘Best Companies to Work For’ (then another six times). 
2007 Apr DoubleClick, an advertising company is acquired ($3.1 billion). 
2008 Oct The first phone running an Android commercially is available. 
2008 Sep Chrome is launched. 
2009 Mar Google Ventures (later GV), the company’s venture capitalist arm, is launched.
2009 Nov AdMob, mobile advertising company is acquired ($750 million). 
2010 Oct Google’s driverless-car project is announced.
2011 Apr Larry Page is appointed CEO again.
2011 Jun Google+ is launched. 
2012 Apr Project Glass is launched.
2012 May Motorola Mobility, mobile device developer is acquired ($12.5 billion). 
2013 Sep One billion Android devices are activated.
2013 Sep Calico, Google’s biotech anti-aging company, is founded.
2013 Dec BostonDynamics, a military robotics company is acquired (undisclosed). 
2014 Jan  Nest Labs, a home automation company is acquired ($3.2 billion). 
2014 Jan DeepMind, an artificial intelligence company is acquired ($625 million). 
2014 Apr Titan Aerospace, aerial drone company is acquired (undisclosed). 
2015 Oct Google restructures into Alphabet. 
2015 Nov bebop, a cloud software company is acquired ($380 million).
2016 May Google announce ‘Daydream’ a virtual reality goggles and platform for Android.
2016 Sep Apigree, a predictive analytics firm is acquired ($625 million). 
2016 Oct Google launch their smartphone Pixel, as part of a push into hardware.  
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Be that as it may, Google have been determined by Fortune Magazine to be the ‘Number One’ 

company to work for seven times in ten years owing to their high pay-rate and a range of 

niceties such as their free gourmet food, hybrid car subsidies, and great health insurance plans, 

etc. This sits oddly next to the fact that Google also has one of the highest employee turnover 

rates of the USA’s top corporations; the average employee works at Google for just one year 

(Bershidsky, 2013). This phenomenon requires more research, although it could suggest that 

the company’s employees are in hot demand in Silicon Valley and elsewhere (such as 

Washington), and can cycle through Google on route to other positions that potentially have 

more opportunity of a big payout, such as with a startup growing at high speed.  

2.2.5   Into Alphabet 

On the 10th of August 2015 Google made the surprise announcement that they would reorganize 

their corporation into a holding-company called Alphabet Inc. (Page, 2015). This move 

positioned the company halfway between Warren Buffet’s private equity firm Berkshire 

Hathaway and a gigantic conglomerate, like Jack Welch’s General Electric, which mixes 

subsidiaries, outsourcing and financial speculation. As the CEO of General Electric for 20 

years, Welch oversaw a whopping 4,000% rise in the company’s value, a process largely 

achieved by intense financialization of the company. Welch’s “approach was canonized by 

Harvard and other top business schools, which began training their graduates to see productive 

industries as mere stepping-stones to become holding companies” (Rushkoff, 2016, 132). 

Under this new structure Google become a wholly-owned and internally-managed subsidiary 

of Alphabet, with all of its key features—Ads, Android, Apps, Maps, Search, and YouTube—

in place beneath it. Alphabet has a number of other subsidiaries, including GV, their venture 

capitalist arm; Calico, their anti-aging bio-tech company; and X, their semi-secret research 

facilities. Separating these diverse facets from the profitable core was an effort to enable greater 

accountability to the shareholders.  

The name ‘Alphabet’ refers to the collection of symbols that can be recombined to represent 

spoken language in a written form—plainly one of the most important technological 

developments of history and a monumental act of abstraction. To this, the co-founders add: 

“We also like that it means alpha-bet (Alpha is investment return above benchmark), which we 

strive for!” (Page, 2015). In the same way that the name ‘Google’ had a sort of nerdy humour 

in it, the co-founders used a play on words to reinforce their dedication to capital accumulation. 

The reshuffle seems to have worked. In the first six months after restructuring into Alphabet, 

the company’s market capitalization rose by $200 billion, almost doubling its total value (Hern, 
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2016). This is made more astonishing considering that their core services have remained 

exactly the same as they were before the reshuffle. At the time of writing, Alphabet had been 

closing the ground between them and their rival Apple, the biggest publicly traded corporation 

by market capitalization.  

The reorganization into a holding company can be seen as a form better suited to the tech-

firm’s current role of vacuuming up promising start-ups as a way to expand their operations. 

Using their tremendous financial resources, Google had bought-out many other corporations. 

By the end of 2015 they had acquired 170 companies.30 This includes some relatively famous 

acquisitions, such as that of YouTube and DoubleClick, as well as a very diverse array of other 

tech-companies. Google has also emerged as the biggest venture capitalist in Silicon Valley 

(Waters, 2014). Some of these larger acquisitions are listed in the timeline Table 2.4. It 

assembles a selected chronology of Google’s rise from a dorm room at Stanford University, to 

its reshuffle into Alphabet Inc. While highly selective and schematic, it gives a larger-scale 

context to this chapter, and shows the specific narrative of Google Maps according to a pattern 

of technology acquisition, integration, and monetisation which the company has employed in 

other product and market categories.  

 

                                                 
30 Wikipedia has a constantly updated list of these acquisitions, see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_mergers_and_acquisitions_by_Google  

 
Figure 2.3: The Googleplex, 2016  

@37.4233044,-122.0826225 (10/10/2016) 
Google’s global headquarters in Silicon Valley, as depicted on Google Maps with 
the Earth plug-in. Palo Alto and the Diablo Range can be seen in the background.  
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2.2.6   Into Google Maps 

Google Maps will be looked at in much greater depth in the latter part of this thesis. For now, 

I shall briefly note the historic dynamics that gave rise to it and provide a sketch of its first 

decade. The history of online mapping began in 1993 when MapViewer was released. It was 

developed by the influential Xerox’s Palo Alto Research Center (PARC) and was one of the 

first websites to experiment with retrieving specific information, rather than simply offering 

static files. The next major development in this trajectory came with the release of MapQuest 

in 1996. The origins of MapQuest go back to 1967 when it started as Cartographic Services, a 

division of the large print company RR Donnelley. In 1996 this division became an independent 

company and launched MapQuest, which went on to become the most successful digital map; 

until it was overtaken by Google Maps. MapQuest was acquired by America Online 

(AOL.com) in the year 2000 as the Dot-com bubble burst intensified the centralizing dynamics 

of cyber-capitalism.  

In 2004 Google took a ‘spatial turn’ and bought three companies: Keyhole—which will be 

described in depth in Chapter 7.3.1—Where2Technology and ZipDash. The purchase of 

ZipDash was not announced, but discovered in Google’s 2004 annual report (Bazeley, 2005). 

This company used information appropriated from mobile phones to analyse real-time traffic 

conditions and this technology was eventually incorporated into the apparatus as Google 

Traffic in 2007. This allowed live updates of traffic patterns and flows to be represented on the 

Map (Wang, 2007). 

More significant to the apparatus’ infrastructure was Where2Technology, a start-up launched 

by a pair of Danish brothers, Lars and Jens Rasmussen living in Sydney, Australia. The brothers 

wanted to create a dynamic online map which could serve as a platform for other services. To 

give the example that Jens apparently used to convince Lars to join him on the venture: imagine 

searching a map for a film; cinemas screening the film would pop up in their geographic 

location, along with links to buy tickets to the movie (Rasmussen, 2009).31 Working towards 

this idea, the brothers created the core software infrastructure that would become the 

foundations of Google Maps. Looking for venture capital, the brothers—who were working 

out of an apartment with two other engineers—pitched their idea to Google, who proceeded to 

purchase them in October 2004. By late 2004 the engineers from these three start-ups began to 

work with Google to create a new map of the world. Google Maps was released for desktop 

                                                 
31 Over ten years later, this search-a-map-for-a-film feature doesn’t work on Google Maps.  
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computers in February 2005, and then for mobile in April, and Google Earth appeared in May. 

Rasmussen, the Where2 co-founder turned Google executive, said that they were “on this 

mission of mapping the world, or rather of organizing the world’s information geographically, 

which is what maps are all about” (2009).  

Drawing on Where2’s software, Google Maps was the first online map to have a drag-and-drop 

interface which enabled people to move the Map as the server automatically downloads the 

next grid squares from Google’s cloud. Previously, one had to navigate digital maps by clicking 

the south button, for instance, and waiting for the entire image to refresh. Using this advance, 

and surfing Google’s continued expansion, Google Maps overtook AOL’s MapQuest as the 

USA’s most popular map on the web in 2009 (Baker, 2009). Since then, its dominance of the 

online mapping market has been unquestioned. Table 2.5 shows some of the major 

developments that have occurred in and around Google Maps.  

Table 2.5: Selected Developments In and Around Google Maps 

Year Event 
2004 Where2Technology and Keyhole are acquired by Google in October. 
2005 Google Maps is launched in February.

 Google Earth is launched in June.
 Google Map’s API can be used and embedded on websites.

2006 Google covers locations outside the USA, initially Puerto Rico, Canada, Ireland, Japan, 
and the UK. 

2007 Live traffic information is added to the Map.
 StreetView is launched. 
 Real-time traffic information begins to be displayed.
 Transit directions are added.

2008 MapMaker is launched. 
 Walking directions are added.

2009 Navigation, a turn-by-turn GPS guidance, is launched.
2010 Microsoft launches Bing Maps.

 Bicycle directions are added.
2011 Zagat, a restaurant review company is acquired ($151 million).

 First indoor maps are released.
2012 StreetView Trekker is released.

 Apple Maps is released. Google Maps are no longer iPhone default, October. 
 Google Maps is released for iPhone, December.
 Google announces ‘More than a billion people use Google Maps’, December. 

2013 Waze, a traffic mapping company is acquired ($966 million).
 Google Maps makeover is rolled out.

2014 Skybox Imaging, is acquired ($500 million).
2014 Documents are leaked by Edward Snowden firm that the NSA and GCHQ intercepted 

Google Maps and located people with this. 
2015 Yahoo announces that it will shut down Yahoo Maps. Searching for ‘maps’ on Yahoo 

delivers Google Maps as the first result. 
2016 Urban Engines, a location analytics firm is acquired (undisclosed). 
2016 New satellite images are rolled out from Landsat 8. 
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2.3  The Surveillance-Commodification Complex 
2.3.1   Advertising Algorithms 
Growing from a useful online navigation device, Google’s use of surveillance enabled its 

advertisements to be particularly effective, allowing the corporation to seize a monopoly 

position for itself and to embark on a massive commodification project. As advertisers provide 

Google with 98% of the revenue that funds their operations, it is crucially important to 

understand how this process of profit extraction works, for it is at the core of the reproduction 

and augmentation of Google’s cybernetic accumulation strategy. The patterns of this process 

can be seen in virtually everything the firm does.  

Google launched AdWords in October 2000. Beginning with just 350 customers, the service 

could be activated with a credit card and enabled an advertiser to target keywords and access 

performance feedback. Since then it has expanded massively, exceeding four-million advertiser 

marks in 2012.32 Whenever someone enters a word into one of Google’s services—be it Search, 

Maps, etc.—AdWords launches an automated global auction. This auction enables advertisers 

to make bids on words that they want their brand to be associated with. Any word—‘security’, 

‘sensibility’, ‘salad’ or ‘Schumpeter’—entered into Google can lead to a bid in this global 

linguistic market (Kaplan, 2011).33 Schmidt said: “We run many more auctions than anyone 

else on the planet because we run them in real time, we run one auction per ad per page, and 

that’s multiplied by the numbers of ads per page. It’s a phenomenal number” (cited in Levy, 

2011, 93). The winners of the auction appear above or among the Search results as ‘sponsored 

links’. These text advertisements are very short; they consist of one headline of a maximum 25 

characters, followed by two additional text lines of up to 35 characters each.  

Not all AdWords are created equal. For example, if I put the words ‘Don Quixote’ into Google, 

I get the novel’s Wikipedia page, various summaries, and the Imperial Russian Ballet 

Company. There are no advertisements. However, if I type ‘Don Quixote buy’ into Google, the 

top of my results page is filled with ‘sponsored links’ to buy a copy from Amazon, 

                                                 
32 Google does not disclose the number of advertisers they have; hence this conservative 
estimate was made by Macquarie Research (O'Reilly, 2015). 
33 Not quite any word. Google prohibits a number of keywords in various countries to 
comply with their laws. For example, one cannot use alcohol keywords in Thailand, or abortion 
in Ukraine. Most strikingly, Google have put a worldwide ban on ‘adult related services or 
products’ worldwide as of 2014. Hence, typing ‘sex’ into Google will not lead to an AdWords 
auction. 
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BookDepository (owned by Amazon) and AbeBooks (owned by Amazon). WordStream 

noted34 

Clicks on paid search listings beat out organic clicks by nearly a 2:1 margin for 

keywords with high commercial intent in the US. In other words, 64.6% of people 

click on Google Ads when they are looking to buy an item online! (Kim, 2016). 

There seems to be mixed awareness about how Google manipulates searches. According to a 

couple of recent surveys, 50% of adults using the web were unable to recognize advertisements 

in Google’s search results (Charlton, 2016). While contestable, this figure is huge. It is 

significant also because Google can target advertisements to specific people. Using their 

surveillance-engines they can target ads to specific kinds of people within specific geographic 

localities, on specific days of the week, hours in the day or relative to the device used. For 

instance, an advertiser could specifically aim to have their advertisement appear to someone 

conducting a search on a Friday at 7.30pm, from a smartphone near the restaurant district on 

Lygon Street, Melbourne. Advertisers are even given the possibility to increase their bid 

according to the specific location of a person using Google, hence they could bid higher if a 

person was within a certain radius of their store. In this way, AdWords, and its shadow of 

surveillance, merges seamlessly with Google Maps.  

Should someone activate a ‘sponsored link’, then the advertiser automatically pays Google a 

fee. In 2011, the amount paid for a single advertisement click ranged between the minimum 

bid of 5¢ to a whopping $54.91 (Kim, 2011a, 2011b). In the same year, the most expensive 

AdWord to be associated with was ‘insurance’, followed by ‘loans’, ‘mortgage’ and, at number 

five, ‘credit’—indeed, the financial sector is by far the biggest spender by industry on 

AdWords. Weirdly, the twentieth highest priced search term was ‘cord blood’, which refers to 

the blood from a human umbilical cord. This is a bizarre service catering to rich parents who 

want to preserve their child’s umbilical cord with the idea that the stem cells within it may one 

day be able to cure them from disease or even ‘cure’ them from death. This kind of fetishized 

service has a large upfront cost, followed by substantial ongoing payments, hence the cord 

                                                 
34 Across this thesis I cite various texts written by private research and consulting firms 
like WordStream (whose slogan is ‘Online advertising made easy’). It is important to note, as 
Mosco does, that these kinds of profit-supporting organizations need to be critically questioned, 
as they are implicated in creating the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism (Mosco, 2014, 90-111).  
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blood companies being willing to pay Google $27.80 for a single click.35 Table 2.6 gives more 

examples of expensive AdWords.  

Table 2.6:  The Most Expensive Keywords in Google AdWords, 201136 

Industry/sector Example 
Company 

Estimated spend 
on AdWords 
annually 

Top keywords example Cost per 
click 

Finance & 
Insurance 

StateFarm $43.7 million ‘affordable life 
insurance’

$43.39 

Retail & 
merchandise 

Amazon .com $55.2 million ‘zumba dance dvd’ $5.18 

Travel & 
tourism 

Marriott $20.9 million ‘new york hotels’ $7.68 

Jobs & 
Education 

University of 
Pheoenix 

$46.9 million ‘accredited online 
college degrees’ 

$34.87 

Home & 
Garden 

Lowe's $59.1 million ‘home air conditioners’ $8.67 

Computer & 
Consumer 
Electronics 

Hewlett Packard $33.3 million ‘ink cartridge discount’ $26.79 

Vehicles cars.com $21.3 million ‘certified used cars’ $15.57
Internet & 
Telecom 

AT&T $40.8 million ‘high speed internet 
deals’

$26.74 

Business & 
Industrial 

Uline $35.1 million ‘custom business cards’ $13.83 

Gift & 
Occasion 

1-800-
flowers.com 

$30.8 million ‘funeral flower 
arrangement’

$20.95 

 

So, considering the above, I can now flesh this out with an example. If I want to learn about 

‘climate change’, I may type these words into Google’s search-engine. The company uses this 

search to extract data about me, which is compiled with other information already amassed 

about me. In this way, the company appropriates my actions and transforms them into 

commodities to be literally sold to the highest bidder. The first four results that Google 

displayed from my ‘climate change’ search were advertisements (Figure 2.4). Hence my desire 

to learn about the toxification of the atmosphere is abstracted and recombined as a commodity 

in the circuits of cybernetic capitalism.  

                                                 
35 There are various cord blood banks that store the stem-cell rich blood for patients in 
need of transplants, replacing bone marrow among other things. Hence, some of the searches for 
‘cord blood’ would likely be potential donors or recipients of cord blood transplants. However, 
these organizations are unlikely to spend huge amounts of money paying Google to get people 
to use their services.  
36 This table was compiled with data drawn from Kim (2011). 
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Google have extended their advertising abilities through a series of acquisitions.37 For instance, 

AdWords was extended through AdSense, a program developed by Applied Semantics and 

acquired by Google in 2003. AdSense allows website publishers in their network to put 

automated advertisements—text, visual, video, or interactive—on their websites, and to target 

them to a specific audience. Even if one does not use Google search, any participating websites 

can display a Google enabled advertisement. In this way, the company pushes consumerism 

outside the bounds of its own websites and onto the broader Web, thus facilitating the extension 

of advertising into more parts of everyday life. To automate the process of placing a 

contextually relevant ad on the page, Google has a ‘Mediabot’ crawl across the website in 

question in order to extract keywords and content so as to place an ad that can be automatically 

administered via the firm’s centralized systems. Another acquisition example is Google 

Analytics, based on a program developed by Urchin Software, which was acquired in 2005. 

This service surveys a website and produces automated reports on its traffic and patterns of 

usage. It is the most widely used web analytic service on the Internet and is integrated with 

AdWords, enabling advertisers to review online campaigns and monitor how people use their 

websites. With a degree of controversy, Google bought DoubleClick—one of the biggest and 

earliest online advertising companies—for a smooth $3.1 billion in 2008. DoubleClick made 

money by selling to advertising companies whose clients could monitor traffic and target ads 

to people, while being able to collect feedback on the process. Thus, it fitted well with Google’s 

overarching surveillance-commodification business model and was integrated into the 

                                                 
37 Ad industry analysts estimate that YouTube’s ad revenue grew a massive 40.6% in 2015, 
reaching $4.28 billion worldwide (Hern, 2016}. 

 
Figure 2.4: A Search for ‘Climate Change’, Google.com.au, 28/4/2016 
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apparatus. The acquisition of one of their main competitors sparked mainstream discussions as 

to whether Google had become a monopoly (Chapter 4.4.2). The case was heard by the US’s 

Federal Trade Commission, and they approved Google’s acquisition, thereby effectively 

granting them search advertising monopoly rights. Likewise, when the Commission approved 

their 2009 acquisition of AdMob, they extended Google’s monopoly on advertising to mobile, 

with the company now having a 93% share of the mobile ad market. This is the most vibrant 

sector of the online advertising industry, which in the US alone was worth $59.6 billion in 

2015. Significantly, Google collected half of this industry wide total, and the figure was up a 

massive 20% from 2014 (Gjorgievska, 2016).  

The fact that advertisers provide 96% of Google’s revenue is crucial to understanding the firm. 

This is what enables Google to roll out the majority of their services for ‘free’. This apparent 

freeness is a key way that the corporation simultaneously extends itself into everyday life, 

whilst simultaneously legitimizing its practices. While one can access many of Google’s 

services without hitting a pay-wall, one cannot use them without paying a hidden cost. An 

aspect of this phenomena can be understood by using Dallas Smythe’s theory of the audience-

as-commodity which he formulated a generation ago (1981, 22-51).38 A succinct expression of 

this theory runs: in capitalism, if you’re not paying for a commercial product, then you’re not 

the customer—you’re the product being sold. Built into the logic of commercial broadcasting, 

as cuttingly analysed by Smythe, the audience-commodity concept has been elevated to 

“unimagined heights” by Google (McChesney, 2013, 148). Vaidhyanathan puts it well:  

We are not Google’s customers: we are its product. We—our fancies, fetishes, 

predilections and preferences—are what Google sells to advertisers. When we use 

Google to find out things on the Web, Google uses our Web searches to find out 

things about us. Therefore, we need to understand Google and how it influences what 

we know and believe (Vaidhyanathan, 2011, 3).  

A Senior Vice President at Google put the matter very frankly: “We don’t monetize the thing 

we create. We monetize the people that use it. The more people that use our products, the more 

                                                 
38  Christian Fuchs has analysed and updated Smythe’s theory, arguing for its ongoing 
relevance to understanding the dynamics of capitalism on the Internet (2014, 74-134). He puts 
the exploitation of labour at the centre of his analysis, and while I do not follow the degree of 
emphasis, it is nevertheless significant to note this element. It is also worth to note that others 
formulate the question differently, for instance focusing on the extraction of rent (Rigi 2014). 
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opportunity we have to advertise to them” (cited in Levy, 2011, 229).39 When Android was 

released for ‘free’, Schmidt gloated: “You get a billion people doing something, there’s lots of 

ways to make money. Absolutely, trust me. We’ll get lots of money for it” (Jenkins, 2010). 

The imperatives of a market-driven society, according to Zygmunt Bauman, mean that 

“Members of the society of consumers are themselves consumer commodities, and it is the 

quality of being a consumer commodity that makes them bona fide members of that society” 

(2007, 57). In an essay on the history of advertising, Raymond Williams noted that ads have 

extended into an increasingly large swath of everyday life, from products to personalities to 

politics. This “extension is natural, in a society where selling, by any effective means, has 

become a primary ethic” (2005, 184). As advertising extends, it draws more of life into the 

circuits of consumerism and capital accumulation, with Google being an exemplar of this trend. 

Furthermore, it is worth pointing out that Google’s systematic prioritization of advertising, 

consumerism and commercial interests comes, as Mosco notes, at the direct expense of 

economic and political democracy (2014, 42-3). 

The surveillance-commodification complex can also explain why Google promotes the image 

of freeness. The logic of this model runs thus: the more people that use the web, the more they 

will use its number one website, and therefore the more Google can survey and appropriate 

their actions. This allows more commodification opportunities, selling the audience to 

advertisers. More precisely targeted advertisements, leads to an increasing number of 

engagements with AdWords, hence an intensifying stream of revenue for Google. As with other 

big companies, part of this vast revenue stream is scraped off as profit for the company’s 

owners, and part of it is capitalized—being reinvested in more hardware, research, acquisitions 

and political power in a calculated attempt to further their monopolistic grip. Also, by pulling 

as many people as possible into their proprietorial systems, there exist fewer opportunities for 

others in the arena of high-tech monopolistic competition. All of this is standard corporate 

practice, for not only are corporations structurally pressured to maximise their profits, but they 

are entangled in a web of endless accumulation. There is a kind of structural necessity for them 

to grow, to expand, and to deliver increasing returns on investments—a necessity which is 

problematic within finite nature, including finite human nature.  

                                                 
39 Curiously, a similar point was raised in a radically different context by William 
Burroughs in his gruelling 1959 beat novel Naked Lunch: “The junk merchant doesn’t sell his 
product to the consumer, he sells the consumer to his product” (1993, 8).  
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2.3.2   Surveillance-Engines  

At least since the fantasies of Jeremy Bentham, surveillance has been about attempting to 

modify the behavior of the surveyed. In Google’s case, they seek to alter people’s behavior in 

ways that make them more likely to engage with advertisements that have been automatically 

targeted at them. This is firmly encoded in the company’s philosophy, which states: “We’ve 

found that text ads that are relevant to the person reading them draw much higher clickthrough 

rates than ads appearing randomly. Any advertiser, whether small or large, can take advantage 

of this highly targeted medium” (Google, 2016f).  

The scope of Google’s surveillance powers is truly vast. The firm has the capacity to 

continuously monitor a very large amount of people’s online activity. This includes search 

terms and web-browsing history, which browser and operating system one uses,40 their IP 

address, as well as the time of day and approximate or exact geographic location. In this way, 

Google’s apparatus has the power to pull data traces from a huge amount of everyday life into 

their commercial circuits.41 Their ability to collect data on people is heightened within their 

own domains, such as Gmail, YouTube and Maps, and even more so via the Android operating 

                                                 
40 Each computer has a kind of unique machine identification print. To see your computer’s 
print, see the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s Panopticlick:  
https://panopticlick.eff.org/index.php?action=log&js=yes  
41 Google large scale surveillance is made more problematic by the fact that, as Edward 
Snowden’s leaks revealed, military-intelligence agencies of the ‘Five Eyes’ nations (Australia, 
Canada, New Zealand, UK and USA) have accessed this information via the secret programs 
PRISM and MUSCULAR. In this way, Google’s surveillance crosses the hazy border separating 
the market from state power. 

Figure 2.5: ‘bones of saints’, Google Image Search, 17/10/2016. 
To recontextualize a famous quote from Marx, the circulation of Google’s search-engine 
is “the great social retort into which everything is thrown and out of which everything 
is recoverable as the money crystal. Not even the bones of the saints are able to 
withstand this alchemy” (1976, 299).  
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system. Use of Google Maps on a mobile-device enables the corporation to track one’s physical 

movements through time and space in real-time. Table 2.7 shows what people who use Google 

Maps on their phones agree to allow the tech-giant to do.  

Table 2.7: Google Maps Permission, Android App42  

This app has access to: 
Device & app history  

 retrieve running apps  
Wi-Fi connection information  

 view Wi-Fi connections  
Identity  

 find accounts on the device 
 add or remove accounts  

Device ID & call information  
 read phone status and identity  

Contacts  
 find accounts on the device 
 read one’s list of contacts 
 modify one’s contacts  

Other  
 download files without notification 
 receive data from Internet 
 view configured accounts 
 use Google Maps  
 view network connections 
 send sticky broadcast 
 connect and disconnect from Wi-Fi 
 disable your screen lock 
 measure app-storage space 
 full network access 
 control Near Field Communication 
 read sync settings 
 run at start-up 
 use accounts on the device 
 control vibration 
 prevent device from sleeping 
 toggle sync on and off 
 install shortcuts 
 read Google service configuration  

Location  
 find approximate location (network-based) 
 find precise location (GPS and network-

based)  
Phone  

 directly call phone numbers 
 read call log 
 read phone status and identity 
 write call log  

Photos/Media/Files  
 read the contents of your USB storage 
 modify or delete the contents of your USB 

storage  
Storage  

 read the contents of your USB storage 
 modify or delete the contents of your USB 

storage  
Microphone  

 record audio  

 

The comprehensiveness of Google’s surveillance engines has led to the posturing of some of 

the company’s elite. Schmidt boasted to the Washington Post that, because of the information 

that Google collects, “we know roughly who you are, roughly what you care about, roughly 

who your friends are” (cited in Jenkins, 2010). Elsewhere, Google’s then CEO Schmidt 

encouraged people to: 

                                                 
42 See: https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.google.android.apps.maps&hl=en 
[Accessed 16/12/2016] 
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give us more information about you, about your friends, and we can improve the 

quality of our searches. We don’t need you to type at all. We know where you are. 

We know where you’ve been. We can more or less know what you’re thinking about 

(cited in Thompson, 2010).  

When questioned about the implications of this on privacy, the ever-provocative Schmidt also 

told a CNBC interviewer: “If you have something that you don’t want anyone to know, maybe 

you shouldn’t be doing it in the first place” (HuffPostTech, 2011). This kind of flamboyant 

rhetoric has been strategically suppressed by Google after Edward Snowden’s 2013 leaks of 

NSA material showed how major cybernetic capitalist firms, including Google, actively 

collaborated with the spy agency in its mass surveillance (Greenwald, 2014). Despite this PR 

change of tact, Schmidt’s rhetoric was bound up with the fact that Google’s entire business 

model fundamentally depends on the monetization of people’s personal data. This 

incompatibility was acknowledged by Vint Cerf, one of the ‘founders of the Internet’ and 

current Google employee, with the tech-fetish job-title ‘Chief Internet Evangelist’. While 

taking part in a panel discussion at the Internet Governance Forum, Cerf was pressed by 

privacy activist Christopher Soghoian into saying: “we couldn’t run our system if everything 

in it were encrypted because then we wouldn’t know which ads to show you. So this is a system 

that was designed around a particular business model” (Cerf, 2011, Soghoian, 2011).43 Google 

attempts to spin the entire surveillance affair under the banner of ‘improving user experience’.  

The corporation’s attitude was concisely summarized by Google’s Head Privacy Engineer 

Alma Whitten who said: “What’s good for the consumer is good for the advertiser” (cited in 

Vascellaro, 2010). Again, that claim was from Google’s Head Privacy Engineer. One has to 

admire how concisely Whitten manages to subsume the complex public interest of a billion-

plus people into the narrow, profit-maximising interests of advertisers, an ambitious cybernetic 

capitalist corporation, and their shareholders.  

With his typically congratulatory tone, Levy notes that it was people’s private “data that took 

Google search to the next level. The search behaviour of users, captured and encapsulated in 

the logs that could be analysed and mined, would make Google the ultimate learning machine” 

                                                 
43 Because the surveillance-commodification complex is at the root of Google’s circuits of 
accumulation, they offer no way out from their gaze. Chrome’s ‘private browsing mode’ is 
limited to preventing browsing history from being stored on the local device, giving no option 
to prevent the corporation from accumulating it.  At best, Google allows people to login and 
customize what kinds of ads they would like to see. This dismal possibility has the effect of 
helping Google to construct a more accurate advertising profile. 
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(2011, 45). Or, perhaps more accurately, it would make it the ultimate for-profit surveillance 

engine. This is part of a larger trend in cybernetic capitalism, where power no longer resides in 

having the most visitor traffic to a particular website, rather it has shifted to those who control 

the richest troves of data about people and who can monetarize it most effectively (Vascellaro, 

2010). 

Curiously, both advertising and surveillance were completely absent from Google’s initial 

model, with the co-founders—who were originally motivated by the respectable challenge of 

creating an elegant system—expressing outright hostility towards advertising. Indeed, part of 

Google’s success had to do with their not indulging in the online arms race of irritating, 

flashing, pop-ups ads that push their consumerist messages. Prophetically, Brin and Page 

themselves wrote: “we expect that advertising funded search-engines will be inherently biased 

towards the advertisers and away from the needs of the consumers” (1998). After noting the 

insidious nature of search-engine bias, the cofounders concluded: “we believe the issue of 

advertising causes enough mixed incentives that it is crucial to have a competitive search-

engine that is transparent and in the academic realm” (Brin and Page, 1998).  

Under pressure from the venture capitalists, these concerns were dropped once advertising 

began pumping large amounts of money into the company. Essentially, the capitalist system in 

which Google functioned shaped the direction taken by the co-founders (McChesney, 2013, 

28). To justify this drastic change of tune, Google ran a few ‘experiments’ on the people using 

their website. They discovered that the control group—who received ads on their results—

conducted more searches than the group who were given ad-free results. Google considered 

the issue settled, pronouncing: “ads made people happy” (Levy, 2011, 94). The ideological 

scientism that is evident here is examined in Chapter 4.4.3. Years later, Schmidt and Rosenberg 

attempted to rewrite the firm’s history: “The Google founders knew that they would make 

money from advertising. Initially they didn’t know exactly how, and they were biding their 

time while scaling their platform, but they were very clear about the general revenue model” 

(2014, 80-1). Despite this attempt at historical revisionism the concerns that the co-founders 

expressed in 1998 ring truer than ever. 

2.4 Conclusion 
This chapter has provided an account of Google’s expansion, from the Stanford dorm room to 

global institution. In so doing, it has touched on relations with the military-industrial complex, 

the centralization of control and how the company has developed and diversified. It has shown 
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how Google is a globalizing corporation that uses surveillance and commodification to 

intensify its own processes of capital accumulation. As it does this, the tech-giant advances, 

expands and augments the practices of the increasingly dominant social formation of cybernetic 

capitalism. Indeed, Google can be seen as an exemplar of this hegemonic formation. In addition 

to charting some historical developments, this chapter has also looked at how Google functions, 

paying attention to some of their key technologies, such as PageRank and AdWords. This line 

of investigation ended up looking at the surveillance-commodification complex, and how 

Google uses its surveillance-engines to draw subjective traces of people’s everyday online 

actions together in order to sell them to advertisers. This has the effect of systematically 

promoting commercial interests, a phenomenon that has implications on how the world is 

organized. As later chapters will discuss, this effects how subjectivity, materiality, and social 

practice are produced and abstracted, as well as how the technology of computing-machines 

has been put into the services of cybernetic capitalist accumulation. This chapter sort to lay the 

necessary background context needed for the thesis to develop these arguments in later chapters 

an analyse Google Maps, Google and the social formation of cybernetic capitalism.  
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Chapter 3: Method: 
Towards a Subjective Materialism 

 

3.1  Introduction 
This chapter begins by formulating the guiding methodological approach, ‘subjective 

materialism’. I then describe how Google Maps can be understood as an ‘apparatus’, with the 

 
Figure 3.1: René Magritte, 1937, Not to be Reproduced. 

The original is in Museum Boijmans Van Beuningen, Rotterdam. 
Reproduction courtesy of www.renemargritte.org. 
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elaboration of this concept serving to help locate the thesis theoretically and to connect it with 

bodies of existing work. Thereafter, I turn to examine the process of interpretation, and the 

ways in which discursive statements, historical narratives and images can be analytically 

understood. Here this is connected to a particular conception of ideology, which is given a 

lengthy treatment and fleshed out into a key concept with significant methodological 

implications. The second half of the chapter looks at how I have interpreted the empirical 

evidence using an organized collection of methods. After a discussion on language, I look at 

critical discourse and discuss how methods from this field of study are employed by this thesis 

to interpret statements from Google’s elite. Then, I turn to look at images, revising the 

iconological method for the purposes of this thesis in order to interpret Google Maps as an 

image in the abstracted realm of algorithmic reproduction. In summary then, this chapter seeks 

to lay down the thesis’ theoretical foundations, fabricate the framework of the approach, and 

raise methodological scaffolding around the emerging structure. Each of the following chapters 

map out different aspects of Google Maps, approaching the apparatus from various angles and 

weaving these paths into the architecture of the overarching arguments.  

Towards the end of this chapter I outline these differences—adding additional method notes 

when necessary within the various chapters. In this way, this dedicated method chapter focuses 

less on the specifics of each method and more on the methodology as a whole—the thematic 

and theoretical, the conceptual and contextual—as a way to set up the frame for the emergent 

edifice. With that in mind, this chapter is structured to begin with the general methodology, 

and then move towards the more specific methods employed, with many loops between the 

overarching perspective and more concrete questions, from the general to the particular, the 

theoretical to the practical, the methodological to the method.  

While the thesis does not use an ethnographic method, nor is it based on interviews, it is 

empirically grounded in three senses. Firstly, I draw on political-economic histories and 

technologies, events and objects, which take place in the world and leave empirical traces. 

Secondly, I draw on public statements issued by elite members of Google, empirical utterances 

that I analyse to tease out their ideological content. And thirdly, a number of the chapters 

analyse images that have been reproduced from Google Maps itself, empirical traces of how 

the apparatus functions.  

3.2  On Subjective Materialism 
 Cultural materialism, developed by Raymond Williams, is an approach grounded in literary 

theory and emergent cultural studies that draws on the traditions of critical theory. It seeks to 
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build upon the Marxist field of study of historical and dialectic materialism by expanding this 

analysis beyond its traditional class-based analysis—a move also made by writers such as 

Gramsci and Marcuse. Williams’ approach deals with specific historical documents, paying 

close attention to their historical context and engaging in a close textual analysis from a 

theoretically informed and politically committed perspective. According to Williams, cultural 

materialism emphasizes the production of meaning and values within specific social 

formations, by treating communication as a formative force within the complex interactive web 

of social dynamics (2005, 243).  

Building directly on this lineage, I propose a version that draws out the tension in the method—

what I will call subjective materialism. Immediately, there is a tension between these two 

words, which could be expanded to the chiasmus: materialism is subjective and subjectivity is 

material. This is to say that how we interpret ‘materialism’ is a matter of perspective, and that 

‘subjectivity’ itself is a product of the material universe and that its expressions are material, 

be they words, actions or artefacts. This proposal can be seen as part of the proliferation of 

‘new materialisms’ that have been developed over the last decades (Coole and Frost, 2010, 

Dolphijn and van der Tuin, 2012). However, unlike these cited examples, I do not share their 

post-structuralist suspicion of humanism. Rather, by taking these critiques seriously, I draw on 

a different lineage into my thinking of materialism (Eagleton, 2016).  

Williams states that ‘subjective’ is “a profoundly difficult word” which needs to be thought 

through if it is to be seriously used (1983, 308-12). I orient the important philosophic concept 

of subjectivity around three distinct but overlapping aspects. Subjectivity relates to persons as 

possessing a conscious, meaning-making experience of the phenomenological world. It has to 

do with agency, autonomy and the ability to act. And it implies a specific, partial perspective, 

a point of view often informed by particular interests. Taken together, subjectivity is a complex 

and crucial concept, bound-up with notions of experience and power, relations and reality, 

desire and difference.  

Substituting culture for subjectivity is decidedly not an individualizing move, for subjectivity 

is intrinsically social—it simultaneously weaves and is woven by innumerable interactions that 

make up the social tapestry, which is in itself always unfolding as a part of the natural world. 

The prefix ‘inter-’ is not needed, for there is always a betweenness to subjectivity; it is always 

relational, contextual and historical; never atomized, mechanical and solipsistic. Subjectivity 

is social being, an activity utterly constitutive of our humanity: it is created out of the “flesh of 
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the world”, to use Merleau-Ponty’s phrase. In this sense, humans are active natural beings, as 

Marx wrote in 1844: “as a natural, corporeal, sensuous, objective being”, a human is a 

“suffering, conditioned and limited creature” (2007, 156). This is to say that we are 

simultaneously social and natural, and that we can be subject to various forms of exploitation 

and domination. This is an important starting place for any theory of subjectivity.  

Nor should this substitution be taken as a sign of undervaluing of the importance of culture. By 

emphasizing culture, Williams was addressing a lack he perceived in the critical investigations 

of the post-war Marxist tradition. In the decades since, this lack has been largely corrected, 

with significant bodies of work, such as cultural studies, now directly addressing such 

concerns. Hence, in reformulating the approach, I seek not to devalue culture, but rather to 

locate it as intimately entangled with the other domains of the social activity—the ecological, 

political and economic—all of which are grounded in ‘the natural’, a category that crucially 

includes human beings (James, 2015). People are not somehow external or isolated from the 

natural material world, fragmented away by some Cartesian Nature/Society schism, but rather 

we exist within nature as a “consummated oneness”, to use Marx’s phrase (2007, 103-4). This 

has methodological implications, as Jason Moore stresses in Capitalism in the Web of Life:  

If humans are a part of nature, historical change—including the present as history—

must be understood through dialectical movements of humans making environments, 

and environments making humans. The two acting units—humanity/environments—

are not independent but interpenetrated at every level, from the body to the biosphere. 

Perhaps most of all, it means that relations that seemingly occur purely between 

humans—say, culture, or political power—are already ‘natural’ relations, and they 

are always bundled with the rest of nature, flowing inside, outside, and through 

human bodies and histories. And in this flow of flows, we are dealing with much 

more than microbes and metals and the rest of ‘material life’; we are dealing as well 

with ideas as material forces. In this, human history is understood as an ‘unbroken 

circle’ of being, knowing, and doing (2015, 28).  

In this way, the subjectivity of humanity melds into materialism, and vice versa. Hence, by 

referring to ‘materialism’ in this light, I am not arching back to any reductive scientific method, 

nor to any staunch determinism, be it economic, genetic or technological. Indeed, the word 

‘material’ comes from the Latin word for ‘mother’ (OED), with the concept of motherhood not 

generally being associated with the disengaged and mechanical. Rather motherhood is one of 

the most crucial, affective and embodied aspects of the human condition.  
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Engaging with social complexity requires dealing with whole people in life situations as they 

participate in society. It requires an inquiry into both the context and the consciousness of the 

beings that engage, encounter and embody the world—into both meaning and matter, stuff and 

significance. Subjective materialism is essentially a kind of thematic lens that can be used to 

look at phenomena so that certain insights may appear that could be obscured from other angles. 

In this respect, it is closer to Scott’s idea of an “anarchist squint” than it is to a fully fleshed-

out comprehensive philosophic world-view (2012, xii).  

This general approach of subjective materialism echoes across this thesis, both thematically 

and theoretically, resonating with other key-concepts employed, such as ‘apparatus’ and 

‘cybernetic capitalism’. Other authors have approached technology from perspectives that 

considers both the material and subjective aspects with respects to the social formation, 

including Lewis Mumford’s Technics and Civilization (1963); Raymond Williams’ Television: 

Technology and Cultural Form, (1990); Armand Mattelart’s The Globalization of Surveillance 

(2010); Vincent Mosco’s To the Cloud (2014) and Grégoire Chamayou’s recent A Theory of 

the Drone (2015).  

In conducting this research I have also drawn on some of the methodological frames developed 

by Paul James (2006, 2012, 2015) and others.44 This framework, sometimes known as 

‘Engaged Theory’, seeks to understand social complexity and renew critical theory, and to give 

it an applied focus. It allows for critical inquiry into the modes of practice and how they shape 

social formations. This approach is multidimensional, allowing social activity to be analysed 

across different domains: the ecological, economic, political and cultural. It also allows a 

researcher to move between different levels of analysis located at different levels of analytical 

abstraction. This allows me to combine empirical work looking at specific statistics and figures 

(Chapter 2), while analysing categorical questions of being (Chapter 9). The ‘levels of 

abstraction’ argument, developed in Chapter 5 draws from this theoretical lineage.  

                                                 
44  This approach has its roots extending back across the fifty years of publications by 
Australian journal Arena, notably the work of Geoff Sharp, John Hinkson and Simon Cooper. It 
has also been developed by other, usually Australian-based, academics, including Liam Magee, 
Martin Mulligan, Andy Scerri and Manfred Steger. It crosses many fields of study, including 
sociology, anthropology, history and philosophy, and draws on a number of seminal thinkers, 
such as Pierre Bourideu and Benedict Anderson.  
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3.2.1   This Apparatus Must Be Unearthed45 
As noted in the introduction, the word ‘apparatus’ has a two-fold meaning, referring both to a 

complex of machinery, instruments and/or techniques put together for a particular purpose, and 

also to a bureaucratic organization—especially one influenced by political patronage. The term 

resonates with the subjective materialist approach, with machines and meaning being 

intermeshed. By conceiving of Google Maps as an apparatus, this serves to help set the terms 

for the multidimensional inquiry into the ideological and technological ways in which the Map 

produces subjectivity and materiality. This juncture is significant for this thesis, for as Thomas 

Metzinger has noted, the new media environment “has already begun to change the structure 

of conscious experience itself”, adding that “new media are also consciousness technologies” 

(2009, 234-5). Félix Guattari made a similar observation: “technological machines of 

information and communication operate at the heart of human subjectivity, not only within its 

memory and intelligence, but within its sensibility, affects and unconscious fantasms” (1995, 

4). 

The term ‘apparatus’ is often associated with the work of Louis Althusser who wrote about 

‘ideological state apparatuses’. Drawing on Marx, Gramsci, Freud and Lacan, this conception 

of ideology represented a major step in the development of this concept; one that was critiqued 

thoroughly and inspired much future thinking. Athusser’s ‘apparatus’ was bound-up with ‘the 

State’, a conception that he used to seemingly bind all the multifaceted components of society 

up into a monolithic moment. Also, as the approach formulated here is grounded, in part, in 

phenomenology, it diverges significantly from Althusser who was hostile to towards any trace 

of ‘humanism’, and may have regarded my interest in consciousness as ‘infantile’. All up, the 

way that I use the word ‘apparatus’ draws on aspects of Althusser’s legacy, yet it is significantly 

different as well and does not involve any in-depth engagement with his work.  

Another reason for choosing to use the term ‘apparatus’ concerns questions of methodological 

approach and the theoretical tools employed. The concept has long been used to critically 

describe the amalgamation of communication, culture, technology and capitalist relations. 

Perhaps beginning with Bertolt Brecht, this idea was taken up by some critical theorists, such 

as Adorno and Horkheimer in their writings on cultural industries (1979), and later by 

sociologists of communication, such as Armand Mattelart (1979). In an Anglophone context 

by writers such as Harold Innis, Dallas Smythe (1981), Baran and Sweezy (1966), C. Wright 

                                                 
45  This subheading is a reference to a song by the Texan progressive, psychedelic rock band 
The Mars Volta, from their 2003 debut album De-Loused in the Comatorium.  
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Mills (2008), and more recently Vincent Mosco (2009) and Robert McChesney (2013).46 This 

line of investigation—sometimes called the ‘political economy of communication’—seeks to 

understand the structures of production, consumption and communication under capitalism, 

and its relation to democracy. This formulation is helpful for, as in the work of Williams, it can 

bridge the gap between the approaches of cultural studies and political economy. In a 

contemporary synthesis, Robert McChesney states that this approach brings “communication 

into the picture alongside capitalism and democracy. It evaluates media and communication 

systems by determining how they affect political and social power in society and whether they 

are, on balance, forces for or against democracy and successful self-government” (2013, 64). 

To make a phenomenological point on my use of apparatuses, I wish to emphasise that this is 

a choice. I choose to conceptualize Google Maps in this way, rather than say an artefact or 

assemblage, machine or media, system or software. In this way, I acknowledge that this thesis 

represents one possible approach—pushed by my own curiosities and purposes—and that other 

approaches would yield other results. Ultimately, I have found the apparatus approach helpful 

in understanding the phenomena, answering the research questions and weaving arguments. To 

use Heidegger’s luminous metaphor, the concept of apparatus has helped to cast light on the 

subject in its context.  

3.3  On Interpretation 
One question sits behind this thesis research, both the secondary sources and the empirical 

sources, discursive and visual: how to interpret the material? This is a question of consequence, 

both methodologically and epistemologically. Before homing in on the specifics of how I make 

sense of the varied material, I shall begin this section with a brief narrative that uses the word 

‘hermeneutics’—the study or theory of interpretation—as its departure point.  

The term hermeneutics, which was used by Aristotle, was likely derived from the Ancient 

Greek mythological deity, Hermes.47 A son of Zeus, Hermes was charged with acting as the 

messenger of the gods of Olympus: it was his duty to delivery announcements, warning and 

prophecies from the gods to the humans. As Vattimo and Zabala explain, Hermes’ job was to 

“transmit what is beyond human understanding in a form that human intelligence can grasp. 

                                                 
46  See Foster (2013) for an article looking at these developments in detail. 
47  A competing etymology sees ‘hermeneutics’ as a corrupted composite that borrowed 
from the Hebrew ‘Har-Emet’, which refers to the biblical Mount Sinai where Moses interpreted 
Jewish Law (‘haEmes’—‘the Truth’)(OED). If this is the case, then my reinterpretation below 
still more-or-less holds, as it involves translating the divine into the moral. 
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But in this transmission, Hermes was often accused of thievery, treachery and even anarchy 

because the messages were never accurate; in other words, his interpretations always altered 

the original meanings” (2011, 80).  

As finite humans, our senses are limited, we can only see a slither of the electromagnetic 

spectrum, hear a narrow band of frequencies and so on. These finite senses provide input to 

social and neurological processes of making sense and meaning that are also notably finite and 

limited. This contrasts with the universe we inhabit, which is infinitely complex and utterly 

beyond human understanding. Hence, when we use our limited phenomenological perceptions 

we necessarily interpret the universe. In this sense, all subjective beings have a Hermes-like 

quality. In attempting to translate the universe—the language of the gods—into a form that we 

mere mortals can understand, the message is necessarily altered in the process of creating 

meaning. This necessary alteration is more than an error, rather “interpretation adds new 

vitality to the meaning” (Vattimo and Zabala, 2011, 80). Also, interpretation is rooted in 

actually-existing reality, it is not simply some postmodern discursive creation—reality is real, 

but how we see it is not so simple. To interpret then is a creative act, it means to engage in a 

social process and to actively participate in the formation of meaning. This is not to give 

overblown agency to an interpreter, for the social character of interpretation implies a historic 

set of cultural, political, economic and ecological factors that limit and condition the spectrum 

of possible. The creative vitality of interpretation in the process of meaning-making also opens 

up a space where questions of power, history and struggle may enter, as I shall discuss further 

below (ideology).  

Vattimo and Zabala noted that “the modern masters of hermeneutics, Nietzsche, Heidegger, 

and Gadamer, were traditionally, culturally, and politically conservative”, and instead have 

sought to reinterpret hermeneutics as a radical political project (2011, 76). My understanding 

of hermeneutics uses aspects of their critical reworking of the theory of interpretation by 

challenging impositions of order by and for the powerful in favour of interpretations that breed 

alternatives and autonomy. Significantly, I connect this politicized understanding of 

hermeneutics to a conception of ideology which can be seen as a struggle over the intrinsic 

indeterminacy of meaning.  

3.3.1   Interpreting Ideologies and Ideologies of Interpretation 

The key concept ‘ideology’ is a complicated term, with a multiplicity of interpretations. In this 

section I briefly sketch the etymological evolution of the term en route to articulating my 
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interpretation of ideology and how it fits in this thesis’ methodological approach. This story 

starts in 1796, the year that the French neologism ‘idéologie’ was coined and first appeared in 

English as ‘ideology’. Count Destutt de Tracy developed it while in a prison cell during the 

Reign of Terror in the grisly aftermath of the French Revolution (Williams, 1983, 153-7, 1977, 

55-71). Since then, ideology has had a curious and complex career, with its meaning being 

shaped and shifted in a number of ways, with two major folds of meaning appearing within in 

its first fifty years.  

Tracy saw ideology as a positivist method for disputing religion’s claims to absolute Truth by 

questioning how complex systems of ideas functioned. In opposition to the ancient 

metaphysics, the aristocrat-philosopher understood ideology as the “science of ideas”: an 

architectonic project which claimed to be the first science (Kennedy, 1979, 354-5). By 

abstracting humanity from the world, conceiving of idea-sharing as the passive reception of 

sensations, and adding a veneer of empiricism, his system was characteristically bourgeois in 

its formulation (Williams, 1977, 56-7). Eagleton noted the paradox inherent in the word’s 

origin, for Tracy’s utter contempt for religion was at the core of his system, hence “ideology 

was born as a thoroughly ideological critique of ideology” (2007, 64).  

Then, fifty years after Tracy coined the term, Marx and Engels reinterpreted ideology in a very 

negative light. In The German Ideology they understood it as the deliberate distortions of 

material reality in the interest of the ruling class (Marx and Engels, 1998). By making the 

connection with class, the young communists saw ideology as the product of historical 

domination that serves the exploitation and oppression by the elite by maintaining and 

obscuring asymmetrical power relations that underpin and reinforce class structures.48 

Ironically, this critique of the concept of ideology became the first articulation of the main 

features of Marxist ideology (Steger, 2008, 40). The purpose of the above narrative is to 

highlight two significant folds in the development of ideology. John Thompson used these lines 

to divide the concept into two distinct lineages (1995, 3-4). He refers to the fold beginning with 

Marx and Engel’s blistering critique as the ‘critical conception’, which sees ideology as 

negative, misleading, illusionary, and directly relating to class domination. He refers to the 

                                                 
48  This is related to Marx’s interest in objective alienation within capitalist modes of 
production, as discussed in his Manuscripts of 1844 (2007). Google Maps has this objective 
alienation, to which it also adds a kind of subjective enthral, which is related to the obscuring, 
shimmering and masking that Marx saw as an important part of ideology formation. 
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other fold as the ‘neutral conception’, which considers the formation of meaning, how complex 

systems of ideas function, and how truth is constructed.  

Neither of these formulations quite capture how the concept of ‘ideologies’ is used in this 

thesis. The formation of meaning is plainly not a ‘neutral’ phenomenon, as Thompson painted 

it, with political dimensions often impinging on this process. Furthermore, ideological 

understandings often function as real power instrument that shape how societies are organized, 

frequently in the interests of the powerful. Hence, the question of class and control raised by 

Marx and Engels must enter the picture. The great communist theorists interpreted ideology as 

something the ruling bourgeois used to distort reality, which led to the claim that this ‘false 

consciousness’ could be overcome by the use of scientific historical materialism, an approach 

which claimed privileged access to objective reality beyond ideology.  

However, from a subjective materialist perspective, there is no way to clear “the doors of 

perception”, to use William Blake’s phrase, popularised by Aldous Huxley and Jim Morrison. 

While historical materialism—or mescaline for that matter—can certainly alter perception, 

perhaps in ways that allow for real insight, the doors cannot be cleared to allow someone to see 

the universe as ‘it truly is’. This is because the phenomenological processes of our 

consciousness necessarily interpret all perception: Hermes cannot be evaded, ideologies are 

everywhere that is subjective and social, often with questions of power hot on their heels.  

With this in mind, a formulation of the ideology is needed that can draw aspects from the 

‘neutral’ and ‘critical’ conceptions and weave them into a generative synthesis. Comparable 

syntheses have been woven before, with for example, Mitchell attempting “to play both sides 

of this street, using the interpretive procedures of ideological analysis to reveal the blind spots 

in various texts, but also using those procedures to criticise the very concept of ideology itself” 

(1986, 3-4). Also, Steger showed how the ‘neutral’ conception of ideology can be highly 

critical in its interrogation of how politically charged meaning is made (2008, 3-5). 

When discussing something intangible like ideology, it is necessary to employ metaphors in 

order to understand and experience the intangible thing in terms of something more familiar.49 

                                                 
49  A powerful metaphor was evident in The German Ideology: “If in all ideology men and 
their relations appear upside-down as in a camera obscura, this phenomenon arises just as much 
from their historical life-process as the inversion of objects on the retina does from their 
physical life-process” (Marx, 1998). This formulation connects intangible ideology with a 
simple technology and the biology of vision, a synthesis that is compelling, but problematic for 
reasons discussed above. See Mitchell for an extended discussion of Marx’s metaphor (1986, 
160-208). 
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Metaphors, according to Lakoff and Johnson’s groundbreaking exploration, are a part of human 

nature; they stem from embodied experience and they structure our interpretations of reality 

through the fundamental place they occupy in the meaning-making process (2003). This thesis 

is centrally concerned with maps, and maps make great metaphors, indeed they have been used 

figuratively since the 17th Century. The central metaphor I propose is this: ideologies are maps.  

I am plainly not the first to make this connection: the ideology-as-map image has been 

employed by a string of prominent authors, including Terry Eagleton (2007, 150-2), Michael 

Freeden (1996, 85-6), Manfred Steger (2008, 49), Charles Taylor (2003, 25); with Slavoj Žižek 

using it for the title of his book Mapping Ideology (1994). Clifford Geertz writes: “Whatever 

else ideologies may be—projections of unacknowledged fears, disguises for ulterior motives, 

phatic expressions of group solidarity—they are, most distinctively, maps of problematic social 

reality and matrices for the creation of collective conscience” (1973, 220). What I am proposing 

here is to go deeper into the ideology-as-map metaphor and to use it to form a particular 

synthesis of ideology’s two folds. In the next paragraph, I will articulate some of the attributes 

of maps that can be fruitful in the metaphoric structuring of ideology. The content of the 

paragraph below refers explicitly to maps, but should be read here as also referring to 

ideologies. It is worth reflecting on how the words, ‘maps’ and ‘ideologies’, might be 

interchangeable:  

Maps are subjective material representations of the world. They are not Platonic forms, but 

rather they emerge from creative human engagement with the embodied world, and they are 

hence constitutively a part of the reality. If maps are to help us make sense of the world, then 

their representations must be actively interpreted. Maps are made by specific (and often 

powerful) people with specific (and often powerful) interests. Maps can serve to naturalize a 

particular and partial way of looking at the world, to make it seem like ‘common sense’. They 

have histories and are dialectically related to the ecological, economic, political and cultural 

domains of social activity. Flowing from this, maps can exert real power over what they 

represent: they can shape the way in which we understand and experience the world. They exert 

an organizing power which can affect how we imagine the world and our place in it, as well as 

shaping our practices and how we engage with the embodied world. The reality that maps seek 

to depict is always far more complicated than they can possibly represent. Making a map 

necessarily and unavoidably demands that the mapmaker employ simplifications and 

distortions, particular patterns of inclusion and exclusion, partial understandings, cultural 

assumptions and value judgments. Because of this, it is possible to map the same space in very 
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different ways, according to very different values. Thus, maps are never absolute, they are 

always open to being challenged, and there always exists the possibility to create new maps 

that see the world differently. Lastly, a map can be critically studied to reveal the values of the 

mapmaker. 

So, with that metaphoric exploration in mind, I understand ideologies to be subjective material 

maps of shared social reality which are used for the collective creation of meaning through 

offering a particular interpretation of the world. Not all interpretations are ideological, but all 

ideologies are interpretive. Ideology is a type of interpretation that relates to the political 

organization of society and, like spatial maps, they are frequently made by the powerful to 

legitimate their order and serve their interests—yet there is always space for counter-

hegemonic mapping. Like maps, ideologies necessarily select, simplify and distort the reality 

that they represent, naturalizing a particular and partial way of understanding the world. As 

with maps, this is essential and unavoidable because of the body’s inability to directly perceive 

the universe outside of the representational processes of its consciousness. Simultaneously 

subjective and material, ideologies are the products of human creativity—and hence the 

products of the creativity of nature—they are integral to the social processes of meaning-

making and the political organization of society. To use the evocative words of science-fiction 

writer William Gibson: “It’s our nature to represent. We’re the animal that represents, the sole 

and only maker of maps”.50 

The relationship between a spatial map and a theory of ideology can be understood as a ‘bipolar 

image’, as understood by Mitchell. He defines a bipolar image as a reversible metaphor: “a 

situation where one domain is continually mapped onto another domain and then it turns out 

that that mapping also goes the other way” (2009). Mitchell gives the following everyday 

example:  

when we speak of the computer as having a mind, a brain, and a memory. And then 

we reverse the valence of the comparison and talk about human memory as like a 

recording and storage mechanism somewhat like a computer. On the one hand we 

have a memory machine and on the other we have a computing mind (2009).  

In addition to imagining ideologies as metaphoric maps, I would like to reverse the valance 

and fold the metaphor back on itself, for if an ideology is a metaphoric map, then perhaps a 

                                                 
50  This quote is from one of Gibson’s unpublished poems which was read in the 
documentary with the telling title No Maps for These Territories (Neale, 2000).  
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map can be interpreted as an embodiment of ideology, an argument I make in the latter half of 

this thesis.  

There is always an indeterminacy in meaning, as reality is more complex than the 

representations that our consciousness can create—indeed, these representations are part of 

material reality. In this way, meaning emerges from the universe’s creative process along with 

subjectivity, and is dialectically entangled with the hermeneutic processes of interpretation and 

representation. Because of this complexity and indeterminacy, we use ideologies to limit and 

fix the interpretations of words, concepts, images, objects and spaces in specific ways, hence 

supporting specific kinds of consciousness. The ways of thinking promoted by these particular 

patterns of interpretations serve to naturalize, legitimize and extend specific social formations, 

sets of relations and modes of practice. In this way, ideologies affect the patterns of social 

practice, integration and activity, and are can readily be bound up with control and domination. 

This inherent indeterminacy does not lead to a fetishized multiplicity, nor the endless fanciful 

play of signifiers—rather, ideologies exert an organizing power, which while never complete, 

can create relatively stable and internally coherent patterns of interpretation. There is thus an 

active struggle over meaning.51 

Antonio Gramsci argued that ideologies are material phenomena located in the domain of 

culture, and are thus not the exclusive property of the state or a political party (1971).52 This 

means they are concerned with questions of meaning, as well as questions of power, and that 

the two are often intimately entangled. As I extended Williams’ cultural materialism, so too 

with Gramsci—for ideologies are not just a part of culture, but are also part of subjectivity 

more broadly. Furthermore, Gramsci was interested in how ideologies create patterns of 

political behaviour that express themselves in everyday actions, relations and utterances. This 

reframing of ideology is significant, for Google is a corporation, not a political party, and yet 

they nevertheless engage in political action on a massive scale—actions that impact on the 

everyday actions of countless people around the world.  

                                                 
51  Is ‘freedom’ understood in terms of trade or of assembly? Is ‘efficiency’ understood in 
terms of accumulation or exploitation? Is ‘globalization’ about the integration of markets or 
social struggles? I am simplifying these into dichotomies in order to provocatively make a point 
about how the interpretation of these terms is ideologically contested. 
52  Drawing on Gramsci, Althusser took this materialist conception of ideology as a key part 
of his thinking. Indeed, he pushed this aspect into the territory of behaviourism when he claimed 
that a subject’s ideas “are his material actions inserted into material practices governed by 
material rituals which are themselves defined by the material ideological apparatus”. Yet, as 
Eagleton quibbled, “One does not abolish consciousness simply by a hypnotic repetition of the 
world ‘material’” (2007, 149).  
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Also from Gramsci, I draw on his concepts of the ‘hegemony’ as an extension of the ideology 

thesis. He noted that a ‘historic bloc’, an elite group, has far more opportunities to spread the 

ideological interpretations that they benefit from. This can be see with the example of Rupert 

Murdoch’s disproportionate ability to influence the construction of meaning in ways that 

further his own political interests. Likewise, Google’s ubiquity puts them in a powerful position 

to construct meaning in ways that benefit the hegemonic bloc of cybernetic capitalism. 

Moreover, the notion of ‘hegemony’ is significant, for it extends ideology, viewing it as a lived 

social practice. As Williams wrote, for Gramsci hegemony is a dynamic process, it is never 

fixed, but “has continually to be renewed, recreated, defended, and modified” (1977, 112). For 

Williams, possibilities and alternatives spring from the complexities and contradictions that 

necessarily pervade social experience. In this way, a dominant social order can never be 

absolute and cannot include or exhaust all human practice (1977, 125). In this thesis, I 

understand cybernetic capitalism as having a hegemonic position in the world today and 

Google standing as an exemplar of this social formation.  

As I have claimed, with respect to social analysis, there is no space outside of ideology and 

therefore no privileged position from which one may launch a purely scientific enquiry into the 

nature of reality outside of phenomenological processes. This argument has long roots, with 

Karl Korsch attacking all ‘scientific’ understandings of Marxism in the 1920 to 1930s, and his 

criticism was incorporated into critical theory and Western Marxism more broadly (Bronner, 

2011, 23). As the hermeneutic philosopher Hans-Georg Gadamer argued, an interpreter’s 

motivations and prejudices condition their every act of understanding. With this insight in 

mind, it would be an error to consider a researcher’s values and ideological alignment as only 

a hindrance standing in the way of a proper understanding. From Gadamer’s perspective, the 

interpreter’s inescapable normative aspects actually enables the act of understanding (2013). 

This relates to a paradox noted by Karl Mannheim, who said that in order to expose a viewpoint 

as ideological, it must be approached from an alternative ideological perspective. In this way, 

I am describing Google’s cybernetic capitalism not from outside ideology, but from the 

perspective of an alternative ideology. This is not the place to outline my own ideological belief 

system, but rather to reflectively note that there are inescapable subjective elements to the 

analytical process. This is not to imply some post-modern kaleidoscopic pluralism of 

ideological perspectives, for ideologies are unequal with respects to the types and degrees of 

distortions they involve and what kinds of interest they serve. 
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3.4   Interpreting Language 
This thesis is keenly interested in language. As language is such a central part of the human 

experience, any definition of “language is always, implicitly or explicitly, a definition of human 

beings in the world” (Williams, 1977, 21-44). From a subjective materialist perspective, there 

is no divide between language and reality, nothing akin to Platonic ideal form. Rather language 

is an activity, it is “practical consciousness” to use Marx’s phrase (1998). Language is a 

manifestation of human creativity—which is in turn a manifestation of nature’s creativity—

and it involves the active creation of meaning, as part of a real social process that are 

constitutive to a lived experience.  

This thesis draws on discursive statements issued by elite members of Google to empirically 

ground the theoretical discussion, rooting the conception of ideology to concrete manifestations 

of it in action. This is significant, for as linguist Norman Fairclough argues, “the exercise of 

power, in modern society, is increasingly achieved through ideology, and more particularly 

through the ideological workings of language”. Hence, “nobody with an interest in 

relationships of power in modern society, can afford to ignore language”, adding that ideology 

“is the prime means of manufacturing consent” (1989, 2-3). Making a comparable point, Beat 

novelist William Burroughs claimed that despite all the powerful “technocratic control 

apparatus” available, “words are still the principal instruments of control” (1978).53 Language 

powerfully influences our subjectivity, as well as how we socially organize the material world 

(Figure 3.2). The intersection of ideologies and language is of particular interest. McGilchrist 

argues that languages  

firm up certain particular ways of seeing the world and give fixity to them. This has 

its good side, and its bad. It aids consistency of reference over time and space. But it 

can also exert a restrictive force on what and how we think. It represents a more fixed 

version of the world: it shapes, rather than grounds, our thinking (2012, 110).  

Making this claim about fixity and indeterminacy builds on arguments persuasively advanced 

by significant 20th Century philosophers, such as Heidegger, Wittgenstein and Derrida, who 

have—among many other things—insisted on the impossibility of fixed meaning. And yet, an 

                                                 
53  It is worth acknowledging that language is not identical with thought. Indeed, much 
thought takes place in entirely non-linguistic ways, with visual, tactile, intuitive, and emotional 
thought often resisting explicit articulation. A significant amount of communication between 
people is non-verbal, with body language, facial expression and intonation proving pivotal in 
embodied encounters. With language we attempt to articulate thought—be it analytical or poetic, 
logical or emotive. While the relationship between language and thought is not unproblematic 
(Lazzarato, 2014), it is plain to say that language as spoken or written is of great importance 
and consequence in the world today. 
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approximation of fixity is needed for communication to function and social formations to 

congeal from the flux. While polysemy prevents any actually fixed articulations, meaning has 

a degree of stability, and its stabilization can involve ideological processes that invite specific 

kinds of interpretation. 

 

Indeed, ideologies shape the formation of meaning in language by attempting to fix a particular 

interpretation of a word or concept. All words—and symbols and images for that matter—are 

polysemic, which is to say that they have multiple possible meanings and that these can change 

across time and space. This understanding is at the centre of Michael Freeden’s theory of 

ideological decontestation (1996, 2003). This polysemic possibility stems from a deep 

indeterminacy that moves through the material universe and into the subjective practices of 

language and meaning formation. The intrinsic indeterminacy of meaning gets more fraught 

when one considers complex and contested political terms such as ‘democracy’, 

 
Figure 3.2: Don Quixote, 1863, Gustave Doré  

This image has the caption beneath it: “A world of disorderly notions, picked out of his books, 
crowded into his imagination”. Wikimedia Commons.  
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‘sustainability’, or ‘globalization’. How such concepts are interpreted is profoundly 

ideological. Chapter 4 analyses a few such contested concepts and looks at ideological 

struggles that occur over their meanings.  

3.4.1   Practicing Critical Discourse 
This thesis uses methods drawn from critical discourse studies to interpret ideological 

statements made by elite members of Google and to understand them in relation to the broader 

historic context. These methods enable a systematic approach to draw out the ideological 

patterns from communicative practices. These methods come together into a qualitative 

linguistic mapping technique which investigates how language is dialectically involved in the 

creation of social reality. It can be used to analyse ideologies for the purpose of interpreting, 

mapping, categorizing, evaluating and critiquing their evolving structures within their specific 

historical and cultural contexts. According to Fairclough, discourse does not belong to a single 

text, rather, with the associated social practice, hence it is crucially concerned with the 

relationship between discourses and other elements of social practice and how they shape one 

another (1989). He argues that this kind of language-focused research must be embedded in a 

“cultural political economy”, which provides a practical context while emphasising the socially 

constructed nature of economies, states, and other social institutions (2006, 27).  

I shall now turn now to describing how the critical discourse method was used in this research 

(Fairclough, 1989, 2006, van Dijk, 1998). Between 2012 and 2016 I gathered a large collection 

of public statements issued by prominent representatives of Google; including the co-founders, 

top executives, vice presidents, ‘evangelists’, senior managers, company spokes-people, and 

others who have used their status as Google employees to soap-box their views. I refer to this 

group as the ‘Google elite’, and use the term in a descriptive and non-pejorative manner. To 

assemble this collection, I drew extensively on official Google sources, such as their blogs.54 

Outside of these official channels, I have also drawn a large collection of statements made by 

company representatives from other publicly available media sources; including statements 

issued at press conferences, via journalists, or in speeches. I do not analyse any private or intra-

company communications; all sources are part of the public record—which in this context is 

to say books, newspapers, reports, and the world wide web—and hence are bound up with how 

                                                 
54  See https://googleblog.blogspot.com and https://maps.googleblog.com/  
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Google represents itself to the world.55 All statements analysed have been issued between 1998 

and 2016, and all sources are referenced, with the majority available online.  

Once I find a statement which I judge to be relevant, I copy the source into an offline file and 

note down the representative’s position within Google’s corporate structure, the date it was 

issued and how it was published. For example; Brian McClendon, the Vice President of Google 

Maps, made a comment to journalist Dominic Rushe which was published in The Guardian, 

on the 12th of December 2012. I then extracted the relevant quotes and collated them in a 

synthesis file where I collated the quotes into themes, such as ‘technology’, ‘privacy’, 

‘democracy’, ‘growth’, ‘advertising’, etc. For instance, McClendon’s quotes in the above 

article were put in the ‘monopoly/competition’ theme. Over the years, I regularly added to this 

archive of statements, collating any relevant quotation that I came across. This is how I went 

about coding the various ideological statements that I proceeded to interpret via the methods 

of critical discourse analysis.  

In addition to this document, with its wide variety of sources and authors, I also created a more 

specific synthesis file designed to hone in on the core claims of cyber-capitalism. This sub-

section focuses on Google’s three most powerful members: the firm’s cofounders, Larry Page 

and Sergey Brin, and the executive Eric Schmidt. In addition to their symbolic importance, 

these three wield monopoly control over the monopolistic corporation (Chapter 2.2.4). This 

sub-set file focuses on two main sources; firstly, Brin and Page’s annual co-founder’s letters to 

their shareholders. I chose to emphasize the statements made in there because, according to 

Eric Schmidt and Jonathan Rosenberg—a member of the Google elite and current advisor to 

Larry Page—the letters were the: 

perfect opportunity to codify the values that would guide the company’s actions and 

decisions. And not just the most important actions and decisions and not just 

management’s actions and decisions, but everyone’s actions and decisions, big and 

small, every day. These values had guided how the company had run since its 

founding six years earlier, and were deeply grounded in the founders’ personal 

experiences (2014, 33).56 

                                                 
55  One reason for this is the distinct lack of internal material from Google outside the 
company; perhaps one day the inner workings of the corporation will be revealed via a leak or 
whistle-blower…  
56  These letters can be found here: abc.xyz/investor/previous/index.html#founders-letter  
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Elsewhere, they said “At Google, we always tell people who come to us seeking advice to 

ingest the founders’ letter from our 2004 IPO […] These are the clearest, most concise 

explanations of our values and strategy that can be found” (Schmidt and Rosenberg, 2014, 

139). Secondly, I draw on two books co-authored by Schmidt and other high-ranking Googlers, 

both of which became New York Times ‘best-sellers’ (2013, 2014). I privileged these sources 

as they came from the three most powerful Googlers, and they can be seen to represent their 

considered opinions intentionally broadcast to wide audiences. Chapter 4 maps the core claims 

of cybernetic capitalism by drawing from material predominantly from this sub-set file.  

Drawing form these collected sources, I interpret the ideological material by drawing on other 

critical discourse studies method-tools, such by investigating the Google ideologues’ use of 

narrative structure, group-beliefs, decontestation, framing, mental models, and metaphor 

(Fairclough, 1989, 2006, Freeden, 1996, Lakoff and Johnson, 2003, Steger, 2009, van Dijk, 

1998). All statements are interpreted within their historic context, with particular emphasis on 

the rise of cybernetic capitalism. While my use of these tools depends on the demands of the 

specific quotation, that they are all based on a collated body of analytically organized empirical 

statements and this approach helps to fortify the research against potential claims of cherry-

picking evidence. That said, while this method is operationalized in a systematic manner, it 

bears recalling that—as anthropologist Clifford Geertz noted—analysing ideological webs of 

significance is “not an experimental science in search of law but an interpretive one in search 

of meaning” (1973, 5).  

3.5 Interpreting Images 
Maps are images. This is a simple statement with profound theoretical, philosophical and 

methodological implications for this inquiry. Images are, as W.J.T. Mitchell has said, “active 

players in the game of establishing and changing values. They are capable of introducing new 

values into the world and thus of threatening old ones” (2005, 105). Put bluntly, images do not 

merely reflect the world, but actively contribute towards constructing reality (Durante, 2013, 

48). In the following sketch, I seek to make explicit some of the processes involved in the 

formation of visual meaning. 

Of the body’s senses, vision is comparatively the most powerful, occupying a privileged 

position in how we enact our relationship with the world. Vision can be understood as a 

subjective and materialist phenomenon. For an image to appear in the mind’s eye, it must be 

interpreted, a limited slice of reality is filtered through the body's visual system in order for it 
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to be perceived. This is a Hermes-like act, with the ‘images of the gods’ being imperfectly 

translated for ‘moral eyes’, an act that necessarily changes what it perceives. The resulting 

vision is simultaneously material and subjective: material in that it involves a limited slice of 

the electromagnetic spectrum, photoreceptor cells and ocular systems in the brain’s visual 

cortex; and subjective in that it is part of a being’s lived experience in the world, it is affected 

by their agency, and it comes from a particular and partial perspective that cannot be understood 

outside of social practice. We interpret the world visually as whole people, not fragmented 

collections of cones and rods, but rather as living, breathing social beings. It is worth 

remembering that sight is essentially an embodied, empathic and experiential endeavour, long 

before it can be the cool, detached observations of a researcher.  

In short, the theorizing of visual interpretation needs to consider the material and the subjective 

together, for everything we see passes through this phenomenological process, including this 

very sentence which is formed by these black symbols orchestrated over a white background.57 

The cycles of interpretation are central to the formation of subjectivity, and they are affected 

by ideological patterns of meaning-making. When we interpret an image, we do so via socially 

constructed “ways of seeing”, to use John Berger’s memorable phrase: “We never look at just 

one thing; we are always looking at the relation between things and ourselves” (1972, 9). So, 

when I look at Google Maps for this research, I bring a whole swath of cultural knowledge and 

social experience to bear on its interpretation. Berger emphasizes that ways of seeing are never 

innocent or natural, hence they require critical reflexive attention to how the interpretations are 

socially constructed.  

In order, then, to articulate my interpretation, I have to actively construct the meaning of the 

maps analysed; much as with the texts, images and discursive statements that empirically 

inform this thesis. To interpret means to actively construct meaning. My way of seeing and 

interpreting Google Maps occurs within a phenomenological body in a specific context and 

historic moment; it draws on shared understandings, cultural knowledge and visual literacy; is 

facilitated by social theory and methodological frameworks; and is inevitably pervaded by a 

series of value judgements.58 

                                                 
57  It is curious to note that text is also a visual phenomenon, even if its interpretation 
differs from other images. Text consists of an intricate series of symbols that have an isomorphic 
relationship with spoken language (Hofstader, 1999). What’s more, there are other non-visual 
and non-verbal ways that spoken language can be coded, such as via tactile brail or audio-
rhythmic West African talking drums (Gleick, 2012, 13-27). 
58  Then, for my interpretation to be communicated, it has been formed into a linguistic 
event consisting of thousands of neatly ordered sentences encoded in a textual form that abide 
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3.5.1   Revising Iconology 
For all the importance of spoken and scribed utterances that I have analysed above, focusing 

on the discursive sphere at the expense of the visual can limit research and comprehension of 

complex phenomena. While images do indeed move within a broad discursive frame, they are 

fundamentally not reducible to text, and this thesis will not perpetuate this academic reification. 

Rather, as Mitchell notes:  

Images are not just passive entities that coexist with their human hosts, any more than 

the microorganisms that dwell in our intestines. They change the way we think and 

see and dream. They refunction our memories and imaginations, bringing new criteria 

and new desires into the world (2005, 92).  

Thus, images are active players in the construction of meaning and should not be sidelined by 

an overly textual approach. Ideologies can be written or spoken, but they also circulate the 

social world in the form of images, with meanings that cannot be compressed to a linguistic 

form. Thus, studying ideology is about studying the formation of meaning in the social world 

and the ways that it intersects with the practices of power. 

Building on the above discussions on ideology and critical discourse studies, this chapter now 

turns to look at its primary visual research methodology: iconology. This methodology for 

interpreting visual phenomena was first outlined by German art historian Erwin Panofsky in 

his 1939 book Studies in Iconology. He proposed an analytical schema which divides the 

interpretation of an image into three levels: 1) the primary, compositional or pre-iconological; 

2) the secondary, conventional or iconographic; and 3) the tertiary, intrinsic, symbolic or 

iconological (1962, 3-17). To illustrate these layers in action, Panofsky beings by giving the 

example of an acquaintance greeting him in the street by lifting his hat. At the first level, 

Panofsky recognises that a ‘gentleman’ has moved his ‘hat’, which is the equivalent of 

analysing an image at the compositional level. At the second level, he recognises that the lifting 

of a hat is a greeting, the conventional understanding of the image. Then, at the third level, 

                                                 
by the conventions of early-21st Century English grammar within an academic context. These 
letters have been diligently typed into a word processor, commented upon by my supervisors, 
reworked and represented in this form. The text and images are then presented here in a material 
form—either as ink on paper or pixels on a screen—for you, dear reader, to interpret. In the 
terms used here, you are phenomenologically interpreting, and thereby actively constructing the 
meaning of this recursive sentence by utilizing your understanding of a shared cultural set of 
conventions. What’s more, this act of interpretation occurs in a specific site of interpretation—
wherever you happen to be right now—where you are reading these words as a whole person in 
a specific context. These factors all converge to shape how meaning is created by the 
hermeneutic process of interpretation.  
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Panofsky apprehends the hat lift image “by ascertaining those underlying principles which 

reveal the basis attitude of a nation, a period, a class, a religious or philosophical persuasion—

qualified by one personality and condensed into one work”. This third level of interpretation 

can reveal symbolic values that “are generally unknown to the artist himself and may even 

emphatically differ from what he consciously intended to express” (1962, 7-8).  

The iconological method has been developed significantly since Panofsky formulated it 

generations ago. Perhaps the most significant author to rework iconology for a contemporary 

context is the literary theorist and art historian W.J.T. Mitchell (1986, 2005, 2015). He 

interprets images outside of a strict art history context and provides a solid theoretical and 

methodological grounding for me to work with in my analysis of Google Maps. Mitchell’s 

approach is grounded on the concept that images have social lives, they are complex and 

theoretically slippery things, simultaneously powerful and meaningless.  

Mitchell’s iconology is intimately connected with his conception of ideology, which is helpful 

in tying the linguistic and visual components of this thesis together. Likewise, Gillian Rose 

notes the compatibility of iconology and discourse analysis in her book Visual Methodologies 

(2001, 144-9). She argues that visual discourse analysis is a methodology that is interested in 

addressing the rhetorical organization and social production of visual material; the production 

of subjectivity and discursive claims to truth; and the articulation of discourses through 

institutional apparatuses and technologies (2001, 135-86). The practical methods that she 

outlines are very useful and are employed in this thesis.  

While Panofsky’s iconology is a powerful method for revealing ideological traces within 

images, I need to reappropriate and extend it for the purposes of my project. Google Maps is 

not an image rendered in oil paint, enclosed in an ornate wooden frame and mounted on the 

white wall of a hushed gallery. Rather Google Maps is a technological apparatus; it is 

interactive and commercial, personalized and globalized: it is a representation of space and a 

reproduction of code. Considering this, iconology needs to be appropriated and expanded to 

consider three key dimensions: the global, the map and the digital.  

Firstly, iconology must be able to deal with the contemporary global flow of images. In making 

this expansion, I draw on Tommaso Durante who made use of iconology in his research by 

formulating a phenomenological-interpretative method for approaching globalization as a 
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visual-ideological phenomenon (Durante, 2013, 2015, 2016, 2017).59 This approach considers 

how symbols in visual formations—consisting of both text and images—function to carry 

meaning in a context of subjective and material processes of globalization. Durante’s work 

extends iconology by reworking it to be able to critically interpret everyday manifestations of 

visual-ideology, a methodological approach that could be called ‘global-iconology’. Secondly, 

iconology is expanded by giving it a focus on maps. In this, I shall utilize J.B. Harley—a 

significant figure within critical cartography—who reworked Panofsky’s analytical framework 

to apply it to cartography, as shown below in Table 3.1. The critical cartographer’s 

appropriation of Panfosky’s method, which could be termed a ‘carto-iconology’, is most 

certainly relevant to my research methodology, and yet it does not go far enough as his 

conception of maps was firmly historical, rooted in the carto—derived from the ancient Greek 

word for paper. Harley died in 1991 and did not live long enough to witness the massive 

transformations and intensification of maps that went with the ‘spatial turn’ in networked 

computing-machines that occurred across the 2000s.  

Table 3.1 Iconology in Art and Cartography, (Harley, 2001, 48). 

Levels of 
Analysis 

Art 

(Panofsky’s terms are used) 

Cartography 

(suggested cartographic parallel) 

1 Primary or natural subject matter: 
artistic motifs 

Individual conventional signs 

2 Secondary or conventional subject 
matter 

Topographical identity in maps: the specific 
place 

3 Intrinsic meaning or content Symbolic meaning in maps: ideologies of 
space 

 

Thirdly, the subject matter of this thesis demands that the iconological method be expanded 

and appropriated again for it to be able to interpret digital images. These visuals are not paper-

based; rather, they are formed in the abstract materiality produced by networked computing-

machines (Chapter 5). Here, iconology must be combined with insights taken from software 

studies (Fuller, 2008, 2012), new media studies (Manovich, 2001, 2013b), and the political 

                                                 
59  Many long, convivial conversation with Tommaso were instrumental in helping to shape 
my understanding of the role of images in ideology and the contemporary global condition. Many 
of his ideas are expressed in his PhD (2013), in subsequent articles (2015, 2016, 2017), and in 
his website: http://www.the-visual-archive-project-of-the-global-imaginary.com/ 
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economy of communication (McChesney, 2013, Mosco, 2009). Perhaps analysing digital 

images could be referred to as a ‘cyber-iconology’. 

3.5.2   The Map in the Age of Algorithmic Reproduction60 

The images included in this thesis are not exactly Google Maps itself, rather they are 

screenshots taken from the website, which is to say that they are reproductions. This loaded 

concept recalls Walter Benjamin’s seminal 1936 essay The Work of Art in the Age of 

Mechanical Reproduction, in which he stressed that the process of reproduction changes the 

meaning of an image (2009, 228-59). All the screenshots, which I shall refer to as artefacts, 

were captured, cropped, and copied and pasted into a word processor (more below). All of 

these steps happened within and between computers, and so I am not dealing with Benjamin’s 

mechanical reproduction, but rather its abstracted offspring: algorithmic reproduction.  

Berger extended Benjamin’s analyses in his BBC documentary series Ways of Seeing which 

screened in 1972.61 He emphasized the point that the site of interpretation affects the meaning 

of an image, noting that the meaning of a reproduced image diversifies, multiplies and 

fragments (1972, 12-3). This is significant to Google Maps, as it is reproduced within billions 

of devices, by a billion-plus people for a practically infinite array of purposes. Rose stresses 

that seeing “an image thus always takes place in a particular social context that mediates its 

impact. It also always takes place in a specific location with its own particular practices” (2001, 

15). With this in mind, the Google Maps artefacts reproduced here are put into an academic 

context, with the text surrounding them explicitly inviting critical interpretations of the images. 

The reproduced Maps can elicit a very different interpretation compared to if one was, say, 

using the same images to navigate across a city while running late to meet a friend.  

In this way, the site of interpretation is significant and requires theorization, for the audience 

constructs the meaning of a text or image in a specific context. Reception theory, as articulated 

by Stuart Hall, sees meaning transmission as using two parallel processes of encoding and 

decoding (1997). Producers ‘encode’ a text/image with a series of intended and unintended 

                                                 
60  The material under this subheading was presented at a conference hosted by Western 
Sydney University in November 2014 called ‘Knowledge/Culture/Economy’.  
61  The documentary format added additional layers of recursion to Berger’s argument. He 
addresses the audience in a broadcast fashion, imagining them sitting attentively in their living 
rooms watching the television. However, this was not the context that I encountered Ways of 
Seeing. The version I saw had been digitized and compressed into .AVI format, and then 
disseminated across the Internet for recombinant BitTorrent download. I watched it not sitting 
on a tweed sofa, as Berger may have imagined, but on an ergonomic office chair before the 
multi-screen display of a computing-machine.  
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meanings—including embedded values and ideologies—which an audience member then 

proceeds to ‘decode’, potentially in ways unimagined by the producer. This theory is helpful 

but lacking. Firstly, ‘reception’ suggests passivity, hence I prefer to speak of interpretation. 

Meaning is not just sent and received, it is always created, always a “socially shared and 

reciprocal activity, already embedded in active relationships” (Williams, 1977, 166). Building 

on this, the metaphor of ‘code’ is restrictive, for it implies that meaning is simply assembled 

and transmitted whereupon it is decoded, correctly or otherwise. There is a kind of alienation 

in this conception, as it abstracts from the active hermeneutic social processes at play in the 

actual creation of meaning. I think the code metaphor is only useful when speaking of 

machines: computers send and receive, encode and decode; humans are vital subjective beings, 

we interpret and represent. 

Accessing Google Maps necessarily involved making a partial copy of it on the receiving 

device, with a visual reproduction being brought forth from the programming language. In this 

sense, it is the product of algorithmic reproduction, rather than mechanical reproduction.62 The 

same goes with any text or image viewed on a computing-machine; for their abstracted 

materiality make them distinct from other images and texts that are printed with chemicals on 

a paper or carved in stone. They are the product of algorithmic reproduction, they are encoded 

and decoded, fragmented and recombined by networks of computing-machines. 

3.5.3   Practicing Iconology 
Between 2012 and 2016 I have practiced the iconological method by engaging in a number of 

exercises on Google Maps. In this section, I seek to make explicit how I have undertaken this 

visual research in practice, a process intimately connected with the above theorization on 

ideology, visuality, iconology and algorithmic reproduction. This process begins with an 

‘exercise’; the practice of making an observation or experiment with Google Maps. For the 

purposes of this section, I shall discuss Figure 3.3 which depicts the Googleplex in Palo Alto, 

California, USA.  

Firstly, for this image to be reproduced and analysed in this thesis, I have had to capture it from 

the flux of Google Maps. This involves using a computer to access the website, interacting with 

it according to whatever the exercise’s intention is, and then coming to a result which I judge 

as worthy of recording. Then I take a screenshot and save it offline in an exercise file. I call 

                                                 
62  Although the mechanical underpins it, for the device in question still had to be physically 
created on assembly line by workers often laboring in appalling conditions. 
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these screenshots ‘artefacts’, for as soon as I sever them from the apparatus—which is to say 

Google cloud computers—they become historical documents, which I select and store, 

represent and reproduce. The term ‘artefact’ also draws attention to my role as a sort of curator, 

an organizer of a historical collection—plainly not a ‘neutral’ task.  

 

I saved a copy of the artefact reproduced in Figure 3.3 in a folder specific to the exercise, in 

this case called ‘method demonstration’. Along with the artefact, I also created an exercise file 

which recorded important contextualizing information, such as the URL used to access it: 

www.google.com/maps/@37.4219062,-122.0859673,17z. Copying the URL is important, 

perhaps less for its potential to be used as a hyperlink, and more because the URL itself contains 

the digital degrees that refer to the specific part of the Earth that it represents. In this case, the 

digital degrees of the Googleplex as represented in Figure 3.3 is 37.4219062, -122.0859673. 

Converted into conventional degrees/minutes/seconds, the corporate headquarters are located 

at the co-ordinates are 37°25'18.861" latitude and 122°5'9.4806" longitude. This URL 

 

Figure 3.3: The Googleplex, Silicon Valley, USA 
@37.4220041,-122.0862515,17z [7/4/2016] 
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concludes with ‘17z’ which refers to the level of zoom that the artefact was captured at, from 

a scale of 1z to 21z (see Appendix A). The exercise document also records when the artefact 

was captured, specifically on the 7th of April 2016 at 2.23pm local time. I reproduced this 

artefact using my home computer—a custom machine running Ubuntu 16.04—and using a 

particular web browser, Tor (5.5.4).63 When an exercise was conducted is significant, for if one 

were to access this URL sometime earlier or later, then a different image may appear, thus 

making the repeatability of my exercise difficult, if not impossible.64 Hence, I have rigorously 

saved evidence from my exercises by capturing moments from the ever-shifting processes that 

continually remake Google Maps. Thus, given the mutability of the Map—and also the 

aggressive changes that sporadically reorganize cybernetic capitalism—I shall strive to 

temporalize my arguments by locating them in a given historical moment. 

In addition to the ‘when’, an operationalized iconological enquiry into Google Maps needs also 

to consider who is accessing the Map and from where. This is because the cyber-capitalist firm 

customizes their Maps in very specific ways. This customization draws on a number of 

factors—including one’s browser settings and search history, the status of Google’s tracking 

cookies, search language, physically where the person is located—all with the primary purpose 

of generating more profitable surveillance opportunities via the commodification of the 

audience (Chapter 2). While this customization is an important process in the construction of 

subjectivity in Google Maps (Chapter 7.2), it does not form a central part of my methodological 

considerations—except in as far as I sometimes attempt to avoid the consequences of it by 

minimizing Google’s ability to automatically tailor their Maps to me as an individual. 

Generally, I am more interested in getting as close to their default settings as possible. Default 

settings have powerful normative functions in software, and while the customizations are 

fascinating, the defaults seem a sensible starting place. To access this, I often used either Tor, 

or virtual private networks to alter my apparent IP address. A trace of this is evident in Figure 

                                                 
63  Formerly an acronym for ‘The Onion Router’, Tor is a freely available web-browser that 
allows users to surf the net anonymously. By routing all requests through a 5,000 node strong 
relay, TOR obscures one’s location, activities and history from both government and corporate 
surveillance apparatuses. According to a top-secret document leaked by Edward Snowden, the 
NSA described TOR as “the King of high secure, low latency Internet Anonymity”. See 
https://www.torproject.org/  
64  In my first published article, written in the lead up to my PhD application, I foolishly 
did not take screenshots, but rather used hyperlinks to Google Maps and textual descriptions of 
observations (2011). The Maps have since changed dramatically, leaving this article to slip 
rapidly into obsolescence. In order to learn from the naivety of that early attempt, and to plug 
its gapping methodological holes, I must take questions of temporality seriously and reproduce 
artefacts. 
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3.3; the ‘maps.google.ch’ written at the bottom of the image. This is because the use of an 

encrypted browser obscures my actual IP address by making a number of anonymous 

movements through the Tor network, before my private pathway reaches its exit point in 

Switzerland.  

To reproduce artefacts, I always resize the browser window from my 1920x1080 monitor ratio, 

to a size more appropriate to reproducing on an A4 piece of paper with portrait orientation. 

This is one way that I am always involved in how the artefact is reproduced, not just by the 

thesis text that surrounds it inviting particular interpretations, but also in the actual image itself. 

I choose the level of zoom and the centring of the Map, and these are choices that can have 

consequences. In this way, the site of the image and the site of the audience blur somewhat, for 

I was actively involved in the selection and framing of specific map artefacts. In making these 

decisions on how to reproduce an artefact from Google Maps, I can be viewed as a limited 

producer of the image; or better, a reproducer actively involved in the creation of meaning.  

Importantly, all my interactivity with Google Maps is all fundamentally limited; they all occur 

within strict bounds of the pre-programmed parameters set by the code. What’s more, my 

framing decisions may be motivated by compositional and rhetorical concerns, for as the author 

of this thesis, I control the means of reproduction and analysis, so can affect how meanings are 

arranged. Also, it bears noting another limitation of my research. Google Maps can be viewed 

on many different devices, and yet all my artefacts have been drawn from my use of desktop 

computers. Throughout this thesis, I repeatedly refer to how Google Maps works on mobile 

devices, theorizing its implications, however it does not make up a part of my method. I have 

preferred to use desktop computers, which have a set of advantages, notably their much larger 

images and more features. Different devices have different limits and affordances. Many 

factors come into consideration when forging a digital method: devices, resolutions, browsers, 

operating systems, protocols and security settings, as well as the many complexities with 

respect to research’s generalizability (in the age of ‘filter bubbles’) and reproducibility (with 

regard to the constantly changing technologies). It is hoped that the approach used in this thesis 

can add to methodological conversations about how to work with such complexities.  

3.6 Conclusion 
In addition to laying out the method, this chapter has also developed the central argument of 

the thesis. Beginning with the formulation of ‘subjective materialism’, I looked at how 

subjectivity, materiality and social practice are produced. Likewise, conceiving of Google 
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Maps as an ‘apparatus’ not only connects this thesis with a lineage of critical theory and 

political economy of communication, but it also sets the ground for an inquiry that is 

simultaneously about machines and meaning. These productive tensions were then extended 

into the in-depth discussion of ‘ideology’, which I regarded as a subjective material process, 

with ideologies being understood as metaphoric maps. This understanding resurfaces and is 

elaborated on under different guises in Chapters 4, 5 and 8.  

Thereafter, this chapter looked at the practices of critical discourse analysis and iconology—

the methods employed across this thesis for critically interpreting discursive statements and 

images. By elaborating these methods of interpretation and analysis for text and images, I have 

made the case that my approach has been well considered and is coherent in its analysis of 

qualitative and empirical data. This discussion also included looking at the role of reproduction 

which is crucial for dealing with slippery, cybernetic images. By considering how Google Maps 

functions from a methodological perspective, I have considered it as an ideological vision that 

unfolds in the abstracted realm of algorithmic reproduction. This understanding advances the 

thesis argument, laying the methodological foundations for later chapters to develop further. 

All up, this articulation of methodology and some theoretical concerns surrounding the method, 

seek to give legitimacy to this research, informing how it goes about investigating the 

phenomenon of Google Maps.  
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Chapter 4:   
Maps of Ideology 

 

  

Figure 4.1: The Google ‘Triumvirate’, Sergy Brin, Eric Schmidt and Larry Page 
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4.1  Introduction 

Google’s mission is to organize the world’s information and make it universally 

accessible and useful (Google, 2017a).  

Issued early in Google’s rise, this self-declared mission statement ‘to organize the world’s 

information’ is a simple yet loaded sentence, simultaneously ambiguous and totalizing. Many 

other contemporary corporate mission statements are comparable, displaying a global ambition 

that is both vague and suggestive. This is particularly the case among cybernetic capitalist 

firms, with other examples including Microsoft’s mission “to empower every person and every 

organization on the planet to achieve more” (Microsoft, 2017); and Facebook’s to “give people 

the power to build community and bring the world closer together” (Facebook, 2017). The 

authors of these statements likely wanted to inspire shareholder confidence, employee devotion 

and consumer loyalty, as well as a general sense of their overarching goodness. Google has 

stressed the importance of having genuine corporate slogans that are integral to the company’s 

culture (Schmidt and Rosenberg, 2014, 27-34). While this may be their intended reading, these 

statements are open to many other possible interpretations.  

In what follows, I interpret statements such as these as examples of ideological discourse. As I 

have already noted (Chapter 3.3.1), ideologies are subjective material maps of social shared 

reality which offer a particular interpretation of the world. These interpretations—generally 

most directly influenced by the powerful—select, simplify and distort the reality that they 

represent. In this way, they serve to naturalize, legitimize and extend a specific social formation 

and a way of interpreting reality. As one of the most powerful cyber-capitalist firms, Google’s 

actions are closely monitored by their competitors and they serve as an inspiration to many. 

They can be seen as exemplars of cybernetic capitalism, as privileged articulators of the broader 

pattern of meaning associated with the practices of this dominant social formation. As I have 

been formulating across this thesis, cybernetic capitalism is about control and communication 

between humanity and technology. The various practices, processes and relations that stem 

from this—such as the surveillance-commodification complex discussed in Chapter 2—are put 

into the service of capital accumulation and are made to organize the world in a particular way 

that produces and abstracts particular kinds of subjectivity, materiality and social practice.  

In this chapter, I am not specifically concerned with Google Maps as a cartographic 

representation of space, but rather with the discursive framing that surrounds the apparatus, 

both at the level of the company and of the broader cyber-capitalist social formation. This 
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chapter is interested in critically analysing the ideological discourse as it frames the Map. As 

Derrida emphasized, the frame itself is a crucially important part of the content (1987). The 

image/text dynamics are too complex for a simplistic one-to-on correspondence. Rather the 

discursive claims serve to ideologically frame the apparatus, weaving them together into a 

comprehensive vision of the world. ‘Vision’ is used here in a two-fold manner, with it referring 

to the images of the world depicted in the Map, and also the goal or ideal towards which the 

corporation aspires; both aspects of the vision are thoroughly ideological. Their ideological 

stance is spread by discursive elaboration, and a number of other concrete political actions 

(campaign donation, lobbying, venture philanthropy, funding think tanks and advocacy groups, 

and so on). Taken together, I argue, this simultaneously subjective and material vision serves 

to reproduce and augment cybernetic capitalism.  

This chapter takes the task of comprehensively sketching out Google’s ideological vision. To 

do this, I take public statements issued by the Google elite and analyse them according to the 

critical discourse analysis method-tool outlined in the methodology Chapter 3.4.1. The critical 

analysis and claim formulation follow a method laid by Manfred Steger in his work analysing 

the ideological claims of ‘market globalism’ (2009), and its ideological contender on the 

political left, the ‘global justice movement’ (2013).  

4.2  Stories and Claims 
All societies require stories to create meaning for those who live in them. Capitalism is also in 

need of stories, as Erich Fromm noted, because at its core it is not about creating a meaningful 

cosmological order, meeting human needs or working towards the common good, but rather 

about perpetuating the circuits of capital accumulation. For capitalism, cybernetic or otherwise, 

to be elevated to an organizing principle of society there is a need for significant cultural 

support. It requires specific meanings to be created that engender consent. Relatively large 

swaths of the population must actively believe—or at least passively accept—that cyber-

capitalism will provide meaning and fulfilment in their lives. Indeed, this is one of the core 

functions of ideology.  

In The New Prophets of Capital, Nichole Aschoff analysed the ideological function of 

storytelling as part of the ongoing legitimization and justification of capitalism. Through four 

powerful storytellers, she examines how philanthropy (Bill Gates), feminism (Sheryl 

Sandberg), sustainability (John Mackey) and self-improvement (Oprah Winfrey) have been 

ideologically framed. Significantly, both Gates and Sandberg belong to the cyber-capitalist 
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elite, with the former co-founding Microsoft and going on the take the ‘world’s richest person’ 

title, currently valued at $89.9 billion dollars (Forbes, 2017). The latter moved from an aid 

position under the US Secretary of the Treasury Lawrence Summers, to working for Google 

before being poached by Facebook. Aschoff states:  

Today’s new, elite storytellers present practical solutions to society’s problems that 

can be found within the logic of existing profit-driven structures of production and 

consumption. They promote market-based solutions to the problems of corporate 

power, technology, gender divides, environmental degradation, alienation, and 

inequality. Their visions carry within them a systematic and coherent meaning that 

seems possible, safe, and achievable within capitalism (Aschoff, 2015, 11). 

Aschoff regards the ideologues she analyses as ‘prophets’, in Max Weber’s sense of the term. 

A prophet heeds a ‘personal call’ and embarks on a mission to spread their vision of how to 

make the world a better place. She notes that in traditional societies a prophet’s power comes 

from their personal charisma or ability to perform magic or miracles. Today, their power comes 

primarily from their ability to accumulate wealth which can be used to soapbox and spread 

their views (High-technology, it should be added, is often interpreted as a kind of secular 

‘magic’, which adds legitimacy to tech-prophets’ ability to spread their doctrine).  

The stories that cyber-capitalists tell are arguably founded on a set of core ideological claims. 

Taken together, the following interwoven and overlapping claims effectively make-up a 

figurative map of the cybernetic capitalist ideology as articulated by the Google elite. The 

stories they tell are drawn from this collection of claims, and the multidimensional supports 

that underpin them. All the claims can be considered ‘cybernetic’ in the sense that they involve 

questions of humanity’s relationship with technology, and that they all take the endless 

accumulation of capital as a non-negotiable background (see section 1.3). The core claims of 

cybernetic capitalism include the following: 

1. A world organized by technology benefits everyone.  
2. The market is the best mechanism for the organization of society.  
3. Objective science can be apolitically applied to the social sphere. 
4. Access to the Internet automatically spreads democracy.  
5. Tech-companies have a responsibility to the world.  
6. Unleashed technology will create a glorious future.  

This set of claims and the following analysis are based on patterned research, conducted with 

care not to simply cherry-pick quotes to build an argument. All the quotes have been drawn 

from a body of public statements, arranged into a large thematically collated archive and 
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analysed using the methodological tools of critical discourse analysis (Chapter 3.4.1). That 

said, this qualitative process unavoidably involves interpretation, and hence it is inseparable 

from questions of subjectivity. It does not purport to be bias free or ‘objective’, indeed such 

claims often end up serving ideological functions, as I discuss below (4.4.3).  

The map of ideology that I create below has parallels with Steger’s description of market 

globalism (2009, 60-95). His focus is on understanding the ideological contest over how the 

multidimensional process of ‘globalization’ is interpreted from a pro-market perspective. 

Steger’s analysis of this dominant ideology repeatedly mentions the crucial role of technology 

without giving it sustained treatment or featuring it in the core claims. The discussion in this 

chapter seeks to add to the pertinent literature analysing ideologies of contemporary capitalism 

by considering the various deep-set narratives that are drawn into the meaning-making map of 

cybernetic capitalism. Before moving on to sketch out these six claims in detail, it is significant 

to briefly look at the pre-Google genealogy of the ideology.  

4.3  The Roots of the Cybernetic Capitalist Ideology  
For all their novelty, the ideological claims made by cybernetic capitalists have some very long 

roots. Historian of technology David Noble has shown how today’s technologists, in their 

“sober pursuit of utility, power, and profit”, are driven by “an enduring, other-worldly quest 

for transcendence and salvation” (1999, 3). Noble looks at the religious and mythological 

motivations that have been intimately bound-up with technological and scientific 

developments. Instead of using the simplistic and misleading science-versus-religion 

framework, he looks at the ideological narratives and values to see how dreams of 

transcendence and salvation have been secularized and maintain a key place in meaning-

making of contemporary technologists (Figure 4.2). 

The ideological claims also occur in a more immediate context. An important account of the 

post-WWII development of cybernetic capitalism can be found in Fred Turner’s book From 

Counterculture to Cyberculture. In this work, Turner traces how the concept of ‘cybernetics’ 

first arose in the government-sponsored military-industrial research labs, which were 

themselves organized in horizontal, flexible, and multi-disciplinary fashions (2006). From this 

beginning, cybernetics spread outwards and merged with a segment of the counter-cultural 

movement that emerged in the USA in the 1960s. Moving in a different direction to the New 

Left, this strand of the counter-culture chose not to directly confront injustice, inequality or 

war, and it neglected questions of gender, race and class. Rather, they believed that through 
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individual empowerment and technological solutions they could change the world for the 

better. Turner shows how military-industrial research cybernetics merged with this 

depoliticized branch of the counter-cultural movement, and then the composite was 

complimented by the addition of right-wing libertarianism, inspired by Ayn Rand and 

embodied by Ronald Reagan. These elements were woven into the budding high-tech sector 

and into the ideology of cyber-capitalism (Turner, 2006). 

One connecting line can be traced to the Californian festival ‘Burning Man’. This annual event 

is attended by around 50,000 people, including a significant portion of the cyber-capitalist elite: 

notably the Google triumvirate, as well as others like Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and Mark 

Zuckerberg. This ‘alternative’ festival has an ethos descended from the depoliticized counter-

cultural movement (Turner, 2009). It appeals to cyber-capitalists because of its’ playful do-

what-you-want style; its emphasis on individual self-expression and voluntary charity; its 

vague notion of participation (replacing more meaningful notions of democracy or social 

justice)(Spencer, 2015). All up, this amounts to a world-view “inspired by an X-Men reading 

of Atlas Shrugged”, to use Benjamin Bratton’s colourful phrase (2014). This kind of thinking 

also culminated in Google employing an in-house “jolly good fellow” to spread mindfulness 

and empathy within the corporation (Davis, 2015, 4). This legacy can also be seen in the 

opening sentence of their first annual letter to shareholders. The co-founders state: “Google is 

not a conventional company. We do not intend to become one” (2004a). Here, and elsewhere, 

the Google elite paint themselves as being different, nonconformist and generally not at all like 

those other big bad companies.  

The ideology of cybernetic capitalism came into its own during the 1990s. One early and 

powerful articulation came in the form of a manifesto. In 1994, the Progress and Freedom 

Foundation, a ‘market-oriented think-tank’ closely associated with Newt Gingrich, held a 

meeting to push for a specific political goal. They invited four influential authors to collaborate 

and draft a manifesto: free-market futurist Alvin Toffler; digital entrepreneur Esther Dyson; 

Reagan’s science advisor George Keyworth; and George Gilder, a man whose honours include 

being Reagan’s most-quoted author and receiving the 1974 National Organization of Women’s 

‘Male Chauvinist Pig of the Year’ award. Together they drafted a document called Cyberspace 

and the American Dream: A Magna Carta for the Knowledge Age.  

This manifesto started by stating: “The central event of the 20th century is the overthrow of 

matter […] The powers of mind are everywhere ascendant over the brute force of things” 
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(1994). They declare cyberspace to be “the latest American frontier”, and that the “single most 

urgent and important task” is to find a way of transforming the frontier into an enclosure 

movement via a regime of strictly enforced private property rights to facilitate the accumulation 

deemed fundamental to the process. Amid the hyperbole, the authors suffer from a profound 

confusion over the difference between corporate deregulation and social liberation. 

Nevertheless, their Manga Carta went on to aid in the push for the wholesale privatization of 

the Internet and the deregulation of the telecommunications industry (Turner, 2006, 222-32). 

It also solidified much of the ideology of cyber-capitalism.  

Another influential formulation came from John Perry Barlow, a former Grateful Dead 

lyricist,65 Electronic Frontier Federation founding member and prominent cyber-capitalist 

ideologue. In 1996, while attending the World Economic Forum, Barlow wrote A Declaration 

of the Independence of Cyberspace. His declaration begins as follows: “Governments of the 

Industrial World, you weary giants of flesh and steel, I come from Cyberspace, the new home 

of Mind. On behalf of the future, I ask you of the past to leave us alone” (Barlow, 1996). This 

formulation is classically Cartesian, severing the transcendent mind from the contemptible 

flesh. In the same dualistic stroke, he places future above past and the market above 

governments. These kinds of formulation fed into the budding dot-com boom and the ‘irrational 

exuberance’ of the so-called New Economy.  

These ideological developments culminated in the widely influential publication Wired, “the 

monthly bible of the ‘virtual class’” (Barbrook and Cameron, 1996, 54). This journal lavished 

praise on tech-CEOs, treating them as ‘Randian heroes’, the vanguard of a cyber-revolution 

that was, in short, going to make everything better for everyone everywhere. They were 

protagonists in ‘The Long Boom’, an idea projected by Wired about the convergent trajectory 

of two ‘meta-trends’: technologically-driven change and the “unambiguous benefits of 

developing market economies and free trade” (Schwartz and Magazine, 1997). The Magna 

Carta, Barlow’s declaration and Wired, among others, came together to greatly influence the 

cultural context of Silicon Valley. Google was born into a culture steeped in this kind of cyber-

capitalist ideology. Following their ascent, Google would go on to embrace and augment this 

ideology, projecting it outwards to vast audiences.  

                                                 
65  Formed in Palo Alto in 1965, this psychedelic jam band was large in the LSD scene and 
was part of the countercultural movement that turned away from politics and towards 
introspection, personal liberty and Eastern spiritualism. 
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Criticism of cybernetic capitalism also started in earnest in their period. In 1996 Richard 

Barbrook and Andy Cameron teamed up to write an article that critically analysed this nascent 

ideology. They noted that this vision was a “contradictory mix of technological determinism 

and libertarian individualism” (49), concealing the contradictions that flow from this union by 

accepting “both visions at the same time and by not criticizing either of them” (1996, 52). The 

authors named this vision after the geographic local within which it developed: the ‘Californian 

Ideology’. In the decades since their analysis, this ideological vision has expanded around the 

world via an uneven path of capitalist development. This global expansion was not 

characterised by some abstract, digital flattening; rather it is crucial to note the enduring 

importance of geography and the ongoing centrality of Silicon Valley.  

The dynamic mix of cybernetics, counter-culture and religions of technology come together in 

ideology. This is where meaning-making happens, where values, myths and narratives are 

intertwined with these social practices—legitimizing, naturalizing and extending them via 

cultural webs of meaning. In a subjective material way, myths and matter, ideas and 

infrastructure, symbols and systems are interwoven, mutually determining one another. Hence, 

I do not focus on the individual moral make-up of the Google elite, but rather how they 

ideologically interpret the world and how this is operationalized to augment cybernetic 

capitalism.  

The last thing to add before moving onto the claims themselves is to note that the quotes from 

the Google elite are from between 1998 and 2017, and that much changed across this period. 

Google went from a garage to a global empire, hence, some of the discourse shifted as well. 

For example, in the early days they coined their famous motto “Don’t Be Evil”, which had a 

huge impact on both how the firm thought of itself and the terms in which it was analysed by 

others. Another significant moment was the 2013 leaks by Edward Snowden which revealed 

Google’s active collaboration with the NSA to spy on people using their systems. After this, 

Schmidt’s provocative statements about privacy (some of which are cited in Chapter 2) 

abruptly stopped. Suddenly, Google went to great lengths to explain how important privacy is 

(despite the continuing augmentation of the surveillance-commodification complex). By citing 

these two examples, I wish to draw attention to the shifts in context that effect how Google 

practices its ideology.  
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4.4  The Core Ideological Claims of Cybernetic 
Capitalism 

4.4.1   Claim 1: ‘A World Organized by Technology Benefits Everyone’ 

This first claim—that ‘a world organized by capitalism benefits everyone’— resonates with 

Google’s mission statement “to organize the world’s information and make it universally 

accessible and useful” (Google, 2017a). This ambiguously totalizing statement pivots on a 

series of the loaded words. First, the term ‘organize’ is derived from the Latin organa which 

referred to mechanical devices, instruments, engines of war, pumps or musical organs—all 

forms of technology. ‘Organize’ first came into English via the early biological sciences where 

it meant ‘to give an organic structure’ or ‘convert to fibrous tissue’. The word then moved from 

the sciences to the social sphere, where it took on its contemporary meanings: to “arrange into 

a structured whole; to systematize; to put into a state of order” (OED). Companies like Google 

seek to organize the world, as in put it into the specific ‘state of order’ of cybernetic capitalism.  

Members of the Google elite frequently exhibit a profound belief in the transcendent power of 

technology. For instance, Schmidt and Rosenberg stated that at Google: “We are technology 

optimists. We believe in the power of technology to make the world a better place” (2014, 255-

 
Figure 4.2: Newton, 1795, William Blake 
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6). In this formulation, the Googlers put the agency on the technology itself, hence drawing on 

the concept of technological determinism, a key ingredient in the ideology of cybernetic 

capitalism.  

Determinism is a philosophical theory based on the assumption that all events can be usefully 

described in terms of causes and effects connected by specific causal chains, contexts or 

frames. Across various histories and cultures, determinisms have manifested differently: from 

an omnipotent God to scientific materialism. Theories of determinism have been 

simultaneously strengthened and weakened in the 20th Century. They have been actively 

rejected by postmodern philosophers in many natural sciences, most notably physics with the 

Werner Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle blurring borders between phenomena and 

perception. Further developments, from scientists like David Bohm (1980), Ilya Prigogine 

(1997) and writers of the science of chaos theory (Gleick, 1987), contributed to qualifying the 

modern determinism of scientific materialism. Yet, at the same time, various studies of the 

social sphere have increasingly incorporated determinism into their analytic frameworks, such 

as behavioural economics. Following Raymond Williams’ conception of determinism, the 

problem is not that things may be determined to various extents—because such limits are a 

constitutive part of subjective material reality—but rather the problem is based on specific 

epistemological claims made for determinative relations. Techno-determinists tend 

problematically to assert one-to-one relations with ascribed outcomes in a one-dimensional 

manner.  Admittedly, ‘techno-determinism’, and its component parts, ‘technology’ and 

‘determinism’, are all highly complex concepts with various interpretations of what they mean 

and how they operate. In this chapter’s discussion of techno-determinism, I am considering it 

with respect to its articulation by the cybernetic capitalist elite of Google. I am not analysing 

how various philosophers—Marx, Heidegger, McLuhan, Stiegler, etc.—conceptualize the 

phenomenon. Rather, here I am interested in the influential doctrine of techno-determinism and 

its ideological function under conditions of cybernetic capitalism.  

Google’s co-founder wrote: “The Internet, mobile phones, and other technologies are having 

profound effects on the spread of information and the lives of people worldwide” (2010). At 

face value, the concept of technology directly effecting the world is easily understandable and, 

on a certain level, plainly true. Yet, behind this formulation lies a number of unresolved and 

unexamined philosophical and historical problems, problems that are effectively masked by 

the instrumentalist and utilitarian expression. One may ask: if technology is a cause, what are 

its relationships with other causes, such as cultural, psychological or historical causes? Are 
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they talking about a technology in itself; the use of a technology; or technology as a social 

institution? Is this a question of content or form? Following Williams, these questions are no 

idle theoretical speculation: rather, even if they are not being consciously asked, these questions 

are being answered all the time—answered by powerful people who make effective decisions 

that have powerful consequences (1990, 9-14).  

Techno-determinism tends to present a reductionist view of the world that abstracts technology 

from society, and society from nature, distorting all. As Williams has often noted, there are no 

single forces that act upon society in isolated abstraction, but rather complex, interactive and 

multidimensional bundles for forces, of which technology is only one (1977, 83-89, 1983, 98-

102). So, rather than abstracting technology and privileging its determining influence above 

all, there is a need rather to critically analyse technologies in the multidimensional contexts 

that they both produce and are produced by. If we fail to do this, then we risk falling into a trap 

that Herbert Marcuse discussed in One-Dimensional Man:  

Only in the medium of technology, man and nature become fungible objects of 

organization. The universal effectiveness and productivity of the apparatus under 

which they are subsumed veil the particular interests that organize the apparatus. In 

other words, technology has become the great vehicle of reification—reification in 

its most mature and effective form (Marcuse, 2002, 172). 

This form of reification is at the centre of the abstraction impulse of capitalist modernity that 

has been technologically augmented under the regime of cybernetic capitalism (Chapter 5).  

At the 2012 World Economic Forum, Eric Schmidt proclaimed capitalism’s ‘creative 

destruction’ as a fundamental force for good in the world, suggesting that waves of job losses 

from computerized automation “is no different from the loom when it was invented, and I don’t 

think any one of us would want to eliminate the loom […] This is how the world gets better. 

This is how the GDP grows. This is how we leave a better world for our children” (in Goodman, 

2012). Putting aside questions of what economic growth as measured in GDP actually means 

and whether this could be considered ‘good’, Schmidt uses techno-determinism to legitimize 

the contemporary order. This taps into the myth of progress and the ontological changes 

wrought by this deep-set meaning-making structure. Page agrees eagerly with Schmidt’s 

assessment, adding thick strokes of inevitability:  

You can’t wish away these things from happening, they are going to happen […] 

You’re going to have some very amazing capabilities in the economy. When we have 
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computers that can do more and more jobs, it’s going to change how we think about 

work. There’s no way around that. You can’t wish it away (in Waters, 2014).  

In these quotes, Google’s CEOs speak of a world that is technologically determined and thus 

it is framed as ‘inevitable’. In this, they are going far beyond determinism as a theoretical 

description of how the universe is believed to function. As Berardi noted, determinism is also 

a political project (2015, 323). Framed in this way, the political project of cyber-capitalism is 

actively advanced by weaving techno-determinism into its ideological vision. ‘A world 

organized by technology’ could be understood as ‘a world determined by technology’. In this 

light, an organization like Google acts as an ‘agent of determinism’, advancing this 

deterministic political project from which they benefit.  

In these examples, Schmidt and Page claim that the destruction of jobs is not motivated by the 

need to save labour, maximize profits, control workers or other such reasons; rather it is 

technology itself that determines these changes. This has an important ideological function, for 

one cannot challenge what is determined, one cannot contest what is inevitable—“there is no 

alternative”, to use Thatcher’s grim slogan. Cyber-capitalist ideologues have long pushed this 

line; as can be seen in the title of Michael Rothchild’s book Bionomics: The Inevitability of 

Capitalism (1990), and Kevin Kelly’s The Inevitable: Understanding the 12 Technological 

Forces That Will Shape Our Future (2016). In this way, techno-determinism has a powerful 

depoliticizing function that serves to ideologically legitimize and naturalize the hegemony of 

cybernetic capitalism.  

Vaidhyanathan has described Google as subscribing to a kind of ‘techno-fundamentalism’, 

arguing that this blind-faith in technology assumes “not only the means and will to triumph 

over adversity through gadgets and schemes but also the sense that invention is the best of all 

possible methods of confronting problems” (2011, 76). “Google”, he argues, “believes that the 

constant application of advanced information technologies—algorithms, computer code, 

highspeed networks, and massively powerful servers—will solve many, if not all, human 

problems” (55). This description certainly resonates with the Google elite’s pushing for 

“technology first solutions” (Schmidt and Cohen, 2013, 28), and with the broader cyber-

capitalist agenda of high-tech, market-friendly solutions to problems frequently created by the 

high-tech market. This cyber-capitalist tendency to offer techno-solutions to techno-problems 

may remind one of a quote attributed to Einstein: “The problems that exist in the world today 

cannot be solved by the level of thinking that created them” (2012). 
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A second keyword in the sentence ‘a world organized by technology benefits everyone’ is 

‘world’. Google seeks to organize the world’s information, hence taking a distinctly global 

frame to describe their activities and ambitions. In this respect, cyber-capitalists constantly 

draw on the emergent ‘global imaginary’, spinning the image of the world into their ideological 

interpretation (Steger, 2008). The concept of the ‘world’ relates to ‘everyone’. It is typical for 

cyber-capitalist discourse to dredge up examples of various people from exotic corners of the 

Earth who have somehow benefited from their order. For instance, the co-founders wheel out 

a Bolivian hatter, a Thai tailor, a Polish butcher and a Nigerian baby-product pusher as 

examples of people who have used Google’s products to maximize their own profits (2010). 

Google claim their advertising system creates a “virtuous and profitable cycle for everyone” 

(2007). This global rhetoric serves to legitimize the company, adding weight to their 

ideological claim of benefiting everyone everywhere. This global framing is woven into each 

of the remaining claims of cyber-capitalism.  

The well over one billion people who use Google are unevenly spread out across the planet. 

While the scope of their business is truly transnational, it is significant to note that they were 

founded in and are directed from Silicon Valley, California, USA. Like other American 

multinationals, they inherit and in part embody, an unresolved tension between the US as a 

nation-state and as an extended power acting in the world.  

Cyber-capitalists believe in the inherently good potentialities of technology, as the founders 

are fond of repeating: “Larry and I have always shared a profound belief in the potential for 

technology to make the world a better place” (2010); and “Sergey and I share a profound belief 

in the potential for technology to improve people’s lives” (2011). Again, using a thick coat of 

techno-determinism, the co-founders state: “People are buying more devices and using them 

more because technology is playing an increasingly important role in our lives. I believe that 

by producing innovative technology products that touch people deeply, we will enable you to 

do truly amazing things that change the world” (2012). This praise of technology also serves 

to legitimate cyber-capitalist accumulation, painting it as a virtuous and noble enterprise:  

The Internet, mobile phones, and other technologies are having profound effects on 

the spread of information and the lives of people worldwide. It’s a virtuous circle, 

with the information revolution directly accelerating the pace of technical 

development as inventors and entrepreneurs benefit from the increased demand for 

new products, the opening of new markets and dramatic gains in productivity (2010). 
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The founders declare: “We believe more than ever that by organizing the world’s information 

and making it universally accessible and useful, we can make the world a better place” (2005). 

By claiming to benefit ‘the world’, the cyber-capitalists are seeking to build legitimacy for this 

vision while operating on the assumption that the entire Earth is ripe for their business and that 

their own accumulation of capital automatically equates with a benefit for everyone (Claim 2). 

An example of the reoccurring claim that the imposition of cyber-capitalist world order benefits 

everyone can be seen in their argument that what is good for advertisers is good for the person 

subjected to the ad. In the 2004 co-founder’s letter, they proclaim “AdWords connects users 

and advertisers efficiently, helping both”. Elaborating on this idea, Page later writes: “Better 

ads are better for everyone—better information or offers for users, growth for businesses, and 

increased revenue for publishers to fund better content” (2012). As discussed in Chapter 2, 

Google uses the globe spanning ensemble of networked computing-machines to deliver these 

‘better ads’, specifically targeting them to each individual via the surveillance-

commodification complex. This cybernetic process is intimately bound up with the commercial 

content delivery and profit maximization. Despite Page’s claims that “better ads are better for 

everyone”, this is much more problematic than the Google elite want to believe. Considering 

that advertising can be literally understood as consumerist propaganda—a set of specifically 

crafted messages and images aimed at influencing people’s opinions and beliefs to encourage 

more commercial consumption—then some of the negative aspects of the rampant spread of 

consumerism become apparent. The co-founders resort to a classic capitalist justification:  

Our enduring love for Google comes from a strong desire to create technology 

products that enrich millions of people’s lives in deep and meaningful ways. To fulfil 

these dreams, we need to ensure that Google remains a successful, growing business 

that can generate significant returns for everyone involved (2011). 

However, by dissolving the massively diverse interests of well over a billion people who use 

Google’s services into the interests of advertisers and their own quest of capital accumulation, 

the cyber-capitalist firm effectively subsumes a complex public interest into a narrow private 

profit-maximizing interest. By collapsing the interests of others into their own, cybernetic 

capitalists impose their vision of a world organized and determined by technology onto the far 

more complex, multidimensional reality.  
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4.4.2 Claim 2: ‘The Market is the Best Mechanism for the 
Organization of Society’ 
It seems fitting to begin analysing this claim that ‘the market is the best mechanism for the 

organization of society’ with an anecdote taken from the World Economic Forum, one of the 

most powerful advocates of ‘market solutions’. Having responded to an invite-only summons 

in 2012, Schmidt joined a wide array of other high-level capitalist advocates—politicians and 

corporate executives, lobbyists and military leaders, journalists and well-behaved authors—in 

the annual pilgrimage to Davos, Switzerland. To this most receptive audience, Schmidt said: 

“I assume that everybody here agrees that globalization is wonderful” (in Goodman, 2012).  

By describing globalization as ‘wonderful’, Schmidt is referring to a specific form of this 

complex multidimensional process, a form that could be more accurately identified by the use 

of a prefix such as ‘neoliberal’. In this thesis, I use the term ‘neoliberalism’ more narrowly. 

Complex concepts such as ‘globalization’ are not reducible to the overtly economic tenants of 

neoliberalism, such as classically expressed in the ten-point policy-package called the 

‘Washington Consensus’ (Williamson, 1990). In fact, to reduce the entire dominant ideology 

to a small set of economic policies can risk engaging in a kind of economic reification. 

Nevertheless, these narrower goals of neoliberal capitalism are indeed detectable in how the 

Google elite discusses these issues.  

Before moving on to discuss this, it is significant to note that markets long preceded the rise of 

capitalism. As Fernand Braudel has shown that, during the 15th century, capitalists slowly 

began taking over markets and changing the way in which they operated, transforming them 

into profit-driven capitalist markets (1992). These reconstituted markets were put into the 

service of profit maximization, rather than the satisfaction of human needs, and proceeded to 

play an important role in a series of massive transformations. Hundreds of years later, when 

the Google elite speak of ‘markets’, they are always referring to ‘profit-driven capitalist 

markets’. This is far beyond the one company, rather ‘markets’ are almost always implicitly 

profit-driven and capitalist, to the extent that this is almost never mentioned; it is taken for 

granted.  
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Cyber-capitalists believe that the global integration of deregulated markets (with the austerity 

programmes and enclosure movements that flank it) will allow avarice to be transmuted by the 

‘invisible hand’ into a virtuous ‘rising tide that lifts all boats’. This is implicit when, for 

example, Schmidt admits that he subscribes to the ‘trickle-down’ school of economics 

(Goodman, 2012). Cyber-capitalism draws legitimacy from the long history of market 

utopianism, with its ideals of incentives, efficiency and competition. Under cyber-capitalism, 

these old beliefs are drawn into and reconstituted on more abstract levels. Profit-driven markets 

today are spread far more extensively and function far more intensively than their ancestors at 

the beginning of capitalist modernity. Google profits from a highly abstracted cybernetic 

market that operates across world-spanning networks of computing-machines. Indeed, these 

augmented markets are a constitutive part of Google’s cybernetic enterprise. Hence it is 

perhaps not surprising that ‘the market’ is considered the best mechanism for the organization 

of society according to the cyber-capitalist elite.66 

When elites like Schmidt paint this form of globalization as ‘wonderful’, they endorse the elite-

led patterns that the World Economic Forum is renowned for championing, a vision that Google 

                                                 
66 As discussed in Chapter 2, market competition and monopoly power co-exist today in a way that has a 
“contradictory unity”, according to Harvey’s theory of ‘monopolistic competition’ (2014, 131-45). Parts of this 
contradiction are discussed further later in the current section.  

 

 
Figure 4.3: World Economic Forum, 2016, Ruben Sprich (Reuters) 

Swiss special police officers atop the roof of the Davos Congress Hotel before 
the World Economic Forum, 19/1/2016. 
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endorses by being counted as a ‘strategic partner’ of the Forum (Schwab, 2012, 30). The 

Forum’s concept of globalization runs in parallel with Google’s market-oriented, 

technologically determined vision for the world. In the section below, I will quickly examine 

some cases where the Google elite promote privatization, deregulation and competition—three 

of the fundamental pillars of what is considered neoliberalism—as part of their broader vision.  

Google are often aggressive in pushing for so-called ‘public-private partnerships’. In the 1980s, 

these privatization deals were strongly pushed by Margaret Thatcher, who sort to set up ‘quasi-

governmental institutions’ which enabled “corporations not only [to] collaborate intimately 

with state actors but even [to] acquire a strong role in writing legislation, determining public 

policies, and setting regulatory frameworks (which are mainly advantageous to themselves)” 

(Harvey, 2005a, 76-7). Typically, the state assumes most of the risk while the private sector 

takes most of the profit as part of capitalism’s tendency to socialize losses and privatize wealth.  

Many organizations have entered into public-private partnerships with Google. For example, 

New Jersey Transit—the US’s largest state-wide public transport system—entered into an 

arrangement that enables people to ‘touch-on’ to their transport network using a Google App 

run on a smartphone (NJ-Transit, 2011). NJ-Transit saw the cost-cutting advantage of 

outsourcing their management of ticketing systems, while claiming to “enhance customer 

experience via smartphone”. In turn, Google gets to consume all the surveillance data produced 

by people using public transport, absorbing it into their circuits of accumulation. Other 

examples of public organizations working with cyber-capitalist firms include when RMIT 

University outsourced much of their IT services to Google, unilaterally signing up all staff and 

students (Western Sydney University chose to outsource with Microsoft over Google).67 

Another example can be seen in 2010 when Google approached the National Security Agency 

(NSA) in the name of cyber-security and formed an unprecedented public-private partnership 

with the spy-agency. Stephanie DeVos describes the early contours of ‘the Google-NSA 

alliance’ in detail, arguing that corporate intellectual property rights trump individual privacy 

concerns (2011).68  

                                                 
67  This has meant that a significant proportion of the thesis related emails I have sent and 
received over the last few years have, ironically, been done within Google’s surveillance 
engines. For my own personal emails, I use Protonmail.com, as it has a zero-knowledge system, 
with client-side encryption that is, to my knowledge, the most secure free webmail service 
currently available. 
68  DeVos concludes her article with a sentence that slides between humanity and the USA's 
security concerns: “All users of the Internet should be supportive of the fledgling partnership 
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A final case can be seen with Google.org, the corporation’s ‘charitable arm’. The dot-org was 

set up with the mission “to use the power of information and technology to address the global 

challenges of our age”. The co-founder’s claimed that “we need to go beyond the traditional 

definition of a foundation and combine a variety of approaches—investing in socially 

progressive companies, making targeted philanthropic donations, influencing public policy, 

and more” (2004b). To do this, they gathered “the world's most dedicated and talented 

philanthropists and social entrepreneurs”, who they put under the command of their ‘Chief 

Philanthropy Evangelist’ Dr Larry Brilliant. Dr Brilliant is an epidemiologist, technologist and 

an influential figure in the depoliticized counter-cultural movement. Along with Steward 

Brand, he co-founded the WELL, the proto-typical ‘virtual community’ that was highly 

influential in the late 1980s’ consolidation of cybernetic capitalism (Turner, 2006, 141-74).  

The Chief Philanthropy Evangelist saw one of his key roles as “encouraging public and private 

partnerships” (2009). Dr Brilliant notes that Google.org was structured somewhat differently 

from most traditional philanthropic organizations in that it could “invest in for-profit 

companies”. Such practices are not limited to Google, with the majority of the global 

philanthropic industry being deeply engaged with markets. A telling example is the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation, the single biggest private foundation in the world. This foundation 

is considered a leader in the realm of ‘venture philanthropy’, a new conception of market-

driven charity venerated in books such as Philanthrocapitalism: How the Rich Can Save the 

World (Bishop and Green, 2008). Seeking to help others through making profit blurs into parts 

of Claim 5 of cybernetic capitalism, whereby Google assumes a responsibility to the world, 

assumes that market-driven technology is the best way create—to use Google.org’s slogan—

“A better world, faster” (2014).  

By briefly citing these examples from the realm of venture philanthropy, I wish to emphasise 

how this dominant thinking is pervaded with the belief that the market is the best mechanism 

for the organization of society. Given the history of capitalist markets and the role that they 

have played in numerous technological developments and the amassing of wealth, it is perhaps 

unsurprising that many of those who benefit from these developments have fostered a belief 

that all problems can be solved by the application of ‘market logic’. As Aschoff notes, under 

market logic the “problem is defined as a lack of commoditization, and the solution is to create” 

a profit-driven capitalist market as a solution to the problem (2015, 125-34). Without going 

                                                 
between private industry and the public sector as they work towards the strongest possible 
security solution to secure cyberspace for the benefit of all Americans” (2011, 227).  
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into the full complexities of this discussion, it is significant to not that when something—

education, seed stock, vaccines, access to the internet, etc.—is treated as a commodity, it means 

that it is no longer held in common or considered a matter of right. Under the commodity 

framing, value is judged primarily by whether the commodity in question will generate profit, 

and people’s access to it is dependent upon whether they can pay for it or not.69 These 

commodifying ‘market solutions’ have become increasingly prevalent over the last forty years, 

and now play a major role in the organization of society.  

Part of the power of profit-driven capitalist markets today stems from how naturalized they 

have become. It is possible to detect parts of this naturalization process in the discourse of the 

Google elite. For example, the concept of the ‘Darwinian market’ crops up regularly in 

cybernetic capitalism. Page’s advisor Jonathan Rosenberg states: “the best technology starts 

with consumers, where a Darwinian market drives innovation” (2009a). Similar biological 

metaphors with a Darwinian tone are often used. For instance, Mayer came out with the 

following jumbled reflection on the Dot-com crash:  

And I think—you know, when I think about the bubble bursting, I’ve often compared 

it to a forest fire, which is, you know, forest fires are, in fact, healthy, right? They 

clean out a lot of the brush and the overgrowth and all that, and the trees that 

ultimately survive the forest fire and repopulate are, in fact, healthier because there 

was something that was healthier about them, and I think that that’s ultimately what 

you see at Google (2006).  

Biological metaphors like this serve to naturalize the dominant mode of practice, and hence a 

cyber-capitalist’s privileged position within it. Indeed, naturalizing capitalism like this has a 

long pedigree. At the end of the 18th Century, one of the founders of conservatism, Edmund 

Burke, referred to: “the laws of commerce, which are the laws of nature, and consequently the 

laws of God” (1999). Then, in the latter half of the 19th Century, Herbert Spencer coined the 

phrase ‘survival of the fittest’ and used it as justification for the global domination of capitalism 

(2002, 444). Then, at the end of the 20th Century, Kevin Kelly—the founding executive editor 

of Wired—argued that the ‘invisible hand’ of the capitalist market and the forces of Darwinian 

evolution are one and the same phenomenon (2008).70 

                                                 
69 Questions of monopoly power and the distribution of political decision-making power only 
further complicate this. 
70  For a critical review of this book see William Grassie’s essay ‘Kevin Kelly’s Out of 
Control Techno: Utopic Program for a WIRED World’ available at http://grassie.net/kevin-
kelly-out-of-control/ 
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The last three sentences spanned very different contexts and centuries, and yet there is a 

common thread that runs through them. They are promoting a specific interpretation of 

capitalism, as well as a specific interpretation of nature. ‘Nature’, according to Williams’ 

exploration in his seminal work Keywords, is the most complex word in the English language, 

embodying an extraordinary amount of human history (1983, 219-24). In a further analysis, 

Williams notes that given the complexity of the word—and the even more complex processes 

to which it refers—nature can be interpreted from numerous ideological positions (2005, 67-

85). Depending on the values one holds, it is possible to interpret nature by drawing social 

metaphors from the food chain and life cycles; from the pollinator, the symbiote, the parasite, 

the apex predator, and the scavenger. Depending on the ideological interpretation, it is possible 

to end up with a ‘red in tooth and claw’ model of nature as ruthless competition, or Kropotkin’s 

Mutual Aid thesis, in which cooperation, mutualism and altruism are seen to play an important 

role in the process (1972).71 

The ‘Darwinian market’ metaphor naturalizes capitalism as a social formation by rhetorically 

linking it to evolution, and hence a biological reality that existed prior to politics and culture. 

Another example from Schmidt came when he described the Internet as a ‘cesspool’ and 

proposed that increased corporate ownership would clean up the perceived filth. Corporate 

branding, according to Schmidt, is an essential element that helps people navigate their way of 

being-in-the-world: “Brand affinity is clearly hard-wired […] It is so fundamental to human 

existence that it’s not going away. It must have a genetic component” (in Ives, 2008). Here, 

Schmidt naturalizes monopoly capitalism by making a vague and an utterly unsubstantiated 

reference to genetics. This is an ideological move in which he interprets the current status quo 

as being entirely natural, legitimate and inevitable. Naturalized in this way, capitalism is also 

profoundly depoliticized.  

The kind of market that Google elites argue for is the ‘free market’. Google are consistent in 

their opposition to government regulations that may negatively impinge on their profit 

maximization, with Schmidt and Rosenberg demanding that governments do not interfere with 

“the freedom to innovate” (2014, 254-5). In perusing this self-interested goal, Google fund the 

American Enterprise Institute (AEI) and have commissioned research from this conservative 

                                                 
71  For a contemporary reading of Kropotkin’s theory by an evolutionary biologist and 
historian of science, see Stephen Jay Gould (1997). 
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think-tank (Google, 2014e). To give a sense of AIE’s pedigree, in 1988 Ronald Reagan 

described the Institute as standing: 

at the center of a revolution in ideas of which I, too, have been a part. AEI’s 

remarkably distinguished body of work is testimony to the triumph of the think-tank. 

For today the most important American scholarship comes out of our think-tanks—

and none has been more influential than the American Enterprise Institute (in 

Sourcewatch.org, 2014). 

In 2012, Google commissioned the AIE to write a whitepaper which was co-authored by Robert 

Bork and Gregory Sidak, both with outstanding neoliberal credentials. Bork was an American 

legal scholar and former conservative judge, who was once nominated by Reagan to be on the 

US Supreme Court, before becoming a successful anti-trust scholar who sold his services to 

monopoly capital. Sidak is an economist-lawyer mercenary who runs Criterion Economics, a 

firm that boasts of representing a Fortune 500 corporation in resolving “novel legal questions”, 

such as how to dodge a “ten-figure corporate fine” (Sidak, 2015). Their  Google-commissioned 

whitepaper goes by the telling title: ‘What does the Chicago School teach about Internet search 

and the antitrust treatment of Google?’ (Bork and Sidak, 2012). Through explicitly using 

neoliberal theory, this whitepaper—which had a ‘wide influence’ according to The 

Economist—argued against antitrust litigation levelled at Google and was a factor in the US’s 

Federal Trade Commission 2013 decision to drop the case against the tech-giant: a decision 

heralded by the AEI as a “victory for the free market” (Brennett, 2013). 

Bork and Sidak repeatedly rile up over regulations, stating that regulations “promote product 

homogenization—which, in a dynamic market, will retard competition” (2012, 12); and that 

regulating Google would ‘retard’ improvements in search technology (18). They argue that 

attempting “to regulate search ranking algorithms would impose high regulatory costs on 

society and deter innovation in search” (13). Much of the justification for this line of arguing 

is based on the belief that it is best to remove the government’s ability to intervene. However, 

as McChesney explains:  

Deregulation did not remove the government or the importance of policy making by 

one iota. In every area of importance, the government still played a central role. What 

deregulation did was remove or severely lessen the idea of government action in the 

public interest. The point of government regulation, pure and simple, became to help 

firms maximize their profits, and that was the new public interest (2013, 107). 
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Building on McChesney’s argument, deregulation is another example of the privatization of 

public good that seems an inherent tendency in capitalism. Schmidt justifies the situation by 

claiming that “regulation is unnecessary because Google faces such strong incentives to treat 

its users right, since they will walk away the minute Google does anything with their personal 

information they find ‘creepy’” (in Jenkins, 2010). Continuing this line of argument, Bork and 

Sidak claim that “consumers can switch to substitute search engines instantaneously and at zero 

cost [and this] constrains Google’s ability and incentive to act anti-competitively” (2012, 3). 

Page argues that his corporation is kept trustworthy by the very machinations of the self-

regulating market, because “it’s easy for users to go elsewhere because our competition is only 

a click away” (2012). 

By touching on a number of large topics—privatization, philanthropy, naturalization, 

regulation and competition—I have sort to show how the Google elite frame the for-profit 

capitalist market as the best mechanism to organize society. This core claim draws from long 

term developments within the capitalist world-system, particularly from the recomposition of 

capitalism into its neoliberal form after the crises of the 1970s, and furthers this trajectory by 

projecting webs of commodification at more abstract levels and simultaneously legitimizing 

them.  

4.4.3 Claim 3: ‘Objective Science can be Apolitically Applied to the 
Social Sphere’ 
The Google elite often frame themselves as ‘objective’ by playing the ‘science’ card in attempts 

to ideologically legitimize and depoliticize their actions. By wielding this rhetoric, cybernetic 

capitalists draw on a tradition of privileging science—or more accurately, a caricature of 

science—as the ultimate form of knowledge and the one-true-way to interpret the universe. In 

applying this thinking to the social sphere, cyber-capitalists engage in ‘scientism’; the dogmatic 

belief that the scientific method is universally applicable and that all potential problems can 

and will be solved by the scientific endeavour. This totalizing perspective subsumes all reality 

and knowledge to the domain of science and is complimented by a belief in the transcendental 

power of technology.  

Belief in the power of machines to go beyond politics was greatly intensified with the rise of 

networked-computers and their ability to manipulate large quantities of abstracted information 

(Mosco, 2014, 175-226). A concise version of this belief was captured by Google’s Marissa 

Mayer. Graduating from Stanford University with a major in ‘symbolic systems’, she became 
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one of the original Google employees and a key spokesperson for the corporation. After thirteen 

years with the firm, she left to become the CEO of Yahoo, thus making her a significant player 

in the broader cyber-capitalist formation. Companies like Google have a high turnover rate of 

employees and that these comments were issued by a former Googler does not invalidate their 

relevance here, rather they point to how these opinions are spread across the hegemonic 

formation of cybernetic capitalism.  

To an audience at Stanford University in 2006, Mayer proudly proclaimed: “Data is apolitical”. 

Elaborating on this slogan, she went on to explain that Google are “able to scientifically and 

mathematically prove” which course of action to take, and can therefore avoid politics (2006). 

Mayer claims that at Google “the internal politics inside of Google have remained minimal 

compared to other corporations of its size because we rely so much on the data and we do so 

much measurement that you don't have to worry… The decisions get made based on data” 

(2006).  

This sentiment was echoed in Schmidt and Rosenberg’s book How Google Works. In this New 

York Times bestseller, they state: “One of the most transformative developments of the Internet 

Century is the ability to quantify almost any aspect of business. Decisions once based on 

subjective opinion and anecdotal evidence now rely primarily on data” (2014, 151). In 

formulating these thoughts, the Google elite use the concept of ‘data’ in an ideological manner 

in order to legitimize the practices of a multinational corporation. These practices are riddled 

with power relations and have multifarious social consequences, yet when clad in the language 

of techno-scientism they are depoliticized. Nevertheless, political questions stubbornly remain, 

such as; how is this data generated? Who makes decisions over how it is interpreted? Who 

owns the data and who has access to it?  

Overemphasizing the role of ‘data’ in their decision-making process has the effect of obscuring 

the corporation’s centralization of power (Chapter 2.2.4). This enables Rosenberg to claim that 

decisions are made “based on facts, not opinions. Here at Google the words of every colleague, 

from associates to vice presidents, carry the same weight so long as they are backed by data” 

(2009a). This data-driven practice leads to a series of experiments that Google constantly run 

on the well over a billion people who use the apparatus. As a search quality-manager said to 

Levy: “On most Google queries, you’re actually in multiple control or experimental groups 

simultaneously. Essentially all the queries are involved in some test” (2011, 61). An example 

of how this data-driven decision-making via experimentation played out can be seen in how 
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Google settled on the colour of their toolbar.72 Mayer insisted that to find the ‘correct’ colour 

they must conduct an experiment in which 41 different shades of blue were tested on audiences 

to see which colour was preferred (Holson, 2009). This involves giving different people slightly 

different shades of blue on their toolbars and monitoring which colour corresponded to the 

most engagements with AdWords. The resulting shade of blue was considered the ‘correct’ 

shade, for they believed that they had scientifically proven that this shade of blue led to more 

clicks on ads and thus more revenue for Google.  

The techno-scientism exhibited in this example draws on the ideological power of ‘data’. The 

concept of data is bound-up with other notions of numeric information, scientific analysis and 

mathematical calculation; and in computing it refers to the quantities, characters or symbols, 

made from electronic signals and upon which calculating-machines operate. Taken together, 

these are stitched into a kind of ‘digital positivism, to use Vincent Mosco’s term (2014, 196-

205). These factors are at work in the following Schmidt and Rosenberg statement:  

We see most big problems as information problems, which means that with enough 

data and the ability to crunch it, virtually any challenge facing humanity today can be 

solved. We think computers will serve at the behest of people—all people—to make 

their lives better and easier (2014, 255-6). 

In this quote, the Google elite take a cybernetic perspective—interpreting the world through 

the efficacy of data—and use it to make a positive claim. This effectively posits computing-

machines and their capacity to organize data as the answer-to-all-questions (Claim 1). The roots 

of this thinking go back to the WWII research laboratories, with Norbert Weiner’s cybernetics 

and Shannon’s ‘information theory’. When articulated by the Google elite, or others in the 

cyber-capitalist elite, this thinking plays an important ideological role. For example, Google’s 

techno-scientism was praised by the influential Wired editor and drone-entrepreneur Chris 

Anderson, as he proclaimed the ‘end of theory’. Citing Google as a shining example, he 

provocatively continued:  

This is a world where massive amounts of data and applied mathematics replace every 

other tool that might be brought to bear. Out with every theory of human behavior, 

from linguistics to sociology. Forget taxonomy, ontology, and psychology. Who 

knows why people do what they do? The point is they do it, and we can track and 

                                                 
72  Another example includes the previously cited ‘experiment’ which drew the absurd 
conclusion that “ads made people happy” (Chapter 2.3). 
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measure it with unprecedented fidelity. With enough data, the numbers speak for 

themselves (2008). 

This is a highly ideological claim with deeply depoliticizing implications which have been 

discussed in detail elsewhere (Mazzocchi, 2015). While Anderson’s argument can be 

considered an extreme instance of scientism, in the context of this discussion it is of a 

comparable extremity to the above cited claims from the Google eltie that, for instance “data 

is apolicital” or “Decisions once based on subjective opinion and anecdotal evidence now rely 

primarily on data”. These beliefs imagine that technology can allow data-experts to simply 

decode the world-as-it-really-is, rather than to ‘waste time’ trying to interpret it. It is a plea to 

leave it to the experts, a plea to trust the engineers working for tech-companies, for they’ve got 

the data, the huge sample sizes and thus really know what’s happening. Yet, as Mosco notes, 

“data is not an entity independent of human conception or contamination, but is created through 

human intelligence and purposes, with all of their limitations and biases” (2014, 200). 

Anderson’s tenuous epistemological point does not allow for the fundamental indeterminacy 

that necessarily enters via the hermeneutic process. Interpretation cannot be avoided. It can be 

extended by instruments, or partially outsourced to machines—both of which can potentially 

produce important insights—but they do not evade the subjective nature of interpretation.  

For instance, microscopes can reveal aspects of reality that are outside of ordinary human 

perception, and hence these instruments can facilitate the creation of genuine understanding; 

but this process is not an automatic product of the vision-machine. The microscope must first 

be produced under a given set of conditions, and then people must decide what to put under it, 

how to interpret the results and ultimately how the resulting knowledge is put into practice. All 

these steps occur within particular social formations, and under specific historic conditions. 

This is to suggest that politics and subjectivity pervade every layer. Indeed, there is a large 

body of work by Bruno Latour and others that studies the political influence of scientific 

practice. This is also significant as it highlights the pervasiveness of theory, which is also tacitly 

at work inside cybernetic capitalist organizations such as Google.  

Interpreting politics as some kind of annoyance that machines and mathematics can side-step 

has the added effect of removing the vast majority of people (understood as problematic, plural, 

speaking subjects) from the equation—abstracting them away and replacing them with 

numbers. This abstraction serves to “impose order” (Scott, 1998), while granting an organizing 

power to reconstitute social practice, as will be explained further in Chapter 5. This over-

emphasis on quantitative data and the ability of machines to process it can serve to silence and 
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depoliticize the public, with important decisions being made behind closed doors by 

technocratic experts working in proprietorial systems (Davis, 2015). Contrary to Mayer’s and 

Anderson’s claims about Google, Žižek reminds us that: 

one of the fundamental stratagems of ideology is the reference to some self-

evidence—‘Look, you can see for yourself how things are!’. ‘Let the facts speak for 

themselves’ is perhaps the arch-statement of ideology—the point being, precisely, 

that facts never ‘speak for themselves’ but are always made to speak by a network of 

discursive devices (1994, 11). 

Building on this point, facts along with science, data and technologies are made to speak by 

specific individuals or institutions, with specific sets of interests. They are often made to speak 

on behalf of powerful organization and they are used to actively advance the interests of those 

organizations. As a global corporation with the legal responsibility to maximise shareholder 

profit, Google advances its interests by increasing its cycles of commodification and 

surveillance while further embedding its products—and hence cyber-capitalism—into the 

everyday lives of people around the planet. Uncritically overemphasizing the role of science 

can serve to simultaneously further and obscure these interests.  
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By using the legitimizing power of scientism’s rhetoric, and an instrumental, determinist 

understanding of technology, the Google elites can defer criticism and justify their actions. In 

this way, digital positivism’s concept of ‘objectivity’ is, knowingly or otherwise, used as a 

cloak which serves to conceal the power relations and political projects bound-up with their 

cybernetic capitalist vision, insulating them from alternative interpretations and ideological 

contestation. This ‘objectivity’ cloak can also be used to smother opinions that don’t subscribe 

to their scientism. Digital positivism can thus be wielded so as to simultaneously obscure and 

extend the cybernetic capitalist social formation, naturalizing and augmenting this hegemonic 

world order. 

4.4.4 Claim 4: ‘Access to the Internet Automatically Spreads Democracy’  

Google’s self-proclaimed philosophy states the following under the heading ‘Democracy on 

the web works’:  

Google search works because it relies on the millions of individuals posting links on 

websites to help determine which other sites offer content of value. We assess the 

importance of every web page using more than 200 signals and a variety of 

 
Figure 4.4: Babbage’s Difference Engine, 2005, London Science Museum 

Photo by Carsten Ullrich, 2005. Wikimedia Commons 
Built from Charles Babbage’s 19th Century design, this is a replica of the Difference 
Engine in the London Science Museum. Babbage saw science and technology as key 
weapons in the class struggle and chose his side. According to Christian Parenti: 
“More important than Babbage’s actual technological breakthroughs were the 
implicit politics of his worldview. His treatise, On the Economy of Machinery and 
Manufactures, made an elaborate case for deskilling and fragmenting the labor 
process so as to weaken the political power of labor” (Parenti, 2003, 80). 
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techniques, including our patented PageRank™ algorithm, which analyzes which 

sites have been “voted” to be the best sources of information by other pages across 

the web. As the web gets bigger, this approach actually improves, as each new site is 

another point of information and another vote to be counted (Google, 2016f). 

Formulated under the heading ‘Democracy on the Web Works’, Google equates hyperlinks 

with votes and votes with democracy, thereby morphing ‘rule by the people’ into a highly 

abstracted and formalized form of online popularity. This is closer to an abstract fashion index 

than a political system for social self-determination. Indeed, there is virtually nothing of the 

rich history of the concept of ‘democracy’ left in the way that Google uses it (Williams, 1983, 

93-8). At first, all that seems to be on offer is a trademarked link analysis algorithm owned by 

a multinational corporation.  

Beneath this lies another more powerful ideological interpretation of ‘democracy’ that 

empowers Google’s rhetorical flourishes. The idea that corporate globalization furthers the 

spread of democracy draws on the “neoliberal assertion that freedom, free markets, free trade, 

and democracy are synonymous terms” (Steger, 2009, 84). This suspicious collapsing of 

concepts is bound-up with the legitimizing argument made by classic liberal economists who 

believe that the wonders of the unregulated market will somehow allow self-interest to be 

transmuted into the best possible society for everyone everywhere (Claim 2).  

The co-founders’ annual letters frequently claim that Google, and technology more broadly, is 

a profound force for democratization. They claim that their company’s technology has 

democratized “information” (2008, 2010), “communication” (2010), “access to advertising” 

(2008) and even the “entertainment experience” (2006).73 The democratic rhetoric rolls on with 

Google’s post-Alphabet CEO Sundar Pichai. In his first letter to shareholders in 2015, Pachai 

claims that Google believes “in leveling the playing field for everyone. The Internet is one of 

the world’s most powerful equalizers, and we see it as our job to make it available to as many 

people as possible” (2015). He concludes his statement with the following:  

For us, technology is not about the devices or the products we build. Those aren’t the 

end-goals. Technology is a democratizing force, empowering people through 

information. Google is an information company. It was when it was founded, and it 

                                                 
73  It is perhaps notable that these evocations of democracy all occurred in even years. The 
co-founders take turns in writing the annual letter, and on even years it falls to Brin, perhaps 
suggesting that he is more attracted to this rhetoric than Page. 
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is today. And it’s what people do with that information that amazes and inspires me 

every day (in Page and Brin, 2015).  

Schmidt and Rosenberg add to this by stating that the ‘Internet Century’ has brought “global 

growth within anyone’s reach”, claiming that: “We have the democratization of just about 

everything—information, connectivity, computing, manufacturing, distribution, [and] talent” 

(2014, 78).  

While it is certainly true that the uneven spread of the web around the world has made access 

to instant communication and wide-ranging information readily available to anyone with the 

equipment, funds and skills to access it. However, there is an assumption among the cyber-

capitalists that simply having access to a communication network automatically equals 

democracy (Mattelart, 1996). The Google elite understand people as ‘consumers’ (and objects 

of consumption), not as ‘citizens’ capable of participating in political and economic decision-

making processes, and this conception serves to undermine democracy (Mosco, 2014, 42-3). 

James Curran gives an insightful summary of much of this overtly optimistic cyber-capitalist 

literature and how it has proved to be a profound misunderstanding (2012, 3-33). Curran notes 

that:  

The utilisation of the internet by people of different persuasions has strengthened the 

infrastructure of democracy. But this positive input has been offset by negative trends 

in the wider political environment. Since the 1980s, there has been an enormous 

increase of investment in corporate and state public relations. This was accompanied 

by a drift towards populist politics, supported by focus groups, private polling and 

political consultants… [Thus while] the internet has energised activism […] in the 

context of political disaffection, increasing political manipulation at the centre, an 

unaccountable global order and the weakening of electoral power, the internet has not 

revitalised democracy (2012, 12-7).  

This questioning of a revitalized democracy does not prevent its ideologues from touting the 

coming of a new Jeffersonian age, an electronic agora, and a democratic utopia. An example 

of this can be seen when Schmidt and Cohen pronounce that on “the world stage, the most 

significant impact of the spread of communication technologies will be the way they help 

reallocate the concentration of power away from states and institutions and transfer it to 

individuals” (2013, 6). Google supporter Jeff Jarvis agrees, claiming that in the past, powerful 

companies, institutions and governments were in control, but now “we the people” are in 

charge of the economy and society because we have been empowered by Google (2009, 11). 
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In claims like this, cyber-capitalists unequivocally equate corporate power with people power, 

thus privatizing public good. Rosenberg claims that “true democratization of information […] 

is great for our business, even greater for all the users” (2009a). The ‘democratization of 

information’ is ‘great for business’ because it means more opportunities for the circuits of 

surveillance and commodification to augment the control of cybernetic capitalism. In 

Rosenberg’s mind, this translates automatically into being ‘even greater’ for people because 

what is good for the market is good for everyone (Claim 2).  

Much of the discourse of digital democracy refers back to Thomas Jefferson, who seems to be 

the historical hero of choice for the democratic impulse of cyber-capitalism. Jefferson 

championed the rights of American artisans, farmers and frontier businessmen to self-

determination, which his liberal ideology lead him to believe required widespread ownership 

of private property. He also argued that black people were not worthy of inclusion in the 

Lockean social contract because—while they were undeniably human—they were also 

property; and whenever the ‘rights of man’ conflicted with the rights of property the latter won 

out. This echoes Marx’s famous observation: “Between equal rights, force decides” (1976, 

344). Jefferson also spoke of the domination and exploitation of the poor by the rich, yet this 

explicitly class-based aspect of his belief system does not manifest in cyber-capitalism 

(McChesney, 2013, 203-4). 

“Information is the currency of democracy”. This quote, which is often spuriously attributed to 

Jefferson (2017), has been widely influential in cyber-capitalist discourse. Firstly, this quote is 

curious because of the central monetary metaphor ‘currency’, which serves to interpret 

democracy in the terms of the market. Secondly, it is curious to note that the word ‘information’ 

referred to something far less abstract when Jefferson supposedly uttered it in comparison to 

what it means in cybernetics. Thus, having purged democracy of any connotation of such 

concepts as ‘social justice’ or ‘self-determination’, cyber-capitalists essentially equate it with 

technological transmissions in an unregulated global market.  

In addition to this cyber-market version of democracy, there is also a Realpolitik understanding 

at work, with some at Google attempting to play both sides at once. This is evident in a key 

book written by Eric Schmidt and Jared Cohen called The New Digital Age (2014). Schmidt 

met Cohen in the Green Zone of occupied Iraq and they began to collaborate. At the time, 

Cohen was working at the US State Department, first under Bush and then later under Obama, 

as an advisor respectively to Condoleezza Rice and Hillary Clinton. In September 2010, he 
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continued through the ‘revolving door’, leaving the State Department and within a month 

became an adjunct senior fellow at the Council of Foreign Relations—a prestigious and 

powerful think-tank of the US political establishment—where most of his work has been in the 

field of counter-terrorism (Cohen, 2017). Also within a month, Cohen was hired to be the first 

director of ‘Jigsaw’ (formerly Google Ideas), the company’s “think-do tank” slash political 

technology incubator. He is currently the president of this organization and it was in this role 

that he began co-authoring with Schmidt (Google, 2017c).  

The New Digital Age became a New York Times best-seller, and the book’s first edition received 

advance praise from an impressive collection of people including: Bill Clinton, Tony Blair, 

Madeline Albright, Michael Bloomberg, Henry Kissinger, and the former CIA director Michael 

Hayden (2014). The fact that this particular collection of powerful people publicly endorsed 

this book tells us something about its content and about its target audience. It does not disrupt 

the status quo and project American hegemony forward to a glorious future (Claim 6). For 

instance, Schmidt and Cohen express concern that not everyone in the world can benefit from 

the benevolence of cybernetic capitalist world order. Outside the ‘democratic societies’, the 

co-authors identify a number of ‘problem areas’, and over the course of the book conjure up an 

eerily familiar list of countries, including: Afghanistan, China, Cuba, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, 

Russia, Somalia, Syria, Venezuela and Yemen (Schmidt and Cohen, 2013). Considering their 

‘responsibility to the world’ (Claim 5), Google have begun actively intervening in these 

‘problem areas’ with the aim of spreading their version of ‘democracy’.  

Before moving to Google, Cohen was at the centre of a curious affair that occurred during the 

2009 Iranian protests. From his role in the US State Department, the 27-year-old sent an email 

to executives at Twitter asking them to reschedule their previously planned site maintenance 

so as not to disrupt what he eagerly imagined to be the fall of the Iranian regime. Twitter 

complied, but publicly claimed they reached this conclusion independently. The New York 

Times noted the significance of this “recognition by the United States government that an 

Internet blogging service that did not exist four years ago has the potential to change history in 

an ancient Islamic country” (Landler and Stelter, 2009). The article also noted that Cohen had 

been working with Twitter, YouTube, Facebook and other tech-giants “to harness their reach 

for diplomatic initiatives in Iraq and elsewhere”.74 As Evgeny Morozov notes, this sparked 

reactions for other major world powers. For example, several months later in China National 

                                                 
74  Cohen even went as far as hailing Facebook as “one of the most organic tools for 
democracy promotion the world has ever seen” (Morozov, 2011, 22). 
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Defence, an official Chinese military outlet claimed that the whole affair was an example of 

internet-enabled US foreign intervention. It claimed that the US was the “keenest Western 

power to add the Internet to its diplomatic arsenal” (in Morozov, 2011, 12).  

Under Cohen’s leadership, Jigsaw has moved beyond public relations activities and hollow 

rituals of ‘corporate responsibility’ to now actively intervening in public affairs at a level that 

is normally reserved for states. One example of this could be seen in Cohen’s 2011 trip to the 

Azerbaijan border near Iran as part of a Google project on ‘repressive societies’. In a private 

email published by WikiLeaks a former State Department official wrote: “Google is getting 

WH [White House] and State Dept support and air cover. In reality they are doing things the 

CIA cannot do…” (WikiLeaks, 2011). Another example of this came in a discussion on the 

future of terrorism, with Schmidt and Cohen drawing on a number of cyber-capitalist claims 

when they suggest that ‘public-private partnerships’ with companies like Google can prevent 

the ‘radicalization of youth’:  

Technology companies are uniquely positioned to lead this effort internationally. 

Many of the most prominent ones have all the values of a democratic society with 

none of the baggage of being a government—they can go where governments can’t, 

speak to people off the diplomatic radar and operate in the neutral, universal language 

of technology. Moreover… [the tech-industry] has perhaps the best understanding of 

how to distract young people… These companies may not understand the nuances of 

radicalization or the differences between specific populations in key theaters like 

Yemen, Iraq and Somalia, but they do understand young people and the toys they like 

to play with. Only once we have their attention can we hope to win their hearts and 

minds (2013, 180-1). 

So, rather than considering systemic problems—such as gaping inequality, environmental 

degradation, colonial legacies, US military aggression, or the lack of any meaningful form of 

democracy—Schmidt and Cohen—as members of Google elite and privileged articulators of 

the ideology of cybernetic capitalism—are of the opinion that technologically enhanced 

consumerism will cure the world’s ills. Seeking to get attention through distraction, they seem 

to be suggesting that people in ‘key theaters’ should not be concerned with the drones that buzz 

overhead; rather, focus on the commodities that plug them into Google’s circuits of 

surveillance-fuelled accumulation. ‘Democracy’ will be sure to follow.  

The kinds of arguments that Schmidt and Cohen make in their book is in line with how the US 

State Department looks at the world and embodies one tendency within cyber-capitalism. This 
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is perhaps unsurprising, as cybernetics was a creation of US based military research labourites 

and, as I demonstrate in Chapter 7.3, the military-industrial complex has deep connections with 

the high-tech sector. This does not mean that all cyber-capitalists are in perfect agreement about 

this, rather that it represents a tendency within the ideological formation.  

Nevertheless, the broader claim, that access to the internet automatically spreads democracy, 

is wide reaching and common across the social formation. Assuming that democracy is 

automatically furthered by access to the internet draws on a kind of technological determinism 

(Claim 1). There are tensions here that are worth reflection on. It might be that the techno-

determinism that is so central to the claims of cybernetic capitalism is fundamentally 

incompatible with deeper understandings of democracy. This kind of determinism imagines 

technology abstracted from society as the prime historical actor, whereas democracy requires 

that humans act as historical agents, as active co-creators of the world that we embody (Gare, 

2013). It is through this rejection of reductive determinisms that it possible to theorise and 

practice the collective agency of democracy, and to work towards extending and deepening the 

associated freedoms and equalities. As Berardi has noted:   

The process of capitalist abstraction has progressively eroded the potency of concrete 

activity: digital financialization constitutes the final limit of this disempowerment and 

the economic framework of a biopolitical transformation that forces cognitive activity 

to mutate and that shapes the physical matter of the neural substratum itself. This 

transition from the sphere of historical humanism to that of evolutionary automatism 

can be described as building a kind of neuro-totalitarianism. The genitive mutation 

induced by digital technology is a path in that direction (Berardi, 2015, 278).  

4.4.5 Claim 5: ‘Tech-Companies have a Responsibility to the World’  

“We feel a tremendous responsibility to make the right decisions on behalf of our company, 

our users, and the world” (2005). The Google elite seem rather fond of speaking about “the 

tremendous responsibility that rests on our shoulders” (2011), repeating variations on this 

theme, often flanked with other cybernetic capitalist claims. An illustrative example was 

formulated in the co-founders’ publication, ‘An Owner’s Manual’, produced for Google 

shareholders (2004a). Consider the following rich paragraph:  

Our intense and enduring interest was to objectively help people find information 

efficiently. We also believed that searching and organizing all the world’s 

information was an unusually important task that should be carried out by a company 

that is trustworthy and interested in the public good. We believe a well-functioning 
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society should have abundant, free and unbiased access to high quality information. 

Google therefore has a responsibility to the world. The dual class structure helps 

ensure that this responsibility is met. We believe that fulfilling this responsibility will 

deliver increased value to our shareholders (Page and Brin, 2004a). 

The sheer density of cybernetic capitalist claims that this paragraph packs in is impressive. The 

founders employ four of the six claims; beginning with a plea to their supposed objectivity 

(Claim 3), then citing their technologically augmented global mission (Claim 1) and that a 

private corporation, as opposed to a public organization, should be the key actor (Claim 2), 

before concluding with their responsibility to the world (Claim 5). In this quote, the founders 

argue that the world should be organized by a “company that is trustworthy and interested in 

the public good”. With this formulation, they dismiss outright the possibility that this 

‘unusually important task’ could be carried out by a genuinely public organization.75 The 

capitalistic logic at work here effectively privatizes public good.  

The founders also emphasize the importance of ‘trustworthiness’, another concept that occurs 

fairly frequently in Google’s discourse, often running in parallel with ‘responsibility’. To give 

a few examples of this discourse—and how it connects seamlessly with profit maximization—

a senior member of Google’s legal department claimed that “Our business model depends 

completely on user trust” (in Mitchell, 2009); “Trust is the most important currency online” 

(Rosenberg, 2009b); and “Google knows that in the Internet Century user trust is just as 

important as dollars, euros, pounds, yen, or any other currency” (Schmidt and Rosenberg, 2014, 

213). What’s more, Page argues that his company is kept trustworthy by the very mechanics of 

the self-regulating market, because competition-is-only-a-click-away (2012). Cyber-capitalists 

argue that people should trust them because the deregulated market automatically keeps the 

corporation working for the global ‘public good’.  

Google’s philosophy states: “Our users trust our objectivity and no short-term gain could ever 

justify breaching that trust” (2016f). The word ‘trust’ evokes a combination of confidence, 

reliance, dependence and hope—all of which nudge the discussion away from the domain of 

‘objectivity’ and into the hazy realm of the subjective. Indeed, the trust that one may, or may 

                                                 
75  Admittedly, the letter from which this quote was taken was part of Google’s initial public 
offering, hence making parts of the corporation available to anyone with capital to invest. 
However, as I noted in Chapter 2.2, this process does not exactly make a company ‘public’, for 
the majority of ownership comes from large financial sector firms. Furthermore, with Google, 
this is complicated again by the multi-class stock options that have facilitated a massive 
concentration of decision making power in the hands of the Google ‘triumvirate’. 
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not, feel for Google is of a qualitatively different nature from that which one may feel towards 

another human. Trust in others is generally grounded in the embodied and the intimate, yet 

someone’s relationship with the Google apparatus occurs at a heightened level of abstraction. 

Technological distancing effectively obscures and outsources elements of social relations and 

embodied encounters that have made up everyday life.  

The last three sentences of the above-quoted paragraph repeat the word ‘responsibility’ three 

times, beginning with: “Google therefore have a responsibility to the world”. Again, this is 

formulated in global terms, with the American corporation taking up the “white geeks burden”, 

to use Assange’s colourful phrase (2014a, 54). As Edward Said has noted, a ‘civilizing mission’ 

has long been a key ideological component of imperial expansion, arguing that the global 

geographic scope of imperialism converges with its universalizing cultural discourses. 

Speaking of 19th Century empire, Said notes:  

Power makes this convergence possible, of course; with it goes the ability to be in 

far-flung places, to learn about other people, to codify and disseminate knowledge, to 

characterize, transport, install, and display instances of other cultures (through 

exhibits, expeditions, photographs, paintings, surveys, schools), and above all to rule 

them. All this in turn produces what has been called ‘a duty’ to natives, the 

requirement in Africa and elsewhere to establish colonies for the ‘benefit’ of the 

natives…or for the ‘prestige’ of the mother country. The rhetoric of la mission 

civilisatrice (1994, 130).  

While much in Said’s words needs to be reworked to apply to today’s context, the central kernel 

that pushed the civilizing mission during the Age of Empire seems to continue. Cybernetic 

capitalist corporations employ universalizing discourse and global geographic scope and have 

the power to codify and disseminate knowledge. The old understanding of ‘rule them’ has 

shifted somewhat with the rise of ‘new imperialism’ (Harvey, 2005b). Cyber-capitalists seek 

not direct political rule, but rather the unconstrained ability to survey and commodify within 

an abstracted system of global accumulation and control. This is more about bringing a ‘society 

of control’ than it is a direct colonial rule. Echoes of the civilizing mission can be seen when 

the Google elites summon the examples of various ‘natives’ who have financially bettered 

themselves through the use of their corporate services.  

To return to the Owners’ Manual quote, the cofounders’ proclaim: “The dual class structure 

helps ensure that this responsibility is met”, hence justifying the massive centralization of 

power. In deciding to take decision-making power away from external investors by diluting the 
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share-to-vote ratios, the ‘triumvirate’ concentrated it in their own hands. This foreclosed a more 

democratic possibility of running the corporation as a ‘worker self-directed enterprise’. Then, 

the final sentence of this quote delivers something of a punch-line: “We believe that fulfilling 

this responsibility will deliver increased value to our shareholders”. This is really at the core 

of global capitalist rhetoric: the belief that the world is improved through unlimited 

accumulation (Claim 2). This self-interested logic, built on an assumed one-to-one 

correspondence between private profit and public good, manifests itself in various ways across 

cybernetic capitalist discourse and practices. In short, the Google elite seems to genuinely 

believe that spreading of cyber-capitalist consumerism is the best mechanism to exercise their 

“tremendous responsibility to the world”.  

 

4.4.6 Claim 6: ‘Unleashed Technology Will Create a Glorious Future’ 76 

Many a cybernetic capitalist claim begins with the line: “In the future…” This is generally 

followed by a bright fantasy which stems from, in Page’s words, “a deep sense of optimism 

                                                 
76  This section was presented European Sociological Association’s Communication and 
Media mid-term conference in Lisbon, Portugal. The conference was called ‘Rethinking Power 
in Communicative Capitalism: Critical Perspectives on Media, Culture and Society’.  

 
Figure 4.5: “Making the world a better place”, Silicon Valley, HBO, 2014 

This is a frame captured from episode 3, Season 1 of HBO’s comedy series Silicon Valley, 
which satirises Steve Jobs’ counter-cultural dabbling and Google’s save-the-world ethos. 
In this episode, the character Erlich Bachman (T.J. Miller) ventures out to the Californian 
desert to ingest a large quantity of magic mushrooms, meditate and come up with a name 
for his tech start-up. The trip, pictured above, soon takes a dark turn for Bachman, and he 
ends up in the throes of a full-blown psychedelic induced, existential crisis, hugging 
himself and chanting “making the world a better place” over and over while being swarmed 
with flying corporate logos.  
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about the potential of technology to improve people’s lives, and the world” (2013). The 

founders often invite us to imagine glorious futuristic fantasies, such as a world where self-

driving cars whisk their care-free occupants around a city (2012).77 These fantasies are usually 

peppered with neoliberal watchwords: productivity, efficiency, innovation and a Futurist 

fetishization of speed. Occasionally, they forgo the utopianism in favour of beefing up the 

future of their business: “Our goal is long-term growth in revenue and absolute profit—so we 

invest aggressively in future innovation while tightly managing our short-term costs” (2012). 

However, according to their cyber-capitalist understanding, these two visions are one and the 

same (Claim 2). 

Sometimes, the futuristic rhetoric of cyber-capitalists appears not to need to provide any 

specifics. For instance, the team at Google’s Advanced Technology and Projects (ATAP) are 

fond of whispering sweet futuristic nothings into high-definition video cameras: “The future is 

what we choose to make. We make what we believe in”; or “The future is awesome. We can 

build it faster together” (Google, 2014d). Rosenberg came out with the following: “The future 

of government is transparency. The future of commerce is information symmetry. The future 

of culture is freedom. The future of science and medicine is collaboration. The future of 

entertainment is participation” (2009b). Thus spoke Rosenberg. But what exactly is this 

‘awesome’ future that we can ‘choose to make’ and ‘build faster together’?  

Firstly, this faith in a technology-enhanced future is overly optimistic. Indeed, as Schmidt and 

Rosenberg unambiguously state that at Google “we are all technology optimists: We believe 

technology and the Internet have the power to change the world for the better” (2014, 185). 

They feel that this point is so important that it is repeated some pages later: “We are technology 

optimists. We believe in the power of technology to make the world a better place” (2014, 255-

6). Not even serious threats to the structure of global capitalism have succeeded in denting 

Google’s vision. Writing in the bowels of the global financial crisis, Brin said:  

I am optimistic about the future, because I believe scarcity breeds clarity: it focuses 

minds, forcing people to think creatively and rise to the challenge. While much 

smaller in scale than today’s global collapse, the dot-com bust of 2000-2002 pushed 

                                                 
77  In referring to the cybernetic capitalist vision of the future as ‘glorious’, I am using this 
somewhat anachronistic phrase to satirically evoke a bygone era. It may recall images of 
socialist realism or post-war advertising—which could be called ‘capitalist realism’—Smiling, 
attractive people standing before a parade of technological marvels; marching tin-men, laser 
beams, flying cars, rockets and obsolete atomic symbols.  
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Google and others in the industry to take some tough decisions—and we all emerged 

stronger as a result (2008).  

One may pause to ask: scarcity for whom? On this, it is noteworthy that in the years following 

the 2008 crisis the top 1% captured 95% of all growth in income gains (Saez, 2013). The 

staunch optimism expressed by the Google elite depends on an apparently wilful ignorance of 

the negative impacts of cybernetic capitalism, a phenomenon exacerbated by the fact that they 

live in privilege. In late 2011 Schmidt said to BusinessWeek:  

“We live in a bubble, and I don’t mean a tech bubble or a valuation bubble. I mean a 

bubble as in our own little world… And what a world it is: Companies can’t hire 

people fast enough. Young people can work hard and make a fortune. Homes hold 

their value. Occupy Wall Street isn’t really something that comes up in daily 

discussion, because their issues are not our daily reality” (cited inStone, 2011). 

Twenty years ago, Barbrook and Cameron wrote that cyber-capitalism’s up-beat optimism 

depended on “a wilful blindness toward the other much less positive-features of life on the 

West Coast: racism, poverty, and environmental degradation” (1996, 45). Observations like 

this now need to be extended onto a global level, with this ‘wilful blindness’ extending around 

the world, often cascading down outsourced supply chains and seeping through food chains.  

The only threat that the Google elite worry may throw shadows onto their glorious future is the 

creeping scourge of government regulation (Claim 2). Page bemoans that regulations are 

preventing real technological progress, arguing that government institutions are too old and 

slow to deal with what’s unfolding. Demonstrating the full force of his historical sensibility, 

Page said: “Law can’t be right if it’s 50 years old. Like, it’s before the Internet” (2013). 

According to Page, society needs “mechanisms to allow [for] experimentation. There’s many, 

many exciting and important things you could do that you just can’t do ’cause they’re illegal 

or they’re not allowed by regulation” (2013). He proposes the creation of a Jurassic Park style 

enclave: a lawless techno-utopian colony surrendered to the utterly unregulated dominion of 

cyber-capitalists. This proposal would, in Page’s view, create the conditions for making 

progress.  

Much of the future rhetoric that cybernetic capitalists use is, on closer inspection, less about 

the actual future and more about control in the present. In this respect, the concept of ‘the 
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future’ has an ideological function.78 This ties in with the notion of the future as determined, 

thus inevitable and incontestable. It also serves to colonize the projected temporal zone, thus 

occupying an imaginary place of speculation and possibilities in order to keep out alternatives.  

Google taps into the belief that society is moving towards a utopia of automation. This has 

been a capitalist fantasy for centuries—a world without workers.79 Although, following Brecht, 

we may ask: Who is to maintain this automated utopia? Who will cook and clean, and under 

what labour standards? Then, we may go further and ask how will the legions of newly 

unemployed be able to partake in the endless consumerism necessary to drive this endless 

economic growth? And last, but not least, how is this infinite growth even possible within finite 

nature, including finite human nature?  

As feminist scholar Maria Mies has noted, the utopia of total automation is rooted in the 

continued exploitation and domination of people who are pushed into precarious situations. 

She sees this fantasy as “the last desperate effort of White Man to realize his technocratic 

utopia, based on the domination of nature, women and colonies” (2014, 215-6). The dynamic 

that she confronts is powerfully evident in the present, with significant increases in the 

exploitation of the precarious and peripheral. An example can be seen with the material 

production of the infrastructure of computers. These devices are produced through specific 

organizations of human relations and practices, yet it is often painted as automated, perhaps 

because of the alienating forces of outsourcing and off-shoring employed by the global division 

of labour. Cyber-capitalist companies work with material mined and recombined by swathes 

of workers, with high levels of exploitation along the way (Fuchs, 2014). These precarious 

labourers toil in gruelling conditions to make the machines that we ‘just can’t live without’.  

At this point, I shall turn more concretely to Google’s utopian vision as it was articulated in the 

book The New Digital Age discussed above (Schmidt and Cohen, 2013). This book can be read 

in part as a futurist fantasy about the magnificent prospects of unfettered cybernetic capitalism. 

As previously noted, that the book was lavished with praise by characters like Blair, Clinton, 

and Kissinger is significant, for the fact that these elites loudly endorse cyber-capitalism’s 

                                                 
78  Here and elsewhere, I am not using the term ‘ideology’ in a necessarily pejorative sense. 
See my conceptualization of ‘ideology’ in Section 3.3.1.  
79  Curiously, the same fantasy exists in many radical writings, albeit for different 
ideological reasons. For example, Marx emphasized in the Grundrisse that total automation 
would occur, transforming the worker into an ‘overseer and regulator’, and leaving them much 
more leisure time where they would be free to engage in consumptive and creative activities. 
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vision of the future is because this vision does not challenge the status quo, rather it serves to 

reproduce and augment their hegemony.  

Schmidt and Cohen begin their book by fabricating exotic examples of people in various 

developing countries and imagining how they could benefit from their vision (Claim 5). They 

wheel out a nameless Congolese fisherwoman and a Maasai cattle-herder and imagine how 

they “find ways to use the new tools at their disposal to enlarge their businesses, make them 

more efficient and maximize their profits” (Schmidt and Cohen, 2013, 15). These obedient and 

imaginary Others are quickly ushered offstage as the fantasy gets more neurotic. The prophets 

then proceed to envision a mind-blowing future where “haircuts will finally be automated and 

machine-precise” and wardrobes can “algorithmically suggest outfits based on the user’s daily 

schedule” (16).  

This fantasy climaxes in a prediction for the dazzling destiny of society’s ‘upper band’; clearly 

the target audience that the book is seeking to impress. “Connectivity benefits everyone. Those 

who have none will have some, and those who have a lot will have even more” (28). The 

authors then spend a few pages detailing the average morning of a young, urban professional 

living in an American city in a few decades time. Writing in an eerie second-person tense, the 

writers prophesize:  

Your apartment is an electronic orchestra, and you are the conductor. With simple 

flicks of the wrist and spoken instructions, you can control temperature, humidity, 

ambient music and lighting. You are able to skim through the day’s news on 

translucent screens while a freshly cleaned suit is retrieved from your automated 

closet because your calendar indicates an important meeting today (29).  

Schmidt and Cohen—and cyber-capitalists more generally—take a privileged and sterilized 

present and impose it on the future by simply adding more and better high-tech toys. Their 

future can be read as an unmitigated control fantasy—with all of the repressed anxiety that this 

entails. Indeed, it probably says more about the authors’ fears and limitations than it does about 

any possible future. Despite having a privileged grip on the popular imagination of ‘the future’, 

cybernetic capitalist’s vision of the world-to-come is, when subject to critical inquiry, rather 

dismal. Instrumental rationality and techno-determinism come together in this ideological 

interpretation of ‘the future’ to serve as a way to depoliticize the present. Projected with an 

alternative-free inevitability, this depoliticization can cause, according to Straume, the 
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abdication of society’s creative capacity, a situation which also implies cultural and personal 

suffering (Straume and Humphrey, 2011, 50).80  

 

 

4.5 Conclusion 
The world should be organized by technology because using science is the only way to 

objectively order society so as to avoid politics and spread democracy. Tech-companies must 

heed their tremendous responsibility for public good, and—once unleased from innovation-

stifling regulation and government oversight—they will be able to usher in a glorious future 

that will benefit everyone in the world. 

The above paragraph weaves together all six claims of cybernetic capitalism into two sentences 

to provide a motif of the ideology and an overview of the chapter. In making these claims, 

cyber-capitalists constantly engage in acts of simplification, distortion and legitimization as 

they seek to promote their particular map of ideological interpretation of the world. This seeks 

to promote the idea that a world organized by technology and the for-profit capitalist market is 

                                                 
80  Even if we put this aside, on closer inquiry, cyber-capitalist optimism could be seen as 
perverse. As Jason Moore noted, perhaps the most pessimistic view is one that hopes for the 
survival of capitalist modernity in something like its present form (2015, 87). 

 
Figure 4.6: Science on the March, 1952, Alexander Leydenfrost 

This picture was originally published in the fiftieth anniversary issue of Popular Mechanics 
(January, 1952). See: http://paleofuture.com/blog/2010/2/28/science-on-the-march-1952.html 
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fundamentally good. When people accept these claims, they simultaneously accept the broader 

patterns of social practice associated with cybernetic capitalism. Taken together, these core 

claims form, in Steger words, “a compelling story that sells an overarching worldview, thereby 

creating collective meanings and shaping personal and collective identities” (2009, 15).  

This chapter has sought to interpret ideological statements issued by members of the Google 

elite using critical discourse analysis method-tools. I have taken their statements and organized 

them into six core claims which make up a map of the ideology of cybernetic capitalism. In 

sketching this map, I have paid close attention to the ideological function of technology, for 

this is central to understanding the hegemony of this social formation. In this way, the chapter 

seeks to add to existing critiques of contemporary capitalism by showing the ways in which 

Google, understood as an exemplar of cybernetic capitalism, articulates an ideological 

interpretation of reality as depoliticized and technologically determined to legitimize the world 

order from which they benefit.  

These ideological patterns of social meaning are woven with patterns of social practice 

associated with cyber-capitalism. In this way, they form a subjective material ensemble with 

the forces of production, exchange, communication and organization. These forces 

simultaneously shape and are shaped by the ideological meaning-making, as well as the deeper 

ontological patterns of meaning-making that I will turn to later (Chapter 9). Considering the 

pervasive nature of Google’s technology, their sheer market dominance and vast surveillance 

engine—to say nothing of the teams of lobbyists and think-tanks on their payroll—this 

ideology has significant influence on the world today. The ideology of cybernetic capitalism 

plays a part in the production of subjectivity. It produces subjectivity in ways that help to 

legitimize, reproduce and augment the circuits of accumulation and control in the early 21st 

Century. The next chapter also considers ideology and the production of subjectivity, but from 

the perspective of technological abstraction in order to get to more ontological levels. 
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Chapter 5:  

Abstracted Material: 
Technology, Ideology, Production 

  

 
Figure 5.1:  Integrated Circuit, 2011, Wikimedia Commons. 

An erasable, programmable, read-only memory microchip showing a detail from an 
integrated circuit, with the silver wires moving out connecting it to the chip. All up, 

the image covers an area of around 5 by 4 mm.  
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5.1  Introduction 
The image of looking down from above is the perhaps the central metaphor for abstraction. 

Building on this, maps can be seen as a potent symbol of the abstraction process, as well as a 

technological manifestation of it. This way of looking at the world can grant an organizing 

power, and hence map-makers and the institutions they serve have often worked to intensify 

this abstraction (Chapter 7.3.3). Google Maps goes a step further, for in addition to being an 

abstracted view from above, the very materiality of the Map is itself abstract.81 Its production 

and functioning necessarily involves a vast ensemble of microchips, semiconductors, and all 

the components that make up the computing-machines, which in turn run multiple layers of 

software, using standardized protocols to bridge world-spanning networks, composed of 

transoceanic fibre-optic cables and military satellites. These examples are all material 

manifestations of abstraction, as will be elaborated below. Aspects of this vast ensemble will 

be touched on across this chapter, and the rest of this thesis.  

This thesis argues that Google Maps is an apparatus which projects an ideological vision of the 

world, and which serves to abstract subjectivity, materiality and practice in such ways as to 

augment cybernetic capitalism. The previous chapter looked at the discursive aspects of this 

ideological vision and connected them with some of Google’s corporate practices.  This chapter 

begins with a description of what I mean by the ‘abstraction’ and how this relates to cybernetic 

capitalism. From this comes a discussion of Google Maps’ abstracted materiality, which looks 

at the codes behind the apparatus’ interface. Then, I look at the concept of ‘abstraction’ as it is 

used in computer science and connect this understanding to the previously developed concept 

of ideology (Chapter 3.3). Thereafter, I look at how Google Maps can be considered an 

abstraction in three primary and intermeshed senses: as a commodity form, as software and as 

a complex machine. This sub-section looks at the complexity that exists within the cybernetic 

capitalist ensemble as a prerequisite for a program like Google Maps to be produced and to 

function. This involves a fleeting description of the material composition of computing-

machines and some of the steps required to bring them into being, such as the minerals that are 

mined and recombined in world-spanning commodity production chains (Fuchs, 2014) that 

involve a multiplicity of labour (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2013). This chapter touches on a lot 

of complex subjects and does not aim to be comprehensive; rather to tease out some of the 

tangle of practices, processes and relations that are embodied within the broader social 

                                                 
81  In this respect, Google Maps has a similar degree of abstraction as other digital maps, 
like Apple Maps or OpenStreetMaps.  
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formation. These dynamics are then composed into a thick description that contributes to the 

thesis’ core argument building the case that Google Maps can be understood as an apparatus 

that abstracts subjectivity, materiality and practice. 

The last part of the chapter returns to the story of Google’s rise (Chapter 2), from a theoretical 

perspective, to examine some of the primary technologies of abstraction—specifically 

currency, clocks, cartography and computers, as these four important technologies are 

constitutive of Google Maps itself. Connections are drawn between these technologies as social 

practices and how the abstraction inherent in capitalist modernity has been augmented under 

the hegemony of cyber-capitalism. This chapter does not focus as tightly on Google or their 

maps as other chapters do. Rather the apparatus serves as a point of departure and return into 

discussing the broader dynamics of technologies that are constitutive of the map itself. 

5.2 The Production of Abstraction82 
The word ‘production’ is derived from the Latin meaning ‘to bring forth’, and ‘abstraction’ 

from ‘to draw away’. Etymologically speaking these concepts seem to contradict one another; 

and yet in history’s unfolding they seem to be intimately connected. Karl Marx was a pre-

eminent theorist of production, and yet he saw the process of increasing abstraction as a major 

tendency of capitalism: an all-encompassing trend of this mode of practice and its impact on 

human activity. Across his writings, he was critical of the abstraction of value from usefulness, 

the abstraction of work from human activity, the abstraction of people from their species-

essence as a consequence of living within a class society. He wrote about how capitalism had 

been abstracted from living labour, becoming something of an undead machine draining away 

the vital forces of both workers and the soil (1973, 1976, 1998, 2007). Indeed, the concept of 

‘abstraction’ is intimately bound up with the important Marxist concepts of alienation and 

reification, both of which have featured prominently in the legacy of critical theory.  

Processes of abstraction have long historical roots, going back well before the emergence of 

the written record—for writing itself is an abstraction of speech, translating it into symbols that 

can be embedded in an external technology, such as a clay tablet. This is significant, for 

abstraction is a subjective material practice, it is a lived social relation with the world that is 

                                                 
82  Aspects of this chapter were presented to the Institute for Culture and Society at Western 
Sydney University on the 23rd of March 2017 as part of their Seminar Series. The talk was called 
Maps of the Drawn Away: Technological Abstraction and Accumulation in Google Maps, see: 
https://www.westernsydney.edu.au/ics/events/seminars/all_seminars/ics_seminar_series_23_m
arch_2017. Thereafter, I took elements of this chapter and converted it into an article that was 
published with Arena Journal (Ström, 2017).  
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irreducible to concrete/abstract binary. These brief notes illustrate that abstraction is a vast and 

multifaceted phenomenon. Indeed, as McGilchrist argues:  

The defining features of the human condition can all be traced to our ability to stand 

back from the world, from ourselves and from the immediacy of experience. This 

enables us to plan, to think flexibly and inventively, and, in brief, to take control of 

the world around us rather than simply respond to it passively (McGilchrist, 2012, 

21).  

Abstraction thus is a constitutive feature of the human experience.83 Given the complexity of 

this phenomenon, I have no interest in simply saying abstract is good or bad—although 

important politico-ethical questions are ever-present. The point of this critique is to examine 

the ways in which processes of abstraction are put to the service of particular ends, and how 

such processes reconstitute social being.84 While the abstraction of enquiry can lead to genuine 

understanding, it can also become problematic, particularly when it is integrated into the 

capitalist project of rational mastery and proceeds to facilitate the domination of nature and 

other people. It becomes problematic when it is used to dominate other aspects of the human 

condition; such as the intimate and intuitive, the embodied and empathetic, the sensible and 

sensitive (Berardi, 2015, Marcuse, 2002). Indeed, these kinds of abstractions are bound up with 

capitalism’s “quest of power by means of abstractions”, to use Mumford’s words (1963, 24).  

This is significant, for across human history, there appears to be an uneven increase in the 

forces of abstraction (James, 2006, McGilchrist, 2012, Mumford, 1963). The emergence of 

capitalism in the long 16th Century represented an intensification of the connection between 

production and abstraction (Marx, 1976, 2007). Different processes of abstraction advanced in 

a multifaceted manner, manifesting in the rise of perspective in painting, double-entry 

bookkeeping in accountancy, print technologies in communication and cartographic 

representation in understanding space, to name but a few. Since the Second World War and the 

coming of cybernetic capitalism, the combining of processes of production and abstraction 

                                                 
83  Processes of abstraction are not unique to humanity, although we have plainly pushed it 
further than any of earth’s other species. Oe simple example of how an aspect of abstraction 
takes place in other species can be seen in the list of animals that have passed the ‘mirror test’ 
where the animal in question displays observable self-recognition—plainly a feat of abstraction. 
Passing creatures include the great apes (chimpanzee, gorilla, humans etc.), Asian elephants, 
bottlenose dolphins and orcas. The only clear test-passing non-mammal is the Eurasian magpie, 
although research currently being conducted suggests that some species of ants and manta rays—
the fish with the biggest brains—are promising candidates (Animal Cognition, 2017).  
84  While I am critical of abstraction, it should be noted that to conduct the research for this 
thesis I have engaged with abstract technologies and used practices of analytical abstraction 
(James, 2006, 73-83).  
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have increased dramatically, both intensively and extensively, to the point that the quantitative 

intensification crosses over into qualitative change (Chapter 9).  

The increasing abstraction of ways of practice has been analysed by Iain McGilchrist (2012). 

He notes that the world is increasingly being perceived as a representation containing “static, 

separable, bounded, but essentially fragmented entities, grouped into classes, on which 

predictions can be based” (2012, 31). This worldview has been in ascendance, growing in 

strength with the development of modernity.85 His study charts how the abstraction unleashed 

by modernity has been bringing about a world of increasing division and bureaucratization, 

specialization and technicalization; a world conceived of as mechanistic and measurable, 

compartmentalized and fragmented; a schizoid world where humans imagine themselves as 

utility maximizers and nature as a resource (2012, 428-34). In short, a world where reification 

reigns.  

With that in mind, I do not problematize Google Maps because of its abstractions per se, but 

rather because it is a prime example of abstraction in the service of cybernetic capitalism.86 

This process works to further the processes of capital accumulation and control, and to extend 

these forces further into the lifeworlds of people around the planet. In this way, Google and 

their maps are implicated in the appropriation, domination and exploitation of nature, people 

and aspects of the human condition. Granted, the abstraction inherent in mapping can enrich 

our understanding of space, spatial relations, practices and phenomena. This is part of the 

power and appeal of maps, and one of the reasons that many people are passionate about them. 

However, like many things in our complex universe, particularly all things technological, there 

                                                 
85  While McGilchrist’s sweeping analysis downplays the importance of capitalism and 
politics, aspects of it are compelling in that they begin to provide a large-scale and 
multidimensional sketch of the increasing abstraction.  
86  Curiously, attempts have been made to make cybernetics serve non-capitalist goals. For 
example, in 1961 the Soviet Academy of Sciences published a volume with the intriguing title 
Cybernetics in the Service of Communism, which outlined the great potential of applying 
computing-machine enabled cybernetics to a wide range of fields, including production, 
transportation and central economic planning (Gerovich, 2010). Or, a decade later, consider the 
case of ‘Project Cybersyn’, a computer network which began in Allende’s Popular Unity 
government in Chile. This project sort to use cybernetic systems to facilitate economic 
coordination and decision-making while being based on the concept of worker democracy 
(Mosco, 2014, 22-9). This later system may have resulted in the sorts of technological practices 
imaged by Wiener that could extend a more egalitarian, democratic order. These never-
completed experiments in the Soviet Union and Chile are curious as they run against the grain 
of the usual US-centred narrative in that they stem from the Second and Third Worlds 
respectively. It is also significant to note that the CIA had a task force to counter the Soviet 
experiment and supported a right-wing military coup that violently ended the Chilean democratic 
experiment. Considering the possibilities of non-capitalist means of abstraction extensively is 
outside the scope of this thesis.  
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is a deep ambivalence here. This is inexplicable through an optimist/pessimist dichotomy or 

through reductive technological determinism. These influential frames of understanding 

effectively obscure the contradictions that result from technology reconstituting our mode of 

being in the world and reconstruct social meaning (Cooper, 2002, 1-17).  

Norbert Weiner is an illustrative figure in respects to these ambivalences. The coiner of the 

term ‘cybernetics’ spent the Second World War working within the industrial-military 

complex, designing weapons and imagining the soldiers and guns as part of the same system. 

After many years working in this field, Wiener went on to urge his fellow scientists to consider 

the ethical implications of their work and to question the motivations of “irresponsible 

militarists” issuing orders (1947). Wiener was well aware of the ambiguous social potential of 

techno-sciences, noting in Cybernetics that computing-machines could escape human control 

and impose malevolent automated processes on society (1948). He was also aware that 

computing-machines could be used by the state or capitalists to augment their ability to 

dominate. Wiener was particularly concerned by the implications of industrial automation and 

even spoke with union leaders to suggest how workers might combat these threats (Turner, 

2006, 23). Yet, through it all he believed that information systems could be a source of moral 

good; that their extension could help to enable a more egalitarian, democratic social order. 

Through advocating and fearing machines, through working for and against war, Wiener 

thereby embodied some of the contradictions and ambivalences that surround computing-

machines. I mention him here because it is significant that the person who created the concept 

of ‘cybernetics’ was so embroiled with the complexities and ambiguities of technology. Here, 

Wiener serves as a reminder of the complications that must be negotiated in order to construct 

this thesis’ argument.  

In the above paragraphs, the word ‘abstraction’ is used in different but related ways. Indeed, it 

is a complex word with a diverse number of meanings.87 The word ‘abstract’ comes from Latin 

abs- (‘away’) and -trahō (‘to pull, draw’), and this image is common to all the ways in which 

I use the term. Abstraction in its full social sense involves drawing back from others, things, 

and meanings, thus relating to others and understanding the world through processes of 

                                                 
87  In various contexts, an ‘abstract’ can refer to phenomena as different as the brief 
summary of this thesis that preceded the body-text, to an artwork such as Julie Mehretu’s image 
reproduced in Figure 10.1. In geological terms, ‘abstraction’ refers to a particular way that rivers 
merge and in chemistry it refers to the distilling of volatile compounds. None of these definitions 
are implied by how I use the term in this thesis. 
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mediation and extension.  This matrix of processes includes three overlapping clusters, among 

others:  

1) Abstraction in its codifying sense: isolating characteristics from their context, 

separating, classifying and generalizing, etc. Cartography is a practical exemplar of this 

sense of the word.  

2) Abstraction in its commodifying sense: that is, constructing commensurate relations 

between otherwise unrelated values, things, and processes by drawing away from their 

particularity and embodied difference by giving them abstracted monetary value. This 

includes the sense, emphasized by classical Marxism, involving the separation between 

use and exchange value, and living and abstract labour. It is implicated in processes of 

alienation and reification.88  

3) Abstraction in its mechanizing sense (yet to appear in the thesis); which involves the 

suppression of complexity in order to gain an organizing power. This is discussed in 

detail below (see 5.2.2).  

As I use it, abstraction is not based on a concrete/abstract dichotomy. Rather, I see abstraction 

as a subjective material process, a lived relation with the world that is shaped by patterns of 

social practice (Sharp, 1985, 1993).89 As I show across this thesis, Google Maps is a compelling 

example of abstraction. It exhibits processes of drawing away through increases in 

rationalization, commodification, codification, objectification, mediation and extension—six 

concepts that are bound together in James’ interconnected matrix of social abstraction (2006, 

134-5). Building on this work, across this thesis, I investigate the forms and practices of 

cybernetic capitalism, for it seems that the simultaneous intensification of production’s 

                                                 
88  Importantly, abstraction was not always destructive in Marx’s thinking. Indeed, his 
inquiry involved significant abstraction in order to critique capitalism and work towards finding 
a way out of it whereby abstraction could be put into the service of society as a whole, not one 
class at the expense of other classes.  
89  Geoff Sharp was the founder of Arena journal, and this interpretation of abstraction is 
influenced by his thinking. Sharp saw abstraction as a materially lived relation and posited that 
it was analytically possible to make distinctions between levels of abstraction, perceiving social 
formations as either more or less constitutively abstract. This line of analysis has been furthered 
by Paul James in his work on changing forms of social relations and practice, with a special 
focus on the abstraction of ontological categories of being (2006, 2015). Specifically relating 
this approach to technology, Simon Cooper applied the concept of constitutive abstraction to 
critical theory and Martin Heidegger’s writings on technology in order to theorize the role that 
technology plays in reconstituting patterns of cultural meaning (2002). My research builds on 
this theoretical legacy. 
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‘bringing forth’ and abstraction’s ‘drawing away’ is creating a contradictory movement which 

is tearing at the social fabric caught in this machinic process. 

5.2.1   Abstracted Materials 

The latter half of this thesis spends a significant amount of time analysing Google Maps as it 

appears in a browser, as an image, and as a phenomenon that fits into the genealogy of maps; 

indeed, the apparatus is all of these things. But this is not the whole story. Behind the Map’s 

finely-tuned façade lies the esoteric domain of machine code. The apparatus is composed of 

layers of code-within-code-within-code, with each layer being part of the broader ensemble. 

To attempt to give a sense of how alien this digital dimension is to most people’s everyday 

practices, I opened the apparatus in a browser and selected the ‘page source’ option, and was 

presented with a hefty sprawl of code like this:  

 

Figure 5.2 shows the first part of the 9th line of code from the Map of the Googleplex (Figure 

3.3). The total page code for this particular artefact runs for 303,804 characters, which when 

formatted in this font goes for 107 pages. Google Maps is no different from any other website 

in this respect, and it should be noted that the above code is as compressed as possible to speed 

up the download times. When programmers actually work on the machine script, they use a 

more unpacked and accessible form.90 The above line is written in JavaScript, one of the core 

                                                 
90  The website http://jsbeautifier.org/ has a tool that enables source code to be rendered in 
a more visually intuitive manner, rather than the hulking chuck of text presented in Figure 5.2. 

 
Figure 5.2:  Page Code Example, 2016, Google Maps. 

Source code taken from Figure 3.1.  
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programming languages that make-up the World Wide Web. In addition to JavaScript, Google 

Maps is also composed of HTML and XML, which form part of a suite of web technologies, 

sometimes called AJAX developed in the mid-1990s’ Internet expansion. These programming 

languages and others like them are regularly updated and standardized to ensure 

interoperability which is, as Rossiter notes, “key to the political economy of software” (2017, 

56). 

These codes that make up Google Maps are only slithers of the ensemble of programs needed 

for the apparatus to function. For the front-end to run on someone’s device, it requires a web 

browser to decode the machine-language that makes up the apparatus and represent it in a form 

that people can engage with. Browsers are other programs written with another set of technical 

languages. Then, for the browser to function, it needs an operating system to run the 

computing-machine, again another software system written in another set of codes. In the case 

of my home-computer, I usually use the browser FireFox and the Linux-based operating system 

Ubuntu. Both of these are free and open source, which means that—if one was so inclined—it 

is entirely possible to look at their respective source codes, and analyse their inner abstract 

mechanics. Such an inspection is not possible for Google Maps, or any non-open source 

program, for the code is a proprietary secret and withheld from the public.91 Regardless, these 

multiple layers of code are interwoven in the functioning of the apparatus. If one were to go 

down the abstraction layers of a computing-machine, all code is ultimately composed of binary 

notation. To give an example of binary code, the following is a translation of this specific 

sentence: 

 

 

 

                                                 
91  While Google profits from proprietary software, it is also very much involved with open 
source software, with Android, Chrome and TensorFlow being three examples where the 
company has contributed to the open source movement. In practice, the majority of software that 
runs on Android, for example, involves various combinations of open source and proprietary 
software, hence a simple opposition between the open/closed systems is not possible. 
Furthermore, the concept of ‘openness’ also plays a role in the ideological legitimization of the 
firm, as can be seen in Rosenberg’s promotion of the concept (2009). 
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Figure 5.3 shows a variation on a theme of ones-and-zeros which represents the machine code, 

the lowest of the low-level programming languages for computing. It had none of the 

mnemonic devices, assemblers or higher-level features that virtually all programmers 

practically use in their work coding complex systems. The absence of these features makes 

binary extraordinarily difficult to deal with, with its symbolic systems being so minimalist that 

they are almost anti-phenomenological in their abstraction.  

Binary code is interesting here as it can serve as a bridge between materialities; a concrete link 

between software and hardware, between different orders of abstraction and their material 

forms. To render this with a partial and simplified example of how plays out, take the numeral 

‘3’ as it is represented within a specific computing-machine. The number is represented in 8-

bit binary code as 00110011, with numeric code corresponding to the states of eight transistors 

inside the computing-machine (DukeComputerScience, 2006). These transistors can store 

electricity; either X volts or 0 volts; with these on-or-off states being represented symbolically 

by ‘1’ or ‘0’. So, to translate ‘3’ into the machine, eight transistors have to be arranged side-

by-side and the first two have 0V, then the next two have XV, then another two 0V and another 

two XV. Hence this links the abstract code to a material state of matter: electrons are either 

flowing through the transistors, or they are not.92 

                                                 
92  The actuality of binary code being represented in a machine system is more complex 
than this, and a fuller description goes outside the bounds of this argument. It is also significant 
to note that similar analyses have been conducted by media archaeologies such as Jussi Parikka 
(2012). 

 
Figure 5.3:  Binary code example, 2016. 

I put “To give an example of binary, the following is a translation of this specific sentence” into 
the binary-text translation tool found at TextMechanic.com: 

http://textmechanic.com/Binary-Code-Translator.html 
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From this perspective then, code and software are decidedly material: they are a constructed 

product of human labour, embedded within networks of physical computing-machines (Fuller, 

2008, 4). This is part of what I am referring to with the concept of abstracted materiality. 

Software is material, but drawn-away from the everyday. All software is composed of a 

condensation of social relations and practices; code can be imagined as aspects of society 

encoded. As the products of human consciousness exist within creative nature, they are hence 

simultaneously subjective and material. The format of abstracted materiality has tremendous 

flexibility in terms of how it can be made to manifest: in software programs as diverse as 

Google Maps and Microsoft’s Excel; the role-playing-strategy-game Pillars of Eternity and a 

self-replicating denial-of-service worm; the homosexual dating app Grindr and the NSA’s mass 

surveillance programme MUSCULAR. Matthew Fuller has noted: 

it is this paradox, the ability to mix the formalized with the more messy—non-

mathematical formalisms, linguistic, and visual objects and codes, events occurring 

at every scale from the ecological to the erotic and political—which gives computing 

its powerful effects, and which folds back into software in its existence as culture 

(2008, 5-6).  

5.2.2   Abstraction and Ideology as Homologous 
Curiously, the term ‘abstraction’ has a special meaning in the field of computer science. It 

refers to techniques for managing computer systems whereby the level that a person interacts 

with a system suppresses levels of greater complexity beneath it in order grant an organizing 

power. For example, when someone engages Google Maps, they can interact with the 

software’s graphical interface (Chapter 6.5), and the code is suppressed beneath this. Likewise, 

the programmers who wrote the apparatus’ source code worked with the well-defined interface 

of machine-languages, which serves to suppress the complexity beneath. Abstraction in this 

sense grants greater simplicity, legibility, efficiency and organizational power than if one were 

working on less abstract and thus more complicated levels. The classic textbook Foundation 

of Computer Science begins with a chapter called ‘Computer Science: The Mechanization of 

Abstraction’. Combining elements of this understanding with the levels of abstraction 

argument (Sharp, 1985, 1993), I speak of this specific form as ‘mechanized abstraction’. The 

opening paragraph of the textbook’s first chapter closes with the claim that “fundamentally, 
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computer science is a science of abstraction” (Aho and Ullman, 1992, 1).93 The influential 

authors state: 

abstraction in the sense we use it implies simplification, the replacement of a complex 

and detailed real-world situation by an understandable model within which we can 

solve a problem. That is, we ‘abstract away’ the details whose effect on the solution 

to a problem is minimal or nonexistent, thereby creating a model that lets us deal with 

the essence of the problem (Aho and Ullman, 1992, 3). 

At this point, one may ask: how does a computer scientist determine what the problem is? 

Formulating a ‘problem’ is a fundamentally subjective social practice: it involves the 

consciousness, particular perspectives and the practice of agency—all three major folds of 

subjectivity. It is a matter of interpretation, and hence it may also be ideological, in the sense 

of the term developed in this thesis (Chapter 3.3). Yet, if the process is formulated in the terms 

of problems-and-solutions and unreflexively applied to complex social matters, then this 

thinking could slide into scientism. This is deeply problematic, as Rittel and Webber noted in 

their famous article on ‘wicked problems’, because in the social sphere formulating a problem 

is intimately entangled with one’s ideological perspective and also the proposed solution to this 

problem (1973).  

For instance, Google’s central ‘problem’ could be expressed as how to generate more profit 

and power for the company. The solution to this runs as follows: provide useful services that 

many people will use so that data can be harvested from them and sold to advertisers. Following 

on from this: maps can be useful, thus Google should expand into them too, for this could serve 

to secure more surveillance data and thus capital accumulation. This will ‘make the world a 

better place’ (Chapter 4). This problem/solution composite is highly ideological, welded to the 

capitalist dreams of endless growth and control. Concerns about labour conditions, 

environmental consequences or meaningful democracy among others, are considered 

extraneous to the problem and are ‘abstracted away’ in the service of cybernetic capitalism.94  

                                                 
93  While no longer in print, this book is still on Stanford University’s InfoLab website and 
remains a recommended reading for an introduction to the theory of computer science. See 
http://infolab.stanford.edu/~ullman/focs.html  
94  If the central problem was, for example, to use technology to spread decision-making 
power across society then this could imply a very different kind of solution—rooted in a 
different ideological interpretation of reality. This counter-hegemonic problem-solution 
complex would see the complexity of reality being abstracted away in a different manner to that 
in service of cybernetic capitalism. This would still be ideological, as it involves a particular 
interpretation of reality for the collective creation of meaning and organization of society. Also, 
it would still use the abstractions of technology, but in service of different goals. Nevertheless, 
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A parallel can be seen between mechanized abstraction and how a map-maker interprets a 

landscape. Software abstracts away complexity and presents a simplified model that grants an 

organizing power directed towards a particular formulation of a problem. This is similar to how 

a map-maker interprets a landscape, represents aspects of it on a map, and can gain an 

organizing power from this process. The map-maker necessarily selects, simplifies and distorts 

what they represent in their subjective material representation of space, which is then used for 

the collective creation of meaning and the political organization of society. As noted in Chapter 

3.3, map-making is homologous to how I have formulated ‘ideology’. Ideologies interpret 

social reality and represent it with a set of simplifying claims that necessarily select and distort 

the reality that they represent, and can grant an organizing power to specific actors or 

institutions. This selective, simplifying and distorting process is necessary given the 

overwhelming complexity of the universe and the human need to create, share meaning and to 

organize their society. While not reducible to one another, mechanized abstraction, map-

making and ideology are homologous.  

For software to ‘abstract away’ the extraneous details and create a model of the 

problem/solution complex, it requires programmers to create an interpretation of reality, an 

interpretation that is necessarily partial, simplified and distorting for it plays out within the 

hermeneutic processes.95 If this interpretation is bound up with advancing the interests of a 

particular group and grants an organizing power over society, then it can be considered 

ideological (Chapter 3.2). From this perspective, Google’s computing-machines and their 

programs are ideological, as they advance a particular interpretation of reality and wield an 

organizing power in the service of cybernetic capitalism.96 Across this thesis, I trace various 

manifestations of this ideology as they appear in the discourse that surrounds Google (Chapter 

4), the visual ideological formations on Google Maps (Chapter 6, 7, 8), as well as the 

technological functioning of the Google’s apparatuses themselves (Chapter 2, 7).  

                                                 
the higher layers of abstraction could still conflict and reconstitute more concrete layers of 
social being depending on how they were practiced.  
95  This observation does not apply directly to technology, for only humans interpret the 
world. Our interpretations can be encoded as software, but thereafter they are simply decoded 
by the computing-machines that run them, for machines at present lack a hermeneutic spark that 
comes from phenomenological subjectivity. I make the distinction between code and 
interpretation to suggest the different levels of consciousness involved.  
96  Curiously, the concept of ideology is almost entirely absent from a number of recent 
studies into computing-machines (Bratton, 2014, Manovich, 2013, Mosco, 2014, Rossiter, 2017, 
Terranova, 2014). While there are exceptions—Galloway has a chapter called ‘Software and 
Ideology’ (2012)—the concept seems neglected, perhaps because of its complicated and 
historically contested nature.  
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Through making this connection I can venture a partial response to an influential claim put 

forward by historian of technology Melvin Kranzberg, who devised several ‘laws of 

technology’, which he named after himself. The first law states: “Technology is neither good 

nor bad, nor is it neutral” (1986, 545-8). Devised as a way to emphasize the importance of the 

historical context—a valid and important point—I wish to build upon this law, which suggests 

much about what technology is not, without offering anything about what it might be. To 

venture a partial response to Kranzberg: while technology is neither good, bad nor neutral, it is 

ideological. As I have suggested above, abstraction in computing-machines is a fine example 

of selectivity and simplification, of devising a specific problem/solution complex and granting 

an organizing power which can be put into the service of cybernetic capitalism (or, for that 

matter, put into counter-hegemonic struggle).  

This ideological element is one crucial aspect of computing-machines, yet there is another 

important aspect to the mechanized abstraction that warrants fleshing out. According to John 

Guttag, the former head of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science at MIT: 

The essence of abstraction is preserving information that is relevant in a given 

context, and forgetting information that is irrelevant in that context. The key to using 

abstraction effectively in programming is finding a notion of relevance that is 

appropriate both for the building of an abstraction and the potential clients of 

abstraction. That is the true art of programming (Guttag, 2013, 42). 

As in the Aho and Ullman quote above, Guttag’s understanding of abstraction also requires 

interpretation to determine what is ‘relevant’—a potentially wicked problem. Following the 

above logic, one could ask: Who is the ‘client of abstraction’? If it is, for example, a profit 

maximizing corporation then the abstractions will be made to serve their ends. But there is 

something more here, contained in the line: “the building of an abstraction”. Software, in this 

respect, can be seen as a layer of abstracted material that is built within social practice. This 

more abstracted layer reconstitutes other layers of practice in a process that can cause conflict, 

ambivalence and contradiction (Cooper, 2002). This part of the argument is not about who the 

specific ‘client of abstraction’ is, but rather something deeper, something concerning ontology 

and integration.  

A counter-hegemonic example may be illustrative. In 2012 the International Organization for 

a Participatory Society (IOPS) was formed and began to use software abstractions in an attempt 

to network radical struggles around the world into a revolutionary organization. This ongoing 
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experiment attracted several thousand members from one-hundred countries, yet difficulties 

were encountered in translation between the global, disembodied extensions afforded by the 

website (www.iopsociety.org) and the autonomous local chapters of diverse activists. In its 

initial iteration, IOPS was unable to bring these tensions into a generative synthesis, and the 

project stalled, in part, due to contradictions that arose between the disembodied global and 

embodied local; which is to say, the levels of social abstraction. This is not to suggest that the 

project failed utterly, or that something similar couldn’t be more successful in the future, rather 

to make the more provisional point that the levels of abstraction argument helps to understand 

the ontological contradictions and tensions that emerge when an abstract layer of computing-

machines engages less abstract, local and embodied practices (Cooper, 2002, James, 2006). 

This example is cited as it does not serve the ‘client’ of cybernetic capitalism, but nevertheless, 

the “building of abstraction” still impacts on it. This more categorical level of analysis will be 

conducted in Chapter 9 when I turn to look at the abstraction of ontological forms. This section 

has sketched out what I mean when I say that I am interested in exploring abstraction in service 

of cybernetic capitalism, and also how technological abstractions reconstitute our way of being 

in the world and constructing meaning.  

5.3  Complexity of Production: Mine and Recombine 
Google Maps projects abstracting influences in a number of tangled senses. The first sense was 

outlined above where I described how the materiality of software is itself abstract, and how the 

coded structure of machine-language which comprises programs is drawn away from human 

sensibilities. Indeed, computer science is “the science of abstraction”. The second sense in 

which Google Maps is abstracting comes from its status as the proprietorial product of a global 

corporation. It can thus be seen as an apparatus that projects a field of commodification. The 

abstraction and alienation of the capitalist mode of practice is constitutive of the Map. The 

apparatus, in effect, draws everyday life into its circuits of surveillance and commodification 

and puts it into the service of cybernetic capitalism. The third tangled tier of mechanized 

abstraction concerns the computing-machines upon which the apparatus’ software operates. 

The materiality of these devices involves a level of such complexity and intricacy that the 

machinery itself can be considered an embodiment of abstraction. Their complexity draws them 

away from phenomenological experience, as I describe below. This threefold schema of 

abstraction echoes in the following descriptions.  

As Marx famously noted, “the commodity reflects the social characteristics of men’s own 

labour as objective characteristics of the products of labour themselves, as the socio-natural 
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properties of these things. Hence it also reflects the social relation of the producers” (1976, 

164-5). Building on this, commodities also reveal how people “mix their labour with the earth”, 

to use Williams’ evocative phrase (2005, 83). This suggests the fundamental ecological 

underpinning of all social practice. A technological commodity like Google Maps can then be 

analysed to reveal much about our social forms and practices through critically analysing its 

abstracted materiality.  

 

5.3.1   Materially Abstract  
The abstracted materiality of software suppresses a vast amount of complexity (Urry, 2002). 

Not simply the binary and other codes that constitute software, but way beyond that in the 

ensemble of minerals that make-up the machines, knowledge needed to produce them, and the 

skills and labour of a huge array of workers who contribute to the creation of these apparatuses. 

Even just one device, say the machine upon which I am currently typing, lies a staggering 

amount of complexity and I only understand the tiniest fraction of it. Indeed, computing-

 
Figure 5.4: Domus Pyramid, 2008, Madelon Vriesendrop  
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machines function as ‘black-boxes’ in various degrees to everyone who uses them (Pasquale, 

2015). As Guttag notes:  

Abstraction hides detail. It allows us to use a piece of code as if it were a black-box—

that is, something whose interior details we cannot see, don’t need to see, and 

shouldn’t even want to see (2013, 42).  

Computing-machines function as black-boxes, as systems whose internal structure is unknown 

and usually not considered important to whatever practical purpose to which the machine is 

applied. This black-boxing seems to be an effect of the machines abstraction, both via its 

software, hardware and commodity form. To give an example, comparatively few of the people 

who use Google Maps know how IPv6 allocates 128-bit integers to specific Internet addresses 

in order to access the website; these specifics have been abstracted away. Of course, there are 

people who know this very well—IPv6 is made and administered by people—yet IPv6 is only 

a slither of the ensemble required for complex networks of computing-machines. 

The complexity of the cybernetic capitalist ensemble has reached a point that nobody knows 

anywhere near everything about how these machines function and are produced. This is 

because computing-machines embody a degree of complexity many orders of magnitude above 

that of a comparatively simple object such as a pencil. And yet, even the production of a pencil 

is so complex that nobody knows all the processes involved in making one. This point was 

forcefully made by Leonard Read in his 1958 polemic essay, ‘I, Pencil’. As a collaborator with 

Friedrich Hayek, Ayn Rand and Milton Friedman, Read used this complexity as an argument 

against any form of democratic planning in favour of promoting faith in the ‘Invisible Hand’ 

and its mysterious ability to apparently organize capitalism to a degree of sublime perfection 

(Read, 2010). Read’s reactionary conclusions notwithstanding, his essay concisely teases out 

the complexities involved in modern production. More recently, the influential works of Anna 

Tsing on ‘supply chain capitalism’ have taken a critical eye to the complexities of global 

systems of production and logistics (Tsing, 2009). Applying this approach to my computer, I 

move my focus from the abstracted materiality of the software to the device itself, which is 

produced as many pieces that are drawn together, mined and recombined into intricate lattices 

of circuits composed of complex conglomerates of plastics, chemicals, electricity and minerals 

(Figure 5.1).  

To sketch this, consider the example of the complexity involved in the production of 

aluminium, a highly abundant metal that is an essential ingredient in production of computing-
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machines. Firstly, finding an ore formation to mine is not simple, with techniques ranging from 

analysing sediment in rivers, to using satellites, gravimetric, magnetic and seismic studies to 

probe beneath the Earth’s surface. Then, there are layers of politics in how the mine is sunk. In 

Australia, the world’s largest producer of aluminium, these mines are sunk into Aboriginal 

land, which raises many complex issues of colonial encounters, land-rights and indigenous 

sovereignty. Once dug up, aluminium needs a lot of energy-intensive refinement before it can 

function in its purified state. It is smelted in a complex procedure called the ‘Hall–Héroult 

process’, which involves dissolving the alumina ore into molten cryolite and electrolysing it 

inside a molten salt-bath heated to around 940–980°C, a process which produces much waste 

(Aluminium-Production, 2016)(Figure 5.5).  

 

Then, for the minerals to move around the world, there exists a complex system of transport 

and logistics. This is facilitated by a layer of software with much ‘enterprise resource planning’ 

logistics programs calculating efficiency and integrating production into the global market 

(Rossiter, 2017, 51-76). On top of that are layers-upon-layers of insurance, stock-market 

fluctuations and financial speculation on the commodity futures market. All of this and much, 

 
Figure 5.5:  ‘Red mud’, 2016 

‘Red mud’ is a euphemism for a highly alkaline waste product made red from is 
high iron oxide content. For approximately every tonne of alumina produced via 

the Hall–Héroult process, 1.5 tonnes of toxic by-product is also produced and 
promptly ‘externalized’ in these rust lakes.
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much more comes together to make one extra-ordinarily complex ensemble that is needed to 

make up the materiality of the world-spanning network of computing-machines.97 

The sheer complexity of computing-machines makes them materially abstracted. The 

complexity embodied in a computer is suppressed by the mechanized abstraction of the 

software systems that move through them. One can engage Google Maps on a mobile-device 

without having the slightest idea how the computing-machine technically functions, or the 

labour that went into producing it. These have all be abstracted away by the software.  

The cybernetic capitalist social formation also serves to inject additional abstraction into the 

mix through its extension of commodity relations into more aspects of life. The abstractions of 

technological and market mediation have the effect of obscuring the exploitation and 

domination that is bound up with how the machines are built (CLW, 2016).98 Along with the 

commodity form and the complexity of the machines, software itself can intensify the 

abstraction effect by suppressing complexity in order to gain control. This control is put into 

the service of cybernetic capitalism and its hegemonic project of accumulating capital and 

concentrating power. The combined effects of commodified relations, complex machines and 

software layers serve to create a powerful black-box effect that adds to the abstracting tendency 

currently in ascent.  

For all the rational mastery that it takes to reach this instrumental position, there are numerous 

contradictions. As fetishism haunts the rationality of the commodity form, likewise, the 

products of abstracted technology and the associated social forms mix these formalities with 

new forms of techno-fetishism. The black-box effect contributes towards a phenomenon 

                                                 
97  Just as the origins of the mineral materiality of computers can be traced back to its 
underground origins, once the machines have passed through their production cycles, these 
short-lived devices succumb to their built-in obsolesce and end up back where they started: 
buried underground. Only this time, the recombined minerals are more likely to leak toxins into 
the food chain. Even at the apparent dead-end of the circuit there also exists an elaborate 
logistical chain of businesses engaging in the multi-billion-dollar waste industry (Minter, 2013). 
98  China Labour Watch (CLW), an independent, non-profit, workers-rights watchdog 
organization, has written a series of reports that describe the various systematic abuses of 
workers in China’s high-tech factories that produce the majority of the world’s electronic 
devices that Google profits so handsomely from. CLW’s reports describe in painful, empirical 
detail a whole array of dehumanizing practices imposed upon China’s internal migrant workers 
whose unending drudgery is used to produce the devices that consumers ‘just-can’t-live-
without’. They report widespread practices of child labour, forced overtime, unpaid labour, poor 
sanitation, grueling productivity quotas, dangerous working condition, cruel and authoritarian 
management practices, and harsh punishments. CLW found that the average working week for 
Samsung’s factories is 69 hours. Broken down to a daily rate, this comes to 10 hours per day, 7 
days a week. These reports are eerily similar to the factory inspector reports that Frederick 
Engels drew on back in 1844 to write The Condition of the Working-Class in England.  
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described in Arthur C. Clarke’s famous ‘third law’: “Any sufficiently advanced technology is 

indistinguishable from magic” (1977). In the early 21st Century, this manifests as a 

simultaneous disenchantment process under the influence of abstracted computing-machines, 

and a re-enchantment in the form of technological fetishism. This ontological contradiction, 

which will be looked at more below (5.4.2), comes from the interactions between different 

levels of abstraction. The point to emphasize here is that the materiality with which a program 

like Google Maps operates, is itself constitutively abstract in its production and functioning; as 

software, hardware and as a commodity.  

5.3.2  Recombinant Labour 
A program like Google Maps is the product of hours-upon-hours of labour; work that is 

arranged according to the cyber-capitalist division and multiplication of labour and put into the 

service of capital accumulation. It incorporates work from the Google’s engineers, the 

company’s celebrated ‘smart creatives’, to use the company’s corporate jargon (Schmidt and 

Rosenberg, 2014). In 2012, Google reported having 1,100 full-time employees working on its 

Map, out of a total of around 54,000 employees in over 70 offices spread over 40 nations 

(Carlson, 2012). The labour of these workers is controlled by corporate hierarchy, guided by 

marketing reports and engineering specs. All of these leave material traces:  

in corporate archives, on whiteboards and legal pads, in countless iterations of alpha 

versions and beta versions and patches and upgrades, in focus groups and user 

communities, in expense accounts, in licensing agreements, in stock options and 

IPOs, in carpal tunnel braces, in the Bay Area and New Delhi real-estate markets, in 

PowerPoint vaporware and proofs of concept binaries locked in time-stamped limbo 

on a server where all the user accounts but root have been disabled and the domain 

name is eighteen months expired (Kirschenbaum, 2008, 15). 

In addition to Google’s “labour aristocracy”, to use Fuchs’ phrase (2014, 213-32), the firm 

supplements the work on the Map with the outsourced work of around 6,000 contractors 

(Carlson, 2012). Google does not state what these precarious labourers do for the Map, but it 

is likely that many of them work as human search-quality raters, an exploitative aspect of the 

digital division and multiplication of labour (Bilić, 2016). Digital labour as much as minerals, 

can be mined and recombined within cybernetic capitalism:  

Capital can buy fragments of human time, recombining them through the digital 

network. Digitalized info-labor can be recombined in a different location, far from 
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the one that produces it. From the standpoint capital’s valorization, the flow is 

continuous, finding its unity in the produced object. Yet from the cognitive workers’ 

perspective the work done has a fragmentary character: it consists in fractions of 

cellular time available for productive recombination. Intermittent work cells turn on 

and off within the large control frame of production (Berardi, 2009, 191).  

This is one of the ways that the metabolic energy of the material soul is disembodied and put 

to work, with living labour’s vitality being fed into the apparatus of cybernetic capitalism. In 

addition to the digital labour provided by Google’s full-time employees and their precarious 

contractors, the company also ‘crowd-source’ some of the production of their Map. In 2008 

Google Map-Maker was launched, a feature that enables non-employees to edit and make 

additions to the apparatus, thereby contributing to the apparatus’ ‘Ground Truth’, to use the 

company’s terminology. According to the Map’s co-founder Lars Rasmussen, the idea came 

from Google’s Bangalore office, where they developed a system that enabled anyone to edit 

Google Maps as a way around the lack of official maps that they company could purchase the 

licenses to use (2009). Company executives often cite impressive time-lapse videos to 

showcase how mapping progressed from the collaborative effort of volunteer cartographers, 

such as of Karachi, Pakistan.99  

Map Maker was modelled on the Wikipedia-inspired OpenStreetMap.org (OSM, 2016), a 

crowd-sourced, collaborative map that began in the UK in 2004. OSM uses an Open Database 

License, which enables people to freely share, modify and use its maps, while allowing the 

same freedom for others. While much of OSM is broadly very similar to Google Maps, this 

makes for a fundamental difference. In contrast, Google’s Map Maker approaches the idea of 

crowd-souring mapping data not from an open and collective perspective, but rather from 

something closer to outsourcing. Map Maker enables non-employees to voluntarily contribute 

edits to the apparatus, Google then takes exclusive ownership of their work on the Map, and 

uses their unpaid labour to further their own commercial advantage. When volunteers spend 

their metabolic energy to increase the accuracy of detail of Google Maps, the cybernetic 

capitalist firm benefits from this by having a more detailed and accurate image of the world 

with which to increase its utility, keep its competitive advantage and encourage more people 

to be drawn into their circuits of surveillance and commodification. The same principle applies 

when people report an error or send feedback to the firm.  

                                                 
99  Karachi, Pakistan, see: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CY1M2JQ_j6w  
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Tensions around this distinction could be seen in 2012 when the World Bank announced that 

it would make Map Maker data available to the governments of poorer nations for purposes of 

planning, disaster management and the monitoring of public services (Panek, 2015). A Google 

program manager claimed that the “free, web-based mapping tool […] enables citizens to 

directly participate in the creation of maps by contributing their local knowledge” (Lamy, 

2012). The World Bank Vice President for the Africa Region Obiageli Ezekwesili said: 

Today’s technology can empower civil society, including the diaspora, to collaborate 

and support the development process. This collaboration is about shifting the 

emphasis from organizations to people, and empowering them to solve their own 

problems and develop their own solutions using maps (cited in Lamy, 2012). 

The United Nations also used Map Maker in a number of crisis situations and claims that the 

“future of the Google-UNOSAT cooperation looks bright as the two entities are engaging in 

[…] additional innovation with a view to bringing more edge and efficiency to an area 

developing particularly fast but not always in adherence with the requirements of the user 

community” (UNITAR, 2012).100 While Google, the UN and the World Bank engage in rounds 

of back-patting and rosy rhetoric about community resilience in the face of disaster—the devil 

is in the details; specifically in Google’s Terms of Service agreement. Agreeing to Map 

Maker’s terms and conditions—an unavoidable prerequisite for using the apparatus—

effectively gives Google veto power over what tools can be used on the underlying datasets, 

and allows the corporation to use the community-generated data as they see fit (Google, 

2016g).101 The Term of Service for Google Map Maker state: 

By submitting User Submissions to the Service, you give Google a perpetual, 

irrevocable, worldwide, royalty-free, and non-exclusive license to reproduce, adapt, 

modify, translate, publish, publicly perform, publicly display, distribute, and create 

derivative works of the User Submission (Google, 2016g). 

Unlike OSM—whose license forbids it from using data for commercial purposes—Google 

Maps is utterly privatized; its profit-making potential is protected by licenses and legalities. As 

well as providing a marketing opportunity for the company to showcase their benevolent 

                                                 
100  UNOSAT, or the United Nations Operational Satellite Applications Programme, began 
in the year 2000 with the mission “to deliver integrated satellite-based solutions for human 
security, peace and socio-economic development”. Also, UNITAR stands for the United Nations 
Institute for Training and Research. 
101  Curiously, the World Bank succeeded in getting Google to change their 2011 Terms of 
Service agreement from giving the firm exclusive ownership over the crowd-sourced data to the 
more watered down present license discussed above (Panek, 2015, 22-4).  
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‘responsibility to the world’ (Chapter 4.4.5), these projects with the UN and the World Bank 

also serve to draw more people into Google’s circuits. Former OSM’s board member Mikel 

Maron criticized the tech-giant stating that: “Google claimed to map ‘the largest slum in 

Africa’, with ‘citizen cartographers’. They’re building their business by glorifying half-baked 

‘community’ mapping initiatives, promoting their brand on the back of poverty” (2011). Here 

is not the place to survey whether or not these communities are indeed made more resilient 

through the use of Map Maker (or OSM for that matter), or the implications that these 

abstraction apparatuses had on local practices. Suffice to cite Jiri Panek who looked at how 

participatory mapping can help to empower communities in developing countries. In 

comparing OSM and Google Map Maker using a case study of Koffiekraal, in South Africa, 

Panek concluded that OSM is the better choice, largely because of licensing issues (2015, 26-

8). Map Maker enables aspects of the production of the apparatus to be outsourced to the murky 

realms of unpaid labour. This is an excellent example of how Google uses Map Maker to 

appropriate the unpaid labour of these ‘citizen cartographers’. The labour of these volunteers 

is joined with the other appropriated traces of people’s subjective engagements with Google 

Maps, all of which are mined and recombined in order to be commodified, thus augmenting 

the power of the firm and the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism.  

A sense of this global appropriation can be grasped by viewing Map Maker Pulse, a feature 

that enabled one to see, in pseudo-real-time, edits to the apparatus proposed by people using 

Map Maker. In the five minutes between 11:36 and 11:41 in the morning of 30th of September, 

2014, I watched five minutes’ worth of edits which included the following: a road to the Polish 

town Wegrow had its name changed; a turn segment was added on King Abdullah Road in 

Riyadh; the name of a café in Singapore was added; a street in Mountain View, California was 

changed to have restricted traffic; and a theatre was added at the University of Melbourne, 

which just happens to be only a few blocks from where I was typing... and it goes on and on 

like this (Google, 2014c). 

Since making these observations, Google have deactivated both Map Maker and Map Maker 

Pulse. They were frozen after an incident in April 2015 when someone uploaded an image of 

the Google Android’s logo-robot urinating onto the Apple logo (Hern, 2015)(Figure 5.6). This 

scandal was likely a factor in the company shutting down these features at the end of March  

2017. The firm announced that between 2008 and early 2017 the “Google Map Maker 

community has edited and moderated millions of features to improve the Google Maps 

experience” (Google, 2017b). Many of the former Map Maker features are now incorporated 
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directly into Google Maps via their newer ‘Local Guides’ program, which is largely centred on 

ratings, reviews, and confirming facts about businesses in order to improve commercial 

listings. It does this through a gamified system built on rewarding ‘power users’ contributions 

by allowing them to accumulate points, go up levels and unlock ‘badges’ and early access to 

new Google Map features (Google, 2017d). In this way, it is still designed to appropriate the 

unpaid labour of non-employees and incorporate their work into the functioning of the Map in 

order to expand its content and strengthen its position.  

 

Despite the fact that it has been shut down, Map Maker Pulse offered a curious glimpse into an 

aspect of the apparatus’s production which highlighted the constant state of flux that 

characterizes its unfolding. The seemingly endless array of micro-edits also shows how unpaid 

labour is drawn into the apparatus’s abstracted materiality via a global network of computing 

machines. This ensemble allows the map to draw fragments of work into itself, recombining 

them into the representation’s finely-tuned façade. Other aspects of the map could have been 

drawn from the work of other cartography companies that have licensed their maps to Google, 

some from the work of the 6000 precarious contractors, some from data harvested by Street 

 
Figure 5.6:  Android Leaks on Apple, 2015 

This image was put into Google Map just outside the Pakistani city of Rawlpindi, 
and was drawn using the green usually used to represent parkland. Nearby, 
another message was carved into the Map’s abstract fabric, with the phrase 
“Google review policy is crap’ followed by a sad face. Upon discovery, Google 
deactivated Map Maker, reopening it months later, apparently with regional 
moderators to verify the automated moderation procedures and hence save the 
company more embarrassment. It was potentially a factor in the shutting down of 
Map Maker and its replacement with Local Guides.  
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View cars, some from aerial photographs, some from subjective traces gathered from ordinary 

people using the map and some from software automations programmed by the firm’s 

engineers. Elements extracted from these sources are recombined in the apparatus. The 

diversity of this list of possible contributors shows the increasing ‘multiplicity of labour’, to 

use Brett Neilson and Sandro Mezzadra’s concept—where labour is both multiplied and 

divided in ways that significantly increase the heterogeneity of labour in the early twenty-first 

century (2013).  

However, just looking at Google Maps, it is impossible to tell the complexity and diversity of 

the labour that it took to produce it. The mechanised abstractions of software and commodity 

relations come together in a black-box effect that obscures the labour that was poured into its 

production. The apparatus’s mechanised abstraction draws away from this, with its 

representation depicting a single, smooth image, a polished façade that overlays the complexity 

embroiled in its production. This is how the abstracted material (software) and materially 

abstract (hardware) can come together with commodity form to distance people using the map 

from the processes of production, of which they are also involved. All up, this is an example 

of the cybernetic process between humans and technology under the conditions of late 

capitalism. Communication technologies facilitate the connection and exploitation of scattered 

‘citizen cartographers’ and precarious contractors; miners and factory workers; financers and 

transporters; software engineers and ordinary people moving around through space via the map. 

All of this creative effort is mined and is recombined into the apparatus, partially through direct 

human labour, partially through automated processes. 

The apparatus is produced and reproduced in the global circuits of recombinant cybernetic 

capitalism. It is significant to note that while the apparatus draws labour from around the world 

into its recombinant representation, it is not ‘global’ in some smooth sense. Rather, the uneven 

process is squarely centred on the Googleplex, the firm’s seat of empire in Silicon Valley. The 

corporation has the control through its centralised structures, surveillance capabilities and 

bureaucratic mechanisms (Terms and Conditions, and so on), it possesses full ownership of the 

apparatus and uses it to maximise its own profit-making potential and the hegemony of 

cybernetic capitalism. Hence the heterogeneous labour poured into the recombinant 

representation is put into the service of accumulation and control. 
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5.4 Apparatuses of Abstraction  
5.4.1  The Commodification of Subjectivity 
Part of Marx’s analysis of abstraction in capitalism looked at how exchange value was 

abstracted from use value, a pattern than can also be seen within Google. Simply put, Google 

Search’s use value lies in its ability to allow a person to navigate the web and locate sites of 

interest. It was in providing this particularly useful service that the company first excelled and 

gained its popularity. The cybernetic capitalist corporation then abstracted this use value by 

subordinating it to a second-order exchange value produced through selling the audience to the 

advertisers. Google first surveyed cyberspace, then surveyed the people using it (Pasquinelli, 

2009, Zuboff, 2016). Both were acts of mechanised abstraction, drawn away from prior levels 

of complexity. Both served particular ‘clients’ and granted an organising power. Both brought 

production and abstraction together in service of cybernetic capitalism. The first created a map 

of cyberspace that simplified and selected hyperlinks and other components deemed relevant 

to the goal of navigation. The second abstracted away the embodied complexity of a person’s 

subjectivity in favour of data traces of this subjectivity that can be quantified, analysed by 

software and, ultimately, sold to advertisers. It is to this second process that I now turn. 

When people interact with the web, they leave a number of material traces of their subjective 

actions in the form of data (Chapter 2.3). Karl Polanyi’s concept of ‘fictitious commodities’ 

may be useful here, though not in the way that he first set up the argument. He stated that while 

labour, land and money can be bought and sold in a capitalist market, they are not produced 

for sale and thus are fundamentally not commodities:  

Labor is only another name for a human activity which goes with life itself, which in 

its turn is not produced for sale but for entirely different reasons, nor can that activity 

be detached from the rest of life, be stored or mobilized; land is only another name 

for nature, which is not produced by man; actual money, finally, is merely a token of 

purchasing power which, as a rule, is not produced at all, but comes into being 

through the mechanism of banking or state finance. None of them is produced for 

sale. The commodity description of labor, land, and money is entirely fictitious 

(Polanyi, 2001, 75-6).  

In this formulation, Polanyi demonstrated how capitalism appropriates basic life-building 

activities, drawing aspects of them into its for-profit circuits. Building on his observation, I 

suggest that the process of commodifying these basic activities or processes can be described 

as a process of abstraction. Human activity can be drawn away into abstract labour, land can 
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be enclosed and currencies can be speculated upon. In these cases, the activity or process is 

drawn into a more abstract frame of reference and is made commensurable with other 

commodities via abstraction (see below, 5.4.2). A more compelling argument can be made if 

one thinks of the process not as fictitious, but as a subjective material process of abstraction.  

Taking Polanyi’s concept into the present, it could be argued that the digital traces of 

subjectivity gathered from people’s cybernetic actions are ‘fictitious commodities’. I use the 

term subjectivity in a three-fold sense outlined in Chapter 3, with analytical distinctions being 

made between: 1) subjectivity as meaning-making; referring to a person’s conscious experience 

of the phenomenological world and their ability to make meaning; 2) subjectivity as agency; 

as a person’s autonomy and ability to act; and 3) subjectivity as perspective, a person’s 

particular and partial view on reality. From a Polanyian position, it might rightly be claimed 

that subjectivity was not produced for sale on the market, and is not reducible to quantifiable 

units and exchange values. Indeed, it is true that subjectivity is an emergent property of high-

level consciousness, itself an intrinsic potentiality of social nature: it is a lived and embodied 

practice, a co-constitutive part of the vastly complicated nature-social processes of the material 

universe (Bohm, 1980). However, like the other ‘fictitious commodities’, the fact that 

subjectivity was not made for market does not prevent its traces from being appropriated and 

profited from in ways that allow for the accumulation of real power. Once again, abstraction is 

key.  

To further the discussion in Chapter 2, Google makes its money from the surveil-commodify 

complex, which draws traces of a person’s subjective interest in something into itself for 

profitable resale to advertisers. This is what Vaidhyanathan had in mind when he said: “We—

our fancies, fetishes, predilections and preferences—are what Google sells to advertisers” 

(2011, 3). Alternatively, this might be expressed by noting that people’s unpaid digital labour 

is exploited by the capitalist structures to produce extractable surplus (Fuchs, 2014, 95-6). 

Google achieved this via an appropriation with two moments: firstly, through its survey of the 

web (PageRank, etc.), and secondly, through its surveillance of people engaging the web 

(AdWords, etc.). In both instances, Google appropriates—among other things—digital traces 

of the subjectivity of the people that engage with it (Zuboff, 2016). Significantly, Google is not 

unique here, many cyber-capitalist companies engage in similarly action, with Facebook being 

another example. The range of services that Google provides, grant it many opportunities to 

scrape digital traces of subjectivity from people: not only when people enter words into Google 

Search, but also when they email friends and family (Gmail), use their phones (Android), 
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engage with a social network (Google+), watch videos of cats (Youtube), and inquire into and 

move through physical space (Maps). Digital traces of subjectivity can be gathered at each step. 

It may be illustrative to put this appropriation of subjectivity in more concrete terms. Imagine 

the example of hypothetical Alex. A traumatic event recently caused Alex to reflect on her 

mortality. Her phone pings with an incoming email sound, and Alex opens her Gmail app to 

receive an email from a relative attempting to comfort her. The email is read by Google’s 

automated ad-bots which put an advertisement for a life insurance company next to the email. 

After reading her relative’s reassuring words, an ad fills Alex’s small screen with the image of 

a smiling white family above the line “ensure your loved ones are taken care of financially”. 

Alex taps the ad and is taken to the website, while money is transferred from the life insurance 

company to Google.  

Alex’s subjective desire to make meaning from her life in a moment of existential uncertainty 

is commodified by Google’s surveillance-engines in concert with their sentiment analysis and 

advertising software, whereupon it is sold to a life insurer to potentially make profit from Alex 

until death do them part. Alex’s subjective ability to act is both enabled and constrained by the 

abstracted materiality of the apparatus: she can read her relative’s words on a mobile device 

and a global corporation can attempt to profit from it (both of which occur on a more abstracted 

layer of practice). By systematically promoting advertisements, Google encourages certain 

kinds of subjective action—specifically, they serve to promote more consumeristic patterns of 

practice. Alex’s subjective perspective is also implicated, for this click on a life insurance 

advertisement will be recorded in her profile, and now ads for life insurance may start appearing 

all over the web, as it is automatically customized for her. It will become a factor in future 

searches she performs and in the kinds of results delivered, and thus may come to shape her 

particular and partial perspective on cyberspace.  

This brief example shows how Google commodifies digital traces of subjectivity, and 

encourages practices that are in the interest of cybernetic capitalism. Notably, Alex may never 

buy life insurance; she might close the website with a dismissive sneer. Google does not exert 

overt control, rather it exerts a more complex and subtle form of control. This control is 

involved with practical advantages of Google’s services, along with the ideological framing, 

the broader political economic context characterized by deregulation and monopoly, and the 

structure of the abstracted materiality of computing-machines. This ensemble of practices, 

meanings and technologies—both production and abstraction—are put into the service of 
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cybernetic capitalism. The abstracted layer of disembodied cybernetic social practice is layered 

over other social forms, relations, processes and practice—potentially causing ontological 

contradictions and altogether reconstituting subjectivity, materiality and social practice in ways 

that are more abstract (Chapter 9).102  

Hitherto unimagined areas of human activity are currently being incorporated into cyber-

capitalism’s circuits: data-traces of our sociability and libidinal impulses, creativity and 

cultures, expectations and disillusionment, hatreds and loneliness, attention and affection—

indeed, the abstracted enclosure movement has been extended into our very souls (Berardi, 

2009). Older iterations of this process have been variously noted by people as diverse as Guy 

Dubord (2010) and Theodore Adorno (1991). “This technological evolution must be, even 

more profoundly, a mutation of capitalism” stated Deleuze in a brief provocative paper called 

‘Postscript on the Societies of Control’ (1992). He observed that we are entering into 

“capitalism of a higher-order production” (Deleuze, 1992, 6). Reframing this into the terms 

employed in this thesis, I would say that cybernetic capitalism is concerned with the production 

of abstractions. Traces of these subjective formations are mined and recombined by abstraction 

apparatuses, like Google, so they can be converted into exchange values that extract profit from 

the commodification of subjectivity. Indeed, as Heilbroner noted: “Much of what is called 

‘growth’ in capitalist societies consists in this commodification of life” (1985, 60).  

5.4.2  Abstraction in Service of Capitalism 

I have described how computing-machines and their software such as Google Maps are 

composed of abstracted material, which in combination with its commodity form, serves to 

intensify the tendency towards abstraction in capitalist modernity. In this chapter’s final section 

I take another pass over this and look at some of the parallels that the computing-machines 

have with other historic technologies—specifically, currency, clocks and cartography—when 

viewed from a subjective material perspective.103 These are all ‘abstraction-apparatuses’, I shall 

show below they create general equivalencies which enables them to ‘impose order’ on the 

                                                 
102  This process looks very different according to the cybernetic capitalists. As they frame 
it, a consumer trades their preference in exchange for free access to Google’s products and 
services. These preferences are then on-sold to clients who have the right to advertise their 
relevant products to potential customers. In this reassuring narrative, the power ultimately lies 
with the consumer for they can click-away-at-any-time. Besides, “Ads make people happy”, as 
Google ‘scientifically’ proved (2.3.2). This line of argument is critiqued in Chapter 2 and 4. 
103  While all the below descriptions are made to be as concise as possible, I acknowledge 
that each apparatus I touch on has almost its own sub-discipline for studying it specifically, 
hence I can only brush over these details.  
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world, in James C. Scott’s sense of the term (1998). Reworking Scott’s perspective into the 

levels of abstraction argument, this implies that these apparatuses draw away from the lived 

complexity of nature’s processes and relations and overlay them with an abstracted 

representation in order to grant an organizing power at a particular level. As noted above, this 

is an ideological maneuver and serves to produce particular kinds of subjectivity, as will be 

elaborated in Chapter 9.  

Writers like Georg Simmel have shown that the rise of monetary transaction involved a major 

process of abstraction (2011). Money is fundamentally quantifiable, subject to precise 

calculation. Anything that can be expressed in its terms can be treated as an equivalent: $X for 

a bushel of wheat, $X for one hour of work, $X for one tonne of carbon dioxide equivalent, $X 

for one click on an online advertisement, etc. As an apparatus-of-abstraction then, money 

functions as a layer of impersonal rationalization that is projected onto social relations. Indeed 

the cold and calculative function of money was put forward as an argument in favour of 

capitalism before its dominance (Hirschman, 2013). Money enabled an extension of this mode 

of social practice, which proceeded to codify the world, putting price tags on almost everything. 

Generalized money suppressed the complexity of embodied and reciprocal relations of 

circulation, overlaying them with layers of disembodied and object-extended abstraction that 

served to overlay, obscure and subordinate other layers of less abstracted social relations 

(James, 2006, 133-57).  

“The clock”, Mumford noted, “is a piece of power-machinery whose ‘product’ is seconds and 

minutes: by its essential nature it dissociated time from human events and helped create the 

belief in an independent world of mathematically measurable sequences: the special world of 

science” (1963, 15). As David Landes has shown, the rise of the clock helped to transform 

consciousness and was integral to the spread of capitalist modernity (1983). The culture of the 

clock—in combination with the calendar—imagined time as empty, linear and homogeneous 

(Benjamin, 1969, 263). Measured by increasing machinic precision, time was subjected to total 

quantification, which enabled further rationalizations. Chapter 9 looks at the ontological effects 

of this in more detail. Clocks served to suppress the complexity of phenomenological time 

overlaying it with an instrumental abstraction. The emptying of time had the effect of creating 

a general equivalency in temporality; although it contains many different and changing 

phenomena, any one moment was identical to any other and everything could be expressed 

within its universalizing system.  
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In their seminal study of metaphor, Lakoff and Johnson have demonstrated how time came to 

be imagined as a resource—as a substance that can be quantified, be assigned value, serve a 

purposeful end and be depleted (2003, 65-8). Through the combined technologies of currency 

and the clock, this idea of time as a resource then spread to the concept of labour; human work 

being imagined as a kind of resource that can be quantified, valued and controlled. Labour, one 

of the quintessential human qualities, was subjected to a process of ‘resourcification’, to coin 

an ugly word.104 Lakoff and Johnson noted that labour, when abstracted as a resource, does not 

consider what kind of activity was being performed and that this abstraction “hides whether 

the work is personally meaningful, satisfying, and humane” (2003, 67). This serves to suppress 

the complexity of living labour and subordinate it to the concept of abstract labour; the form 

of human practice produced by capitalist modernity; a resourcified general equivalent that can 

be subjected to commodity relations and put into the service of capital accumulation. In this 

respect, the abstraction-apparatuses of the clock and currency came together to produce the 

social practice of abstract labour.  

Modern cartography is a fantastic example of an abstraction-apparatus. The bundle of practices 

bound up under this label subjected the Earth to a disenchanting process—a double movement 

which involved its re-enchantment on another level of abstraction, a process that I will discuss 

below. ‘Everywhere’ can be expressed within the terms of the grid of longitude and latitude. 

Everywhere can be measured and quantified, with space being produced as an abstraction 

(Lefebvre, 1991). This created a kind of general equivalence in space whereby it was drawn-

away from its embodied context and made abstract on another level. This theme will be 

engaged at length across the rest of this thesis. For now, suffice to say that this abstraction 

facilitated two processes of ‘primitive accumulation’ that were crucial to capitalist modernity 

(Mezzadra and Neilson, 2013, 30-7). Firstly, it enabled the extension of the institute of private 

property, by providing part of the subjective material means to carve up land, enclose it and 

subject it to regimes of ownership and commodity relations. Secondly, with the rise of modern 

political cartography, borders were imagined as enclosing lines, as boundaries that separated 

independent units that would become nation-states (Winichakul, 1994)(Chapter 7). These 

phenomena had a dialectic connection to colonial expansion, a process also facilitated by 

cartography via, for example, various imperial trigonometry surveys (Edney, 1997).  

                                                 
104  This concept could be added to James’ matrix of social abstraction cited above (2006 
134-5). There, it would join codification, commodification, objectification, mediation, extension 
and rationalization.  
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These abstraction-apparatuses served to overlay the complexity and diversity of natural and 

social formations thus obscuring the relations and processes that make up the lived social 

ecology, and subordinate them to abstract space—be it private property and/or state-based and 

imperial territory. The abstracting power of cartography enabled patterns of practice that 

treated the whole world as a disenchanted equivalent, as subject to instrumental reason, and 

processes of resourcification. According to Mumford: 

the abstractions of measured time and measured space undermined the earlier 

conceptions of infinity and eternity, since measurement must begin with an arbitrary 

here and now even if space and time be empty. The itch to use space and time had 

broken out: and once they were co-ordinated with movement, they could be 

contracted or expanded: the conquest of space and time had begun (Mumford, 1963, 

22). 

Emerging concurrently, these great abstraction-apparatuses—currency, clocks and 

cartography—were entangled in the rise of capitalist modernity. To be sure, aspects of these 

apparatuses preceded the rise of capitalism, yet all were drawn into this abstracted mode of 

practice and put into the service of capitalist expansion. Arguably, this emergent layer of 

abstraction could have been, or could be, put into the service of a different goal other than the 

concentration of profit and power. All of the abstraction-apparatuses were utilized by the 

Soviets in their attempt to build communism. Nevertheless, as capitalism has been the dominant 

mode of production-exchange in modernity, these apparatuses have predominantly been made 

to serve the abstract order of accumulation. These apparatuses all contributed to the rise of a 

new image of the world—a “mechanical world-picture”, to use Mumford’s phrase (1963, 

20)(Figure 5.8). This vision was integral to the intensive and extensive spread of capitalism 

around the globe and deeper into people’s lifeworlds. This dominant and dominating mode 

enacted its project of rational mastery hereby furthering—again in Mumford’s words—

capitalism’s “quest of power by means of abstraction” (1963, 24).  

Moving the narrative forward to the mid-20th Century, currency, clocks and cartography were 

joined by computing-machines—the abstraction-apparatuses par excellence (Figure 5.7). 

Computing-machines provide a platform for a universal equivalence; almost anything can be 

represented within their abstracted materiality. According to Claude Shannon, one of the key 

figures behind information theory, meaning does not matter for information; it may well 

represent “a random sequence of digits, or it might be information for a guided missile or a 

television signal” (in Gleick, 2012, 246). In short, meaning was meaningless for Shannon’s 
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theory. What mattered was that anything could be expressed in the terms of the computing-

machine. Of course, humans interpret digital representations and make meaning from them, 

but so far as Shannon was concerned, this was irrelevant for the machine’s functioning and was 

abstracted away. Computing-machines have incorporated and intensified the other abstraction-

apparatuses; virtually all major post-War developments in currency, clocks and cartography 

have taken place within and between computers—from NASDAQ, to atomic clocks, to Google 

Maps. 

 

Google Maps reduces the entire embodied Earth to a ‘cybernetic world-picture’, to update 

Mumford’s metaphor (Figure 5.8). It represents the world as strings of code, abstract space-

time co-ordinate systems, representational frames and sets of commodity relations. This is to 

say that in representing the world, the apparatus draws the lived world away to another level 

of abstraction, suppressing complexity to grant an organizing power. This cybernetic world-

picture is not a singular unchanging image, but rather a complex and customizing process that 

involves an ensemble of machines, businesses, ‘crowd-sourced’ data, subjective traces, etc. 

 
Figure 5.7: Where the Internet Lives (3), 2012, Connie Zhou & Google 

This photo is taken inside one of Google’s data-centres, abstraction apparatuses par excellence. This 
image shows Google’s backup tape libraries. Each of the tapes has a bar code so that the robotic 
system can automatically locate the correct one. This machine is part of a data-centre in Berkeley 
County, South Carolina, USA.  
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These forms and practices are drawn into the circuits of Google’s global-spanning computing-

machines where they are treated as universal equivalences. This process involves the three 

social forms of abstraction that I am discussing in this chapter: codifying abstraction, 

commodifying abstraction and mechanized abstraction. Significantly, all three forms of 

abstraction are put into the service of cybernetic capitalism in an effort to augment the social 

formation’s accumulation and control.  

Engaging with the rationalized, codified apparatus can technologically augment one’s 

embodied orientational faculties, with them being overlaid by a disembodied layer of machinic 

functioning. For instance, I could arrive in a foreign city that I know next to nothing about, 

and, smartphone in hand, proceed out into the streets, effectively outsourcing my spatial 

orientation to the machine. As noted above, computer programs have an ideological function 

of suppressing complexity through the ‘science of abstraction’. Once generalized across 

society, computing-machines project abstraction, promoting patterns of disembodied 

integration and, as I show in Chapter 9, producing subjectivity in ways that are more 

constitutively abstract and thus enabling more ontologically abstract ways of engaging with 

and being in the world. Under the regime of cybernetic capitalism, computing-machines have 

become bound-up with many of these dynamics of abstraction; including universal 

equivalence, commodity relations, instrumental reason, new modes of quantification and 

calculation, and the ideological suppression of complexity to gain control.  

Abstraction-apparatuses produce important contradictions and ambivalences as their drawn-

away layers conflict, contrast and augment less abstract formations. For instance, as money 

spread more extensively and intensively on objects, processes and relations, anything with a 

price tag imposed on it became subject to the money-based universal equivalent; everything 

was exchangeable and could circulate and accumulate according to the abstract ‘laws of the 

economy’. Money could buy space in the form of land, time in the form of labour, or a computer 

in the form of a commodity. In this way, money, as an abstraction-apparatus had a powerful, 

disenchanting effect: “Not even the bones of saints are able to withstand this alchemy”, as cited 

previously (Marx, 1976, 299)(Figure 2.2). It must be noted that while powerful, this process 

was not absolute, for at levels less abstract than currency exchange, many things remained 

‘priceless’ and irreducible to dollar symbols. As Marx showed, within the calculating 

abstraction of the currency-lubricated market system lurks commodity fetishism; the irrational, 

pseudo-magical moment in the heart of the machine (1976, 163-77). In this way, the concept 

of commodity fetishism can be interpreted as an example of a process of disenchantment on 

one level and re-enchantment on another. 
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The market relations enabled by money have been ideologically imagined as controlled by ‘the 

Invisible Hand’, which, as many interpreted it, meant ‘God’s Hand’—again putting a 

supernatural twist on the institution of money. Once abstract models such as ‘the market’ are 

created by a society, there seems to be a tendency for elements within the society to treat them 

as objective realities, and perhaps even go further to worship these models as idols. Hence we 

end up with news headlines such as ‘Merkel Says Austerity Requires Sacrifices for Growth’ 

(Donahue, 2013). A background recognition of the importance of processes of reification and 

fetishization is needed to make sense of this ideological complexity bound up in this headline. 

Much as with money, computing-machines are fraught with contradictory phenomena. These 

abstraction-apparatuses have long been entangled with dreams of immortality, of redemption 

and transcendence, of becoming gods (Noble, 1999). A powerful mix of fetishism, determinism 

and idolatry feature prominently in the dominant framing of technology, as was shown in 

Chapter 4.  

While this mix is dominant in cybernetic capitalism, it is important to acknowledge the 

profound ambivalences that are woven into much of this process as well. As Simmel noted, the 

rise of money was also bound up with aspects of increased freedom, mobility and reflection on 

social form. Likewise, computing-machines have enabled a vast array of practices that are 

abstract, although not only in the service of cyber-capitalism. This is because hegemony is 

never absolute and new possibilities and alternatives are always immanent (Chapter 3.3.1). 

Consider the treasure trove of culture available through peer-to-peer file-sharing systems which 

actively undermine intellectual property laws and limit the profitability of production 

companies and artists alike. Without getting into the complexity of this divisive issue, it is fair 

to say that piracy is characterized by deep ambivalence. Another example can be see with 

Google’s contribution of code to various open source projects. This means that Google cannot 

control what people do with their contributions, and simultaneously, people working in open 

source may have parts of their code taken up and used by Google. Furthermore, these 

operations are also entangled with Google’s rivalry with other capitalist enterprises (such as 

Apple). To mention a final example, there are also a number of outright anti-capitalist groups 

who have attempted to use the internet as part of revolutionary struggle, including the 

previously mentioned International Organization for a Participatory Society (iopsociety.org). 

IOPS even uses Google Maps API across it website, and it functions through the same abstract 

material, yet it is not in the service of cybernetic capitalism.  

In addition, there is a collection of other organizations which add further complexity to this, 

including non-profits who advertise with Google—such as Greenfleet—which appeared in the 
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‘climate change’ search ad in Figure 2.5. Or, there is China Mobile, a state-owned capitalist 

organization which, at the beginning of 2017, is the world largest mobile phone operator by 

subscribers (851 million), with a market capitalization of $241 billion (bigger than AT&T), 

and a slightly higher rate of profitability than Google and Samsung (ChinaMobile, 2017). Or 

again, there are non-profits that are funded by big corporations, such as Public Knowledge, an 

NGO that claims to “shape policy on behalf of the public interest” and is funded by Google, 

Microsoft and AT&T, among others (PublicKnowledge, 2017). The point to emphasize here is 

that the for-profit system is deeply woven into the fabric of cyberspace in ways that can be 

ambivalent and contradictory. Indeed, it is from these ambiguities and contradictions that 

hegemony can be challenged, that new formations can spring from the complexities of human 

practice.  

5.5  Conclusion 
Currency, clocks, cartography and computers are all abstraction-apparatuses that have been put 

into the service of cybernetic capitalism and made to further the dominance of this social 

formation. While complex and contradictory, these processes draw on practices that have long 

been bound up with appropriation, exploitation and domination that intensified across capitalist 

modernity. Many of the phenomena touched on in this chapter require much more work for 

them to be elaborated into a fully-formed theory, and such work is beyond the bounds of this 

thesis. These issues are raised here to suggest that technologies are tangled in the general 

tendency of abstraction in capitalist modernity, a tendency that has been technologically 

augmented under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism.  

This chapter has shown how Google Maps is constitutively abstract. Abstraction here is 

understood as a subjective material process, a lived relation with the world that is shaped by 

patterns of social practice. I have shown how Google Maps is composed of material that is 

abstracted by its codification, technological complexity and commodity form. The materiality 

of the Map itself is abstract, composed of layers of software code which function through an 

intricate ensemble of technologies, involving vast world-spanning supply chains, tremendous 

amounts of specialist knowledge and a large number of protocols and standards that facilitate 

the functioning of cybernetic capitalism. In ways homologous to ideology, the processes of 

abstraction, complexity suppression and control are central to the functioning of computing-

machines.  

Google Maps draws in aspects of other abstraction-apparatuses—such as currency, clocks and 

cartography—pulling them into the abstracted materiality of computing-machines and 

technologically augmenting them. In so doing, it emphasizes the quantifiable and the 
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interchangeable, the resourcified and the recombinant, the codified and the augmented. 

Climaxing in computing, this trajectory has seen a qualitative intensification of the tendency 

towards greater abstraction, which is at the core of capitalist modernity and has been extended 

vastly by the rise of cybernetic capitalism. As a component of this much broader phenomenon, 

Google Maps can be seen as an abstraction-apparatus which projects an ideological vision of 

the cybernetic world-picture. The next chapter draws on this work as it turns to look more 

specifically at Google Maps as an apparatus that represents and reorganizes the world.  

 
 

Figure 5.8: Mechanical World-Picture, 2012, Rubix Brand Ltd. 
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Chapter 6:   
Recombinant Representation 

 

 

  

 
Figure 6.1:  Coffeyville Country Club, Kansas, USA 

This photo was taken at precisely 37.057283,-95.678601 in August, 2013 before being 
uploaded to Google Maps by someone with the user-name ‘Fernando del Real G’, who 
appears to make a hobby of taking photos of golf courses. See: 
https://ssl.panoramio.com/user/321760 
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6.1  Introduction 
The abstracted materiality of Google Maps grants the apparatus the ability to draw many 

diverse elements into itself. In addition to drawing on a large swathe of cartographic traditions 

and techniques—which will be the focus of the next two chapters, Chapters 7 and 8—the 

apparatus also pulls in an array of symbols, each with various iconological histories. These 

various components are recombined within the Map’s abstracted materiality, many being 

augmented by the possibilities of computing-machines, and all being reorganized to fit within 

Google’s overarching structure and purposes. Lev Manovich made a claim about this abstract 

recombination while using Google Earth as an example of an application that works by: 

combining techniques of traditional mapping, the concepts from the field of 

Geographical Information Systems (GIS), 3D computer graphics and animations, 

social software, search, and other elements and functions. In my view, this ability to 

combine previously separate media techniques represents a fundamentally new stage 

in the history of human media, human semiosis and human communication, enabled 

by its ‘softwarization’ (2013b, 45-6).  

Whether or not this makes for a fundamentally new stage in communication is not the focus of 

this chapter. Rather, the focus is on the diversity of iconological elements that have been 

recombined in the representation, and the various implications of this process, from the political 

to the ontological. This chapter begins by locating the default ‘centre of the world’ according 

to Google Maps, for the question of where maps have placed their centre has a long history of 

being bound up with questions of power. Unlike older maps, this question is more complex in 

Google because of its abstracted materiality enables it to present multiple centres which are 

themselves revealing as to how the apparatus produces subjectivity. Having found the Map’s 

‘default centre’, I then proceed to commence an in-depth visual analysis of an artefact captured 

from the apparatus. The analysis draws heavily on the iconological method formulated 

previously (Chapter 3). Thereafter, I engage in a detailed visual inquiry into a representation 

of the earth as taken from the Map’s satellite mode. The chapter then turns to look at Google 

Map’s interface and analyses the various symbols and conventions that are recombined at the 

more the abstracted level. Across this chapter, I look at how the apparatus naturalizes the 

modern cartographic form, and how the Map’s recombinant representation allows for various 

elements to be drawn in, technologically augmented, and, ultimately, put into the service of 

cybernetic capitalist hegemony. 
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6.2  The Axis Mundi 
As Jules Verne described in his 1864 sci-fi classic Journey to the Centre of the Earth, the 

planet’s centre lies deep below the surface: on average 6,371km beneath, to be specific. This 

fact matters little in the creation of most world maps, which present a flattened representation 

of the Earth’s surface. In this way, mapmakers are privileged to choose where to put the centre 

of the world on a two-dimensional map. There is no ‘right answer’ to this question. Rather, any 

choice will depend on an array of historical conditions and cultural values.  

From the ancient inhabitants of the Nile Valley to the contemporary inhabitants of Silicon 

Valley, map-making cultures have displayed various degrees and forms of ethnocentrism in 

their depictions of the world (Tuan, 1974, 30-44). As I show below, Google follow the time-

honored practice of putting their own society at the centre-of-the-world, but also, through its 

abstracted materiality, the Map is also able to create ‘flexible’ centres. This stems from their 

surveil-commodify complex and their ability to represent customized, atomized images, 

automatically tailored to an individualized preconception of the world. In this way, the modern 

cartographic form is further abstracted by Google Maps, augmented and recombined as a kind 

of cybernetic cartographic palimpsest.  

 

 

 
Figure 6.2:  The Delphi Omphalos. 

This axis mundi of the Ancient Hellenic World, as seen in the Delphi Archaeological 
Museum. Photograph by author, 2016.  
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An axis mundi is a place which acts as a symbolic ‘centre-of-the-world’—a metaphoric pillar 

that connects the Heavens and the Earth, however they are conceived. In one way or another, 

this concept has appeared in the philosophies, religions and belief systems of a very diverse 

array of societies (Cooper, 1978).105 For instance, Chapter 8.3 will look at how Jerusalem was 

the centre-of-the-world on medieval Christian maps, functioning as a holy anchor connecting 

the world with the cosmological ‘Great Chain of Being’ (Lovejoy, 2001)(Figure 8.3). 

Sometimes natural formations can fulfil the role of an axis mundi, such as Paektu Mountain in 

Korea. This active volcano in the North is held to be the birthplace of Dangun, the legendary 

founder of the first Korean kingdom in around 2333 BCE. In Ancient Greece the Omphalos, 

coming from the word ‘navel’, stood at the centre of the world (Figure 6.2). The marble 

monument that marked the place in the city Delphi was a powerful religious symbol for the 

Hellenic world. An axis mundi can also be secular, such as the ‘Seat of Time’ where Ptolemy’s 

imaginary grid is fixed to the Earth’s surface by the Greenwich Observatory (Chapter 8.5 and 

Figure 8.7).  

One of the best examples of an axis mundi is al-Ka’aba, the cuboid building at the centre of 

Islam’s most sacred mosque in Mecca. Muslims traditionally must pray in the Qibla—the 

direction of the Ka’aba from wherever they are in the world—which symbolizes the unity of 

the Ummah, the supranational community of believers under the Law of God. The direction to 

this cosmological centre is now easily found via a smartphone app. Google Play, the 

corporation’s official app shop, offers dozens of Qibla locating software packages. For 

example, ‘Mecca Compass’ uses Google Maps to give accurate direction to smartphone 

wielding members of the Ummah, including calculations of prayer times localized to the 

devotees’ current location (Figure 6.3). In this way, the cosmological order of Islam is overlaid 

and intertwined with Google Map’s abstraction-apparatus, and is thus subjected to their circuits 

of commodification. This is an example of how the abstraction apparatus projects a layer of 

disembodied space into a person’s lifeworld.  

                                                 
105  See also Cooper’s entries under: Axis, Centre, Ka’aba, Omphalos, and Ziggurat (1978).  
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Figure 6.3: Mecca Compass 

In addition to allowing Mecca Compass, Version 
2.0.10, to access one’s the precise location, the 
app also claims the ability to ‘read the contents 
of your USB storage’ and to ‘modify or delete’ 
this content. Another Mecca finding program, 
Qibla Direction Finder, requires the right to 
‘read phone status and identity’ and ‘read your 
Web bookmarks and history’. This kind of 
smuggled surveillance is disturbingly common 
among smartphone apps, and is certainly not 
restricted to apps that determine where to pray. 
Indeed, this short list pales in comparison to what 
Google Maps itself demands (Chapter 2.3.2).  

See:https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?i
d=com.jgc.makkahcompass (2/5/2016) 

 

Using this concept, one may ask: where is Google Map’s axis mundi? Unlike paper maps, 

which must fix a centre for printing, Google’s cybernetic Map has the flexibility to change it. 

In this respect, the apparatus is part of a bigger phenomenon whereby space is increasingly 

drawn away into the abstracted materiality of computing-machines and made a factor in their 

functioning, thus enabling them to provide geographically specific information. For instance, 

if Google’s surveillance-engines can determine that a person is accessing Google Maps from a 

particular place, then it can move the centre of the world to that location. This customization 

can take place on three different levels. Firstly, if Google is aware of the nation-state from 

within which a search comes, they can load up the Map centred on the country in question. For 

instance, if I access Google Maps from my home computer without obscuring my IP address, 

the apparatus determines my location and loads a Map that is centred on the Australian island-

continent. The centre of the country—which falls in the Great Victorian Desert—is something 

of an axis natio, or a nationalized version of the axis mundi.  

Secondly, if Google is aware of which city the request is coming from, they can load it up as 

the default starting position. For instance, if I am signed into my RMIT account—which has 

been outsourced to Google as a ‘public-private partnership’ (Chapter 4, Claim 2: ‘The market 

is the best mechanism for the organization of society’)—the Map defaults to centring on 

Melbourne’s city centre. From this position, I zoomed in as far as possible to try and discover 

where Google Map’s framing placed the centre of the city. The city’s axis urbis is located at 

101 Collins Street, a skyscraper that harbours Goldman Sachs, among other financial 
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corporations.106 While somewhat arbitrary, this seems quite apt. The skyscrapers that populate 

the financial centres of trading cities can be symbolically seen as commercialized ziggurats. 

They can function as an axis mundi, which connect the ‘heavens’ of high finance to the earthly 

cities over which they rule. Be that as it may, this does not hold as a systematic argument, as 

other cities do not necessarily follow this logic (the axis urbis of Sydney, for example, centres 

on the office of an online florist).  

The third possibility takes this trend to its customized conclusion. If one accesses Google Maps 

on a mobile-device, it will default to centring on the portable computing-machine itself, thus 

making it the individualized centre-of-the-world; an axis singularis. This centring is a direct 

results of the apparatus’ surveillance-engines which allow a feedback loop to be formed 

through the cybernetic Map, a loop connecting the person in their embodied context to the 

abstracting computing-machines that make up Google’s apparatus. Practically speaking, this 

kind of centring can be convenient, for many requests—probably the vast majority—concern 

people inquiring into or attempting to navigate through their immediate surroundings, hence 

having an individualized centre is likely a handy place to start. It is also convenient for Google 

to present someone with the Map centred on them, for it is at this level that the representation 

may display nearby advertisers which, if engaged with, contribute to the cyber-capitalist firm’s 

accumulation.  

The axis singularis is a moving centre, a centre that follows the mobile-device through space, 

a centre enabled by surveillance. Indeed, all of the customized axes—natio, urbis and 

singularis—are contingent on surveillance. Beginning with IP addresses for desktop-machines, 

Google also draw on a combination of GPS, Wi-Fi location, and networked-based triangulation 

in order to accurately pin-point the location of a mobile-device, and thus the machine’s human 

appendage. It is worth emphasizing that the mobile-machine is the centre, and only by 

extension, the person holding it. There is a kind of back-and-forth between the person accessing 

the Map and Google’s surveillance systems, a machinic exchange which determines the extent 

of the firm’s ability to monitor movements. When one accesses Google Maps from a mobile-

device, all location-sharing features are, by default, turned on. While it is possible to turn it off, 

one would have to consciously make the effort and be prepared to sacrifice aspects of the Map’s 

functionality.  

                                                 
106  https://www.google.com/maps/@-37.8147726,144.970242,14z  
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Google Maps can be accessed off-line, and it is possible to obscure one’s IP address, such as 

through employing a virtual private network. In these instances, it is possible to avoid being 

presented with a customized centre, and to see the default centre of the world according to 

Google Maps. With IP address obscured, if one enters www.google.com/maps/ into a browser, 

the URL has the following automatically added to it: ‘@37.0625,-95.677068,4z’. This string 

of numbers represents ‘decimal degrees’, a GIS translation of Ptolemy’s latitude and longitude 

co-ordinates (Chapter 8.2). The ‘4z’ tacked onto the end represents the level of zoom 

(Appendix A).107 Figure 6.4 is a reproduction of a Google Maps artefact depicting the 

apparatus’ default axis mundi.  

 

From this default centre-of-the-world, it is possible to travel down the axis mundi, descending 

into details via the zoom function. Zooming in on the base of the axis mundi, reveals the meta-

centre of Google Maps to be an empty field just outside of Coffeyville Country Club, Kansas. 

                                                 
107  Written as Ptolemy’s degrees, minutes, seconds, this translates to: 37°03'45.0"N 
95°40'37.4"W. Google Maps has twenty levels of zoom, ranging from the most global 1z with a 
scale of 5000km, to the most local 21z with a scale of 5m. See Appendix A. 

 
Figure 6.4:  Google’s Axis Mundi 

The default starting image. https://www.google.com/maps/@37.0625,-95.677068,4z, 
2/6/2015. The exact centre is located at 37°3'44.88"N, 95°40'37.44"W. 
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This less-than-monumental centre of the world has no omphalos to mark the navel of the world, 

no ziggurat or epic natural formation. Rather Google Map’s centre is blank, nothing but a 

uniform and indifferent shade of grey. Switching to ‘satellite mode’ reveals Google’s axis 

mundi to be a pixelated paddock. Comically, this location is often the site of spamming, as 

various ‘citizen cartographers’ used Map-Maker to pin inaccurate place locations to the world-

navel, only have their additions periodically removed.108 Figure 6.1 shows a photograph taken 

in Coffeyville Country Club, very near axis mundi, and uploaded to Google Maps by a golf 

course photo-enthusiast.  

While Figure 6.4 demonstrates the enduring role of the national imaginary, the default starting 

point is not quite the same as the USA’s default national starting point. It begins on 5z with the 

centre of the axis natio falling almost 60km north of Coffeyville Country Club. What is more, 

the default centre-of-the-world is different in Google Earth, where it centers on an apartment 

building in Lawrence, Kansas: a building in which Brian McClendon lived while attending 

university, before founding Keyhole and then going on to work for Google (7.3.1). The Mac 

version of Google Earth is different again, centring on Chanute, Kansas, the hometown of Dan 

Web, another Midwestern Google Maps engineer. In this way, the idiosyncratic biographies of 

the engineers are woven into the abstracted fabric of the cybernetic Map. This is an aspect of 

the light-hearted, nerdy humor that the self-styled playful company sometimes exhibits. This 

is part of a contradiction that exists within many cybernetic capitalist corporations who are 

simultaneously engaged in some very serious activity—profit maximization, struggles with 

competitors etc.—while also performing playfully, as can be seen in Google’s numerous 

‘Easter Eggs’ (hidden jokes), April Fools’ Day pranks and other geeky tropes.  

The Map’s ability to tailor its centre to specific nations, or cities—or even specific mobile-

devices—is an example of the atomization inherent in Google Maps, a concept to be analysed 

in Chapter 9.3.1. The apparatus can automatically fragment itself, presenting different centres 

to different people, depending on the precision of Google’s surveillance. Yet, beneath the 

atomized automations and recentrings lies the global default; the axis mundi runs through the 

hegemonic core of the contemporary world-system, the United States. There is a contradiction 

                                                 
108  For example, on the 20th of May, 2015, a button labelled ‘NME Power-Systems’ was 
located on the base of Google’s axis mundi,  which when clicked offered a Germany address and 
a URL directing anyone curious to their company’s website which offers customers the ability 
to custom order parts of a power-plant, such as a gas turbine exhaust systems. How this dubious 
advertising ploy could possibly help the company sell more power-plant pieces remains a 
mystery to me.  
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here, between the modern framing of nation as centre, and then the multiple, recombinant, 

atomizing centres that the apparatus can present because of its abstracted materiality and 

circuits of surveillance. In this way, Figure 6.4 can also be seen as an example of the enduring 

importance of the national frame within this image of globalization, and also the tensions 

between the US as a nation-state and as an empire.  

In comparison to this global centre-of-the-world, perhaps the axis singularis seems the least 

abstract starting position, for it begins with ‘here’; wherever the person accessing Google Maps 

happens to be. Yet on closer examination, it is ironically perhaps the most abstract of all as it 

requires the highest degree of precision. It is one thing to use the axis mundi as a one-size-fits-

all global centre, and another to pin-point a centre to within a matter of metres of where the 

request is coming from. In requires a highest degree of surveillance power in order to be 

determined. In order to obtain this atomized centre, the apparatus necessarily draws on a 

complex ensemble of devices, world-spanning networks and military satellites (Chapter 5), that 

are all recombined to give a highly abstracted representation of ‘here’ (the ontological 

implications of this will be analysed in Chapter 9). In this respect, it is highly abstracted from 

the lived experience and embodied perception of the person using the Map, while being 

represented as otherwise.  

Google Maps projects a layer of technologically-augmented disembodiment over all it 

represents. Whether this is the ‘here-and-now’ of the axis singularis, or the hegemonic global 

centre of the axis mundi, all these potential starting positions are enframed by multiple levels 

of technological abstraction. Drawing in surveillance data, the apparatus projects a 

disembodied representation that simultaneously overlays and interweaves with other 

conceptions of space, be them nationally framed or cosmological. When people engage with 

Google Maps their practice begins with one of these more-or-less atomized centres. From these 

default beginnings, a person can search or explore the representation of space and begin 

engaging with the world in an abstracted and technologically-augmented manner. As these 

kinds of practices are increasingly taken up by a billion-plus people scattered unevenly around 

the planet there are significant implications. These include the massive production of subjective 

data that Google can harvest with their surveillance-engines and sell to their advertisers, hence 

contributing to the firm’s accumulation model as they systematically encourage more 

consumeristic patterns of practice. It also serves to naturalize the cybernetic capitalist world 

vision hence granting more hegemonic power to this social formation, as well as producing 

subjectivity on more abstracted levels, as I turn to examine in Chapter 9.  
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6.2  Default Beginnings 
Using iconological method-tools, this section now turns to conduct in-depth visual research on 

the artefact captured in Figure 6.4, Google’s axis mundi and default starting image. I engage in 

this analysis to reveal what kind of a world the firm represents and how they do it. Beginning 

with this thesis’s broad subjective materialism framing, it is significant to note that the artefact 

takes the material form of a collection of tightly orchestrated glowing pixels that appear to me 

via liquid-crystal-display. Figure 6.4 appears identical to the Map from which it was copied, 

yet its abstracted materiality is quite distinct. The artefact was produced by screenshot software 

and is encoded as a PNG (portable network graphics) image file which I embedded into a word 

processing document. The materiality of the apparatus itself is far more complex. Drawing its 

data across the Internet from Google’s cloud computers, the apparatus involved multiple layers 

of programming language (AJAX, C++, etc.). Thus, taking a screenshot severs the Map’s 

contact with Google, effectively delinking it from the ever-changing flux of the website. So, 

while the image of the apparatus and the artefact appeared identical, the very action of capturing 

the image alters its abstracted materiality.  

Then, once the artefact was captured from the apparatus, it was then reproduced within a word-

processor to appear in the text above in Figure 6.4. These steps occur within the same Universal 

Machine, yet the moves are significant. As noted in the methodology (Chapter 3.5.2), the 

process of reproduction changes the meaning of an image (Benjamin, 2009, 228-59). When 

you see an artefact in this thesis, it occurs at a different site of interpretation compared to, say, 

someone engaging Google Maps to help them navigate across space (Berger, 1972, 12-3). This 

difference of context, particularly when framed by text, invites particular kinds of 

interpretations of the artefact. Furthermore, if one is reading these sentences in print—as 

opposed to on a screen—then the materiality of the image has changed significantly, with the 

picture being rendered in CMYK ink on paper. This serves to transform the materiality of the 

Map; effectively putting the ‘cyber’ back into the ‘carto’, albeit in an algorithmically mediated 

manner.  

When I look at Figure 6.4, my visual perception is immediately drawn to the contrast between 

the collection of muted, mottled colours in the centre and the tepid blue surrounding it.109 The 

shape created by this outline is immediately recognizable as a representation of the United 

States and some adjacent countries in north/central America. The Map attempts to banish any 

uncertainty by featuring the bold text ‘United States’ in the centre. This represents a quick jump 

                                                 
109  The analysis of Figure 6.4 will not consider the software interface, see below.  
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from the compositional level to the conventional level of analysis. As discussed in the 

methodology (Chapter 3.5.3), these layers are drawn from Panofsky, who analytically divided 

the study of an image into three categories: the compositional; the conventional; and the 

iconological (1962, 3-17). When analysing cartographic images, the compositional is the level 

of colours and shapes that make up the map. The conventional is the level where the image has 

an isomorphic relationship with the landscape it represents, and is thus the most common level 

on which a map is interpreted. Finally, the iconological is the level of the symbolic, the most 

abstracted level where ideologies and ontologies can be interpreted and historical conditions 

reveal themselves (Harley, 2001, 48).  

Taken on the conventional level, Figure 6.4 falls within the tradition of modern political maps, 

a genre of cartographic representation that emphasizes territories, boundaries and major cities; 

this aspect will be looked at in more detail in Chapter 7. Google Maps utilizes many features 

popular in this classic modern form, including the techniques to be discussed in Chapter 8, such 

as the north-is-up orientation and the Mercator projection. As a political world map, the artefact 

employs an abstracted ‘bird’s-eye’ vantage point, taking a position above the US, specifically 

above the Coffeeville Country Club. By centring on this point, the image positions the spectator 

on the axis mundi in relation to the visual components of the image. This top-down vantage 

point serves to position the viewer both outside and above the world, enabling them to 

experience an abstracted Apollo-like vision of the represented part of the Earth (Chapter 7).  

As noted previously, looking down on the earth from above is the central metaphor for 

abstraction. In this way, maps are enmeshed with a long historical transformation in 

subjectivity, with the steady ascent of a more abstracted ontology: the perception of the world 

as composed of inert, static, separable, mechanical fragments that can be organized by human 

will (McGilchrist, 2012). The perspective that modern maps offer can promote a disinterested 

rationality, a drawn-away contemplation of the globe’s surface, as projected as a neat, 

minimalistic 2D image. Using the empiricist claim to objective knowledge that has motivated 

much modern mapmaking, the image creates a gaze which, in Cosgrove’s words: 

pulls diverse life on earth into a vision of unity, [and which] is individualized, a divine 

and mastering view from a single perspective. That view is at once empowering and 

visionary […The gaze] seizes divine authority for itself, radiating power across the 

global surface from a sacred center, locating and projecting human authority 

imperially toward the ends of the earth (2001, x). 

This discussion of abstraction will be continued in Chapters 7.3.3 and 9. Returning to the 

analysis of Figure 6.4, it is notable that the image has a fair amount of text embedded in it. This 
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is to say that most of the US’s states are represented by name or by initials, along with a handful 

of cities and some other nation-states, as well as some text embedded in the Map’s interface. 

All up, the artefact has 114 words on it. This text is represented with a slightly glowing outline 

effect, which enhances its readability when overlaid onto the Map (O'Beirne, 2016). Almost 

all of the text takes the form of the sans-serif typeface Arial. Created in 1982, Arial was 

designed to be metrically identical to Helvetica, so that a document designed with the then 

more popular font could be properly displayed and printed without having to pay for a 

Helvetica license fee.110 In 1990 Arial was licensed to Microsoft, which included it as one of 

their primary fonts, and proceeded to ride on the firm’s hegemonic position and the rapid 

expansion of the web. Being associated with operating systems and websites, Arial became 

part of a technological aesthetic, an iconology that was universalizing, spreading with the 

advance of cybernetic capitalism. In this capacity Arial found its way into Google Maps, yet, 

as I have noted, behind this universalizing thrust is the shifting landscape of licensing and 

ownership over the shape of letters; a kind of political-economy of font.  

The text on Figure 6.4 is notably in American English, with a label saying, for example, 

‘Mexico City’, not ‘Ciudad de México’. With 54 supported languages, Google has the ability 

to change the language that appears on its Maps, claiming that by “default the API will attempt 

to load the most appropriate language based on the users location or browser settings” (Google, 

2016a). Much as the US calling code is ‘+1’, there is no need for a ‘.us’ at the end of an 

American URL, demonstrating again that American English is world’s hegemonic default. In 

this way, the firm projects a contradictory vision, simultaneously national and global. This 

vision serves to naturalize an ideological vision of the world, extending it to the abstracted 

materiality of the web.  

When text appears in and around an image, the question becomes: “How do these labels and 

captions frame the image?” and “What do they prioritize?”. Google Maps uses bold text for the 

labels of several nation-states visible in the artefact, namely: Cuba, Dominican Republic, 

Guatemala, Mexico, Porto Rico, and—alphabetically last but by no means least—the United 

States.111 Other nations are not labeled on 4z, include the Bahamas, Belize, El Salvador, Haiti, 

                                                 
110  In much the same way, the body text of this thesis is rendered in ‘Liberation Serif’, a 
font that is metrically identical to Times New Roman. It is part of a suite of free and open-
source fonts designed to easily replace proprietary fonts. All the fonts in this thesis are draw 
from the ‘Liberation’ suite which are the default on the word-processor LibreOffice and are 
common on some Linux distributions.  
111  Labels for Canada and Nicaragua are visible on 4z, but not with the framing I used for 
Figure 6.4. On a 1920x1080 monitor several other Latin American nations are also visible, down 
to Brazil.  
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Honduras, and Jamaica, not to mention the colonial remnant and tax-haven, the Cayman 

Islands. National borders are represented by solid gray lines (see Chapter 7 for details). 

Google Maps depicts the majority of the US states as labeled with either their full name in 

capital letters, or by conventional initials, such as ‘VT’ for Vermont. For whatever reason, a 

number of states are not labeled at all, such as Arkansas, Colorado and Pennsylvania. The 

Map’s labelling system seems to prioritise states rather than cities. A number of cities are 

labeled, including four in Canada, three in Mexico, eight in the US, plus Guatemala City and 

Havana. The cities labelled inside the US are unevenly spread across the nation’s territory, with 

a notable concentration in the south, including two in California and three in Texas, which are 

the two most populous states in the US, and—after Alaska—geographically the largest. 

Perhaps more cities appear in the south because there is more room to write the label compared 

to the comparatively state-crowded north-east of the country. Two bodies of water, the Gulf of 

Mexico and California are labelled with their names written in italics. These labels on nations, 

states and cities again locate Figure 6.4 within the tradition of political maps, a cartographic 

stream that empathizes territory.  

Unlike many other political world maps, Google does not represent different nations with 

different colours. Rather, they choose to represent land with a small tonal range of mild colours 

that are reminiscent of a diluted version of the Map’s ‘satellite’ mode. To compare the 

compositional and conventional levels of the Map, these colours include a few shades of 

washed-out green: from a very mild green representing prairies, to a comparatively darker 

shade representing the US’s north-western temperate rainforests. A rather feeble yellow 

represents the Sonoran Desert, and some slightly grey-tinted blobs create a texture-like effect 

used to represent mountain ranges, such as the Sierra Madre Occidental. Along similar lines to 

most other political world maps, Google represent the Earth’s water with a pale, featureless 

blue. All in all, the colours of the land depicted in the artefact are very subdued and subordinate 

to other features.  

The water depicted in Figure 6.4 has a slight radial gradient running over the whole window, 

regardless of the terrain. The radial gradient begins around the Search box and gets subtlety 

darker further away that top-left position. This is more obvious in Figure 6.5 examined below. 

Curiously, many of the other artefacts I have examined in this thesis do not have the radial 

gradient running through their representation of water. Often, they represent water with a single 

colour: #B3D1FF (Figure 6.5). This colour code touches on the Map’s abstracted materiality. 

The code refers to a specific Red-Green-Blue (RGB) value, which represents the additive 

colour model used to display colours on monitors (color-hex, 2016). All the various colours 
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that appear in Google Maps are embedded within the website’s code and reproduced using 

RGB values.  

When discussing specific components of Google Maps, such as the colour palette, it must be 

noted that they would have been extensively and continually A/B tested to try and figure out 

which palettes people engaged with most. As with the previously cited ‘correct’ shade of blue 

discussion (Chapter 4.4.3), this kind of ‘data-driven’ experiments mostly likely prioritised 

engagement with advertisements as a key factor for determining which set of colours to go 

with. These experiments run in parallel with specialist opinion, with the aim of making the 

Map as readable and clear as possible (O'Beirne, 2010). The abstracted materiality of Google 

Maps enables it to change continually across time, as well as across devices or between 

particular people engaging the apparatus. These kinds of complexities are constitutive of the 

cybernetic Map itself.  

 
The choice of these three colours used by RGB is related to the biological structure of the 

human eye. For example, the code #B3D1FF causes a monitor’s liquid-crystal-display to emit 

a pale-blue light, which has a wavelength of around 490 nanometres. Light of this specific 

wavelength radiates into the pupils of a person and stimulates the light-sensitive photoreceptor 

cells of the retina. The specialized neurons that are most sensitive to short and medium 

wavelengths respond, converting the sliver of the electromagnetic spectrum into signals that 

the brain’s visual systems interpret by creating a representation of the visual world. The brain 

does not just ‘see’ the image like a disembodied observer, but rather it is experienced—it is 

interpreted phenomenologically by an embodied, social being. The code #B3D1FF is sent and 

received by machines, yet the meaning that it conveys to a human is far more complex. 

Meaning cannot be reduced to a machinic transfer model; rather it is always created through 

interpretation. Meaning-making is a subjective material process that is always social, 

reciprocal, hermeneutic and embedded in relationships and history (Williams, 1977, 166). So, 

 
Figure 6.5:  #B3D1FF 

#B3D1FF, or the colour of water according to Google Maps (color-hex, 2016). 
For technical notes, see http://www.color-hex.com/color/b3d1ff (10/10/2016) 
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when I look at #B3D1FF on a Google Map, for me to interpret is as referring to water—be it a 

boggy billabong, Baffin Bay or Byron Bay—I must actively create this meaning. That the same 

colour represents these vastly different places involves an abstraction process, whereby 

embodied experiences of water are abstracted away by the Map. This is a simplified description 

of how we are able to perceive the otherwise rather bland shade of blue that Google use to 

depict water.112 

6.3 Satellite Vision113 
Figure 6.6 has the same axis mundi centre as Figure 6.4, just two zooms out and with ‘satellite-

mode’ activated. It is a sister image to Figure 8.5, with exactly the same framing and centre, 

except with Map-mode selected. The most immediate difference between Figure 6.6 and 8.5 is 

the intensity of colour, with the Satellite version featuring far stronger and darker colours. 

Satellite-mode removes the labels from nation-states, yet their borders still feature prominently, 

represented by white lines to contrast against the image’s darker colours. The name ‘satellite-

mode’ implies that this image is sewn together from photographic images taken by satellites 

and, on this level of zoom, it is.114 However, these images have been significantly altered, 

manipulated and recombined to create the world-picture in Figure 6.6. This process of 

representation has greatly—and necessarily—distorted the image. It is wrong to think of this 

as simply a ‘satellite photo’ of the world as-it-really-is. In addition to the various cartographic 

distortions, such as the Mercator projection which will be discussed in Chapter 8.4, this artefact 

has a number of conspicuous silences, one of which can be summed up in a single word: clouds. 

In this representation of the earth, the entire atmosphere has been purged in favour of an un-

obscured view of the terrain. This is a relatively uncontroversial choice, common in much 

satellite imagery. Generally, atmospheric conditions are only included in meteorological maps, 

which can feature representations of clouds, air pressure, wind speed, and temperature.115 

                                                 
112  I am not suggesting that Google Maps should use a more vibrant colour blue, or represent 
water differently. Rather, I am interested in how they have represented it, how this connects 
with their historical condition and their ideological and ontological way of seeing the world. 
113  I presented a version of this at the 2013 People and the Planet, conference held at RMIT 
University, Melbourne; see (Ström, 2013). 
114  The phrase ‘on this level’ is used to suggest that Google Maps also uses aerial 
photographs taken by planes, not only satellites. 
115  This is a path yet to be taken by Google Maps, although it is not too far-fetched to 
imagine the cyber-capitalist firm projecting fleets of surveillance drones to hover above 
population centres, monitoring—among other things—meteorological information that could be 
streamed in real-time onto their maps. 
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In the same way that Google remove the atmosphere, they also remove the entire hydrosphere. 

Unlike Map-mode, which represents all water features in the pallid blue, satellite-mode 

represents some underwater geographic features, such as the Mid-Atlantic Ridge; part of the 

world’s longest mountain range at the boundary between the tectonic plates of Eurasia and the 

Americas. The ocean floor’s ridges, shelves and trenches are represented on outer levels of 

zoom by various shades of blue; from a light blue for the shallow Gulf of Thailand, to a bluish-

black representing the Mariana Trench, with its maximum known depth of almost 11km.  

Also on the hydrosphere, it is significant to note that while the Pacific Ocean is larger than all 

of Earth’s land areas combined; in Google Maps the world-ocean is reduced to a mere 8% of 

the total surface due to its use of the Mercator projection (Ström, 2011). I performed the 

calculations by taking an artefact from the Map at the outermost level of zoom with the Pacific 

in the centre, and then moving the artefact into an image-processing software. There, I selected 

the area of the Pacific Ocean and had the software count the number of pixels that I had 

selected. Then, I compared this number to the number of total pixels in the mapping area of the 

artefact, hence arriving at the figure of 8%.  

It is curious to note that the ocean’s surface appears blue to us because when the Sun’s white 

light enters a body of water, the red end of the spectrum is absorbed, while the blue end is 

reflected, thus enabling it to be visually perceived by nearby people. However, it should be 

 
Figure 6.6:  Google’s Satellite World 

Sister image to Artefact#8.2 which is in Map-mode. @37.0625,-95.677068,2z (2/6/2015) 
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noted that hardly any of the Sun’s light penetrates below 200m and none at all beyond 1km. 

Then, considering that the Earth’s oceans have an average depth of over 4km, the vast mass of 

the ocean is therefore dark. So Google’s satellite-mode purges the sky, purges the ocean and 

then paints the sea-floor to resemble the surface. The reasons for these choices are principally 

a matter of visual aesthetic. The blue sea-floor landscape is a choice made by surface-dwellers 

with preconceived ideas about what the Earth should look like. These kinds of visual aesthetic 

decisions are profoundly imaginary and cultural, and are a part of the inescapable subjective 

framing that is intrinsic in any map.  

There are other examples of aesthetic and ideological choices that Google have made in their 

representation, notably the removal of all of the Earth’s great temporal cycles.116 The planet is 

represented as being illuminated by perpetual summer; there are no seasonal or hemispheric 

variations that appear in this evergreen world. Siberia and Terra del Fuego, the Andes and the 

Alps are represented as being without their wintery coats of snow; perhaps showing an aesthetic 

preference for a more ‘globally warmed’ world. Google’s static flat world also has no tides; 

the vast amount of water that the Moon drags around the planet is entirely absent from the Map. 

Curiously, the word ‘tide’ has the same etymological root as ‘time’, and by banishing the 

oceanic rhythm—which was arguably a key factor in the evolution of life on Earth—the Map 

also banishes natural time. This removal of natural time is perhaps most conspicuous in the 

Map’s total absence of night: the sun never sets on Google’s empire.  

Jeremy Black notes that maps routinely depict the landscape as bombarded by an omnipresent 

‘daylight’. Light, which is crucial to the making of spaces, is largely irrelevant in maps (1997, 

11). It does make an appearance in Google Maps, where it is used to emphasize undulations in 

landscapes. Consider the example of the fjords in Norway (Figure 6.7 and 6.8). These glacial 

inlets—which give a “lovely baroque feel to a continent”, to use the description offered by 

Slartibartfast, the planet designer in The Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy (Adams, 1978)—are 

shaded by a light source emanating from the top left-hand corner of the apparatus, perhaps the 

Google Search box. This shading effect is even more pronounced if one activates the Map’s 

‘terrain-mode’, such as in Figure 6.8. This imagined lighting even extends underwater with, 

for example, the Mid-Atlantic Ridge displayed with the same imagined light source. This 

shading represents a visual technique that attempts to give the image a depth that it cannot 

possess.  

                                                 
116  On the far outer levels of zoom Google Earth currently shows the day and night, the tilt 
of the planet and current cloud formations. As soon as one zooms in a little, these are banished, 
but on its most planetary level they are present—see Figure 7.25.  
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To reiterate, I am not suggesting that Google could or should include all of these features (tides 

etc.) in its Map. I am not blaming cartographers for failing to map the unmappable, and there 

are plainly limits to the modern cartographic form and what it can depict (Black, 1997, 74). 

Also, as noted in Chapter 8, the conventions that Google employ all have long histories unto 

themselves, and are widely adopted elsewhere. Indeed, the other major online maps—like 

Apple Maps and the far less hegemonic OpenStreetMaps—employ almost the same suite of 

representational techniques. Rather, I am interested in how Google represents the Earth and 

how that particular and partial representation can be interpreted to reveal aspects of the 

dominant practices. Then, considering Google’s unprecedented audience and the breadth of 

possible engagement, I am interested in how they represent the world and the implications of 

that representation. This contributes to developing the argument of the thesis that Google’s 

cybernetic world-picture represents an ideological vision, and it is bound up with the extension 

of abstracted forms of engagement with the world.  

 

 

 

Figure 6.7: The Lighting of the Fjords, Maps 
@61.8351148,5.7634044,11z [19/12/2016] 

Figure 6.8: The Lighting of the Fjords, Terrain 
@61.8351148,5.7634044,11z [19/12/2016] 
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6.4  Antipode Interface 

 

Whenever a pole is created, like Google Map’s axis mundi, an antipode is also brought into 

being. In this case, the Map’s default antipode is located deep within the Indian Ocean. The 

exit point of the Google axis mundi, captured in Figure 6.9 is perhaps even less inspiring than 

the axis’ entry point in the paddock above Coffeyville Country Club. The greatest of the zoom 

levels going along the antipode axis feature nothing but #B3D1FF (or a radial gradient variation 

on that theme). I will use this featureless antipode image below as an opportunity to analyse 

Google Map’s ‘graphical user interface’ (GUI), which consists of a number of symbolic 

handles that allow a person to interact with the software. Florian Cramer and Matthew Fuller 

note:  

The term ‘interface’ appears to have been borrowed from chemistry, where it means 

‘a surface forming a common boundary of two bodies, spaces, phases’. In computing, 

interfaces link software and hardware to each other and to their human users or other 

sources of data (2008, 149-53).  

GUI’s enable people to interact with software at the level of the visual through a textual-spatial 

structure of buttons and menus. Behind the finely-tuned façade of the GUI lies the esoteric 

 
Figure 6.9:  Google’s Antipode 

@-37.0625,84.3229444,17z (2/6/2015)
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domain of machine language (Chapter 5). These layers of code, which are constitutive of the 

software itself, exist on different levels of abstraction and this complexity has been overlaid by 

the GUI that grants an organizing power over the software. This process of abstraction is true 

of all software that feature GUIs. In this section, I conduct an iconological analysis of Figure 

6.9, an investigation into the textual-spatial structuring of the Map’s GUI and its various 

devices that enable people unversed in machine code to interface with the apparatus.  

Before getting into any specific analysis of the various components of this artefact, it is 

significant to look at the spatial organization of the interface as a whole and notice the effect it 

produces. The Map’s interface is reminiscent of Google’s iconic homepage: stark, minimalistic 

and branded: for instance, Search, ‘Sign in’, Terms and Conditions all occupy similar positions 

in the GUI. Assuming an adequate Internet connection, Google Maps loads quickly, employing 

quick animation effects, before settling into a still-image. The only ongoing movement is the 

pulse-like blinking of the text curser in the empty Search box, waiting with indefinite machinic 

patience for someone to accept the invitation and type a query. All the interface objects are 

located around the outside of the page, not in a border, but over the Map itself, which takes 

centre stage. Drawing on the tradition of ‘user-friendliness’ and minimalist design aesthetics, 

the GUI seems to be trying to impart a sense of rationalized efficiency.  

The famous Google Search box is located in the upper left-hand corner of the reproduced 

image.117 The box, along with some of the other interface objects, have a slight shadow-effect 

projecting from them in an effort to make them stand out more from the background. The white 

Search box contains the antipode’s coordinates that I used to find this image. Next to them is 

an ‘X’, which if clicked, will clear the box in order to make way for a new Search term. Next 

to the input box is Google’s Search button, common across all the firm’s services. This icon is 

a button—rendered in Google’s signature blue, the ‘correct shade’ according to the firm’s 

scientism (Chapter 4, Claim 3 ‘Objective science can be apolitically applied to the social 

sphere’)—which is represented with a simplified symbol of a magnifying glass. Curiously, this 

feature of the GUI is a combination of two pre-digital relics.  

Firstly, the Search button recalls the direct, tactile connection one feels when pressing a button 

on an analogue device. Søren Pold observes that software does away with the mechanical 

functionality of buttons—such as the button that physically pushed an audio cassette into a tape 

                                                 
117  Google defaults to this layout, however it is not the only option. Using Google Maps in 
Arabic can cause the entire interface to be flipped horizontally: www.google.ae/maps/ 
@24.3865481,54.5599079,10z 
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head—and yet the button remains to signify the same stable denotation of mechanical 

trustworthiness (in Fuller, 2008, 32). When Google’s Search button is clicked, the blue 

rectangle’s colour changes, with a pseudo-shadow appearing momentarily around its edges, 

thus creating the illusion of it being a tactile button that had been physically pressed thereby 

altering the lighting on its surface. In this way, the designers have sort to recombine the 

subjective experience of pressing a button with a digit—as in a finger on a human hand—

within the abstracted materiality of a computing-machine. In GUI, buttons serve to disguise 

how alien computer systems are to our embodied modes of understanding, abstracting away 

from the domain of machine language, with its formal, arbitrary, logical functions, and 

covering it with an interface mask that seeks to add a veneer of embodied familiarity. Pold 

notes the abstraction inherent in this form:  

Buttons have an unmistakably ‘trigger happy’ feel to them. They make the world feel 

controllable, accessible, and conquerable, providing ‘Information at your fingertips’ 

as the slogan goes, or, more broadly, the reduction of society, culture, knowledge, its 

complexities, countless mediations, and transformations to a ‘double-click’ 

information society, where everything becomes packaged in manageable and 

functional scripts activated by buttons offering easy rewards. From this perspective, 

the interface button becomes an emblem of our strong desire to handle the 

increasingly complex issues of our societies by efficient technical means—what one 

may call the ‘buttonisation’ of culture, in which our reality becomes clickable (in 

Fuller, 2008, 35).  

The button simulation is an algorithmic effect, triggered by a specific click of an analogue 

button on a mouse—part of the computer’s interface. Taking its name from the small mammal 

of the order of Rodentia, this Pentagon-invented device detects two-dimensional movements 

relative to a surface, translating them into the motion of a pointer represented on a monitor as 

part of a GUI. The mouse—and/or keyboard, touchscreen, etc.—acts as a cybernetic interface 

between human and machine by translating our embodied muscular-skeletal movement into 

digital data capable of being encoded by software. To operate a mouse, we first have to embed 

the tool into our phenomenological self-model, thus treating the pointer on the screen—by way 

of the mouse—as an extension of our body. Metzinger notes, “You can engage in goal-directed 

and intelligent tool use only if your brain temporarily represents the tools as part of your self” 

(2009, 79). This is to say that a person must enter into a cybernetic relationship with a machine 

in order to engage with it. While speculative, this suggestion reinforces my point that the simple 

act of clicking a button is bound up in layers of subjective material practice and abstraction.  
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The second pre-digital relic that the Search button recombines is the magnifying glass. This is 

a type of convex lens, mounted in a frame with a handle that was possibly invented by the 13th 

Century philosopher and Franciscan friar Roger Bacon. His study of optics largely drew on the 

11th Century Arabic scientist Ibn Al-Haytham (often Latinized as ‘Alhazen’), an influential 

Muslim polymath who was sometimes honoured in medieval Europe with the title ‘Ptolemy 

the Second’. Aided by this optical machine, the study of optics eventually led to the 

development of the microscope and telescope, two technologies that became bundled up with 

various paradigm shifts that changed the way the world is constituted, in terms of both 

understanding and organization. The magnifying glass has since become an icon of inquiry, 

specifically the technologically abstracted scientific mode of inquiry. The use of this symbol 

by Google taps into the imaginary of this abstraction-apparatus.  

The Search button is one of 25 ‘clickable’ objects that make up the Google Maps GUI. Beneath 

the expanded Search box are a few clickable prompts, such as ‘Search nearby’; ‘hotels’ and 

‘restaurants’. With this specific example, none of these offer any results, just the note: “We 

could not find restaurants”. This is clearly because the Google Antipode is a long way from 

anywhere: almost 3,000km from Perth in Western Australia, almost 5,000km from the bottom 

of Sri Lanka, 4,000km from Madagascar, and over 3,000km from Antarctica.118 Likewise, the 

‘Directions’ button is not very useful here, with Google offering the automated apologetic 

sentence: “Sorry, we could not calculate directions from ‘Indian Ocean’ to ‘Coffeyville 

Country Club’” (see 8.7). 

Other parts of the Google Maps interface include the prominent ‘Sign in’ button, which seems 

to be asking a person to connect their engagements with the Map with Google’s other services, 

thus feeding more data back into the corporation’s surveillance engines. Just to the left of the 

‘Sign in’ button are nine small black boxes which act as one icon. When clicked, these open 

up a small sub-window with nine icons that link to Google’s other popular services, namely: 

Google+, Search, YouTube, Maps, Play, News, Gmail, Drive and Calendar. Beneath this lies 

a button promising ‘More’, which when clicked calls up another set of icons: Google Translate, 

Books, Wallet, Shopping, Blogger, Finance, Photos, and Docs. The second window concludes 

with ‘Even more from Google’, which links to another URL featuring the full range of the 

corporation’s products.119 By embedding these links to Google’s other faces, the hydra-like 

                                                 
118  At 602km away, the nearest landmass is the tiny Île Amsterdam, a French territory with 
approximately 30 non-permanent inhabitants who work there in a research station. 
119  See: http://www.google.com/intl/en/about/products/ 
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company is allowing people to quickly and easily move between their services, thus keeping 

them within their proprietorial domain, hence in full view of its own surveillance engines, and 

safely insulated from competitors.  

Another cluster of buttons is located in the bottom right-hand corner of Figure 6.9. These 

include a crosshairs symbol, with a target-like circle in the middle. To anyone familiar with the 

clichés of action movies, crosshairs immediately suggests the telescopic sight of a gun. This is 

an evocative symbol which has the effect of creating a hunter/hunted split, empowering one 

and threatening another. Likewise, a target is the object that a sharpshooter uses to test the 

accuracy of a projectile weapon. Crosshairs are also connected with surveying and astronomy, 

perhaps subtly tapping into a legacy of technological precision. Clicking on this crosshairs 

button causes the target to flash and my browser asks me: “Would you like to share your 

location with www.google.com?” Accepting this means allowing what Mozilla calls ‘Location-

Aware Browsing’, which enables a website to know where one is located, thus allowing it to 

present more ‘locally relevant information’. Clicking this button has the effect of putting 

oneself more squarely into the sights of Google’s surveillance engines. Notably, when using 

Google Maps on a mobile-device, the apparatus defaults to locking onto the person. This is 

because locally targeted advertisements, particularly on mobile-devices, are a significant 

source of revenue for Google. As the co-founders wrote ten years ago:  

Locally targeted advertising is another important area for us to grow both in revenue 

and relevance […] We continue to make significant progress on this challenging but 

exceptionally worthwhile problem. Sergey and I spend an action-packed hour nearly 

every week reviewing the noteworthy changes to the ads system (Page and Brin, 

2007).  

The image of these multi-billionares weekly reviewing the new ways that their Google 

engineers propose to further monetarize their audience is curious.120 This ‘action-packed’ 

image has the effect of reinforcing the cybernetic capitalist firm as simultaneously a huge, 

monopolistic, surveillance-fuelled, labour-appropriating apparatus; and also as a playful, fun, 

boy-next-door kind of an organization, where the co-founders invite us to see the process as 

personal and individualised; a kind of extended dorm room fantasy.  

                                                 
120  This practice has likely ceased in the ten years since the quote was issued. Both Page 
and Brin have moved into more abstracted roles and the company has expanded significantly. 
Nevertheless, it shows how they consciously represent the firm’s practices to the world. 
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Below the crosshairs symbol are the zoom buttons, represented by + and – symbols. Despite 

ancient origins of mathematics, these symbols are relatively recent. German mathematician 

Johannes Widmann was arguably the first to use the symbols + and – in 1498, in reference to 

business matters of calculating surplus and deficit (Mazur, 2014, 168). In this way, these 

symbolic forms emerged with the early merchant-capitalism, which was ascending at that time 

(Arrighi, 2010). Once mathematical symbols such as + and – (and others, e.g., =, ×, ∞, √, ÷ and 

½), came into common usage, they brought an illuminating efficiency that allowed an 

increasing abstraction; this helped the minds of mathematicians “to transcend the ambiguities 

and misinterpretations dragged along by written words in natural language. It permits the mind 

to lift particular statements to their general form” (Mazur, 2014, 16).  

In his 1930 book, Number: The Language of Science, the mathematician Tobias Dantzig said 

that mathematical symbols came to “liberate algebra from the slavery of the word” (cited in 

Mazur, 2014, 103). This comment echoes Jeremy Bentham’s ‘tyranny of sounds’ argument, 

with its contempt for the multiplicity of meaning inherent in interpretation and representation, 

in favour of utilitarian simplifications. This shift towards mathematics as a visual language 

enabled rapid developments in the field of inquiry, yet despite its celebrants’ praises, this 

abstraction came with several trade-offs. Jacob Klein argued that mathematics’ ‘liberation’ 

from the word meant that its symbolic code became more unintelligible to the uninitiated, hence 

reinforcing a schism between general and mathematical knowledge (1992). 

Be that as it may, the rise of these formalized systems can be seen as part of the intensifying 

ontological abstraction occurring across history, intensifying under conditions of capitalist 

modernity and then again under its cybernetic evolution (Chapter 9). These symbols affect 

Google Maps via two routes: firstly, from behind the GUI where they exist as integral parts of 

the formalized systems of code that make-up the software’s abstracted materiality. Secondly, 

in a far less formalized way, the symbols + and – are visually present in the GUI where they 

are used to denote buttons that operate the Map’s level of zoom, such as is shown in Appendix 

A. These little symbols link the Map to the larger process of abstraction evident in modern 

thought.  

The bottom right-hand corner of Figure 6.9 is the symbol of a cogwheel—which opens the 

options menu, including history and Search settings—and next to it is a question mark inside 

of a speech bubble, which opens a window where one can report a data problem, give feedback 

and get help. These two small, dark-grey symbols have an enormous cultural history whose 
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origins I shall fleetingly evoke. The oldest remaining cogwheels—the rotating machine part 

where the ‘teeth’ of one wheel mesh with another in order to transmit torque—date from the 

4th Century BCE in China (Price, 2009). The question mark as a symbol is often attributed to 

Saint Alcuin of York, an 8th Century ecclesial scholar who became one of Charlemagne’s 

advisors (OED, 2015). Finally, the earliest traces of speech bubbles are found in the wispy lines 

that connected speech to the mouths of speakers in Mesoamerican art from as early as 650 BCE 

(Hull, 2003). Chinese gears, Maya art and an English Saint—these iconically rich symbols are 

employed by the tech-giant, weaving them into their Map’s interface. This is yet another 

example of how Google Maps is riddled with relics, a cybernetic palimpsest layered by 

recombinant global capitalism. Indeed, it is reminiscent of a quote by Edward Said: “partly 

because of empire, all cultures are involved in one another; none is single and pure, all are 

hybrid, heterogeneous, extra-ordinarily differentiated and unmonolithic” (1994, xxix). 

Next to the cogwheel is ‘Pegman’, a faceless, yellow character who can be dragged around by 

the head with a mouse pointer. When dragged-and-dropped appropriately, Pegman is the way 

to enter into Google’s ‘StreetView’ mode, discussed elsewhere (Chapter 8.9). As his name 

suggests, the anthropomorphic character is male—the ‘neutral’ option within a patriarchy. 

Pegman has since become a conscious icon of Google Maps—“an ambassador for the brand” 

—with various cutesy characterizations being produced (Figure 6.10). 

Figure 6.10: The Faceless Faces of Pegman. 
Original on the left, (Google, 2015b).  

Next to Pegman are three tiny photographs and two up-side-down V symbols; a kind of double 

chevron that is not unlike the rank insignia for a US Army Corporal. Hovering over this icon 

displays the message: ‘Show imagery’. A click will bring up a bar across the bottom of the 

screen which features a selection of geo-tagged photographs taken by people and uploaded to 

the Map. The photo reproduced in Figure 6.1 was found via this part of the Map. This is an 

example of how people can actively engage with Google Maps by contributing content to the 

website; or put differently, it is an example of how the cyber-capitalist firm appropriates unpaid 

labour (Chapter 5.3.2).  
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Below these icons is a thin row of text, beginning with the copyright protection: ‘Map data 

©2015’. In addition to crediting themselves, Google often acknowledges other companies. For 

instance, on the Map of Tokyo, Google credits the Japanese cartographic company Zenrin for 

providing mapping data. The tiny ‘©’ symbol has quite a bit of iconological weight behind it 

too. First introduced into the USA in 1954 via an amendment to the Copyright Act of 1909, 

this symbol ties the apparatus to the global regime of intellectual property rights (GPO, 2017, 

1032). The exclusive possession of abstracted material has long been a central part of 

capitalism’s ownership and control structure. By granting monopoly ownership rights over 

something abstract—like an idea, or in this case, cybernetic mapping data—copyright enables 

the exclusionary exploitation of this abstraction for profit-making purposes.  

Next to the copyright runs another set of hyperlinks: 1) ‘Lite mode’, 2) ‘Terms’, 3) ‘Privacy’, 

and 4) ‘Report and Problem’. The first, is a stripped back version of the Map made for slow 

Internet connections and/or low-processing power on a computing-machine attempting to 

access the apparatus. The fourth allows non-employees to point out errors in the Map for 

review, hence adding to the apparatus’ accuracy. The second and third small text hyperlinks 

connect to the Google Maps/Google Earth Additional Terms of Service agreement (Google, 

2015a). This is one of four agreements that one must agree to in order to use the Map, the 

others, embedded within this, include the Google Terms of Service, Google Maps/Earth Legal 

Notices, and the Google Privacy Policy. All of these documents are spread across various web 

pages, with numerous hyperlinks to additional related material, with a note from the firm 

stating: “We may modify these terms or any additional terms that apply to a Service to, for 

example, reflect changes to the law or changes to our Services. You should look at the terms 

regularly”. Considering the ineffectiveness of these kinds of legalities, it is tempting to interpret 

this comment from Google as cynical. Research has shown that reading all the privacy policies 

that an average person surfing the web de facto agrees to would take around 250 working hours 

every year (McDonald and Cranor, 2008). The authors of this research went on to conclude 

that if Americans actually read the online privacy policies they agree to, then the estimated 

value of time lost would be around $781 billion annually. Furthermore, this study only looked 

at privacy agreements on websites, not ‘terms and conditions’ which are even more pervasive, 

accompanying most pieces of software. The practical impossibility of reading these 

cumbersome, onerous legalities and the meaningless ease of simply clicking them away with 

an ‘agree’ button, points towards a deep bureaucratic abyss within cybernetic capitalism that 

deserves to be labelled Kafkaesque.  
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Next to these hyperlinks in the bottom right-hand corner of Figure 6.9 is a little line indicating 

the Map’s scale. In the case of the antipode artefact, the scale is marked at 200 ft. This is 

revealing, as Google Maps defaults to the US version of the imperial system of measurement, 

rather than the more universal—and universalizing—metric system. After 200 years, the 

uneven process of metrification has swept the globe, with all nations using the system, with the 

notable exemption of the USA, Liberia and Myanmar. The bottom-left corner has a button 

labelled ‘Satellite’ which features a tiny preview of the mode’s imagery of whatever the Map 

is focusing on.  

Finally, while not an interactive part of the interface, Google’s brand name is a fundamentally 

important part of the image. A small version of its logo can be seen in the bottom-centre of the 

Map, burned onto it with an algorithmic branding iron. Figure 6.9 shows a version of Google’s 

logo in grey font with a slightly bright outline to help it stand out from the background. Shortly 

after capturing this artefact, Google changed its logo in the most significant way since 1999 

(Figures 6.11 and 6.12). Taking the same six letters and four ‘fun’ colours, Google now render 

their name in a custom-designed font they call ‘Product Sans’ (Cook et al., 2015). As its name 

suggests, this font is designed for official company products, and thus it is a proprietary font. 

The firm states: “Google offers many fonts on open source terms. Product Sans is not one of 

them” (Google, 2016e). This font is modeled closely on the extremely geometric and 

mathematically precise font ‘Futura,’ which was designed by Paul Renner in 1927. Futura 

became one of the most influential fonts of the 20th century, with examples of it being found 

on the commemorative plaque left on the Moon in 1969, filling the pages of fifty years of IKEA 

catalogues, and in the ending credits of a number of Stanley Kubrick films (Guardian, 2009).  

Figure 6.11: The Logo of GoogleTM, 1999 Figure 6.12: The Logo of GoogleTM, 2015

The logo on the left was unveiled on the 31st of May, 1999 and, despite several 
superficial changes, it remained essentially the same until the 31st of August, 2015, when 
it was replaced by the new san serif logo depicted on the right. 

 

This licensing of letters takes the discussion back to the political economy of fonts. As noted 

above, Helvetica was formed specifically for the mid-20th Century mechanical reproduction of 

print, and Arial became a version of it designed to avoid licensing fees, but also to bridge the 

gap between screen and paper without disrupting formatting. Like Helvetica, Futura was 
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designed in the age of mechanical reproduction, and transitioned onto the screen thereafter. 

Product Sans takes the stark aesthetic of Futura and alters it enough to get around the licensing 

fee and for Google to put their own proprietorial claim on it. In addition, having the font 

fortified by intellectual property rights keeps it out of the hands of satirists seeking to disrupt 

the cyber-capitalist firm. Yet, perhaps the strongest argument for it was a matter of materiality; 

Product Sans is made for the age of algorithmic reproduction.  

On the google.com homepage, the file containing their logo—affectionately called 

‘googlelogo_color_272x92dp.png’—is a minuscule 5,969 bytes (Figure 6.11). The old logo, 

reproduced above, was 8,490 bytes and looked considerably more pixelated (Figure 6.12). This 

difference in size means a difference in speed, with the new logo loading up that fraction of a 

second sooner. Also, its starker form is easier to read on a greater variety of screens, particularly 

tiny ones, which is increasingly relevant with the influx of mobile-devices. The new logo 

removes the shading, gradient and shadow of the old logo, sheering of a few bytes with each 

simplification. Product Sans also gets smaller by trimming off the letter’s serif flairs. Serif fonts 

have existed since words were carved into stone in Roman antiquity. It is speculated that the 

language’s written form co-evolved with the materiality in which it was embodied. Back then, 

words were typically painted onto stone tablet before a stone carver worked over the paint, 

following the brush-marks left behind. This had the effect of copying the brush’s flared stroke 

ends and corners which we now know as the ‘serif’ effect. Beginning in the 18th Century, sans 

serif fonts were a departure from centuries of written tradition, and their rise is closely related 

to the abstracting tendency of capitalist modernity, and the possibilities of mechanical 

reproduction of text.121 Centuries later again and Google’s dropping of serif from their font can 

be seen as part of this process of intensifying abstraction. This completes my brief iconological 

tour of the components of Google Map’s interface, in which I have sort to interpret some of the 

many icons embedded in the buttons that enable a person to interface with the apparatus.  

6.5  Conclusion 
This chapter has traced some of the visual features that make up the Google Maps’ 

representation of the world. Beginning with an inquiry into the centring effects of the apparatus, 

I noted its ability to serve up various national, city and mobile-device centred framings, with 

this relativizing augmentation contingent on the amount of surveillance data that the company 

can draw on. I looked in depth at the image of Google’s axis mundi, the Map’s default starting 

                                                 
121  OED notes that the label ‘serif’ and ‘sans-serif’ both emerged in the mid-19th Century. 
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place. Thereafter, I went over the apparatus’ interface, looking at the various buttons, boxes, 

fonts and symbols that are recombined in its abstracted materiality. I showed how the Map is 

the recombinant result of many features drawn from European cartography, 20th Century 

American computing traditions, along with a sprinkling of other iconological elements that can 

be traced to very diverse sources, and all of which are reorganized in the abstract material of 

the apparatus’ computing-machines. Being regularly engaged by a billion-plus people around 

the globe, Google Maps serves to naturalize a vision of the world in ways that reinforce the 

hegemony of cybernetic capitalism and naturalize this modern cartographic form. All of this is 

recombined with the Maps’ universalizing form which serves to naturalize a world-view that 

is broadly Western, and directed by a Silicon Valley tech-giant.  

Curiously, Google Maps is itself undergoing a process of increasing abstraction as it develops. 

This can be seen in several examples cited in this chapter, such as the company’s move to a 

new logo. This increased abstraction results, in part, from the company’s surveillance-engines, 

which function as cybernetic feedback loops that connect the corporation to its vast number of 

people who use it, and in part from many other developments that are occurring in the 

subjective material context of the early 21st Century. This shows how the tech-giant employs 

cybernetics to navigate its way through the world-historic system of accumulation and to 

bolster the hegemony of its social formation. The next chapter builds on the analysis in this 

chapter by turning to consider how Google Maps draws on and reworks the traditions of 

modern political mapping. This discussion looks at how the apparatus negotiates these 

cartographic traditions with respect to territory and geopolitical tensions.  
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Chapter 7:   
Cartography’s Political 

Projections 
 

  

 

Figure 7.1: The Border is Painted in Berlin, 1946, Getty Images 

This photo depicts a white line being painted onto Potsdamer Strasse, in down-town 
Berlin. A sign in the background reads ‘British Sector’ in English, German and Russian. 
Standing near the ruins of a bombed-out building, a group of people watch the border-
painter at work, while a determined-looking woman prepares to stride straight across the 
nascent white line 
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7.1  Introduction 
In formulating its vision of the world, Google Maps draws extensively on the modern 

cartographic form, and specifically a fold of this form known as ‘political mapping’ (Harley, 

2001, Wood, 1992, 2010).122 Emerging across capitalist modernity, this bundle of 

representational techniques came from the intersection of nation and state, empire and capital 

(Edney, 1997, Winichakul, 1994). Google has taken many of these dominant practices, and 

reconstituted them within the apparatus’ abstracted materiality. This has had the effect of 

technologically augmenting political cartography, of intensifying this representational frame 

and presenting it to an unprecedented number of people around the world. In so doing, this 

particular and partial—which is to say ideological—vision of the world is naturalized and 

legitimized, along with the historical conditions that brought it into being (see my 

conceptualization of ‘ideology’ in Section 3.3.1).  

An irony to be teased out in this chapter is the fact that as Google draws on political mapping, 

the company simultaneously attempts to hold itself above politics, claiming its own neutrality 

and objectivity. This is an ideological move, one that projects a depoliticizing vision of the 

world while simultaneously advancing the reproduction and augmentation of cybernetic 

capitalist hegemony. This chapter describes a number of political actions that Google takes, as 

well as the veil of scientism that its elite use to obscure and justify these power relations. To 

do this, I look at how Google depicts international borders, specifically focusing on disputed 

territories as it heightens the stakes of political mapping. In doing this, I analyse both visual 

artefacts drawn from the apparatus and also discourse drawn from Google’s policy documents 

that help to explain and justify why they do the things they do.123  

Considering the authority that both cartography and the techno-sciences are imagined as 

possessing, the way in which the apparatus represents the world has a great organizing power. 

This resulting abstraction has political power with consequences and implications that go well 

beyond the realms of representation. The abstracted view-from-above has long been used by 

militaries to aid in the rationalization of warfare. This second section of this chapter shows how 

Google participate in this subjective material process, tracing some of the connections between 

                                                 
122  Chapter 8 looks in more detail at the modern cartographic form and analyses some of the 
various components, conventions, and techniques that make it up. It is worth noting that the 
‘modern cartographic form’ and ‘political mapping’ are both broad bundles of cartographic 
techniques and are contested.  
123  Part of the material presented in this chapter was presented at the 2014 Asian Conference 
on Cultural Studies, in Osaka. It was later also published in the interdisciplinary journal, The 
IAFOR Academic Review (Ström, 2015). 
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the cybernetic capitalist firm and the industrial-military complex. Despite any depoliticizing 

rhetoric, collaborating with American military-intelligence agencies is a decidedly political 

practice. The final part of the chapter turns from the ideological to the ontological in 

considering the downward gaze and the way of seeing that is promoted by this abstracted 

practice. 

7.2   Political Mapping 
Across capitalist modernity, a belief has been fostered that maps can present the world as-it-is, 

free from distortion or bias. This is a profoundly ideological belief, and one which can serve to 

abstract representations of space and to naturalize or depoliticize a specific world order 

(Harley, 2001). One sweeping formulation of this claim was uttered by a member of the Google 

elite, Andrew McLaughlin. He began his career as a lawyer turned tech-entrepreneur, and in 

2001 was dubbed a ‘Global Leader for Tomorrow’ at the World Economic Forum. With this 

establishment’s seal of approval, McLaughlin became Google’s Director of Public Policy 

between 2004 and 2009, before entering the White House as Deputy Chief Technology Officer 

of the United States.124 While at the tech-giant he claimed in an official post that some of 

Google Maps’ rules of representation had reached “the optimal combination of neutrality, 

objectivity, and legitimacy” (2008). This is a bold and unambiguous statement. It is also, as 

revealed over the course of this thesis, a false and misleading statement, mistaken in both theory 

and practice. 

A fuller interrogation requires a critical analysis of the context in which the claim assumes 

meaning, and the set of cultural beliefs that it articulates. McLaughlin’s claim is intimately 

connected with the trajectory of modern cartography, the scientific endeavour’s quantifying 

quest, the triumph of global capitalism, the rule of experts and a belief in the apolitical nature 

of technology (Bogen, 2016). This ideological context, described in Chapter 4, should be kept 

in mind in the following discussion about borders.  

National frontiers are depicted on all of Google Map’s levels of zoom. These lines that divide 

the world into self-contained nation-states are complex phenomena. Borders are multifaceted 

social institutions that exist as symbols on a map; as the contents of various historic treaties 

and legal documents; and as physical places on the Earth. This combination of the imagined 

                                                 
124  In addition to Google and the Obama administration, McLaughlin can boast holding posts 
at Ivy League universities, being the CEO of multiple web start-ups and of being a board member 
of various influential think-tanks and development-industry organizations. All these credentials 
add up to make him a prime representative of the ‘revolving door’ phenomenon. 
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and concrete, the abstract and the lived, make borders an excellent example of what I call 

subjective material formations (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2013). Some of these tensions are 

visually captured in a fateful photograph taken in 1946 (Figure 7.1). It depicts a white line 

being painted onto Potsdamer Strasse, in down-town Berlin, before a sign reading ‘British 

Sector’ in English, German and Russian. Standing near the ruins of a bombed-out building, a 

group of people watch the border-painter at work, while a determined-looking woman prepares 

to stride straight across the nascent white line (Mitchell, 2015, 166-7).  

As the artefacts featured in Table 7.1 suggests, there is vast complexity and diversity in 

contemporary political borders, and the patterns of inclusion and exclusion that they represent. 

Telling the story of how these subjective material lines came to be in the current particular 

pattern of political geometry would require a detailed history of geography and empire, state-

making and negotiation, conquest and war. In short, telling this story would require nothing 

less than a history of the world.125 The important thing to emphasize here is the role that maps 

have played in the creation, legitimization and naturalization of borders (Black, 1997, 121-46). 

Historically there are many examples of this happening. For instance, when the kingdoms of 

Transjordan, Iraq and Hejaz were fabricated out of the ruins of the Ottoman Empire by the 

League of Nations and the British Empire (Figure 7.2), one commentator wrote in National 

Geographic in 1923:  

When the leaders of the powers which rule the world sit in council it seems quite easy 

to create new kingdoms. Take a river, a mountain range, a few pencil lines and 

different shades of ink on the map, and the task in accomplished—so far as the 

statesmen are concerned. New maps are printed and school children are studying them 

before the people of the country itself realize what has happened (in Edney, 2009, 

38). 

Maps functioning in this manner are not merely a matter of the past; rather, to use the Juice 

Media’s slogan, “history is happening”, as is emphasized in the below discussion. Like the 

maps used to carve up the Middle East, Google Maps draws heavily from the conventions of 

modern political cartography. In this sense, maps can be seen as being bound up with the 

power/knowledge complex that Michel Foucault highlighted, with these social constructions 

being connected to forms of social control (Foucault, 1980). This convention of forces arose 

                                                 
125  Animated maps can give a sense of this complexity. This example looks at the shifting 
patterns of borders in Europe between 1000-2000CE: 
 www.youtube.com/watch?v=26GpAc4NdQ8 
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from the tendency towards abstraction in capitalist modernity, where cartographers—at least 

in their capacity of being map-makers—moved towards imagining all the places across the 

entire Earth as being equivalent.126 “This level of organization,” according to David Turnbull, 

“is only possible when the state, science and cartography become integrated” (1996, 19). This 

integration is notably incomplete without ‘capital’, which Turnbull neglected to mention. As 

Mezzadra and Neilson have noted: “The appropriation of space that lies at the core of modern 

mapping replicates the appropriation of the commons that establishes private property as well 

as the colonial conquest with its global geography of genocide and extraction” (2013, 35).  

The processes of state-science and carto-capital integration began unevenly after the Peace of 

Westphalia and the new regime of sovereign states. Under the ‘Sun King’ Louis XIV, in France 

an inter-generational cartographic project began in the 1660s (Brotton, 2012, 294-336). Four 

generations of the Cassini family worked to map the nation for the double purpose of improving 

military tactics and techniques of taxation. The map also granted an initially unforeseen benefit 

to commerce, enabling a rationalization of trade routes and increased spatial organization. 

Working as a kind of proto-public-private partnership, the Cassini cartographic dynasty 

presented their finished map in 1744. It was the first general map of a nation to be based on 

abstracted geodetic and topographical measurement, and would inspire the British Empire to 

commence their own cartographic projects on a global scale (Edney, 1997)(Figure 1.5). This 

enterprise was imbued with a deep ‘quantifying spirit’, belonging firmly to the project of 

rational mastery. As Jerry Brotton explained, it 

transformed the practice of mapmaking over the next 150 years into a verifiable 

science, pursuing a standardized, empirical and objective method that could (and 

would) be extended right around the world. The cartographer was now regarded as a 

disinterested engineer, capable of matching the map to the territory. Reduced to a 

series of geometrical triangles, the world became knowable and manageable (Brotton, 

2012, 333).   

 

                                                 
126  Space was imagined as equivalent in the sense that modern mapping uses the grid, 
triangulation and other techniques that profoundly abstract space, in order to represent it on a 
certain level. This is not to suggest that the various map-makers thought that all actually existing 
space was equivalent on all levels. For instance, cartography in service of mining is interested 
in areas where mineral deposits exist and ignores other aspects of space. To them, all space is 
not equivalent because of their interest—yet the representational form they use requires an 
equivalency of space on a level. Likewise, counter-hegemonic mapping may use the 
representational form of abstract space in order to draw attention to inequality, thus imagining 
space as equivalent in order to make a political point.  
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Table 7.1: Six Very Different Borders, 31/5/2016

 

Figure 7.2: Syria/Iraq 
Al-Qa’im border crossing between Syria and Iraq, on 
the Euphrates River, one of the major trade routes of 
the Middle East. The current position of the border 
was created from the ruins of the Ottoman Empire by 
the British Empire and the League of Nations 
following the Great War. Captured by Islamic State 
militants in June 2014, the border has been 
functionally non-existent since. This border is plainly 
contested, yet no dotted line represents it.  
@34.4123709,40.991006,11z 

Figure 7.3: France/Germany 
Border crossing at Strasbourg. This historically 
contested region has settled into its current position 
post-World War II. The 1985 Schengen Agreement 
began the process of removing border restrictions 
between participating European states. Now one can 
drive across the bridge connecting the two nation-
states without stopping or providing visa details. 
@48.5462829,7.7561598,10z 

 

Figure 7.4: North/South Korea 
The border between North and South Korea. The road, 
labelled ‘Pyongyang-Kaesong Highway’—known as 
the ‘Reunification Highway’ in the North—abruptly 
ends as it approaches the ‘Demilitarized Zone’. This 
250km long, 4km wide buffer zone that divides the 
Korean peninsula is by far the most heavily fortified 
border in the world. @37.9569707,126.6621879,14z  

Figure 7.5: Columbia/Brazil 
This frontier runs deep in the Amazon Rainforest. The 
straight line would be utterly unrecognizable on the 
ground. It is a relic from the Treaty of Tordesillas, a 
document drafted by Pope Alexander VI in 1494, 
which divided newly ‘discovered’ territory between 
Portuguese and Spanish empires. @-2.1303799,-
69.6172231,11z 

 

Figure 7.6: USA/Mexico 
The border at the El Paso/Ciudad Juárez crossing. 
Stretching 3,201 km—from ‘sea to shining sea’—this 
border is the most crossed frontier in the world, with 
an estimated 350 million legal crossings annually. It 
is also one of the most militarized. That this border 
solidified in a mid-19th Century colonial war makes 
the immigrant-activist slogan “we didn’t cross the 
border, the border crossed us” particularly pertinent. 
@31.7639227,-106.4541394,16z 

Figure 7.7: The Apex of the Golden Triangle 
The borders between between Thailand, Laos and 
Myanmar in the Mekong River at the maximum level 
of zoom. These straight lines meeting over the 
Mekong represent a state imposition of order over the 
ever-changing flow of a river. This “strong brown 
god”—to use T.S. Eliot’s description of a river 
(1968)—is rendered in a monochrome blue, trisected 
by state vectors. @20.3542341,100.0829381,21z  
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The convention of modern political maps was created within the tensions between the nation 

and the globe, or as James put it, these formations “were born during the same period out of 

the same processes” (2006, 232). These maps portrayed the world as composed of neat, self-

contained nation-states that float on flat, abstracted oceanic space. Geological space was 

fractured with frontiers, with prominently displayed political boarders weaving across these 

maps like the “the scars of history”, to use Diener and Hagen’s evocative phrase (2012, 71). 

As the most popular and wide-reaching map of all time, Google Maps plays an important role 

in the ongoing reproduction, negotiation and naturalization of particular formations of borders, 

and the particular world order they represent.  

7.2.1   Google’s Shifting Borders 
The artefacts in Table 7.1 show how the abstract geometry of power that is modern political 

mapping, along with the nation-state formations that they represent, has been globalized. This 

bundle of practices and formations often travelled with the forces of colonialism, as 

demonstrated by the work of Benedict Anderson (2006), Matthew Edney (1997), Thongchai 

Winichakul (1994) and many others. All of the above borders, and the Google depictions of 

them, are completely in line with the conventions of political cartography, thus drawing from 

and reinforcing this geographical vision (Chapter 8 looks in more detail at parts of the bundle 

of conventions and techniques that make up the modern cartographic form). 

Google’s depiction of frontiers gets more interesting when we look at disputed boarders and 

territories, as well as contested place-names. These borderlands not only raise the stakes 

politically, but they also reveal Google’s ideological claims and offer an insight into how the 

Map actively constructs subjectivity. Many of Google Map’s policies were put in place by their 

director of public policy, Bob Boorstin. Before moving to Google in 2006, his achievements 

include being President Clinton’s chief speech-writer at the National Security Council and a 

foreign-policy adviser to Robert Rubin (who went from Goldman Sachs to the US Treasury to 

Citibank and who starred as a protagonist in the 2008 Global Financial Crisis). After becoming 

part of the Google elite, Boorstin claimed that Google Maps “follow[s] a hierarchy of values 

to inform our depictions of geopolitically sensitive regions” (2009). Announcing the first of 

three tiers of Google’s ‘hierarchy of values’ he said: 

In all cases we work to represent the “ground truth” as accurately and neutrally as we 

can, in consistency with Google’s mission to organize the world’s information and 

make it universally accessible and useful (2009).  
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In the latter half of this statement, Boorstin quotes Google’s official mission statement, which 

I have previously described as an ideological statement par excellence. It connects Google 

Maps’ official policies with the broader ideological claims of cybernetic capitalism. The second 

tier of Google’s hierarchy of values is ‘authoritative references’, to which the company seems 

to have a somewhat ambiguous relation. In a policy post, Google claimed: “While no single 

authority has all the answers, when deciding how to depict sensitive place names and borders 

we use guidance from data providers that most accurately describe borders in treaties and other 

authoritative standards bodies like the United Nations” (Boorstin, 2009). In another post, 

Google state that the UN is “viewed by some as a politicized organization” (McLaughlin, 

2008). They do not specify who views the UN as a “politicized organization”, although it is 

clear from the framing that Google sees ‘politics’ as negative and use this depoliticized rhetoric 

to justify their rejection of UN conventions in favour of their own supposedly ‘neutral’ 

practices. 

In addition to Boorstin, another key figure in formulating Google Maps’ policies was Andrew 

McLaughlin, described above. During his time at the cyber-capitalist firm, McLaughlin played 

an important role in establishing the practices of Google Maps. The following analysis draws 

significant on two policy documents formulated by Boorstin (2009) and McLauchlin (2008). I 

am aware that these articles are now—considering the speed at which the terrain of cybernetic 

capitalism can shift—comparatively dated. Nevertheless, these two key documents are still 

insightful and worthy of detailed scrutiny, in part because these policies are still in place, but 

also because the authors went to some lengths to justify their decisions, and this expanded 

format can allow insights into the kinds of thinking that have produced Google’s policies. In 

more recent years, Google has taken to putting out very brief one or two sentence descriptions 

of their Map policies, without any embellishments or elaborations. For instance, in 2017 they 

simply state: “Country names, like Germany or Japan, are displayed directly on the map. 

Google Maps automatically shows place names in the same language that is set in your 

browser's settings” (Google, 2017e).127  

After rejecting the UN’s conventions, McLaughlin made a case for Google to also reject the 

conventions employed by respected organizations such as the Royal Geographical Society. He 

states that “these organizations exist only in a handful of large, rich economies, and many 

                                                 
127  This could be because Google Maps attracted controversy over their detailed 
explanations, with, for example, the comment section on McLauchlin’s post being used to protest 
Google’s stance on labelling the Persian Gulf (discussed below). 
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believe they do not represent the views and values of other parts of the world” (2008). With 

this strikingly unreflective statement, McLaughlin ignores the fact that Google is an extremely 

rich and powerful tech-giant based in Silicon Valley, USA. It also contradicts their previous 

claim, for whatever criticism one may have of the UN, parts of it (such as the United Nations 

Conference on Trade and Development) do actually attempt to represent the “views and values 

of other parts of the world” (albeit in a way that disproportionally reflects state interests and 

that is dominated by the Security Council). This is particularly so when compared to a cyber-

capitalist corporation. Essentially, this ‘authoritative references’ tier is a loose attempt to justify 

Google’s picking and choosing from various sources as they see fit.  

The third tier of Google’s hierarchy of values, ‘local expectation’, is the most curious aspect 

of their representation of borders (Boorstin, 2009). The abstracted materiality of Google Maps, 

in combination with their surveillance-engines, enable the company to tailor their Map to 

reflect the assumed opinion of the person accessing it. Cybernetic feedback loops between 

Google Maps and the people engaging with the apparatus allow the firm to literally change the 

Map depending who is looking at it. The prime reason the firm is so concerned with 

contextualising their Maps can be summed up in a word: advertising. As noted in Chapter 2, 

when people use Google Maps, they provide much data that the corporation can extract with 

their surveillance-engines. These digital traces of subjective actions are then sold to advertisers, 

with bids being placed to determine which ad should appear on which person’s customized 

Google Map, all in an effort to shape the person’s practice. Hence the cybernetic capitalist firm 

has a distinct interest in making their Maps as flexible as possible, as advertisements that have 

been tightly customized to a particular person fetch a higher price. The algorithmically 

mediated flexibility of Google Maps does indeed differ sharply from a rigid authoritative 

organization such as the Royal Geographical Society, and these differences become clear when 

one considers their very different motivations. Expanding Google’s advertising-customizing 

logic upwards, the firm has an interest in wanting to appear acceptable to people in various 

localities around the world. To this end, the company makes generalizations about the supposed 

opinions of an individual, language group or nation-state and they can then change their Map 

to reflect this. So, when Google Maps depicts national borders, the advertising-customization 

logic continues, and the company can change how they represent international frontiers. This 

process is based on feedback loops provided by surveillance-engines, hence this is a cybernetic 

process, not a mechanical one, and it strives to represent the world in a customized way.  
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An example concerning Google Maps’ ‘local expectation’ labelling system can be seen in the 

case of a small rocky outcrop partway between Japan and Korea which had the European name 

‘Liancourt Rocks’ imposed on it after the Liancourt, a French whaling ship, almost ran aground 

there in 1849. These rocks, and the surrounding waters, are a disputed territory, with both Japan 

and South Korea laying claim to the island. The, therefore, question is: on whose side of the 

border does it fall? Google Maps responds by saying that it depends who is asking. In Table 

7.2 below, Google.co.kr (with the .kr being the country code for South Korea), depicts the 

island labelled 독도, (Dokdo); whereas using the Japanese Google.co.jp, the rocks are labelled 

竹島, (Takeshima). This is not the simple case of translation between languages, for the 

different names represent competing ownership claims and thus projections of political power. 

What is more, the waters surrounding these islands are equally contentious. Google’s global-

American version and the Japanese version agree to call the body of water the ‘Sea of Japan’, 

whereas the Korean version labels it the ‘East Sea’.  

Another example of the labeling of a contested body of water can be found with the shallow 

inland sea stretching from the mouth of the Shatt al-Arab river—which carries the waters of 

the Tigris and Euphrates—to the strategically important Strait of Hormuz. This sea is usually 

called the Persian Gulf, with Google Map’s global-American version reflecting this labeling 

on the majority of their zoom levels. The Persian Gulf label comes into view at 4z, but then at 

7z ‘Arabian Gulf’ appears in brackets beneath it. Google’s Saudi version labels the sea the 

‘Gulf of Arabia’, and at no level of zoom does a bracketed ‘Persian Gulf’ appear beneath it. In 

2012 tensions flared in the Gulf, with Iran threatening to close the Straits and the US sending 

aircraft carriers to the area, amidst talk of Iran’s nuclear programme  (Bogen, 2016). During 

this tension, Iran said that it was considering taking legal action against Google for this 

mislabeling of the Persian Gulf. Ramin Mehmanparast, a spokesperson for Iran’s Foreign 

Ministry said: “Toying with modern technologies in political issues is among the new measures 

by the enemies against Iran, (and) in this regard, Google has been treated as a plaything” (in 

Levs, 2012).128 Parts of this controversy played out in the comment section of McLaughlin’s 

post, which was filled with many complaints about Google’s practices, including lines like 

“You’ve broken many Iranian hearts Google Earth!” (2008). 

  

                                                 
128  The accusation that US tech-companies were being used as part of American hegemony 
has been touched on previously in Chapter 4.4.4. 
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Table 7.2: ‘Liancourt Rocks’ Comparisons 
@37.2426647,131.8657427,16z (14/1/2014) 

 
Figure 7.8: Liancourt in Context, Google.com 

@38.2961198,133.6169427,5z (28/2/2017)
 

Figure 7.9: ‘Liancourt Rocks’, Google.com 

Figure 7.10: ‘Dokdo’ (독도), Google.co.kr 
 

Figure 7.11: ‘Takeshima’ (竹島), Google.co.jp 
 
Figure 7.8 shows the location of Liancourt Rocks and 7.9 shows a close-up on the Google.com 
version—the ‘global-American’ version where the island is labelled ‘Liancourt Rocks’. 7.10 and 
7.11 show searches conducted from Google’s Korean and Japanese faces respectively. The latter two 
show the island labelled first Dokdo and then Takeshima, with no reference to the contested nature 
of the island.  
 

 

Google applies the same principle with other disputed land territories. An example of this can 

be seen in the large area fought over in the 1962 Sino-India border dispute. Google.com depicts 

this disputed territory with dotted lines—presumably indicated ambiguity—but labels it with 

the Indian name Arunachal Pradesh, as opposed to its Chinese name, South Tibet. It is revealing 

to compare this with Google’s Chinese and Indian versions, as is show in Table 7.3. Likewise, 

Table 7.4 shows the Crimean Peninsula and the competing claims between Russia and Ukraine 

as reflected in Google’s global-American and Russian versions.  
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Table 7.3: Sino-Indian Border Comparison
@27.0435724,93.5014849,6z (15/5/2014) 

Figure 7.12: Sino-India Contested Border, 
Global-American, google.com 

 
 
 
Figure 7.12 shows the global-American Google 
Map of the region. The contested territory is 
labelled ‘Arunachal Pradesh’ and surrounded by 
a dotted line. Figure 7.13 is from Google Map’s 
Chinese version, and it shows a solid line 
representing the border at the bottom of ‘South 
Tibet’ (not labelled). Figure 7.14 shows the 
Indian version, with a solid line at the top of 
‘Arunachal Pradesh’ which is labelled as such.  

 
 

Figure 7.14: ‘Arunachal Pradesh’, Indian Google 
Maps, google.co.in/maps 

Figure 7.13: ‘South Tibet’, Chinese Google 
Maps ditu.google.cn/ 
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Table 7.4: The Crimean Peninsula [21/5/2014] 
@45.9344359,34.1856755,9z

 

Figure 7.15: Crimea, Ukraine? Google.com

 

Figure 7.16: Crimea, Russia, Google.ru 

The above artefacts were captured shortly after the Crimean Peninsula was annexed by Russia in the 
aftermath of the fall of corrupt Ukrainian President, Viktor Yanukovych in 2014. Google’s global-
American version captured in 7.15 represents the new border with a cautious dotted line, whereas the 
line on the Russian Google Maps captured in 7.16 is notably not dotted, leaving no ambiguity as to 
who controls the peninsular. Unfortunately for the sake of this argument, Google do not have a 
Ukrainian version of their Map to compare. 

 

Generally, Google strongly deprioritizes water on their Maps, not showing borders over bodies 

of water (except rivers). As a general rule, coastal states project an area of full sovereignty out 

onto their ‘territorial waters’, which extend 20 nautical miles from the shore. This is then 

complimented by a further possible ‘exclusive economic zone’ which extends out 200 nautical 

miles. Some nations lay claim to further areas, such as Australia, which was awarded the rights 

to over 2.5 million additional square kilometers of seabed. A 2008 UN commission granted 

this claim, pushing Australia’s territorial claim to the outer limit of the north-west continental 

shelf, giving it sovereign control over this area—five times the size of France—including the 

rights to what exists on and under the seabed, notably oil, gas and biological resources.  

One parallel but very different case can be seen in the contested South China Sea (Figure 7.17). 

In Google’s Chinese version, they depict the South China Sea as surrounded by a large broken 

line, apparently denoting the Middle Kingdom’s unambiguous ownership of these hotly 

contested and strategic waters. One-third of the world’s ships pass through this sea, and there 

are billions of barrels of oil and gas beneath its waters. Moreover, the line of ownership that 

Google grants China notably runs on the east of Taiwan, which is significantly not labelled as 

an independent country. In the case of Taiwan, Google Map’s Chinese version even goes so 
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far as to remove the labels of major state institutions, such as the Presidential Office in Taipei. 

The below figure shows the difference between Google’s Chinese and Taiwanese depiction of 

the Taipei Presidential Office Building, as show in Table 7.5.129 Such purposeful omissions are 

a form of overt political action, with Google engaging in this kind of action, presumably, in the 

interest of pandering to the Chinese government’s wishes, in the hope of getting at their 

lucrative internal market.  

 

 

Table 7.5: Downtown Taipei, Taiwan
@25.039859,121.5108443,17z (21/5/2014)

 
Figure 7.18: Presidential Office Building, 

google.com.tw 

 
Figure 7.19: Unsearchable and unlabelled 

structure, ditu.google.cn 

                                                 
129  This is caught up with Google’s sometimes strained, sometimes dubious relation with 
the Chinese government. For an uncritical account, see (Levy, 2011, pp.267-314). 

 
Figure 7.17: South China Sea, ditu.google.cn 
@14.6016767,115.7227034,5z, (7/11/2016) 
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7.2.2   Holy Lands and Map Wars 
Another illustrative example of the power of labelling can be found by typing ‘capital of Israel’ 

into Google Map’s Search box. This promptly leads to a representation of Jerusalem loading 

up (Figure 7.20). Google’s result is deeply problematic, for according to international law, 

Israel either: a) does not have a capital, or b) if it does, it is Tel Aviv. In 1947, a United Nations 

partition resolution stipulated that Jerusalem would be an international city administered by the 

UN.130 And yet this was not to be, with European Zionists seizing much of the city and historic 

Palestine, forcing more than 700,000 Palestinian Arabs to flee their homes, an event referred 

to by them as al-Nakbah, meaning ‘the catastrophe’ in Arabic. Jordan responded by moving in 

as well, occupying the West Bank, including East Jerusalem. An uneasy balance was held until 

the 1967 war when Israel annexed East Jerusalem and subjected the West Bank and Gaza to 

indefinite military occupation, apartheid conditions, the creeping colonialism of settlements, 

and conditions that have been described as a “slow-motion genocide” (Cook, 2010). Saree 

Makdisi describes Israel’s occupation as simultaneously militaristic and bureaucratic, with 

almost every aspect of the lives of ordinary Palestinians being hindered by layers of 

dehumanizing passes and permits that seek to subject them to a state of total control (2008). 

Indeed, the UN Human Rights Commission accused Israel of “grave breaches” of almost all 

the 149 articles of the Fourth Geneva Convention, which is supposed to regulate the treatment 

of civilians in war and under occupation; by breaching these conventions, the state of Israel is 

alleged to be guilty of war crimes (U.N, 2009). 

 

                                                 
130  See the UN’s Palestine background paper, 1949. 

 
Figure 7.20: The ‘Capital of Israel’ 

@31.7964453,35.1053191,12z, (6/1/2015)
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Israel’s 1967 annexation has never been recognised by international law. In fact, between 1968 

and 1980 a total of seven UN resolutions specifically address and condemn this illegal land 

seizure, all of which have been systematically defied by Israel.131 In 1980 the UN issued its 

sixth resolution, Res 476. Thirty days later: 

the Knesset defied the UN on a whole new level by enacting its “Jerusalem Law” 

which claimed Jerusalem as Israel’s undivided capital. Within three weeks, the 

Security Council passed Res 478 in response. It states that Israel’s action is “a 

violation of international law” and asked any member countries with their embassy 

in Jerusalem to move it to Tel Aviv, lest its location be construed as an endorsement 

of Israel’s military annexation. No dissenting votes; the US abstained. Israel 

continued to defy the resolutions (Suarez, 2013). 

Outside Israel, no other country formally recognizes Jerusalem as the capital; not even the 

United States. And yet Google have chosen to represent Jerusalem in this way, playing into the 

myth of the city as the “eternal, undivided capital of the Jewish people” (Suarez, 2013). 

Google’s decision, in effect, gives legitimacy to Israel’s military occupation.132 Plainly, the 

politics of Israel/Palestine is a hugely controversial subject, fraught with tensions. For the 

limited purposes of this thesis, I seek to raise this fraught example because it concisely reveals 

some of the politics inherent in Google Map’s representation of the world. Any attribution of 

Jerusalem’s political status—whether it be from a Zionist, pro-Palestinian or any other 

position—is a deeply political act, thus making Google’s attribution far from neutral. But 

Google goes further than this. The corporation’s decision to defy international law and 

represent Jerusalem as the undivided capital of Israel is plainly an intensely political decision—

although not one that stems from the ideology of cyber-capitalism in general. Rather, in this 

case, the United States’ historic support of Israel as a central part of its foreign policy in the 

Middle East influences Google’s decision, particularly considering how close the corporation 

has become to the US administration and its global projections of power (see Section 7.3 

below). This is an example of how cyber-capitalism is not the sole ideological determinate with 

respects to Google’s operations. Indeed, a curious contradiction can be detected here: If Google 

went all the way with its advertising-customizing logic then it could, for example, not show 

Jerusalem as the capital of Israel to people searching the Map in Arabic. Yet it does not do this, 

                                                 
131  UN resolutions: 1968 #252; 1969, #267, #271; 1971, #298; 1980 #465, #476, #478.  
132  In 2016 there were accusations that Palestine was ‘deleted from Google Maps’. The 
company responded by saying that they never labelled Palestine and that a bug was responsible 
for the deletion of ‘West Bank’ and ‘Gaza Strip’ from its Map (Dizard, 2016).  
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as I have verified through experiments using a VPN connection to Cairo, Google Map’s 

Egyptian version and an Arabic translation. Jerusalem is always the capital, even if this may 

alienate some of the audience. In this situation, it seems that US foreign policy has the ability 

to supersede the tech-giant’s commodifying logic.   

 

In 2012, the New York Times published an article with the provocative title: ‘The First Google 

Maps War’ (Jacobs, 2012). This article outlined a 2010 border dispute between Costa Rica and 

Nicaragua. This dispute began when Google depicted the Nicaraguan border a few square miles 

further south than the usually accepted international frontier. According to the New York Times 

article, a Nicaragua military commander explicitly cited Google Maps and took the opportunity 

to cross the mouth of Rio San Juan and land in Isla Portillos.  His expedition was soon followed 

by 50 soldiers. Costa Rica protested and responded by sending 70 police officers into the 

area.133 These tensions were not just the result of Google, however; the roots of this territorial 

dispute go back to the mid-19th Century. While negotiations prevented a further escalation, this 

episode captures the tangled histories and power relations that can make demarcating borders 

on a map a murky process (Jacobs, 2012).  

This incident was trickier than Jacobs’ article suggested. For according to Miriam Bogen, it 

later became apparent that the Nicaraguan troops crossed the river before consulting Google 

Maps, and that it was retrospectively used to justify their incursion (2016). Nevertheless, the 

fact that the Nicaraguan military commander explicitly mentioned Google Maps is itself highly 

                                                 
133  Costa Rica does not have an army to send. It was disbanded in 1949 as a way to prevent 
military coups. They rely on the police to enforce the law and patrol the borders. 

 
Figure 7.21: The ‘Capital of Palestine’, [15/1/2013]. 

Out of curiosity, I typed in ‘capital of Palestine’ into Google Maps and was presented 
with this artefact depicting ‘Capital One Bank’ in downtown Palestine, Texas. I tried 
this again in early 2016, but was not given the same result. 
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significant, showing the power of the apparatus. This mentioning prompted his Costa Rican 

counterparts to reach out to the corporation, who in turn reached out to the US State 

Department—the supplier of the firm’s cartographic data for this border. The next day, Charlie 

Hale, a Google geopolicy analyst, replied in Google Map’s official blog admitting that an error 

had been made and that they would update their Map accordingly (Hale, 2010). A curious part 

of this incident can be found in the fact that the New York Time article made quite a buzz in 

mainstream media, thus suggesting that many readers of mainstream media (as opposed to 

academics) found it plausible that Google Maps exercises political agency.  

Google claim that they “work to provide as much discoverable information as possible so that 

users can make their own judgments about geopolitical disputes” (Boorstin, 2009). Google 

Earth (as distinct from Google Maps) includes some little notes that can be opened with a click. 

For instance, a button on Liancourt Rocks states: “Administered by Korea as Dokdo, claimed 

by Japan as Takeshima”. Google Earth also depicts disputed borders in red, rather than yellow 

(but it still depicts Jerusalem as the capital of Israel). However, the corporation’s apparently 

lofty principle of providing enough ‘neutral’ information so people can make up their own 

minds does not translate to the far-more-popular Google Maps.  

Google’s former Director of Global Public Policy ties himself in knots attempting to explain 

the implementation of its uniform policy of Primary Local Usage, which is broadly similar to 

the ‘local expectation’ tier described above. After dismissing the UN as a ‘politicized 

organization’, McLaughlin complains that the UN favours “the claims of some countries and 

regions over others”, before going on to criticize the UN for not taking “positions on 

geopolitical disputes between countries” (McLaughlin, 2008). For this contradictory reason, 

this Google elite states that the Map’s reliance on the UN’s naming system is “not a realistic 

option”. This thinking gets more muddled still when one contrasts the gap between Google’s 

rhetoric and action.  

For instance, McLaughlin proudly states: “As the publishers of a geographic reference tool, we 

believe that Google should not choose sides in international geopolitical disputes”. And yet, as 

the above examples have shown, this claim to neutrality is empirically false and self-serving. 

The decision makers at Google are clearly ‘choosing a side’ when they, for example, defy an 

international consensus and choose to depict Jerusalem as the eternal undivided capital of 

Israel. Indeed, this is an example of the firm taking a stance on one of the world’s most heated 
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geopolitical questions. Regardless, it was in this context that McLaughlin proudly stated that 

Google Maps’ representational policy of ‘Primary Local Usage’ (discussed above) generates:  

the optimal combination of neutrality, objectivity, and legitimacy. We also hope that 

it meets the expectations of the vast majority of our users and demonstrates the proper 

sensitivity to these important geopolitical disputes (2008).  

As with all technologies, maps are never neutral. As representations of a particular 

interpretation of the world, they cannot be ‘objective’ in a value-free sense. Rather they are 

legitimatized in relation to dominant conventions and interests. From this perspective, it is 

significant to consider Google’s obligation to serve the interests of their shareholders by 

maximizing their profit. From this perspective, they can be seen as attempting to appease 

various governments and nationalistic consumers by representing the world according to their 

‘local expectation’. For example, showing the solid line on the Crimean Peninsula on Google’s 

Russian Map could be interpreted as a way to demonstrate to the government and people of 

Russia that Google respects their claim to the region. This strategic decision can be understood 

as part of Google’s heated battle against Yandex, the native Russian search-engine. In 

September 2015, Yandex controlled 57.4% of the Russian search market, with Google taking 

34.9%, a trend that seemed to be rising at the time (Krokhmalyuk, 2015).134  

Another aspect of the ‘local expectation’ aspect of Google Maps feeds into the simultaneous 

processes of division and multiplication that occur under cybernetic capitalism. It plays into 

what Eli Pariser has called the ‘filter bubble’, a phenomenon whereby an increasing amount of 

the material viewed online is filtered and customized for individuals. Pariser is concerned that 

“personalization filters serve up a kind of invisible autopropaganda, indoctrinating us with our 

own ideas, amplifying our desire for things that are familiar and leaving us oblivious to the 

dangers lurking in the dark territory of the unknown” (2011, 14-5). This resonates with Hannah 

Arendt’s argument that the destruction of our common world is a harmful project which leads 

to atomization, surveillance and the corrosion of solidarity (1973). Google’s customization of 

national borders fits into this problematic tendency, yet it is at the level of the individual that 

the customization of the Map for advertising purposes is really much more pronounced. On 

                                                 
134  Google in Russia was fined $6.8 million for violating Russian antitrust rules. This 
comparatively minute fine is still concerning for Google as their appeal was thrown out of a 
Russian court in 2016. Google was found guilty of stifling competition through their control of 
Android. The OS has a compulsory bundling policy whereby phone manufactures have to 
preinstall its services onto their devices in exchange for access to the Google Play market of 
over one billion people. This was found to be illegal under Russian anti-monopoly law, and 
Google has since complied. See Chokkattu (2016).  
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this level, our common world is further fragmented and recombined in order to squeeze out as 

much advertising revenue as possible. On the scale of nation-states and territorial claims, this 

logic is not reducible to the accumulation argument, as contradictions emerge.  

Google make some heroic assumptions about what indeed the ‘local expectation’ is in the first 

place. For instance, their assumption that the entire world has the ‘expectation’ that Jerusalem 

is the capital of Israel. This inaccurate assumption also extends beyond the English-speaking 

world, as can be seen in Google Maps’ United Arab Emirates and Egyptian version. Entering 

‘capital of Israel’ in Arabic leads to Jerusalem loading up. Considering Google’s vast audience, 

how the Map interprets the world is very significant. By tailoring the answers and taking 

political stances on contested territories, Google creates blatant distortions that are unavoidably 

political, all the while rhetorically holding itself superior.  

7.3  The Earth from Above 
The image of looking down from above is the perhaps the central metaphor for abstraction. 

With this in mind, maps are both a potent symbol of the abstraction process, as well as a 

technological way to achieve it. Map-makers have long imagined the world in this manner, as 

the abstracted gaze-from-above can grant an organizing power. It was for this reason that the 

French conducted their colonial surveys of Egypt (Mitchell, 1988) and the British their 

trigonometry surveys of India (Edney, 1997). The top-down power of cartographic abstraction 

comes partly from its use by militaries, for surveys and surveillance that enable them to plan 

and project their power. As Black notes: “Much of the history of European cartography centres 

on its military rationale and application, and much of the cartography was prepared under 

military aegis, or for military purposes” (1997, 147). This kind of cartography is plainly 

political in the sense of concerning the organization and projection of power, and as I show in 

this section, Google partakes in it, all the while attempting to hold themselves ideologically 

aloof in a depoliticized zone.  

7.3.1   Peering Through the Keyhole 
As noted in Chapter 2.2.6, Google Maps was launched after the cyber-capitalist firm took its 

‘spatial turn’ in 2004 and acquired three companies. One of these was Keyhole Inc., a company 

that developed geographic information system (GIS) and other technologies to create 

visualisations of geospatial data. Their work was made possible by the Pentagon-funded 

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA), one of the United States’ 17 intelligence 
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agencies, and is considered one of the ‘big five’, along with the CIA, NSA, NGA and DIA.135 

One of the NGA’s objectives “is to control and centralize the commercial use of the flow of 

outer space imagery throughout the world” (Mattelart, 2003, 135-6).136 As part of this 

trajectory, the US relaxed the laws regarding high-resolution satellite images in the year 2000 

which—in parallel with the increasing processing power of computers enabling them to deal 

with huge files—made Keyhole’s business possible.  

Keyhole’s visualization technology drew on decades of military research of flight simulators. 

Cybernetic flight simulators began after World War II, and research on them has led to many 

major advances in virtual and augmented reality, as well as human/machine interfaces. They 

were designed to assist pilots to prepare for aerial combat and bombing raids in a Cold War 

context. Keyhole pay homage to this Cold War era by taking their name from a US spy 

program. At the recommendations of the RAND Corporation, the Pentagon directed DARPA 

to initiate a spy satellite program called Keyhole, which resulted in the launch of dozens of 

satellites manufactured by Lockheed, and used to conduct surveillance over the Soviet Union 

and China between 1959 and 1972. The geospatial software company’s name pays tribute to 

this militaristic surveillance program.  

Keyhole Inc. managed to scrape through the bubbly wreckage of the Dot.com crash by selling 

data to real estate agents before their big break came. As Brian McClendon—Keyhole co-

founder and later Google Vice President in charge of Maps and Earth—described: “It wasn’t 

until 2003 when a chance meeting with CNN got us into their mapping service providers and 

put us on air. It turned out that when Iraq was invaded in 2003, in April, that things exploded. 

Basically our service was on the screen every five hours… it really put us on the map” (Google, 

2012b). Keyhole created a 3D representation of Baghdad, a simulacra of the city that enabled 

the journalists from CNN, CBC, ABC and the like to ‘move’ through it, zooming and panning 

as they reported on the illegal ‘shock and awe’ campaign (Maney, 2003).  

Like Google Earth’s 3D cities, Keyhole’s Baghdad was neatly sterilized of human life: it 

became a spectacle-city without people. This computer-generated city enabled the viewers 

additional abstracted distance from the actual flesh and blood realities of the large-scale 

bombardment of Baghdad and the immense physical and psychic suffering purposely inflicted 

                                                 
135  CIA = Central Intelligence Agency; NSA = National Security Agency; NGA = National 
Geospatial-Intelligence Agency; DIA = Defence Intelligence Agency.  
136  Mattelart’s comment was in reference to the National Imagery and Mapping Agency 
(NIMA), an organization which became the NGA after a 2003 change of name and funding 
increase.  
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on its inhabitants. Shortly after Keyhole’s business ‘exploded’ during the invasion—to use 

McClendon’s metaphor—the CIA’s venture capitalist arm In-Q-Tel made a significant 

investment in the company. Keyhole’s CEO John Hanke was excited at the prospect.137 Hanke 

explained his company’s connections with the CIA: 

Keyhole’s strategic relationship with In-Q-Tel means that the Intelligence 

Community can now benefit from the massive scalability and high performance of 

the Keyhole enterprise solution. By capitalizing on trends in commercial markets, In-

Q-Tel is supporting an ever-higher standard of advanced technology adoption in 

government. Keyhole is pleased to help set that standard for large-scale 3D geospatial 

visualization (In-Q-Tel, 2003). 

Along with a sizable investment, the CIA became actively involved in Keyhole, with the 

Agency writing in their public promotional materials that they “worked closely with other 

Intelligence Community organizations to tailor Keyhole’s systems to meet their needs” (in 

Levine, 2014b). In this way, Keyhole’s technology not only profited from the illegal war by 

creating media-friendly models, but it also contributed to the on-the-ground action, as they 

gloated in a press release, extolling: 

the value of Keyhole’s technology to the national security community, NIMA [NGA] 

used the technology to support United States troops in Iraq. “Within two weeks of In-

Q-Tel’s engagement with Keyhole, we implemented the technology to support our 

mission within the Pentagon,” said Rob Zitz, Director of NIMA’s InnoVision 

directorate. “Introducing technologies like Keyhole is part of NIMA’s effort to 

transform the intelligence business, and the way we serve our customers” (In-Q-Tel, 

2003).138  

The ‘customers’ that they euphemistically refer to here were parts of the US war-machine. The 

Google elite-member Hanke had no illusions about this, accurately stating: “The whole history 

of Silicon Valley is tied up pretty closely with the military”, adding that Google Earth would 

not exist unless the military had been “willing to pay millions of dollars per use to make it 

possible” (in McChesney, 2013, 100-1).  

                                                 
137  Hanke would go on to become Google’s Vice-President of ‘geo’ services for a decade, 
during which time he founded Niantic inside Google. This ‘augmented reality’ company spun 
out of Google in 2015 and the following year launched the immensely popular game Pokémon 
Go; a game mediated by Google Maps (Figure 9.4). 
138  Keyhole published almost the identical article on their website. See an archived version 
here: https://web.archive.org/web/20030730222020/http://www.keyhole.com/press_releases/ 
20030625.html 
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Then, in 2004, Brin came across Keyhole and was instantly impressed. As he took a simulated 

flight around Keyhole’s virtual world, he apparently began to imagine a new direction for 

Google to go on its quest to ‘organize the world’s information’. Images of the world could be 

integrated with information from Google’s vast reserves of appropriated data for a “more 

ambitious purpose that would reorient the starting point for information searches, literally and 

figuratively. Instead of beginning with a text phrase, a user could begin with a place. The globe 

itself could become the organising structure for information” (Stross 2009, 129-30).  

Brin convinced the other two prongs of the triumvirate of his idea, with Schmidt later stating: 

“We thought …[Keyhole] was too fundamental to let somebody else control it” (in Levy, 2011, 

240). In May of 2004 the Keyhole executives were invited to present at the neighbouring 

Googleplex. However, they could not understand what their maps had to do with web Search. 

The Google executives apparently encouraged them to: 

Think big. Think of geography as more than road maps and driving directions, like 

MapQuest. Think of geography as a window upon all information. Think of the earth 

itself as an organising device for all categories of information, and satellite images as 

the way to pull users into a geographical framework (Stross 2009, 134-5).  

Keyhole was given an offer the next day, and Google formally purchased the company in 

October of 2004 (Google, 2004). The cyber-capitalist firm clearly knew about the company’s 

connection with the military-industrial complex and went ahead with the acquisition. As Levine 

noted, this purchase locked them into “close collaboration with US intelligence and military 

agencies. Indeed, the Intelligence Community’s involvement in the development of Keyhole 

technology continued unabated after it was absorbed into Google” (2014b).  

7.3.2   Looking at the Complex 
Google have been long involved with the military-industrial complex, from their initial 

DARPA funds and CIA thesis oversight, discussed in Chapter 2.2.1, through to their active 

collaboration with the spy agencies, such as the NSA’s PRISM programme (MacAskill, 2013). 

This relationship goes both ways, with Google being interested in the funding and possibilities 

from working with the military-industrial complex, and the later benefiting from getting access 

to Google’s vast data troves. For example, Edward Snowden’s leaks revealed that the NSA’s 

‘widest-reaching’ surveillance programme, X-KEYSCORE specifically targeted Google Maps 

(Greenwald, 2014, 153-60). Indeed, the apparatus got special attention in the leaked power-
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point slides (Figure 7.22). An example of going the other direction can be seen in 2010 when 

Google initiated a cyber-security public-private partnership with NSA (DeVos, 2011). 

 

Investigative journalist Tim Shorrock published Spies for Hire, a book which traced the 

contours of the military-industrial complex’s rapidly expanding use of intelligence outsourcing 

(2008). In the aftermath of his investigation, US officials confirmed that 70% of the US 

intelligence budget goes directly to private companies. For example, as Snowden’s leaks 

revealed, in 2013 $10.3 billion of the USA’s annual ‘black budget’ went to the National 

Reconnaissance Organization (NRO), one of the ‘big five’ intelligence agencies. For its part, 

the NRO only employ about 3,000 personnel and function as essentially a massive military 

contracting institution, issuing lucrative contracts to thousands of private companies (NRO, 

2016).  

This should be understood as part of the massive infusion of resources in the for-profit 

intelligence community, with the US government spending, according to the Washington Post, 

more than $500 billion on intelligence between the 2001 and 2013 (Gellman and Miller, 2013). 

The scale of military outsourcing has created a significant business opportunity for firms 

willing to engage. Reporting for PandoDaily, Yasha Levine states:  

Google has aggressively intensified its campaign to carve out a bigger slice of the 

lucrative military-intelligence contracting market. It’s been targeting big federal 

agencies, and pushing its intel technology onto local and state government structures 

as well. In some cases, Google sells its wares to government intel agencies directly—

like it did with the NSA and NGA. It’s also been taking the role of subcontractor: 

selling its tech by partnering with established military contractors and privatized 

surveillance firms like SAIC, Lockheed and smaller boutique outfits like the 

Blackwater-connected merc outfit called Blackbird (Levine, 2014c). 

To give an example of this, in 2008 Google entered into a three-way partnership to launch a 

surveillance satellite. One partner was the US’s National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency 

 
Figure 7.22: NSA’s X-KEYSCORE, (NSA, 2013).  

This is a cropped image showing the heading of slide 20 for an NSA briefing. This 
file was leaked by Edward Snowden.  
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(NGA), which is one part combat-support agency, and one part intelligence-gathering sister to 

the NSA. The other partner was the commercial satellite imaging company GeoEye, which 

began as a division of Orbital Sciences Corporation, a weapons company whose specialities 

include missile-defence systems. Initially formed in 1992 after the US ‘Land Remote Sensing 

Policy Act’ permitted private companies to enter the satellite imaging business—the first in a 

series of legal changes that would eventually enable Keyhole to form—GeoEye assumed its 

name in 2006 after the acquisition of Space Imaging, a Lockheed Martin-spawned company, 

who controlled a surveillance satellite (GlobalSecurity.org, 2006).  

 

In 2013, GeoEye, which was 80% controlled by the US Government, was forced to merge with 

their only significant competitor DigitalGlobe, creating a monopoly in the realm of satellite 

imaging. The Google-NGA-GeoEye partnership launched a satellite called GeoEye-1, a device 

built by military contractor General Dynamic Corporation and launched with the aid of a 

Boeing missile. This missile proudly bears Google’s logo, as can be seen in Figure 2.23. This 

satellite delivers high-resolution images exclusively to the NGA and Google, thus giving the 

cyber-capitalist company direct access to the NGA’s spy satellite image feed (Levine, 2014b). 

This complicated tangle of military organizations, corporations and spy agencies is 

characteristic of the military-industrial complex in the early 21st Century. The example shows 

how the military-industrial complex is concerned with global-scale surveillance and 

geographic knowledge, and that Google is intimately involved in this top-down vision.  

 
Figure 2.23: GeoEye-1 launch, 6/9/2008, (Levine, 2014). 
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In 2010 Google signed a $27 million contract with the NGA. This was initially a no-bid 

contract, before outcry saw the tender reconstructed into a contract specifically tailored for 

Google. From the NGA’s perspective, there was no alternative: “Google is the only identified 

source that can meet the Government’s requirement for compatible capability across networks, 

global access, unlimited processing and software licenses, and access to the Google Earth 

hosted content through widely-used Open Geospatial Consortium service interfaces” 

(FedBizOps.gov, 2010). 

What’s more, the justification offered on the NGA contract said a lot by saying very little with 

the statement: the “NGA has made a significant investment in Google Earth technology through 

the GEOINT Visualization Services (GVS) Program on SECRET and TOP SECRET 

government networks”. They also suggested other significant investments in Google Earth 

from the Department of Defence and the hazily defined ‘Intelligence Community’. This 

contract serves to enable Google Earth’s visualization technology to be transferred to the NGA. 

Levine puts the matter bluntly: “Google is the exclusive provider of geospatial intelligence 

services to America’s military and intelligence agencies” (Levine, 2014b). Should this 

trajectory continue, Bratton warns for about “some dark day in the future, when considered 

versus the Google Caliphate, the NSA may even come to be seen by some as the ‘public 

option’. ‘At least it is accountable in principle to some parliamentary limits’, they will say, 

‘rather than merely stockholder avarice and flimsy user agreements’” (2014). 

These dynamics continue to the present. A decade after buying Keyhole, Google turned its 

sights on a start-up called ‘Skybox Imagining’. Three of Skybox’s four co-founders met as 

graduate students of Stanford when they teamed up to compete for the Google Lunar X Prize, 

the $30 million dollar prize for the first team to land a machine on the moon and send back 

photographs. The fourth member, a former J.P. Morgan analyst, joined them and a business 

plan was hatched. The co-founders noted that of the 1,000-odd satellites that orbit the Earth, 

around 100 of them send back visual data, only twelve send back high-resolution images, and 

only nine of these sell on a commercial market.139 Furthermore, 80% of these satellites are 

controlled by the US government. To the Skybox cofounders this demonstrated a notable lack 

of commercialization and privatization. They also noted that the satellite imagery industry was 

estimated to be $2.3 billion annually in 2013, and was projected to grow at $4 billion a year by 

2018 (Samuels, 2013). Skybox set to scheming: their plan became to develop a fleet of small 

                                                 
139  In this context, high-res refers to an image which has a ratio of one pixel to one square 
meter or less.  
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and relatively cheap satellites which could shoot high-resolution, up-to-the-minute 

photographs and videos of the Earth.  

In 2014, Google Investor announced that it had entered into an agreement to purchase Skybox 

Imaging for $500 million in cash. They explained: “Skybox’s satellites will help keep Google 

Maps accurate with up-to-date imagery. Over time, we also hope that Skybox’s team and 

technology will be able to help improve Internet access and disaster relief—areas Google has 

long been interested in” (Google, 2014b). Skybox’s projected real-time surveillance of the 

planet will appropriate vast quantities of data, whose high-altitude insights the cyber-capitalist 

firm will work to find ways to commodify. This imagery adds another element to Google’s 

‘Big Data’ research into discovering potentially profitable patterns of consumer behaviour and 

economic production. Skybox—renamed ‘Terra Bella’ by Google in 2016—sought to get into 

an untapped source of data, the view of the Earth from above. Their website explains: 

High-resolution satellite imagery can be used to monitor the flow of goods and 

commodities to measure global economic indicators. Our imagery can help 

economists, supply chain managers, hedge fund traders, and logistics operators 

identify operational inefficiencies and anticipate supply chain bottlenecks from above 

(Google, 2016h).  

They also claim that their imagery can be used to help the logistics of dealing with a natural 

disaster, and also to help monitor the risks and opportunities of large-scale mining operations, 

allowing the ability to “systematically track development of projects of remote areas to 

financial analysts gathering research for investment due diligence” (Google, 2016h). After the 

Google acquisition, the company sort to gain counter-cultural credit by showing the Burning 

Man festival being assembled from above (Constine, 2014). With this lineage in mind, Terra 

Bella sports the inspirational slogan: “It’s a beautiful world and it’s telling us a story. Are you 

listening?” 

As with many other Silicon Valley start-ups, particularly those concerned with seeing the 

Earth-from-above, Skybox had a number of connections to the military-industrial complex. 

Firstly, one of the co-founders, John Fenwick graduated from the Air Force Academy and 

proceeded to work as a liaison in Congress for the spy agency NRO. Once underway, Skybox 

received their first $3 million dollars in funding from venture capitalist Pierre Lamond—who 

has a background as an intelligence officer in the French army—who used his funds to buy 

himself a seat on the board of directors. Like many start-ups, Skybox was pushed to get an 
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experienced CEO on board to reassure the venture capitalists that they’d get a return. Tom 

Ingersoll was chosen, a former executive for military contractor McDonnell Douglas who left 

to set up a “ground-operations outsourcing firm, Universal Space Network, that sold its services 

largely to NASA and the Defense Department” (Samuels, 2013). In short:  

Skybox has loaded up on advisers and board members with high-level defense 

connections, including Jeff Harris, former president of Lockheed Martin Special 

Programs, and former Air Force lieutenant general David Deptula, who captained the 

Air Force’s use of drones and who may see similar utility in a constellation of cheap 

satellites sending back timely video from above Earth’s trouble spots (Samuels, 

2013).  

It makes one wonder about Skybox’s slogan: “Pioneering a more transparent world”. Obvious 

questions include: more transparent for whom and for what purpose? Regardless, with the 

acquisition, this team of military-linked players are now employees of Google; not that they 

are unfamiliar with those types. Indeed, Google’s ongoing and deepening relationship with the 

military-industrial complex is not exceptional. Many of the other large Silicon Valley 

corporations engage in the lucrative business of intelligence outsourcing and other military 

related practices. Indeed, cybernetics originated in the secrete research laboratories of World 

War II, and since then, the traces of the war-machine can be seen on cybernetic capitalist 

corporations, and much of the ensemble that enables it. In this way, hip companies like Google 

can be seen as an aspect of American imperial power, both hard and soft. In this way, the cyber-

capitalist firm’s surveillance-engines are extended beyond money-making as outlined in 

Chapter 2.3, and it is actively involved in the technological construction of a society of control. 

7.3.3   Gazing Downwards 
There is a long subjective material process behind the dynamics described above. For example, 

in 1502 Leonardo da Vinci finished his map of Imola, a work commissioned by the Cesare 

Borgia, the Italian nobleman, warrior and inspiration for Machiavelli’s The Prince. Boriga 

appointed da Vinci as his architect and charged him with upgrading the fortifications of towns 

in Northern Italy. In pursuit of this militaristic task, the Renaissance master made a profound 

rupture from medieval traditions and created what could be the first bird’s-eye perspective map. 

After physically pacing out the streets of Imola, da Vinci cast his mind above, imagining every 

structure as perpendicular on a plane surface—a feat of abstraction which increased the 

accuracy of maps and placed them into the service of a patron in the aid of war (Brotton, 2015, 

84-5). Since da Vinci’s pioneering isometric cartography and his fanciful flying-machines, 
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there has been an intensifying drive to technologically see the world from above and to wield 

the organizing power that this brings. 

Renaissance geometry, with its humanist vision of a midway point between the celestial and 

the terrestrial, soon gave way to Enlightenment trigonometry surveys and then large-scale 

modernist interventions and engineering projects (Cosgrove, 2008, 87-103). The quest to see 

the world from above took a decidedly empirical turn in 1858 when the French photographer 

known as Nadar was suspended in the sky over Paris in a hot-air balloon. He became the first 

person to take photographs of the Earth-from-above. In this curious case of art preceding war, 

the French military immediately saw the potential of this form of surveillance, and attempted 

to commission Nadar to help them monitor troop movement and make maps (Jay, 1994, 145-

6). This intensified during the Great War, where aerial photography was extensively used for 

mapping and planning trench warfare. According to Black:  

when the British Expeditionary Force (BEF) was sent to France in 1914, one officer 

and one clerk were responsible for mapping, and the maps were unreliable. By 1918, 

the survey organisation of the BEF had risen to about 5,000 men and had been 

responsible for more than 35 million map sheets. No fewer than 400,000 impressions 

were produced in just ten days in August 1918 (1997, 154). 

Another major leap in this trajectory occurred with the first photograph of the Earth from space 

in 1946. At a height of 100km, right on the cusp of what is conventionally considered outer 

space, a sketchy black-and-white image was taken by a camera mounted on a ballistic missile. 

The missile was an unused Nazi V2 rocket that was taken into US possession at the end of 

WWII (O'Hare, 2015). One of this rocket’s key creators was Wernher von Braun, a Nazi 

scientist and member of the SS who went on to receive asylum in the US. He became an 

American citizen, evangelical Christian and key figure in the Cold War arms/space race (Noble, 

1999, 122-29). Rockets that von Braun designed were used to launch the first humans outside 

of the Earth’s orbit in 1968. On this mission, Apollo 8, the crew took the first manual 

photograph of the whole planet, including the now iconic image Earthrise (Figure 7.24). 

A crew-member of Apollo 8 snapped the image on one of their ten orbits around the moon. The 

photograph depicts the grey, craterous lunar surface in the foreground, with the Earth above it. 

Visually dominated by white clouds and blue oceans, the Earth, half shrouded in darkness, is 

suspended in a starless field of utter blackness. The only readily indefinable land formation is 

the comparatively cloud-free Sahara of northern Africa. The image would need to be rotated 
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about 135° counter-clockwise to match the conventional north-is-up perspective. The north-

Atlantic world of London and New York vanishes, along with the Prime Meridian and the 

graticule that it holds in place. Ptolemy’s grid, according to Cosgrove, “the principle signifier 

of Western knowledge and control”, vanishes like the abstraction it is, thus challenging an 

image of the world that had been dominant for over four hundred years (2001, 261).  

 

Like all images, Earthrise was open to a number of different ideological interpretations, several 

of which were played out in the public sphere of the late 1960s. While Cosgrove may have 

associated Earth from space photos with a loosening of control, this was not how Steward 

Brand saw it. In 1968, Brand used the world picture on the front cover of his newly launched 

magazine, Whole Earth Catalog. The image influenced his decision to open the first edition of 

the Catalog with the sentence: “We are as gods and might as well get good at it” (Brand, 1968). 

By proclaiming humanity gods, Brand tapped directly in the project of rational mastery, and 

added ideological weight—and more than a little hubris—to the cluster of concepts that he was 

formulating. As Fred Turner has argued in his book From Counterculture to Cyberculture, 

Brand’s conception of a depoliticized, technologically-determined and elite-driven cybernetics 

would go on to become highly influential with the emergence of full-blown cybernetic 

capitalism (2006). Indeed, as Apple’s CEO Steve Jobs said to an audience of Stanford 

graduates in 2005, the Whole Earth Catalog was a ‘bible’ of his generation. Jobs noted that the 

magazine came out “before personal computers and desktop publishing, so it was all made with 

typewriters, scissors and Polaroid cameras. It was sort of like Google in paperback form, 35 

 
Figure 7.24: Earthrise, 1968, Bill Anders, NASA 

Photo taken on the 24th of December, 1968. Wikimedia Commons.  
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years before Google came along: It was idealistic, and overflowing with neat tools and great 

notions” (2005). 

As an image, Earthrise is polyvalent, subject to multiple ideological interpretations. An 

opposing view was published just three days before Apollo 11 took off. The brilliant writer 

Kurt Vonnegut wrote an article in the New York Times Magazine, in which he quipped: “Earth 

is such a pretty blue and pink and white pearl in the pictures NASA sent me. It looks so clean. 

You can’t see all the hungry, angry earthlings down there—and the smoke and the sewage and 

trash and sophisticated weaponry”. He went on to say that the vast amounts of money spent on 

the space programmes should have been spent “cleaning up our filthy colonies here on earth”. 

Vonnegut was concerned that looking at these images with mastery on the mind was deeply 

problematic:  

Most of the true tales of masterfulness in new environments with new technologies 

have been cruel or greedy, it seems to me. The concepts of reality held by the 

masterful people have customarily been stupid or solipsistic in retrospect. Nobody 

has been remarkably secure, the masters have often ceased being masters quickly. 

There have been tremendous messes to be cleaned up, ravaged landscapes dotted by 

shattered earthlings and their machines (1969).  

These two influential Americans, Brand and Vonnegut, were very different characters: one had 

mastery on the mind, the other had a critique of that very mastery. They both looked up the 

same image, but from different ideological perspectives. If these ideologies were elaborated 

outwards, each would correspond to a very different set of political practices—with the former 

extending into cybernetic capitalism, and the later putting a lot more emphasis on social justice. 

It is also possible to interpret images like Earthrise from an ontological perspective. In the 

methodology chapter (Chapter 3.3), I offered a broad understanding of ideologies, where the 

concept was understood as subjective material maps of social shared reality that offer a 

particular interpretation of the world. These maps, like all maps, are a result of social practice 

and they necessarily create distortions, simplifications and selections in the world they 

represent, and they are bound up with the interests and agendas of their frequently powerful 

creators. From this perspective then, ontology—which, as I have been using it, concerns the 

categories of being-in-the-world, such as spatiality, temporality and embodiment—is a part of 

how we interpret the world at large. For instance, it is a particular interpretation to claim that 

time is linear, unidirectional and made-up of an endless procession of identical moments 
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(Chapter 9.3.2). This ontological interpretation may well have been shared by a Soviet central-

planner and a Swiss central-banker, despite their different political orientations.  

The difference between ideology and ontology then, as I take it, is an analytical distinction, 

with the former being located in the swirl of normatively imbued ideas, including markers of 

power, and the latter being located in the dominant understandings of the basic categories of 

social existence (Steger and James, 2011). Put into a cartographic metaphor, while the frontiers 

on a map dividing nation-states from one another are contested and defended through 

ideologically framed discourses of nationalism, the form of spatiality that grounds those 

political divisions is the modern ontology of abstracted territoriality, a level that is much less 

contested, except by those working across other-than-modern ontological orientations. This 

analytical separation enables one to consider the multiple levels of social practice and meaning-

making at play.  

Returning to the Earth-from-above photographs, an ontological interpretation was offered by 

Martin Heidegger. In 1966 the controversial philosopher told a journalist from Der Spiegel that 

these pictures had shocked him.140 He added: “We do not need atomic bombs at all [to uproot 

us]—the uprooting of man is already here. All our relationships have become merely technical 

ones. It is no longer upon an earth that man lives today” (Heidegger, 2010, 56). The 

philosopher’s observation is concerned with humanity’s ontological being-in-the-world, and it 

is not ideological in the more directly political sense. Indeed, in this interview Heidegger 

actively dismissed the possibility of action against this phenomenon, reaching the dismal and 

depoliticized conclusion that: “Only a god can save us” (2010, 57).  

Heidegger was reacting against the earth-from-above photograph because he saw it as a symbol 

of how technology was reconstituting human existence. He saw it as a process that was 

culminating in the totalizing representation of the ‘world as a picture’—literally, in this case 

(Heidegger, 1977, 115-54). In this dominant vision of the world, he argued that nature is 

represented as, and thus transformed into, “a gigantic petrol station, an energy source for 

modern technology and industry”. He is correct to note an increasing abstraction in modernity’s 

way-of-being-in-the-world, with nature being reconstituted through a violent process of 

‘resourcification’ (Chapter 5). However, Heidegger’s formulation of this observation misses 

the fundamental ambivalence that surrounds the image and technology more broadly, and 

                                                 
140  As the interview took place in 1966, it was not Earthrise,  but rather an earlier Earth-
from-above photograph.  
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hence he does not focus on the ontological contradictions that arise (Cooper, 2002, 23). 

Drawing some crucial points from Heidegger—via Simon Cooper’s levels of abstraction 

reading which reworked his thinking into a critical theory of technology (2002, 18-43)—it can 

be suggested that critical analysis should be engaged on multiple levels, both the ontological 

and ideological. Perspectives like this are helpful for considering the ways in which political 

power and technology are embroiled in one another, and also the way that this alters our way 

of being-in-the-world, such as our experiences of time, space and embodiment. In the case of 

cybernetic technologies, they encourage a way of interpreting, engaging and being in the 

universe that is reconstituted to be more abstract than other modes, as shall be explored in the 

following chapters.  

 

If Heidegger was confronted by the implications of a grainy satellite photo from the 1960s, he 

would surely reel back in horror at the phenomenon of Google Maps. However, this does not 

seem to be a common experience. The apparatus is now so normalized, so every-day and 

utilitarian, that nobody seems to lose sleep over it. Heidegger may turn in his grave, but a 

billion-plus people appear to routinely and nonchalantly draw computing-machines from their 

pockets, swipe the apparatus with their fingers, and then calmly follow the apparatus’ 

directions. One dominant response is that it works; it is just a tool; it simply functions.  

Disturbed by the satellite ‘world picture’ in the sixties, Heidegger’s critique unfortunately 

becomes one-dimensional: “that everything functions, that the functioning propels everything 

more and more toward further functioning, and that technicity increasingly dislodges man and 

uproots him from the earth”, hence giving more power to the technical state (2010, 56). The 

 
Figure 2.25: Earth, with the Earth plug-in 

@3.3502161,-99.6936894,22982751m (9/11/2016) 
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argument of the present thesis maintains a layering of possibilities. Beyond projecting an 

ideological vision of the world, this process serves to abstract subjectivity, materiality and 

social practice, thus augmenting cybernetic capitalism with all its problems and potential.  

7.4   Conclusion 
This chapter has demonstrated how Google Maps draws on the conventions of modern political 

mapping, taking this broadly Western and Silicon Valley directed world vision and naturalizing 

it before an unprecedented number of people around the world. Paradoxically, Google takes 

political mapping and presents it as non-political.141 This ideological move has been examined 

above in the discourse and practices of Google, including in the Maps themselves, and the ways 

that they have represented contested borders and place name. Cybernetic feedback provided 

through the apparatus’ surveillance-engines allows Google Maps to present different political 

representations of territory to different groups of people in an effort to avoid politics and 

maximise their profit. However, politics cannot be avoided through a depoliticizing 

technological manoeuvre, and the firm actively takes controversial stances on some of the 

world’s most vexed geopolitical issues, from the South China Sea to Israel/Palestine. This 

builds the case that Google Maps naturalizes the modern form of cartography, specifically the 

form of political mapping, while extending and recombining this form with the new 

possibilities of cybernetics.  

In the second part of this chapter, I analysed the organisational power granted by the abstracted 

view of the world from above, a perspective that has been sought for militaristic purposes 

across capitalist modernity. I looked at some of the connections between Google and the 

industrial-military complex, noting how these tangled trajectories continue into the present. 

Then, I looked at the abstracted view from above, noting how it is open to multiple ideological 

interpretations, and how cybernetic capitalists tend to understand it within the tradition of 

rational mastery. This concluded by beginning to consider how technologies can change our 

way of being in the world, how ontologies themselves can be reconstituted by engagements 

with machines. This line of argument will be developed much further next, with respect to 

Google Maps’ historical genealogy (Chapter 8) and thereafter with its implications on the 

production of subjectivity (Chapter 9).   

                                                 
141 Presenting something as natural or taken for granted is a key ideological tactic. This features 
heavily in Michael Freeden’s theory of ‘decontestation’ (1996) and Straume and Humphrey’s 
conception of depoliticization (2011), both of which influence my understanding of ‘ideology’ 
outlined in Section 3.3.1. 
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Chapter 8:   
Cybernetic Palimpsest 

 

  

 
Figure 8.1: ‘There is More Power in That Good Gulf Gasoline’, 1915, Gulf Oil. 

 
This is the front cover of the map of Pennsylvania (Figure 8.8) analysed in Section 8.6 below.  

Thanks to Harold Cramer for the permission to use this image  
(See http://www.mapsofpa.com/article5.htm).  
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8.1  Introduction 
‘Palimpsest’ comes from the Greek meaning ‘scraped again’. It refers to a document or 

manuscript that has been literally scraped clean for reuse. On palimpsests, new layers are 

superimposed over older layers, yet the latter are often imperfectly erased, allowing these older 

forms to sometimes bleed through. This chapter looks at Google Maps as a palimpsest to see 

how this historic layering process plays out. It is related to an observation that Raymond 

Williams once made when he noted that a “main characteristic of our society is a willed 

coexistence of very new technology and very old social forms” (2005, 191).  

Google did not invent the image of the world that they portray. Rather, it represents a complex 

composite of cartographic conventions, relics, and techniques that the cybernetic capitalist firm 

has recombined into its particular image of the world. In this chapter, I hold that the various 

components of the Map can be critically interpreted to reveal aspects of the historical dynamics 

that produced them. As I show, these dynamics can be interpreted from a subjective material 

perspective so as to help understand how abstracting technologies have affected social practice 

across the ages. More specifically, I am concerned with how these technologies and techniques 

are represented by Google Maps. In this way, this chapter draws on history in order to focus 

on the present situation, rather than being a historical work per se.  

The discussion shows how each of the cartographic techniques was drawn into Google Maps 

and technologically augmented. The Map, understood as a recombinant representation, draws 

the older forms into the abstracted materiality of networked calculating-machines and thus 

reproduces and further abstracts the modern cartographic form. The apparatus combines the 

spatial authority that modern cartography possesses with the supposed neutrality of technology, 

which, in the hands of one of the most powerful tech-firms, is used to project an ideological 

and depoliticized image of the world. As I show, this serves to reproduce and extend the 

hegemony of cybernetic capitalism.  

Each of the sub-sections of this chapter begins with an image. The sub-sections in this chapter 

are arranged in a loosely chronological way, moving from Ancient Greece through to Google 

StreetView, with a number of loops and detours in between. Across the chapter, I provide 

examples of the apparatus in action, thus empirically grounding my discussion in the 

materiality of Google Maps and suggesting ways that the apparatus can directly affect social 

practice.  
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8.2 The Grid 

 

I entered an abstract string of alphabetic, numeric and typographic symbols—

31°12.52´N29°54.56´E—into Google Map’s Search field and the artefact represented in Figure 

8.2 was reproduced on my computing-machine. The symbolic-string represents a point in a 

coordinate system, a point that corresponds to a physical place on Earth’s surface—in this case 

the location of the contemporary Bibliotheca Alexandria. This Egyptian library was opened in 

2002 to commemorate the ancient Great Library and attempt to rekindle its spirit. This library 

is significant to this story, for it was the place where Claudius Ptolemy (100-170 CE) worked. 

He is remembered for being the oldest known-scholar to articulate one of the now-common 

technical orientations that constitute the modern ontology of space. The longitude-latitude 

coordinate grid that Ptolemy formulated is utilized by Google Maps as an essential—but 

implicit and usually invisible—component of its vision of the world.  

Almost two-thousand years ago, when Egypt was still a part of the Roman Empire, Ptolemy 

studied in the Library of Alexandria. By the time Ptolemy began conducting research, the city’s 

famous intellectual scene had entered a period of slow and steady decline. During this time, he 

wrote a book which would become one of the most influential texts in the history of map-

making, a work now known simply as Geography. This book was essentially a summary of “a 

thousand years of Greek thinking on the size, shape and scope of the inhabited world” (Brotton, 

2012, 19). Working with secondary sources in the Great Library, Ptolemy synthesised 

 
Figure 8.2: The Library of Alexandria 
@31.2088751,29.9070072 (29/1/2015) 
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empirical observations of astrological and terrestrial phenomena with geometrical theories by 

plotting locations in the known world into a book and onto a map.  

At least it is assumed that Ptolemy plotted these co-ordinates onto a map, for no original has 

survived the passage of millennia. However, maps either copied from his original or 

extrapolated from written descriptions were long published along with Geography, and the text 

itself was complimented and redacted by Arab and Byzantine scholars, such as al-Farghani. 

One of Ptolemy’s most important contributions was his formulation of the latitude-longitude 

grid. He divided the Earth’s circumference into 360˚, the number coming from the Babylonian 

base-sixty number system. It was meant to reflect the number of days in a year. In so doing, he 

cast an abstract mathematical net of imaginary concentric parallels and great circles to 

enmeshed the world.  

As Denis Cosgrove put it, this “graticule flattens and equalizes as it universalizes space, 

privileging no specific point and allowing a frictionless extension of the spatial plot. At the 

same time it territorializes locations by fixing their relative position across a uniformly scaled 

surface” (2001, 105-6). To imagine this grid, Ptolemy drew on Euclid’s geometric conception 

of space as “empty, homogenous, flat, uniform in all directions, and reducible to a series of 

circles, triangles, parallels and perpendicular lines” (Brotton, 2012, 37-8). In doing so, he 

imposed an abstract order on the vast and infinitely complex Earth. Such impositions of order 

are a reoccurring theme in the history of map-making, for it is at the root of the modern 

ontology of space. Furthermore, the Earth was “subjected to a geometrical grid which squared 

off empty seas and unexplored regions in measured boxes. The task of, as it were, ‘filling in 

the boxes’ was to be accomplished by explorers, surveyors and military forces” (Anderson, 

2006, 173). 

As Jerry Brotton notes, Ptolemy’s abstract grid was the first-known system for transmitting 

geographical information digitally via a mathematical coordinate system (2012, 52). Despite 

the numerous quirks and inaccuracies in Ptolemy’s conception, his work represents the first-

known systematic method for providing constant data and allowing subsequent mapmakers to 

plot locations within the graticule. With this advance came “new ways of seeing maps as 

repositories of knowledge, encyclopaedic compilations of information, or what one classical 

historian has called ‘a great inventory of everything’” (Brotton, 2012, 35). 
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While Geography was the first book to propose the digitisation of spatial information, the 

materiality of it was decidedly not what is considered digital today. Using ink made from soot, 

Ptolemy hand-wrote string of numerals onto papyrus, the paper-like tissue of a plant that grows 

on the banks of the Nile. So, from this material and subjective position, the geographer could 

not begin to imagine the extremes that Google would one day go to in order to digitise 

geographic data and quantify space. Yet the central kernel of the abstraction inherent in the 

modern ontology of space was encoded by the Greco-Roman scholar, and his creation lives on 

in Google Maps, implicitly in the grid and explicitly with the equator. Ptolemy’s most famous 

imaginary line is represented on the Map’s outermost level of zoom as a broken red-ish line 

(Figure 8.6). Cosgrove describes the equator thus:  

A dimensionless line girding the midriff bulge of an oblate globe, the 40,070km 

Equator serves as a primary cosmographic trace marking geographical differentiation 

on the earthly sphere. The hemispheres that it simultaneously produces and separates 

are the largest units below the scale of the globe itself. Their symmetry has 

continuously influenced the ways that Earth has been imagined, understood and 

named since its sphericity was first recognized (Cosgrove, 2008, 203-18).  

Furthermore, Ptolemy's grid has also informed modern political cartography, with the abstract 

representation spilling into embodied practice and political struggles. The 1494 Treaty of 

Tordesillas, for example, divided the newly ‘discovered’ America’s between imperial powers 

of Portugal and Spain (Figure 7.5). More contemporary examples of the grid being used in 

political cartography include the 49th parallel being used to separate Canada from the USA, or 

more explosively, the 38th parallel being used to divide Korea at the end of WWII (Figure 7.4), 

with the abstraction being bound up in Cold War geopolitics, a bloody war and the enduring 

division of the country. 
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8.3 The Compass 

 

Every Google Maps artefact reproduced in this thesis is represented with north as ‘up’, which 

is to say up relative to the text on the page upon which it is reproduced. None of the cardinal 

directions are presented on the Map. The orientation is entirely implicit, left to the assumptions 

of the interpreter to reach the naturalized understanding that of course north-is-up. However 

hegemonic this vision of the world may be in the modern cartographic form, there is nothing 

neutral about such an orientation. Indeed, the Latin etymology of the word ‘orient’ is revealing: 

it means ‘to rise’, which by extension meant ‘east’, for that is the direction from which the sun 

appears to rise. Many cultures chose the cardinal direction east to function as ‘up’ on their 

maps. Yet, as we live on a spherical planet, there is no compelling reason why to choose any 

direction over any other. Rather, the decision is rooted in the mapmaker’s history and culture, 

their assumptions and values.  

One of the most iconic of the surviving medieval maps is the 13th Century Hereford 

Mappamundi (Figure 8.4). Drawn onto the skin of a flayed animal, this subjective material map 

attempted to synthesises the entire Christian world-view, complete with an eschatological 

trajectory towards the Final Judgement. “Gone are the grids of measurement found in Ptolemy 

[…] Instead this map emanates an almost organic aura, embodying a chaotic, teeming world, 

full of wonders, but also edged with horrors” (Brotton, 2012, 85). More based on theology than 

geography, this spatial representation is centred on Jerusalem, in Brotton’s word’s, “like a giant 

 
Figure 8.3: The Columbus Chart, c.1490, Bibliothèque Nationale de France 

Wikimedia Commons.  
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theological cog” (2012, 89). Pivoting on this holy axis mundi, the map is oriented with east-as-

up: the archipelago we now know as the British Isles is in the bottom left corner, and an 

enlarged island now called Sri Lanka is in the top right corner. The whole world is all presided 

over by the bearded God who sits on a throne at the map’s centre top; the absolute head of the 

Great Chain of Being.  

At about the same time as the Hereford map was crafted, another cartographic tradition had 

begun in Europe. Portolan charts were “practical tools for crossing open water” used by 

Mediterranean navigators from the late-thirteenth century (Monmonier, 2004, 17-29). An 

example that draws from this cartographic style can be seen in the Columbus Map (Figure 

8.3).142 Made right on the cusp of Columbus’ world-historic westward voyage that initiated the 

conquest of the America’s and the rise of the world-market, this map represents Europe, the 

Atlantic and parts of Africa. Lattices of lines extend from a compass rose, entangling the Earth 

in navigational potential, with the map’s details paying the most attention to coastlines and 

often leaving continental interiors empty to be filled by the fantasy of the map-maker. 

Compasses, likely introduced to Europe from China in the 13th Century, played a role in the 

rise of these sailing charts. The charts usually followed the compass and were oriented towards 

magnetic north, rather than the holy east. This is to say that shifting social practice combined 

with a new technology to reorient representations of the world.  

The use of portolan charts for navigation was a significant factor in enabling European 

expansion, which was initiated before Columbus was born. The Portuguese prince known as 

Henry the Navigator (1394-1460) was an enthusiastic patron of nautical expansion, taking an 

active interest in exploring Africa, and helping to accumulate the subjective material resources 

to realize this. Henry employed a number of cartographers as part of a policy designed to 

accumulate geographical knowledge in the form of maps, which were monopolized by the 

crown via a ban on their dissemination (Mukerji, 1983, 91). As Chandra Mukerji has noted, 

the “virtue of focusing on geographical documents is that their symbolic meanings tend to be 

easily read, making it relatively simple to see in their designs the growing definition of them 

as economic resources, as material solutions to the politicoeconomic problems of expanding 

and controlling commerce” (1983, 87). The central observation of this quote could be easily 

applied to Google Maps today.  

                                                 
142  This map was drawn in Columbus’ workshop in Lisbon in around the year 1490, however 
it is not possible to definitively say that Columbus was its author. 
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Orientation was one of several map-making conventions that were challenged by the rise of 

oceanic exploration. Indeed, the European ‘discovery’ of the Americas defied both biblical and 

classical knowledge, neither of which mentioned the existence of any ‘New World’. The 

destabilization of traditional knowledge—along with the increasing importance of nautical 

trade and naval power—saw European maps increasingly following the navigators’ compass, 

and being oriented with north-as-up from the 16th century. This choice would be cemented by 

the ensuing centuries of colonialism, as Europe was located on the top of the world, a choice 

that carried significant symbolic weight. Hundreds of years later, Google Maps still enacts this 

relic by subscribing to the north-is-up orientation, another infusion of a modernizing ontology 

into their representation of space with ideological consequences.  

 

 
Figure 8.3: The Hereford Mappa Mundi, c.1300, 

UNESCO.org.uk, Wikimedia Commons.  
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8.4 The Projection 

 

To create a map of the Earth, the map-maker must use a projection: a mathematical method for 

visualizing a three-dimensional body on a two-dimensional plane. All projections necessarily 

create distortions, which may or may not be deemed acceptable depending on the purpose of 

the map. As the Earth is a sphere the only way to avoid such obvious distortions is to represent 

it via a three-dimensional globe. However, this still necessarily creates distortions via the 

drastic change of scale.143 Google Earth may appear to avoid issues of projection by presenting 

                                                 
143  This line of thinking leads to a problem discussed by Lewis Carroll in the last novel 
published in his lifetime. There, he imagined a fantasy world in which the inhabitants of a 
country made a map with the 1:1 scale. However, this map had never been used as “the farmers 
objected: they said it would cover the whole country, and shut out the sunlight! So we now use 
the country itself, as its own map, and I assure you it does nearly as well” (Carroll, 2015, 77). 
Elaborating on Carroll’s idea, Jorge Luis Borges wrote a one-paragraph story called ‘On 
Exactitude in Science’, which in full reads:  
“…In that Empire, the Art of Cartography attained such Perfection that the map of a single 
Province occupied the entirety of a City, and the map of the Empire, the entirety of a Province. 
In time, those Unconscionable Maps no longer satisfied, and the Cartographers Guilds struck a 
Map of the Empire whose size was that of the Empire, and which coincided point for point with 
it. The following Generations, who were not so fond of the Study of Cartography as their 
Forebears had been, saw that that vast map was Useless, and not without some Pitilessness was 
it, that they delivered it up to the Inclemencies of Sun and Winters. In the Deserts of the West, 
still today, there are Tattered Ruins of that Map, inhabited by Animals and Beggars; in all the 
Land there is no other Relic of the Disciplines of Geography” (1988, 325). 

 
Figure 8.5: Google’s World Projection. @37.0625,-95.677068,2z (29/1/2015) 

Sister-image to Figure 6.6, which is in satellite-mode. Also, Figure 10.3 uses it as a basis.  
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the planet as a sphere—yet it is a sphere represented on the plane of a flat computer monitor. 

It is not a globe in the round three-dimensional sense of the term. In fact, Google Earth employs 

the ‘General Perspective Projection’, a mathematical model attributed to Ptolemy, which the 

ancient geographer described as a “globe in a plane” (Brotton, 2012, 435). Coming up with 

methods to flatten the Earth has been a central thrust of modern map-making, being motivated 

by “the desire to see an image of the entire world focused before us, clear, self-contained, 

comprehensible and masterable” (Whitfield, 1994, 2). As with orientation, the choice of which 

projection to use also belies the values, culture and historic influences of the mapmaker. Google 

Maps employs a famous projection invented almost 500 years ago by a Flemish cosmologist-

cartographer named Gerardus Mercator (1512-94). 

Beginning in the mid-1540s, Mercator began an extremely ambitious cosmographic project, 

which was, in his words, “the whole universal scheme uniting the heavens and the earth and of 

the position, motion, and order of its parts” (in Brotton, 2012, 241). After more than twenty 

years of research, writing and map-making, Mercator released a world map as part of this larger 

project. This 1569 map’s title translates into English as New and More Complete 

Representations of the Terrestrial Globe Properly Adapted for Use in Navigation. In full, the 

map is 202 cm by 124 cm, and thus no plate of this image is included in this thesis, for as 

Monmonier notes: “When reduced to a black-and-white’ page-sized halftone […] the famous 

chart becomes a disappointingly drab demonstration of its illustrious author’s skill as a 

cartographer” (2004, 47). Using copperplate engraving—a technique that transformed the 

practice of map-making—Mercator’s map can be seen to embody the peak of Renaissance 

cartography. His beautifully crafted and highly-detailed map is one of the most influential in 

the history of geography. As the first whole-world sailing chart, it represented a new paradigm 

in navigation. By combining the practical spatiality of the navigator with the synoptic drive of 

cosmography, “Mercator’s world map offered a graphic solution to the sixteenth century’s 

growing tension between textual authority and empirical evidence as foundations of secure 

knowledge” (Cosgrove, 2001, 113). It would see Mercator’s name become synonymous with 

this map and, more importantly, the projection it employed.  

The projection developed for this map was ingenious. It came from a mathematical abstraction 

which transformed the imagined Earth’s surface into a two-dimensional parabola curving up 

from the equator at zero degrees towards the poles, which can never be depicted as they lie at 

infinity. This projection radically distorts the relative size of the Earth’s surface, infinitely so 

the nearer one gets to the poles. Yet as its’ title suggests, the map was created as a navigational 
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aid. It allowed navigators to draw a straight line between two points on the map and sail at a 

constant compass bearing across the planet’s curved surface. In a book published in 1599, 

Edward Wright first explained the mathematical basis for the Mercator projection. In it, he 

described how the map worked by using the following analogy: imagine taking a stretchy 

spherical bladder, with Ptolemy’s grid drawn on it, and placing it inside a glass cylinder, 

Inflate the sphere initially so that its axis aligns with the axis of the cylinder and its 

equator just touches the glass. This step established the equator as the standard line, 

with the same scale on both globe and cylinder. Then slowly inflate the bladder so 

that all rhumb lines remain straight and the stretching at every point is the same in all 

directions…[This] describes perfectly the transformation of a globe into Mercator’s 

conformal cylindrical projection: the parallels grow farther and farther apart as the 

bladder inflates, but because the cylinder is open ended, the poles never touch the 

map (Monmonier, 2004, 63-4). 

Since the 1970s and the debate that arose after Arno Peters criticised the ‘Eurocentric 

assumptions’ of Mercator’s world map, the Flemish cartographer’s name has been associated 

with imperialism. While it is true that imperialists have utilised the Mercator projection for 

their own ends, while alive the cosmographer’s relationship to empire was more complex 

(Cosgrove, 2001, 113). At the time he was engraving, the Reformation had begun, with bitter 

religious wars bubbling up through the surface of Europe—events that would leave personal 

and intellectual marks on Mercator’s works. As a result, his world map was bereft of imperial 

patronage, religious affiliations or even political boundaries (Brotton, 2012, 254). Rather, 

Mercator’s map drew on his Stoic philosophy; an idealistic desire to transcend the petty human 

divides that were tearing at Europe’s social fabric.  

Rather than celebrating the virtues of European civilisation by placing it at the centre 

of his work, the map was a part of a cosmography that aimed to transcend the 

theological persecution and division of sixteenth-century Europe. Instead of 

exhibiting a confident Eurocentrism, Mercator’s world map would provide an oblique 

rejection of such values and a search for a larger picture of harmony across universal 

space and time (Brotton, 2012, 256). 

While Brotton’s point is well supported, it is also true that Mercator employed the portolano 

chart’s northern orientation, along with the selective trimming of the unknown southern 

hemisphere, which, when combined, resulted in Europe occupying the centre of his map, a 

place of symbolic significance. Despite Mercator’s distaste for empire, imperialists would draw 
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on his projection in two different senses. Firstly, it would be used as a practical navigational 

device, and so the projection eventually facilitated the movement of European naval power 

around the oceans, thus aiding global trade and the spread of colonialism. Secondly, 

imperialists, particularly the British, used the symbolic power of Mercator’s projection, 

which—in combination with selective framing and the north-is-up orientation—grossly 

exaggerates the relative size of the northern hemisphere. This map put Europe in the centre and 

top of the world, a position comparable to that occupied by the Garden of Eden in medieval 

maps. This spatial privileging appealed to the imaginations of imperialists, and soon became a 

naturalized cartographic convention. The struggle over the meaning of the map shows the 

profound ambivalence of cartographic technology. The abstraction could be ideologically 

interpreted to assist in imagining global harmony, or project imperial power.  

Cosgrove notes that the genius of Mercator was that he effectively amalgamated navigational 

charts with world maps thus creating a new image of the world (in Akerman and Karrow, 2007, 

95). After his death, Renaissance cosmographical traditions began to decline. In the words of 

David Harvey, geography “was forced to buckle down, administer empire, map and plan land 

use and territorial rights, and gather and analyse useful data for purposes of business and state 

administration” (2000a, 549). The instrumentalization and rationalization of geography and 

cartography increased as capitalist modernity intensified (Livingstone, 1992, 216-59).  

Google did not choose this projection because of its cosmographic or imperial legacy, although 

the latter certainly put it in a place of normalized dominance. For Google, the initial appeal of 

the Mercator projection was that it used straight, evenly spaced meridians. This led the mapping 

team at Google to develop ‘Web Mercator’, a variation of the original projection (Battersby et 

al., 2014). It slightly simplifies Mercator’s projection so that it takes less computational power 

and fewer calculation cycles to process the Map. Web Mercator is based on the abstraction of 

straight lines—as opposed to the messy, curvy diversity of the embodied earth—it is thus far 

faster to process as abstract information in a universal machine. For this reason, Web Mercator 

is now used by all major web maps; including Apple Maps, Bing Maps, MapQuest, 

OpenStreetMaps, and Yahoo Maps. So, 436 years after Mercator’s original, the technology 

firm recombined and technologically augmented the projection, incorporating it into their 

cybernetic palimpsest.  

Another key reason for the dominance of Web Mercator is that the projection preserves angles 

and is thus highly accurate while zoomed into street-level. This is the level where most 
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Searches are conducted, and where directions need to be the most accurate. It is also the level 

at which advertisers pay to be put onto the map. So, while Mercator’s projection is grossly 

inadequate for the world-scale, Google Maps suffer from the distortions and limitations of the 

projection (Battersby et al., 2014). They could offer a button that allowed one to switch 

between, say, the Mercator, Winkel Tripel, Robinson, Gall-Peters projections, among others. 

This would have the added advantage of visually demonstrating the constructed nature of all 

projections and their impact on how we imagine the world. Nevertheless, Google decided to 

present a single vision, an unlabelled projection which serves to naturalize the imperial legacy 

that saw it rise to dominance in the first place.  

8.5 The Date Line 

 
On the three outer-most levels of zoom, Google Maps depicts the International Date Line as it 

awkwardly divides the Pacific Ocean, swerving erratically around islands and going out of its 

way to carefully separate Siberia from Alaska, and Samoa from American Samoa (Figure 8.6). 

From Google, one cannot appreciate just how contingent and haphazard the date line is, let 

alone the mess of time-zones that are woven around it. This broken line has an important and 

illuminating history, which further develops the narrative that I am sketching here and 

illustrates the historical infusion of ideology into Google’s image of the world. Ptolemy’s grid 

and Mercator’s projection can be extremely useful navigational aids, but only if one can 

accurately determine one’s location in embodied space. While floating in oceanic space, 

literally bereft of landmarks, it proved very difficult for European navigators to locate 

 
Figure 8.6: The Date Line, 

@-3.2444092,177.9060445,3z (15/11/2016) 
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themselves on a map with any degree of precision. Calculating one’s latitude (north-south 

position) is relatively straightforward. It can be determined by tracking the North Pole star. 

Latitude is also easier to determine as it is rooted in the Earth’s geometric relationship with the 

Sun; the Antarctic and Arctic circles, the Tropic of Capricorn and Cancer, and the equator all 

reflect aspects of this relationship.144 Longitude however (east-west position), was a far trickier 

problem because in involved the time-scale of a day, rather than a year. Hence, without accurate 

time, locating oneself in space was very difficult. Part of knowing where one was involved 

knowing when one was; that is, when in relation to an abstracted global temporality.  

With longitude, there is no equivalent of a pole, equator, nor any other natural phenomenon 

that can serve as a bench-mark for where to start the grid. The choice to put a prime meridian—

the starting point for the longitudinal grid—somewhere is fundamentally ideological. “We tend 

to think of mapmaking as a science of spatial representations, but Ptolemy […proposed] a 

world measure not according to space, but by time” (Brotton, 2012, 44-6). So, measured by 

time, the question is, on a round and rotating earth, whose time?  

Ptolemy based his Geography on a prime meridian which ran through the Canary Islands, the 

then western limit of the known world. Thereafter, many prime meridians have been imposed 

on the Earth, with numerous cities—including Paris, Lisbon, Madrid and Rome—envisioning 

the 0° line running through their city centres. During the early 1880s there were at least 

seventeen different prime meridians in use on land and sea charts, a diversity which proved an 

impediment to global trade. There was a push to create a global standard, a single grid to 

underpin all maps. This was implemented in 1884 at the International Meridian Conference 

held in Washington, attended by representatives from 26 nations. Of these, only Japan and 

Turkey were represented from Asia, and only Liberia from Africa. Despite the protests of the 

French, London’s Greenwich Observatory was selected to be the ‘Seat of Time’. This decision 

was officially justified because many authoritative navigational aids, such as tide timetables, 

had long been published using the Greenwich Prime Meridian (Landes, 1983, 286). That the 

British Empire was the most powerful commercial and military force in the world at the time 

was likely taken into consideration as well. This move helped to naturalize the imperial order, 

rooting it into the fabric of global spatial representations. There are parallels between this and 

                                                 
144  The Arctic and Antarctic circles are the imaginary lines beyond which the sun can spend 
twenty-four hours above or below the horizon during the respective solstices. The Tropics of 
Cancer and Capricorn denoted the furthest from the equator that the sun can appear directly 
above, at its zenith, during the summer solstice. The equator is the midway point between the 
poles, where the sphere’s plane is perpendicular to the axis of rotation. These five great 
latitudinal rings—Arctic, Cancer, Equator, Capricorn, and Antarctic—were formulated by 
Ptolemy 
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how decades later the calling code for the US is #1 and how the URL www.whitehouse.gov 

does not need a ‘.us’ at the end. In summary, Britain used its imperial power to rivet Ptolemy’s 

imaginary grid to the Earth’s surface, locking it in place with an ethnocentric Prime Meridian.  

 

The grid, and the system of digital representation that flows from it, is essential in underpinning 

Google Maps, affecting how the entire system functions. Since its 19th Century origins, 

Greenwich Mean Time has been extended beyond the Earth’s surface, with astronomers now 

calling it ‘Universal Time’ (Sobel and Andrewes, 1998, 201). Thus, the Pentagon-owned 

satellites that make up the global position system (GPS)—which in part enables Google Maps 

to work on mobile phones—also adhere to this temporal delineation (Chapter 9.2.2). In this 

way, using a smart phone to navigate a city necessarily draws on Ptolemy’s grid and London’s 

imperial centre, naturalizing these historic relics to the point of almost total invisibility. The 

Prime Meridian is implicit in Google Maps, underpinning the north-south lines of the grid, yet 

it is not depicted. However, its crooked shadow, the International Date Line, is visible at the 

most zoomed-out view (Figure 8.6). This is another example of the historic infusion of ideology 

into the map, another naturalization of the modern form of cartography, another technological 

augmentation, and another relic that has been recombined and intensified in the cybernetic 

palimpsest of Google Maps.  

 
Figure 8.7: Google’s Greenwich Correction 

@51.4768699,-0.0006248,18.75z (2/3/2017) 
Curiously, according to Google Maps, the Greenwich Observatory does not sit exactly on the 
Prime Meridian, but about 30 meters slightly to the west of it. The apparatus places the 
Observatory’s longitude at 0°00'01.9"W, not ‘0°00'00"W’, depicted with the pointer. 
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8.6 The Road Map 

 

Figure 8.8: Map of Pennsylvania, 1915, Gulf Refining Company 
Thanks to Harold Cramer for the permission to use, for this purpose, this image which 
was drawn from his collection of maps of Pennsylvania. See 
http://www.mapsofpa.com/article5.htm

 

Figure 8.9: Map of Pennsylvania, Google Maps 
@40.0668125,-76.8982741,7z, (2/12/2015)
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Amongst other things, Google Maps is a vast, interactive road map.145 Indeed, the apparatus 

probably pays more attention to roads than any other aspect of the world. The previously 

discussed relics, date-lines and projections, largely concentrate on the apparatus’ macro-scale, 

yet the more micro-levels where roads dominate are hugely significant, for it is on these levels 

that the Map shapes social practice. The road map as a cartographic formation emerged in the 

early 20th Century and has since become a dominant form of mapping. This ideological 

representation of space developed in tangled parallel with the world order that was unfolding 

over the last century. The rise of the road map is highly significant to this thesis’ narrative 

because these commercially produced, advertising-funded road maps are a direct genealogical 

ancestor of Google Maps, which has inherited many of their conventions.  

Stepping back for a moment, the first European maps of the Americas were portolan charts 

which focused their attention on the coastlines, leaving the interiors the continents to the wild 

speculation and exotic fantasies of the mapmakers. With the intensification of imperialism, 

mapmakers began to focus on rivers, which served as the primary pathways by which 

continents were penetrated. Then, in the industrial expansion of the 19th Century, the focus of 

maps shifted away from rivers and towards railway lines, which came to dominate cartographic 

representations (Black, 1997, 90). This latter shift occurred in the context of the American 

doctrine of ‘Manifest Destiny’—a complex and contested mix of divine mission, capitalist 

opportunism, imperial ambition and outright plunder—which saw the westward expansion of 

the USA and conquest of indigenous lands. These railway maps dominated until the early 20th 

Century, when they were replaced by the road map, associated with the rise of the automobile. 

Traces of these shifting priorities can be seen in Google Maps. According to the hierarchy of 

zooms, captured in Appendix A, the road network is visible on 5z with a scale of 200km; 

whereas train stations do not appear until 13z with a scale of 1km. Regardless of how far one 

zooms in, or what view option one selects, bodies of water—both oceans and rivers—appear 

as undifferentiated blue. This makes Google Maps supremely unsuitable to any nautical 

navigators interested in not running their vessels onto reefs. These formally dominant forms of 

transport are either significantly deprioritized or entirely neglected in Google Map’s 

representational hierarchy.  

                                                 
145  An extended version of this section is to be published in the Swedish journal Culture 
Unbound in early 2018. This article is called: ‘The Road Map to Brave New World: Cartography 
and Fordism from Gulf Oil to Google’ (Ström, forthcoming).  
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Late 19th Century railway maps differ significantly from the early 20th Century road maps, 

principally because, under the control of the locomotive operator, a train follows its tracks 

along a specific route. Thus, a rail map is based on the combination of a spatial itinerary of 

stations and a temporal timetable. By contrast, a car is independently piloted so, unlike a train, 

one cannot assume any given starting place, destination or route in between. Representing this 

required the use of a ‘network map’. It was not until the rise of automobiles in the 1920s that 

the network road map came into common use and its main features have remained largely 

unchanged to the present day (Akerman, 2006, 178-89).  

Network maps are not new. The earliest known one was Erhard Etzlaub’s This is the Way to 

Rome, a guide for Germanic pilgrims to travel to Rome for the Christian Jubilee year of 1500 

(Akerman and Karrow, 2007, 159). However, these early network maps only showed a vague 

relationship between topography and roads. The national surveys of France conducted by the 

Cassini family—a powerful 18th Century cartographic dynasty (Chapter 7.2)—were the first to 

depict a road system in a systematic way (Brotton, 2012, 294-336). Initially motivated by 

concerns for internal security and troop transportation, the unintended effect of increasing 

regional trade became quickly important. This survey and its aftermath exemplified the rising 

push for “rationalizing and simplifying internal transportation as a way of diminishing regional 

control over commerce and increasing the state’s role in regulating national trade” (Mukerji, 

1983, 123-4).  

In the early 20th Century, network road maps were often produced by oil companies, for it was 

in their direct interest to encourage as much consumption of oil as possible. A network map 

issued by the Gulf Refining Company in 1915 depicts two of the USA’s states, Pennsylvania 

and New Jersey (Figure 8.8). After a century of mergers and acquisitions, this company still 

exists as part of Chevron. The cover of this map is typical of its kind, depicting a confident 

white male sitting behind the wheel of a powerful red sports car, while his attractive female 

accessories admire his mastery of the machine. Using the myth of American-style freedom, 

this image employs socially conservative symbols of youth and gender roles, health and wealth, 

mobility and modernity which, taken together, form a scene that served to reinforce the 

underpinning social order (Figure 8.1). During the inter-war period, map-use spiked along with 

car ownership—with these activities becoming part of an ambiguous movement. As Black 

noted:  
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This process can be presented in a progressive light as part of the democratization of 

cartographic knowledge and map ownership. However, it can also be problematized 

by pointing out, first, that an emphasis on the needs and interests of road users led to 

a stress on the automobilization of map contents, so that space was organised and 

depicted from and for the perspective of drivers, and for them alone (1997, 90).  

The Gulf Gasoline map is strikingly similar to Google Map’s representation of the same area 

at a similar scale, despite the 100 years separating them (Figures 8.8 and 8.9). Both maps are 

dominated by a network of boldly coloured road-representing lines, which connect cities and 

towns, as represented by circles. This network unfolds over a largely plain white background. 

Neither map depicts railway lines; and rivers are heavily deprioritized. Both maps represent 

water as a uniform blue; and state borders are represented with broken lines.  

Many of the differences can be accounted for by the passage of a century. For instance, most 

of the major roads that Google represent on their network map simply didn’t exist in 1915. The 

highway network—known officially by the rather clunky name Dwight D. Eisenhower 

National System of Interstate and Defense Highways—did not pre-exist Eisenhower’s regime 

(1953-61). The military-minded president saw an interstate highway system as being key to 

providing transport routes for the flow of military supplies and troop deployment across the 

continent (Petroski, 2006). Much like France’s national road system in the 18th Century, the 

USA’s system was motivated by war, yet also fuelled trade and commercial integration. Google 

represents these highways by using their official symbol, which itself is composed of elements 

of modern and national imaginaries over a medieval background. Shaped as a knight’s shield, 

the interstate symbol is a kind of abstract coat of arms, rendered in red-white-and-blue, which 

centres on a standardized numeral (Figure 8.10).  

 

 
Figure 8.10: Interstate 95 

Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices
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Another difference between the two maps can be seen in the flecks of pasty green that Google 

use to represent parks and forests. These parks are absent from the earlier map, like the highway 

system, because the vast majority of them did not exist 100 years ago. For instance, the 

Allegheny National Forest, which Google’s labels, wasn’t declared until 1923. One of the most 

significant differences between the two maps is the number of towns and cities depicted with 

circles, with the oil map portraying many more. This is, in part, because Google Maps can 

zoom in to reveal many more towns, far more than the static paper map possibly could. 

Nevertheless, the hierarchy of representation and the deprioritization of rural areas is worth 

noting.146 

One of the most significant similarities between the two maps is that they are both the 

proprietorial product of powerful corporations and are branded with their company’s 

trademarked logos. In the decades following 1915, many other industries orbiting the 

automobile—from oil companies to motels, tyre companies to insurance agencies—all 

embraced road maps as marketing tools. Akerman notes: “wherever possible backsides and 

margins of maps were filled with advertisements for specific products. Corporate symbols and 

slogans, particularly the logographic designs that appeared on gas station signs, facades and 

pumps were ubiquitous” (2006, 189-92). The cover of the 1915 map states: ‘There’s More 

Power in that Good Gulf Gasoline’.  

While neither the Gulf Gasoline nor the Google map appear to depict any third-party ads in 

these reproduced examples, it must be remembered both these maps are themselves 

advertisements. The 1915 map is encouraging people to use it to drive more, thus consuming 

more of that ‘Good Gulf Gasoline’. This means more dependence and spending on oil, hence 

enriching the company and expanding its power, as well as the grip of the fossil fuel economy 

more broadly. The 2015 Map is encouraging people to use it more, because interactions with 

the Map leave data-traces of subjectivity that Google can harvest with their surveillance-

engines. These can then be appropriated, commodified and auctioned off to advertisers in a 

way that valorizes the cyber-capitalist world-order (Chapter 2). Both maps are made with the 

vision of increasing the profit and power of Big Oil and Big Tech respectively. They both 

attempt to be useful in order to manufacture consumer desire and fuse it to a particular 

monopolistic brand. Thus, from the mapping conventions employed to the advertising 

                                                 
146  For a comparison between Google Maps and Apple Maps in how they depict towns, see 
O’Beirne’s online essay (2016). 
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orientation, these commercially produced road maps are one of the key genealogical ancestors 

of Google Maps.  

8.7 The Directions147 

 

One of Google Maps’ most powerful features is its ability to provide directions. The apparatus’ 

abstracted materiality has the ability to use algorithms to find directions between points on their 

representation of the Earth, and hence it can function as a real-time navigational guide. As 

noted above, Google draw heavily from the conventions of road maps, which are types of 

network maps that depict systems of road-based transit routes. By clicking the ‘directions’ 

button and entering two compatible places, Google can offer automatically generated directions 

between the locations in question. The direction-button serves to transform the network map 

into an itinerary map—the cartographic term for a map of a route between A and B—thus 

automatically creating a step-by-step way-finding guide between two places. Along with the 

ability to search the Map, the ability to get directions is one of the key features that makes the 

                                                 
147  Built in 1933, Hangar One is one of the world’s largest free-standing structures, 
measuring 345m long by 95m wide by 60m high. In 2014 NASA rented the space to Planetary 
Ventures, a Google subsidiary, for 60 years for a tune of $1.16 billion. According to NASA’s 
statement; “Hangar One will again be home to high-tech innovation as Planetary Ventures begins 
using the historic facility for research, development, assembly and testing in the areas of space 
exploration, aviation, rover/robotics and other emerging technologies”. The hangars on this site 
are also used to house Google’s fleet of private jets.  

 
Figure 8.11: Googleplex to Hanger 1, 

@37.413752,-122.0803886,15z (15/11/2016) 

The above artefact shows the directions from the Googleplex to Hangar One9 at the firm’s 
military-grade private airport. Google suggests that the drive will cover 3.6 miles and it will 
take an estimated 11 minutes, factoring in a one-minute delay for traffic existing within the 
Googleplex. The areas of potential blockage are represented in orange and red. A small 
warning appears stating: “This route has restricted use or includes private roads”.  
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apparatus so ‘useful’, hence being one of the reasons that so many people engage with the Map 

so regularly.  

Research into creating automated navigation systems began in the military-industrial complex 

after World War II, and intensified dramatically after the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957. In 

this Cold War context, the Pentagon began developing accurate navigation systems in order for 

their apocalyptic triad of intercontinental ballistic missiles, nuclear submarines and strategic 

bombers to function at maximum efficiency. The Global Positioning System (GPS) was a direct 

result of this militaristic project and has since become entangled in a lot of non-military 

projects, including Google Maps (Chapter 9.2.2). Another related but more civilian aspect of 

research into automatic navigation came from car corporations, like General Motors and 

Toyota, who developed turn-by-turn navigation systems and in-car digital navigation devices. 

Google drew on research and technologies developed by these trajectories and integrated them 

into their apparatus.  

Google Maps was launched with the driving direction feature, and has since added to it in 

several ways. As previously noted, the purchase of ZipDash before the formation of Google 

Maps meant that traffic was a key component of the apparatus since the cyber-capitalist firm 

took its spatial turn (Chapter 2.2.6). As of 2007, the Map features real-time traffic information, 

representing information harvested by the apparatus’ surveillance-engines and displayed on the 

Map by different colours and estimated travel times (Figure 8.11). The apparatus can also 

provide dynamic re-routing. If there is a traffic accident or some other delay, the Map can 

automatically alter its directions, suggesting alternative routes. Almost a decade after ZipDash, 

Google acquired Waze, another traffic-monitoring company that offered drivers the 

opportunity to pay less attention to the road and more to their phones, giving them the ability 

to upload traffic information such as road works or car crashes. Aiming specifically at 

commuters, Google elite Brian McClendon states: “This fast-growing community of traffic-

obsessed drivers is working together to find the best routes from home to work, every day” 

(2013). The practicality of getting directions from the apparatus is one of the prime reasons for 

its popularity. It maps directly onto spatial practice, with the directions directly impacting on a 

person’s embodied movements.  

Road directions by car are the default search setting for Google Maps. That said, the apparatus 

can now offer directions for other transport modes as well, adding Transit in 2007 (trains, 

buses, trams, ferries, sometimes aircraft), walking in 2008 and bicycle in 2010. In attempting 
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to capture a Google Map offering walking directions from Beijing to Rome—in homage to the 

Silk Road—I discovered that the apparatus does not give directions into or out of China; it 

gives directions within China, but not across any of its fourteen international borders. While 

the borders may not be navigable on the ground, Google proposed an aerial Silk Road between 

the cities, suggesting Air China, Alitalia and Lufthansa (Figure 8.12).  

 

Along with China, a few other countries are selective about which borders they will allow 

Google Maps to issue direction across. Israel, for example, does not provide directions from 

Egypt, Lebanon or Syria, but allows the Map to trace directions via Jordan. Furthermore, as 

Figure 8.13 shows, Google Maps is happy to provide street directions into the illegally 

occupied West Bank. This artefact gives directions for how one could travel from Tel Aviv to 

the Ariel settlement. The majority of this easy trip is along ‘Route 5’, a smooth flowing 

multilane highway. Google Maps announces the directions to cross the border into the occupied 

territory thus: “Keep left and stay on Route 5”. The apparatus’ live traffic surveillance informs 

one that there is some congestion leaving Tel Aviv and upon entering Ariel, providing an 

estimated 50 minutes for the journey (or 39 minutes without traffic).  

To contrast this with a related example, if I were in Palestine and wanted to drive from Nabulus 

to Ramallah—only 36km as the crow flies—Google suggests a 177km route via Israel, with an 

estimated travel time of three hours and forty-five minutes. The apparatus adds the notes: ‘This 

route has tolls’, and ‘This route has restricted usage or includes private roads’. This latter 

 
Figure 8.12: Aerial Silk Road 

@39.52551,46.4843295,4z (13/7/2016) 
The link says ‘See Google search results from BJS to ROM’. Clicking this opens a new  

window where Google have the opportunity to advertise for airline companies.  
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sentence, which also appeared above (Figure 8.11), takes on a different and darker meaning in 

this colonial context of indefinite military occupation. Wilson Dizard puts the matter bluntly:  

Imagine taking your Google Maps app back in time, to Mississippi in the 1960s, and 

driving as an African American person through a “sun down town,” where police 

would arrest people of color if discovered outside after dark. Unless Google wrote 

the grim reality of Jim Crow into your phone, you could be driving into a lynching. 

The same thing applies for Palestinians under Israeli occupation, and living near 

settler neighbors who threaten them (2016).  

By giving directions into the occupied territories, Google Maps is both legitimizing and 

facilitating the colonial movement (Chapter 7.2.2).  

 

In addition to the default car directions, Google Maps can also give directions for using public 

transport. For example, if I were standing on a street called Goya in Buenos Aires and wanted 

to visit the Argentine Museum of Natural Sciences, I could use Google Maps to find my way. 

In this case, the apparatus issues directions for me to board Metrobus 34A and head down 

Avenue de Juan B. Justo. At Avenue San Martin, I would need to change buses and take the 

164A south, before exiting at a stop called Doctor Eleodoro Lobos 791. Thereafter, it is a brief 

walk around a park to the Museum. In this example, Google Maps issues directions for walking 

that are connected with bus timetables, and traffic flow information that are analysed by 

algorithms to automatically suggest a route through embodied space.  

Walking routes can also be plotted across Google Maps. For example, thinking of displaced 

people seeking asylum from Syria, I have reproduced Figure 8.14 as an example. It gives 

 
Figure 8.13: From Tel Aviv to the Ariel settlement 

@32.0987654,34.859564,11z (13/7/2016) 
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walking directions for the 3,385km between Al-Raqqah in Syria to Berlin, Germany. Google 

gives an estimated walking time of 684 hours, without rests. This simple blue line and series 

of utilitarian directions—“Turn left, 53m; Turn right, 97m; turn left, 150m [etc.]”—abstracts 

dramatically from the gruelling journey that huge numbers of people have been forced to 

attempt. Through this abstraction, the Map may well have facilitated many migrant’s 

movements in making this journey.  

 

 

It is possible to interface with the apparatus by manipulating a keyboard and mouse, phone’s 

touchscreen, and also by using voice. The apparatus can use a mobile device’s microphone to 

record a human voice, and subjects it to voice-recognition software in an attempt to decipher 

human speech. For example, if I were to say the words ‘Lockheed Martin’ into the apparatus, 

it could potentially respond by giving directions from my current location 32.7km south-east 

of Melbourne’s city, specifically to 208 Princes Highway, Dandenong. A synthetic voice could 

direct me as I drove towards the military contractor, stating ‘Continue onto Batman Ave’ in 

its’ calm, synthetic voice.  

En route if I became dazed and confused by the synthetic voice’s default American accent, I 

needn’t worry, for as of 2016 Google Maps offers voice recognition and simulation that 

attempts to code and decode the Australian accent. I could, for example, search the Map for a 

‘Maccas’ (McDonalds) and a ‘servo’ (petrol station) on route to ‘Brissy’ (Brisbane). Google 

Australia’s spokesperson Shane Treeves told the Sydney Morning Herald that the Map is not 

 
Figure 8.14: From Al-Raqqah to Berlin, 

@43.8808908,17.2150149,5z (13/7/2016) 
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yet sophisticated enough to understand quintessentially Australian directions, such as ‘chuck a 

u-ey’ (execute a u-turn), although he assures us that it will continue to improve as the apparatus 

gains more ‘contextual information’ through surveillance (Pead, 2016). Google’s Australian 

update also includes better language recognition of town names drawn from indigenous 

languages; such as Mullumbimby and Murwillumbah, which are drawn from dialects of the 

aboriginal language Bundjalung. In an offhand way, Treeves added that voice searches from 

mobile devices have doubled globally in the last year. This suggests a significant shift towards 

this way of engaging with the apparatus.  

In addition to the above examples, Google Maps can issue directions for selected indoor 

locations. In 2011, McClendon announced that mapping indoor space is a “new frontier for 

Google Maps” (2011). The cyber-capitalist company added thousands of floor plans to the 

apparatus, with some examples from my locality including prestigious institutes such as Crown 

Casino and Highpoint Shopping Centre (Google, 2016c). In 2012, an excited McClendon 

announced a number of new indoor maps of casinos in Las Vegas. The Google Vice President 

said: “the next time you are looking for the perfect table to win the jackpot or can’t find the 

nearest restroom, simply open Google Maps on your Android device and let indoor maps show 

you the way” (2012b).  

 

The above artefact shows Google Map’s depiction of the famous Circus Circus Las Vegas, a 

large casino memorably described in all its schizophrenic carnivalesque glory by Hunter S. 

Thompson in his 1971 classic novel Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas.148 To describe the 

                                                 
148  Summarizing the madness and depravity of this casino, Thompson, in his typical harsh-
but-fair manner, stated: “The Circus-Circus is what the whole hep world would be doing on 
Saturday night if the Nazis had won the war. This is the Sixth Reich” (1998, 46).  

 
Figure 8.15: Poker Room to the Ticket Exchange, Circus Circus 

@36.1365648,-115.1633741,21z (15/11/2016) 
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compositional level of the Map, Google employs an extremely conservative colour pallet of 

white, off-white, grey, pale beige, and a daring mild-purple wash to represent the toilets. In this 

way, the Map’s chromatic conservatism diverges wildly from the cacophony of colours that 

characterizes the casino, with its oppressive carpet patterns lit by the glow of money-hungry 

screens. In this way, there is a contradiction between the compositional level and conventional 

levels of the image, with the former a bleached abstraction of the topographic reality of Circus 

Circus (Figure 8.15). The apparatus’ emphasis on ‘accuracy’ subordinates colour in its 

representation of the world. Rather, they choose to prioritize topographic features—in the case 

of an indoor Map, the floor plans. If for some reason I found myself in Circus Circus—or 

perhaps lost myself in Circus Circus would be more likely—I could follow McClendon’s 

advice and engage Google Maps to help me navigate my way through the Casino’s interior. 

This artefact shows the 66 foot, or 72 foot, journey from a Poker Room to a ticket-exchange 

ATM inside Circus Circus. Notably, this artefact has the numbers 1 and 2 just above the zoom 

buttons on the interface. This allows one to jump between the levels of the building, hence the 

apparatus can offer directions inside a multi-story building. There are more layers still that are 

woven into the palimpsest Map. This shows how the apparatus is projected deeper into 

everyday life, dragging with it a cache of surveillance and commodification.  

8.8 The Advertisement 

 

As noted above, road maps were the first cartographic formations to include advertisements. 

Google Maps takes that idea and uses it as an organizing principle, technologically augmenting 

it to unprecedented levels. As stated in Chapter 2, advertisements provide 98% of Google’s 

 
Figure 8.16: Pizza on Lygon 

@-37.8016861,144.9633592,16z (14/11/2016)
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funding; hence ads are constitutive of the apparatus itself. Indeed, the Map can be seen as a 

kind of advertisement for Google, attracting people to come and use their services so that data-

traces of their subjective movements can be accumulated, analysed and sold to advertisers. 

Having previously described how Google commodifies its audience and uses surveillance to 

target advertisements at specific people at specific moments, I now build on this discussion and 

turn to look briefly at how this phenomenon manifests within the Maps themselves.  

To give an example, I conducted a specific Google Maps Search for ‘pizza’. I made this search 

with the Map aimed at Lygon Street, Carlton at 6.30pm on a Monday evening. The Search 

came from a desktop device with an IP address coming from Trades Hall in Carlton, just south 

of the area represented in Figure 8.16. The Map’s search feature triggers an automated auction, 

much like one that drives Google’s web-search, and this results in some restaurants being 

represented with a comparatively large red knife-and-fork symbol, while others get only a red 

dot. The artefact labels some restaurants, and others are labelled with a short description—such 

as “Bustling hub for Neapolitan pizzas”—while many others have no label at all. The results 

do not seem to depend solely on the number or strength of the ratings. There are many other 

restaurants that do not appear at all at this scale. This makes for an entirely uneven 

representation of Lygon Street’s pizza-scape.  

Figure 8.16 was taken at level 16z, and many more restaurants are visible only at tighter levels 

of zoom. Going back the other way, I zoomed out until all pizza places disappeared from the 

Map to see which restaurant would be the last one standing. The ultimate pizza place in 

Melbourne, at least according to Google Maps, turns out to be an outlet of the multi-billion-

dollar multinational Domino’s Pizza. Clicking on this Domino’s store, Google tells me the 

shop’s address, provides a URL link, phone number, opening hours and when the popular times 

are, but at no point does it tell me that whether this is an advertisement or not. Domino’s, and 

indeed every other pizza place that I searched for on the Map, do not reveal if they are 

advertisers with Google or not.  

This goes against the corporation’s self-proclaimed philosophy (2016f). Point one of their ‘Ten 

Things We Find to be True states that in anything they do: “we take great care to ensure that 

they will ultimately serve you, rather than our own internal goal or bottom line. […] Placement 

in search results is never sold to anyone, and advertising is not only clearly marked as such, it 

offers relevant content and is not distracting”. Under the heading “You can make money 

without doing evil”, they cyber-capitalist firm elaborates:  
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Advertising on Google is always clearly identified as a “Sponsored Link,” so it does 

not compromise the integrity of our search results. We never manipulate rankings to 

put our partners higher in our search results and no one can buy better PageRank. Our 

users trust our objectivity and no short-term gain could ever justify breaching that 

trust (2016f).  

However, this philosophy does not consistently apply in their Maps. Occasionally 

advertisements are labelled on Google Maps, for instance, clicking on Circus Circus has the 

discreet word ‘Ad’ next to it before an option to book a weekend away there for only $68 per 

night. But in almost all of my searches over the course of my research, the apparatus has been 

entirely opaque as to what is advertising and what is not. Is Domino’s Pizza an advertiser or 

not? This is unclear, and at no point does Google announce any of these pizza places to be 

‘Sponsored Links’. Absences aside, the ability to Search the Map for things like pizza is likely 

one of the apparatus’ most used features and a key way that it draws everyday life into its 

circuits, and increases the abstraction of practice.  

8.9 The Sim-Street 

 

In addition to being able to show a specific route across a network map and providing a textual 

itinerary, Google Maps can show the route via their ‘StreetView’ function, launched in May 

 
Figure 8.17: Photo-Auto Maps, 1907 Chapin and Schumacher 

High-resolution photograph from the David Rumsey Map Collection, 
http://www.davidrumsey.com. Used with permission. 
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2007. StreetView is a collection of stitched-together panoramic photographs taken from streets 

around the world, which enables one to view a representation that simulates moving through 

the street in question. While very new in many important respects, this way of representing 

space had a number of curious historic precursors. In 1906, a film-maker named Earl Miles 

mounted a camera to the front of a trolley and rolled it the full length of Market Street, San 

Francisco’s main thoroughfare, creating a StreetView-like effect (SFFilmMuseum, 2009). A 

full century before StreetView, cartographic publishers Rand McNally produced a series of 

maps which prefigured Google’s project. The Photo-Auto Maps offered a landmark-by-

landmark, turn-by-turn guide to help motorists navigate along roads that were often not 

consistently named or sign posted (Figure 8.17). Enabled by photographic reproduction, these 

map-books were itinerary maps, guiding people between two predetermined places, such as via 

796 photographs and written instructions directing someone from New York to Albany (Chapin 

and Schumacher, 1907). 

The next major development towards StreetView came with a project conducted by a team of 

computer scientists at MIT in 1978. They created the first publicly demonstrated interactive 

and navigable virtual space, as well as the first hypermedia program. This DARPA-funded 

program called Aspen Movie Map, allows one to ‘drive’ through the streets of the Colorado 

town by using a joystick connected to a computer terminal. Joystick movements would bring 

up a series of photographs taken by cars that drove the streets of the ski-town with roof-

mounted cameras taking photographs every three metres before uploading these images into 

the software (Figure 8.18). Inspired “by a mockup of an airport used by Israeli commandos to 

train for the Entebbe hostage-freeing raid of 1973,” Aspen Movie Map was a ground-breaking 

piece of software (Manovich, 2001, 224). According to the Computer History Museum, this 

project “pioneered basically all of the features of street view and other mapping services today, 

including navigation buttons for turning and moving, integration with flat maps and aerial 

photography, computer-generated panoramas, and 3D models of buildings” (Weber, 2012). 

Writing in 2001, Lev Manovich noted that the idea of constructing a large-scale virtual space 

from photographs has not been systematically tried again since the 1978 Aspen project, and 

this was true for 34 years until Google took their spatial turn.  
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Figure 8.18: Aspen Movie Map, 1978, MIT Architecture Machine Group 

“StreetView was Larry Page’s idea”, claimed StreetView’s Engineering Director (Google, 

2012a). Taking the essential ideas of Aspen Movie Map, StreetView projected them on a global 

scale. Google constructed spherical cameras with 15 panoramic lenses that are capable of 

taking 360˚ 35 mega-pixel photographs at regular intervals. Mounting these panoptic cameras 

on cars the company had, as of 2012, captured more than eight million kilometres of roads in 

38 nations (Google, 2012b). As official announcements are often few and far between, a sense 

of StreetView’s expansion can be seen in a Wikipedia page called ‘Coverage of Google Street 

View’. This tracks the apparatus’ expansion, from its 2007 beginnings in the USA, up to its 

2016 intrusions into lower priority countries like Sri Lanka, Kyrgyzstan and Uruguay.  

After collecting the imagery, the StreetView team recreates the car’s route from surveillance 

information harvested by sensors that monitor the car’s location, speed, direction and angle. 

Google also created a backpack version of the collection apparatus which can be used get to 

places off the road (Figure 8.19). Once captured, these photographs are stitched together into 

panoramas, with algorithms used to diminish the ‘seams’ between the photographs. Then, using 

spatial information collected by laser beams which the car emits, it is possible to detect the 

relative distance from surfaces. This helps to enable Google to construct 3D models of the 

streetscape, determine which panorama to display and it informs their Google Earth simulacra 

(Google, 2014a).  

Algorithmic spiders then scamper across the images in order to extract information from these 

photographic representations of the embodied world. The spiders run optical recognition 

software which automates the process of blurring out human faces and the number plates of 

cars (Stross 2009, 145). Various algorithms scan the millions of kilometres of panoptic photos 

attempting to recognise and extract any logo, street sign and address and cross reference them 
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onto the Map. In this way, StreetView has played an important role in helping Google to 

improve the quality of what they call their base-map: “With ground-level images, we can 

identify one-way roads, pinpoint addresses on the map, and verify street names. This added 

level of detail gives you better search results, more accurate directions, and smoother turn-by-

turn navigation” (Lin, 2014).  

 

This is part of a Google Maps project which began in 2008 called ‘Ground Truth’. Referring 

to some fundamental or absolute truth, the phrase is used in various contexts, including 

machine learning, US military slang, GIS and meteorology. Google employs it to refer to a 

technique used to compliment remote sensing by relating information collected from a specific 

location to an image of the area in question. For instance, StreetView adds ‘Ground Truth’ 

information to Google Maps by having its machines physically trawl through the streets already 

represented on the apparatus, and updating them with new data. According to Google elite 

McClendon, via Ground Truth the company seeks to acquire:  

high-quality map data from authoritative sources around the world and then apply a 

mix of advanced algorithms, supplemental data (including satellite, aerial and Street 

View imagery), and human input to create a map that corresponds as closely as 

 
Figure 8.19: A Song of Ice and Fire, 2017, Google 

Danish actor Nikolaj Coster-Waldau—perhaps best known for his role as Jaime 
Lannister in Game of Thrones—is seen collecting imagery for Google StreetView 
using his backpack ‘Trekker’. Shot in southern Greenland, this publicity stunt was 
supposed to highlight the impact of climate change. Coster-Waldau walks across 
ground that was recently covered by a glacier until it melted owing to global warming. 
He wrote about this in Google’s official blog, The Keyword (Coster-Waldau, 2017). 
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possible to the real-world facts that you’d find if you were to visit that location 

(2012a).  

All this information is made into ‘one cohesive map’, with Google claiming that the best part 

of putting this ‘giant puzzle’ together is that it “helps people every day. It can save you time, 

empower you to get things done, and give you the opportunity to travel and explore without 

worry” (Lin, 2014). Anticipating improvements in optical recognition, McClendon stated that 

Google Maps will go much further than this in seeking to organise the world’s physically 

information and integrating it into the cyber-capitalist firm’s means of abstraction (Madrigal, 

2012). One of the directions in which Google is guiding this research trajectory is towards the 

development of self-driving automobiles. 

Curiously, StreetView allows older versions of their photographs to be viewed. To showcase 

an example of this, I have collected available images taken of a small café called Woodside 

Green—which is invisible on Google Maps—on the corner of Queensberry Street and Cardigan 

Street, Carlton, very near both my old RMIT office and current one at Trades Hall (Figure 

8.20). The urban area around the café has changed dramatically in the years since StreetView 

photographs began, with the city of Melbourne being subjected to reckless processes of 

development. Google StreetView’s time-lapse function bears witness to the speculation bubble 

reorganizing the urban fabric of the city.  

8.10 Conclusion 
This chapter has briefly explored some of the ways that Google Maps draws on the modern 

form of cartography. All of the cartographic forms discussed here are constitutive of the Map 

itself. They have all been drawn into the abstracted materiality of the apparatus and 

technologically augmented. As this narrative suggests, the cartographic abstraction process—

with its roots stretching back thousands of years—was intensified across the last five-hundred 

years of capitalist modernity, only to be supercharged under the hegemony of cybernetic 

capitalism. As the modern cartographic form has moved into the abstracted materiality of 

Google Maps, it has enabled processes of recombination and extension. For example, the web 

version of Mercator’s projection was combined with a road map which offers customized 

directions across it; while the underpinning Ptolemic grid is woven tighter than ever. In this 

way, previously mutually exclusive cartographic forms—such as an indoor floor-plan and a 

world map, a network map or a specific path across it—are recombined within the apparatus. 

In addition to cartographic techniques, the apparatus also recombines Search, 3D graphics, 
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voice recognition, surveillance and photography, to name a few. Lev Manovich makes this 

point forcefully:  

In my view, this ability to combine previously separate media techniques represents 

a fundamentally new stage in the history of human media, human semiosis and human 

communication, enabled by its “softwarization” (2013).149 

The process of technological augmentation leads to an extensive and intensive heightening of 

cartographic abstraction. As with other abstraction processes, this can grant an organizing 

power, a power to reorganize spatial practices and hence produce space. As the most widely 

used map in history, Google Maps presents their recombination of the modern cartographic 

form to an enormous number of people. This process has implications which are both 

ideological and ontological.  

Firstly, drawing on the cultural authority possessed by cartographic images, as well as the 

common understanding of technology as a neutral tool, the tech-giant represents the world in a 

way that serves to naturalize this particular and partial interpretation. This is to say that Google 

Maps represents an ideological image of the world, as in it is a subjective material map of 

social reality which presents a politically charged interpretation (see Section 3.3.1). All of the 

various historical forms analysed in this chapter are pulled together—like layers in a cybernetic 

palimpsest—and drawn into the quest for capital accumulation and control. People who use the 

Map are drawn into Google’s circuits of surveillance and commodification. Their movements 

through embodied space can be tracked and analysed, with the results being potentially used to 

manipulate their spatial practice, encouraging patterns of practice that are more consumeristic.  

Secondly, the process also draws on shifting conceptions of space. The modern spatial ontology 

is pulled into Google Map’s abstract circuits and intensified. The roots of this ontological vision 

can be detected in Ptolemy’s gird, but it was not until much later—perhaps when Mercator’s 

projection began to be implemented as a navigational aid—that this category began to become 

hegemonic. This way-of-being-in-the-world has intensified, particularly since the rise of 

cybernetic capitalism. Computing-machines have drawn older cartographic forms into their 

abstracted materiality and intensified the abstraction at their core. This has, in turn, produced 

space in increasingly abstract ways. The next chapter takes a closer look at this process, 

                                                 
149  Italics in original.  
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analysing the production of subjectivity and how the ontological forms of spatiality, 

temporality and embodiment are reorganized in more abstract ways.  

 

Figure 8.20: StreetView Time-lapse, Cardigan Street, Carlton 
A collection of StreetView artefacts of 87 Cardigan Street, Carlton.  

@-37.804721,144.964777 (all except 6/7/15, except for the bottom right, 16/12/2016) 
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Chapter 9: 
Abstracted Ontologies: 
The Technological Augmentation of Being 

  

 

 
  Figure 9.1: Mural, 2009, Julie Mehretu & Goldman Sachs  
 
This is a cropped reproduction of a massive 25m by 7m mural commissioned by 
Goldman Sachs for $5 million. The artwork is supposed to represent “the layered 
confluences and contradictions of the world economy”. Its intricate layers feature 
many map-like networks, trade routes and architectural drawings woven through 
the abstract psycho-geographical conglomerate. Mehretu’s piece of ‘public art’ is 
housed in the private foyer of Goldman Sachs’ headquarters in New York 
(Tomkins, 2010). 
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9.0 Prelude: Augmented Reality 
The word ‘augment’ means to increase, extend or intensify, and it has connotations with the 

field of cyber-technology. The term ‘augmented reality’ was coined by the Boeing scientist 

Thomas Caudell in 1990. He invented the term when he imagined equipping workers at 

Boeing’s aircraft factories with cybernetic head-mounted displays that could superimpose 

plans and instructions over their visual fields in an effort to increase efficiency and to deskill 

workers—both in an effort to maximize control (Caudell and Mizell, 1992). In this way, the 

concept is embroiled with the cyber-capitalist response to the crisis in Fordism and the 

reconfiguration of power, labour and subjectivity that ensued. Unlike ‘virtual reality’150—

which replaces a lived reality with a simulated one—augmented reality overlays an abstracted, 

technological layer over the top of lived reality. In this way, it is a very apt metaphor for the 

processes of technological reconstitution that I am describing in this chapter. To be clear, unlike 

uncritical celebrants (Chen, 2009), my use of the term ‘augment’ does not imply an 

‘enhancement’; for lived reality is not necessarily improved by its technological enframing 

(Figure 10.2). Rather, technological augmentations tend to heighten certain aspects of practices 

while impoverishing others, and, altogether, they serve to reconstitute the entire experience on 

a more abstracted level.   

For example, imagine a worker equipped with a cybernetic helmet on a Boeing shopfloor. The 

instructions projected into their visual field may well make aspects of their work easier, yet 

this very same machine also makes them more replaceable and heightens the potential level of 

managerial control. Such a worker would be simultaneously deskilled at the mechanical level, 

but also reskilled at a more abstract level, having to interact with the computing-machine and 

the various challenges that come with such imperfect systems. Moreover, the entire work 

process would be reconstituted by this cybernetic abstraction; what it means to make decisions 

and solve problems, and the relation between living labour and the creative process of work, 

would be remade on a more abstract level. This is a multidimensional process with the more 

abstract level overlaying and reconstituting the prior levels—like a palimpsest—in ways which 

may spawn contradictions. Perhaps science fiction can tease out possibilities of this abstracting 

trajectory, as Simon Ings has done in his novel Wolves, which presents an augmented world of 

simultaneous collapse and functioning (2014).  

                                                 
150  In 1989 Jaron Lainer coined the phrase ‘virtual reality’, and immediately set about trying 
to commercialize the concept through his company VPL Research. 
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9.1  Introduction 
Philosopher of mind, Thomas Metzinger, argues that computing technology “has already begun 

to change the structure of conscious experience itself”, with apparatuses like Google Maps 

contributing to this process as “consciousness technologies” (2009, 234-5). Because these 

machines alter the subjective experience of being-in-the-world, we may inquire into what kind 

of ontological categories they draw on, and the historical conditions that brought them about. 

It seems that the older ways of understanding and practicing ontological categories that arose 

in capitalist modernity still dominate, including Cartesian subjectivity, scientific materialism, 

abstract space, empty time and disembodiment. However, as computer-machines are 

increasingly enmeshed with social practices, formations and relations, these very ontological 

categories are being reconstituted through their technological augmentation. This is to say that 

the more we engage with the world through technology, the more our way of being-in-the-

world changes. As computing-machines in the service of cybernetic capitalist hegemony are 

increasingly drawn into everyday practice, they have the effect of increasingly abstracting the 

frames of life. This is not to suggest a one-dimensional enframing; many contingencies, 

complexities and contradictions result, however there appears to be an overarching tendency 

towards abstraction.  

One way that this abstraction occurs is in how we move through the world. There is a 

tremendous multiplicity of ways in which one can navigate through space. These include 

drawing signs from the natural world, such as from the sun, stars, or terrestrial formations like 

hills and rivers. Navigating using natural formations is a more concrete manner of moving 

through the world than using a map. This practice of ‘natural’ navigation is partly shared with 

other migrating animals, from humpback whales to swallows. People also navigate through 

space by drawing signs from human experience, such as from memory, whether individual or 

collective. This could involve asking someone for directions, or having someone guide them 

through unfamiliar locations. To be sure, spoken language is itself an abstraction that stems 

from the subjective processes of interpretation that occur within our phenomenological beings 

(Chapter 3.3). A point to emphasize is that spoken language is also deeply embodied, it is a 

product of the flesh—the controlled expulsion of air from the lungs, the oscillation of vocal 

folds, the movements of the tongue and lip muscles, etc. Furthermore, at least for the majority 

of human history, spoken language has necessarily involved a face-to-face encounter with 

another person, hence making it a social practice.  
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Navigation becomes more abstract when one starts engaging complex technologies. For 

instance, navigating by a compass is more abstract than looking at the sky, seeing the angle of 

the sun, and then walking in the appropriate direction. These machines can detect the Earth’s 

magnetic field in ways that our bodies cannot—thus navigating with the aid of such a device 

is more constitutively abstract. Combining a compass with a highly accurate time-keeping 

machine—such as Harrison’s H4—and a map made using Mercator’s projection adds to this 

process (Chapter 8.2-4). Such technological systems draw on rationalized, geometric 

projections and extreme mechanical precision so as to afford the navigator the ability to 

abstractly determine their position on an imaginary grid engulfing world space-time—which 

happens to isomorphically coincide with their location. A far more abstract way to navigate 

through embodied space involves whipping a smartphone from one’s pocket and accessing 

Google Maps. The very materiality of the apparatus itself is abstract, including the software, 

the intricate ensemble of machinery that makes it up and the layers of capitalist relations 

embedded in its production (Chapter 5). This chapter will consider the specifics of this highly 

abstract way of navigating space and, moreover, being-in-the-world.  

 

As noted in Chapter 5, the process of abstraction is not inherently bad; rather the ability to draw 

away from something, to contemplate it, is one of the defining features of the human condition 

(McGilchrist, 2012, 21).151 I am less interested in suggesting whether more or less abstraction 

                                                 
151  I should note the irony of this chapter’s critique of abstraction taking the form of a 
subjective material investigation into the ontological categories of being-in-the-world. This is 
plainly a rather abstract exercise. Conducting an investigation into the ontological 
underpinnings of a social formation requires a high degree of analytical abstraction (James, 
2015). This means that I will be focusing less on specific aspects of Google Maps, and more on 

 
Figure 9.2: Perspective Drawing, 1525, Albrect Dürer 

This artwork’s full title is: Draughtsman Making a Perspective Drawing of a 
Reclining Woman. Wikimedia Commons. 
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is better or worse, but rather how the process of abstraction shifts what is means to be human. 

Also of crucial importance is to consider what political projects abstraction is put into the 

service of. I argue that abstraction began to be problematic when it was put into the service of 

rational mastery, when it was directed on the quest to dominate nature, including human nature. 

Drawing on this historic legacy, Google Maps can be seen as an exemplar of abstraction in the 

service of cybernetic capitalist accumulation and control. According to Marx’s analysis, the 

process of abstraction as a major tendency of capitalism, an all-encompassing trend of this 

mode of practice and its’ impact on human activity. This chapter builds upon arguments made 

elsewhere (Berardi, 2015, McGilchrist, 2012, Sharp, 1985), that there has been a qualitative 

shift in the extensive and intensive nature of this abstraction, as capitalist modernity is 

increasingly transformed by cybernetic practices.  

In this chapter, I am interested in what happens to social meaning in the context of the 

cybernetic capitalism. As developed previously in Chapter 5, if production means to ‘brings 

forth’, and abstraction means to ‘draw away’, then these two are now tightly entwined with one 

another, and increasingly shape social formations, relations and practices in ways that 

reorganize them to be constitutively more abstract. In this way, abstraction is understood as a 

subjective material process, a lived relation with the world (Sharp, 1985, 1993). Likewise, the 

ontological categories of subjectivity, space, time and embodiment can only be understood 

socially: they are simultaneously the context and outcome of patterns of social practice. 

When cybernetic capitalist abstraction is layered onto existing social formations, it enables an 

intensification of the overall process of ontological abstraction. This transforms the ways in 

which space, time, embodiment, materiality and subjectivity are interpreted and experienced; 

as well as the ways we integrate with one-another, the ways we engage with the world, and the 

epistemological ways in which we come to know the world. This allows for a technological 

transformation of our lifeworlds, with technological apparatuses impacting upon and actively 

reconstituting processes of meaning-making.  

Gramsci analysed the changes that were occurring with the coming of Fordism (1971, 279-

318). He noted how the social form colonized not only physical labour, but also the mental and 

emotional aspects of the worker. The Fordist pact, with its hard work, high wages and lure of 

consumerism, would significantly alter the subjective and material make-up of 20th Century 

                                                 
the ontological patterns that feed into cybernetic capitalism, and how this mode of practice 
proceeds to transform them. 
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capitalism. This “process of psycho-physical transformation”, to use Gramsci’s evocative 

phrase, can be summarized as entailing: 

changes in economic, intellectual, moral, and even sexual habits—changes in 

people’s ritual perception of social time and space; changes in what things mean; and 

changes in the way that meaning is produced and consumed; changes whose high-

speed global telelectronic circulation blurs the difference between production and 

consumption, the actual and the virtual, the real and the imaginary, the pleasurable 

and the dangerous (Pfohl, 2005).  

This chapter draws on this critical legacy and looks at the series of changes that have occurred 

after the crisis in Fordism and capitalism’s cybernetic reorganization. What follows is a look 

into how the ontological categories of subjectivity, space, time and embodiment have become 

technologically ‘augmented’ and made more constitutively abstract. These categories are all 

discussed in respect to how the dominant ontological forms of capitalist modernity have been 

further abstracted under conditions of cybernetic capitalism. 

9.2 Abstracted Subjectivity: Cartesian Cybernetics and the 
User-Subject  
In most of the writing about cybernetic technology, a human being who engages with 

technology is referred to as a ‘user’. In writings, ranging from celebratory to critical, the 

category of ‘user’ seems to be the most common signifier. Few go on to problematize the kind 

of subjectivity produced by the user framing (e.g., Bratton, 2014), and in this thesis I choose 

not to follow this dominant conceptual framing as it can contribute to the dominance of an 

instrumental understanding of technology, where technologies are conceived of as tools—as 

neutral objects that are simply used. There is some truth within this framing, yet it needs to be 

seriously qualified, for this thinking “ignores the transformative role technology plays in 

reshaping and reconstituting subjectivity, embodiment and the social realm” (Cooper, 2002, 3). 

Technology is more than a tool and a person is more than a user. Jumping directly to the 

user/tool conceptual duo can contribute to a reified conception that reduces a social being to 

what they do with an object, and technology to what is done with it.152  

                                                 
152  Another possible line of criticism against conceptualizing a person as a ‘user’ could be 
that it frames them as a kind of homo utilitarius. This emphasis of use—usefulness and utility 
über alles—seems to have parallels to the capitalist ethic of utilitarianism. In Capital, Marx 
made some scathing criticisms of Jeremy Bentham which can be reapplied here. He accused the 
utilitarian of attempting to dodge questions of human nature by lunging straight for an 
ahistorical utility, which was actually based on a specific conception of ‘normal’, and hence 
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To illustrate this with a non-software example, the tool/user framework is embroiled with the 

kind of thinking that leads to phrases like ‘guns don’t kill people, people kill people’. In this 

slogan, the gun is posited as a simple and neutral tool, that people can decide how to use. While 

true in a very limited way, this formulation ignores the fact that guns are specifically designed 

killing machines that facilitate the rapid dealing of death from a distance. Guns transform the 

possibilities and potentialities of violence and, with it, how society works and, ultimately, what 

it means to be human. In the less dramatic case of Google Maps, it is not just a tool that gives 

directions, rather it is an apparatus that changes social practice. Likewise, the person receiving 

the directions is not simply a user of a tool—they are engaging with the apparatus in a way that 

reconstitutes how they relate to and be in embodied space-time. There is a matter of becoming, 

for it is not simply what I do with an apparatus, but what I become when I engage such a 

machine (Chamayou, 2015, 199).  

Hence, rather than employing the terminology ‘user’ in its conventional sense, in this thesis I 

have risked less concise sentences by referring to how people engage with technology. A more 

complex and ambivalent word than ‘use’, ‘engage’ implies social interactions such as 

conversation, attention and attraction; as well as conflict, combat, and battle. It also suggests a 

sense of responsibility through pledge or promise, and it even has mechanical connotations, 

evoking images of cog-wheels intermeshing with their corresponding components. When I 

employ ‘engage’ in the context of human-technology relations, I seek to draw on this sense of 

dialectic entanglement.  

While I avoid the unreflexive use of ‘user’ in my writing, in this chapter I shall employ the 

term ‘user-subject’ to refer to the type of subjectivity that is being reconstituted by cybernetic 

capitalism and the ontological abstraction that this represents. Lewis Mumford argued that the 

techno-determinist separation of machines from people had the effect of reducing technology, 

society and nature to divorced abstractions (1963). For him, power, production and practice in 

capitalism were the embodiments of a vast subjective material system, which is a cause, 

condition and consequence of specific historical and technological advances. He noted that this 

abstraction occurred at the beginning of what is now usually called the ‘scientific revolution’—

                                                 
also evading the dynamic and historical quality of human subjectivity. To rework this insight 
into the current context, the cyber-capitalist framing of the user-subject jumps straight for a 
specific conception of subjectivity and society. It imagines people as machines that send/receive 
messages and buy/sell services. This one-dimensional ontology abstracts away complex 
questions of historical change, human nature, and power. This can have a strong ideological 
function.  
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the rise to dominance of the mechanical world-picture which forged the modern subject (Figure 

5.8).  

One of the most important articulators of this mechanical conception of subjectivity in early 

capitalist modernity was René Descartes. The French scientist-philosopher opposed what he 

perceived to be the subjective mysticism of the older order, as well as the Renaissance’s 

celebration of democracy, humanism and nature. Given this stance, he can be seen as taking 

part in a ‘counter-Renaissance’, along with others like Hobbes and Newton (Gare, 2013). In 

this respect, Descartes can be seen as a key figure in scientific materialism, mechanical 

scientism and in the founding of bourgeois thought.153 I have already cited Descartes’ quote 

where he implored humanity to attain rational knowledge in order to make ourselves the 

“masters and possessors of nature” (Descartes, 2008)(Chapter 1.3). 

Descartes’ model of subjectivity was founded on a qualified concept of dualism; the analytical 

separation of mind and body (Nadler et al., 1997). The cautious framing of the previous 

sentence points towards the recent debates around the interpretation of Descartes’ philosophy. 

This is not the place for me to get caught up in whether Descartes’ dualism was analytical or 

ontological, rather I shall acknowledge the controversy and leave it be. It is certainly the case 

that many others have taken up the idea of Cartesian conception as being a fracturing dualism. 

Williams noted how early modern thinking fractured nature—in its manifold of complexity 

and infinite order—into opposing abstract categories of ‘Man’ and ‘Nature’. Extrapolated from 

what might be called ‘Cartesian dualism’ (leaving aside whether or not Descartes himself was 

a dualist theorist or not), these “singular abstractions” went on to dominate modern thinking, 

affecting not just the conception of subjectivity, but humanity’s relationship with the material 

universe (2005, 67-85). The Cartesian binary, in Toscano’s words, is “not a mere mask, fantasy, 

or diversion, but as a force operative in the world” (2008). As Williams’ perceptively noted:  

We have mixed our labour with the earth, our forces with its forces too deeply to be 

able to draw back and separate either out. Except that if we mentally draw back, if we 

go on with the singular abstractions, we are spared the effort of looking, in any active 

way, at the whole complex of social and natural relationships which is at once our 

product and our activity (2005, 83).  

                                                 
153  Also, by his mathematical work of developing the ‘Cartesian co-ordinate system’, his 
thinking influenced the increasing rationalization and mathematization of cartography. 
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Dichotomizing humanity and nature to ‘singular abstractions’ has the effect of obscuring the 

fact that, as humans, we are both the product and activity of nature; as well as active participants 

in the material universe’s creative processes. Our very subjectivities have been created by these 

natural processes, and they allow us to exercise agency, the capacity and condition of being 

able to consciously act in the world and to participate in nature’s creativity. Descartes 

abstracted agency, placing it outside and above nature, a move related to his quest for rational 

mastery and its inherent domination. Interwoven with technological determinism, this move 

was an expression of the mechanical imagination. In this way, abstracted Nature was 

conceptually opened up for manipulation by a dominating agency, a process that lead to the 

‘resourcification’ of everything.  

In Capitalism in the Web of Life, Jason Moore argues that: “At the core of the capitalist project, 

from its 16th Century origins, was the scientific and symbolic creation of nature in its modern 

form, a something that could be mapped, abstracted, quantified, and otherwise subjected to 

linear control” (2015, 86). He sees the figure of Descartes as one of the important constructors 

of this form of abstract nature, an ontological orientation created through a collection of 

processes “through which states and capitalists map, identify, quantify, measure, and code 

human and extra-human natures in service of capital accumulation” (2015, 194). The 

disenchanting and dehumanizing implications of this dualism were extraordinarily influential 

in the construction of the modern world. The Cartesian subject became the protagonist in 

capitalism’s “quest of power by means of abstraction” (Mumford, 1963, 24). Indeed, it is a 

perfect example of how capitalist modes of practice contribute to the reorganization of nature, 

including human nature.  

Descartes lived at a time where there was an “increase in the number and kinds of machines, 

mills, guns, clocks, lifelike automata, [which] must have suggested mechanical attributes for 

men and extended the analogies of mechanism to more subtle and complex organic facts” 

(Mumford, 1963, 41).154 This subjective material observation suggests that the metaphor of the 

machine was of central importance to transforming patterns of social meaning, as indeed: “New 

metaphors have the power to create a new reality” (Lakoff and Johnson, 2003, 145). In this 

way, scientific materialism was long accompanied by its other face, mechanical scientism. 

Drawing on the metaphor of the machine, there emerged the belief that the scientific method 

                                                 
154  Furthermore, in making these connections, the mechanical conception of the Cartesian 
subject was profoundly influenced by its formulation in the Dutch Republic, then the seat of a 
world-spanning capitalist-empire (Arrighi, 2010). 
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could be unproblematically and apolitically applied in other fields, and that these fields could 

be explained in mechanical terms.  

 

Jump forward three-hundred years to World War II and the rise of cybernetics. At this time, 

there was a vast proliferation of machines, with perhaps the most significant being the 

development of nuclear weapons and computing-machines. Furthermore, capitalism was a far 

more extensive and intensive world system than it was at the beginning of the modern period. 

In this subjective material context, Norbert Wiener—the coiner of the concept of 

‘cybernetics’—first formulated this thinking by imagining a soldier using an anti-aircraft gun. 

He saw them as part of the same system: a dynamic of relational flows and feedback; a system 

of control and communication; a ‘servomechanism’ in the cybernetic parlance (1948). All of 

material reality was imagined as a vast information system, with no fundamental distinction 

between humans, computers and nature. This formulation suggested that “beneath the fleshy 

complexity of humanity, we were on some level machines” (Turner, 2006, 20-4).  

 
Figure 9.3: Humani Victus Instrumenta, c.1569 

This image depicts a person as an assemblage of instruments for cooking. It was 
perhaps designed or engraved by Giovanni da Monte Cremasco in Venice, but it is 
undoubtedly in the style of Giuseppe Arcimboldo. It is currently part of The Elisha 
Whittelsey Collection at the Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. 
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Parallels can be seen between this formulation and the Cartesian ‘mechanical world-picture’, 

yet there are also significant differences. Indeed, Gilbert Simondon used a similar juncture to 

this for his critique of Wiener’s cybernetics and the Cartesian mechanism (2009). It is possible 

to make an analytical distinction between two strands of cybernetics; one being holistic and 

dialectic, and the other reductionist and instrumental. The first strand is perhaps exemplified 

by the works of Gregory Bateson (2000) who argued that it was monstrous and dangerous to 

separate mind from body, or humanity from nature. Rather he held that the individual mind is 

immanent in a body, which is immanent in its environment; which is to say “immanent in the 

total interconnected social system and planetary ecology” (2000, 466-70). A different example 

of this fold can be seen in Donna Haraway’s influential book Simians, Cyborgs, and Women, 

which draws on a cybernetic imaginary to oppose old hierarchies and the “infomatics of 

domination” (1990). This dialectical form of cybernetics is not the focus of this chapter, rather 

I am interested in understanding the more reductionist and instrumentalized form of cybernetics 

as it is more readily put into the service of capital accumulation.  

The other strand could be called ‘Cartesian cybernetics’, with all the ontological tensions that 

stem from this unwieldy compound. Drawing strongly on scientific materialism and 

mechanical scientism, this version of cybernetics imagines people as machines who use 

machines as tools to manipulate inert matter/information; they imagine ‘user-subjects’. The 

passage of three centuries of progress in scientific materialism has meant that aspects of the 

Cartesian subject have been eroded, with ‘mind’ being increasingly secularized and reduced to 

direct determinisms; including behaviourist empiricism, neurochemical excretions and rational 

choice theory. Despite these erosions, the Cartesian subject is still central to understanding the 

dominant ontology of subjectivity today. This is perhaps because the Cartesian subject shares 

with scientific materialism (and mechanical scientism) the quest for rational mastery.  

Arran Gare has made a connection between the counter-Renaissance and cybernetics, linking 

Galileo to Claude Shannon.155 According to Gare, these two figures were united by pushing an 

agenda “to transform everything, including other people, into measurable and predictable 

components of a vast machine” (2013). This strand of cybernetics is perhaps exemplified by 

the engineers bound up in the quest to build a mechanical mind—the ultimate Cartesian 

subject—a field known by the reductive initialism: AI (Noble, 1999, 143-71). Retreating from 

the implications of dialectic cybernetics, the Cartesian variety subordinated the new thinking 

                                                 
155  Shannon was the founder of information theory, which played a key role in cybernetics. 
To see how he fitted into this development, see (Gleick, 2012, Ch.7-8). 
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to the older modes of scientific materialism and mechanical scientism. Likewise, it avoided 

messy relational conceptions of technology in favour of instrumental determinism: the user-

subject simply uses technology as a tool. Furthermore, it evades dialectic cybernetics’ 

potentially radical implications on politics by serving the status quo.156  

As the modes of practice of capitalist modernity were bound up with the rise of the Cartesian 

subject, so too are the modes of practice of cybernetic capitalism bound up with the rise of its 

abstracted descendent, the user-subject. The resulting mutations in subjectivity have long been 

subjected to attention from the critical tradition, from Marcuse (2002) and Fromm (1960), 

through to Deleuze and Guattari (2009), and many Italian autonomists. An example of the latter 

can be seen in the writings of Franco ‘Bifo’ Berardi. He has charted how the “abstract 

perfection of the digital world is the arrival point of this late modern trajectory: abstraction of 

finance from production, abstraction of work from activity, abstraction of goods from 

usefulness, abstraction of time from sensuousness” (2015, 84). In his interpretation, this 

process is producing a kind of ontological precariousness in which the sensual world of social 

solidarity and embodiment is being usurped by a machinic competition in pursuit of infinite 

accumulation and acceleration; the results of which are, in short, social destruction and 

subjective suffering (Berardi, 2009). 

From its origins among a small handful of scientists, such as Wiener in the military-industrial 

complex, the concepts of cybernetics spread to a rag-tag group of counter-cultural figures, and 

on towards hegemony. Turner has thoroughly charted this transition, noting the importance of 

Steward Brand as a bridge between these spheres (2006).157 Cartesian cybernetics became the 

dominant and dominating conception of subjectivity, with the user-subject being the 

depoliticized agent. It reached this centre position with the rise of the ‘new economy’, and the 

bundle of practices associated with post-Fordist production, disembodied communication, and 

financialization. Ronald Reagan popularized the term ‘new economy’, attaching it to a class 

                                                 
156  Dialectic cybernetics is not necessarily radical in a political sense. For instance, Mary 
Catherine Bateson, the daughter of Margaret Mead and Gregory Bateson, sort to popularize her 
father’s work by collaborating with Stuart Brand in his Global Business Network. She worked 
as a consultant to sponsoring corporations, such as Royal Dutch Shell and AT&T, helping equip 
these companies with new rhetoric networks, consciousness and community (Turner, 2006, 181-
94). 
157  Brand’s cybernetics is based on user/tool techno-determinism and the depoliticalizations 
that stem from it. In 1970 the Whole Earth Catalog was criticised by a staff member as projecting 
a single and unmentioned political viewpoint—libertarian capitalism. In response, Brand said: 
“I’ve yet to figure out what capitalism is, but if it’s what we’re doing, I dig it”, before going on 
to make the extremely depoliticizing remark that “Responsibility is individual stuff” (Turner, 
2006, 99).  
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project for the creation of a free-market utopia of endless expansion, integration and 

accumulation. In 1988 Reagan crossed the increasingly frail Iron Curtain and made a speech to 

students and faculty staff at Moscow State University. Standing underneath a large marble bust 

of Lenin, the President makes full rhetorical use of the Cartesian subjectivity in elaborating his 

cybernetic capitalist vision:  

Like a chrysalis, we're emerging from the economy of the Industrial Revolution—an 

economy confined to and limited by the Earth’s physical resources—into, as one 

economist titled his book, The Economy in Mind, in which there are no bounds on 

human imagination and the freedom to create is the most precious natural resource. 

Think of that little computer chip. Its value isn't in the sand from which it is made but 

in the microscopic architecture designed into it by ingenious human minds. Or take 

the example of the satellite relaying this broadcast around the world, which replaces 

thousands of tons of copper mined from the Earth and molded into wire. In the new 

economy, human invention increasingly makes physical resources obsolete. We're 

breaking through the material conditions of existence to a world where man creates 

his own destiny. Even as we explore the most advanced reaches of science, we're 

returning to the age-old wisdom of our culture, a wisdom contained in the book of 

Genesis in the Bible: In the beginning was the spirit, and it was from this spirit that 

the material abundance of creation issued forth. But progress is not foreordained. The 

key is freedom—freedom of thought, freedom of information, freedom of 

communication (Reagan, 2016).158  

In this remarkable speech, Reagan expresses a version of the core ideological claims of 

cybernetic capitalism that Google would go on to also articulate (Chapter 4). That it comes 

from one as powerful as a US President indicates that, before the World Wide Web, cybernetic 

capitalism was already in a very powerful position. Rational mastery was the goal, technology 

was the ‘neutral’ tool to be used to achieve it. The cybernetic vision of sending and receiving 

information merged with the capitalist vision of buying and selling good/services, with the 

Cartesian individuals locked in utility maximizing competition with one another. People—as 

embodied social beings, actors in the creative process of nature—were reduced to disembodied 

user-subjects on this new level of abstraction.  

Nine years later, a famous article called ‘The Long Boom’ was published in the cyber-capitalist 

journal Wired (Schwartz and Magazine, 1997). It reiterated Reagan’s utopian claims, with an 

                                                 
158  The quoted section appears within the first seven minutes of this hour-long video. See: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1lutYGxMWeA [Accessed 31/7/2017]. 
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emphasis on the disembodied, Cartesian nature of infinite accumulation and expansion. The 

authors imagined that bold entrepreneurial user-subjects could maximize their utility in the 

techno-determinism and glorious future of cyber-capitalism. The article explains how this US-

led project will unfold across the world, delivering the “unambiguous benefits [...of] 

deregulation, privatization, opening up to foreign investment, and cutting government deficits” 

(1997). This vision also projects a cybernetic vision of a united human organism living in 

harmony with its environment. This is a world in which everyone can benefit—well, everyone 

except the inhabitants of the Middle East and Africa who, according to the Wired authors, are 

“particularly unsuited to the fluid demands of the digital age” and are doomed to descend into 

“a swirl of brutal ethnic conflict”, requiring rescue by benevolent leaders of the world-economy 

(Schwartz and Magazine, 1997).  

The next year Google was founded and embarked on its cybernetic mission to “organize the 

world’s information”. The modern conception of the Cartesian subject, which had been further 

abstracted by cybernetics in service of capital and control, became the dominant way that 

subjectivity was conceived: the user-subject. These conceptions and the cyber-capitalist 

formation were already dominant when Google came along, hence the firm did not invent any 

of these things. Rather, it picked them up and ran with them, furthering the creeping abstraction 

inherent in the formulation of cyber-capitalism. As the first point of Google’s self-proclaimed 

philosophy states: “Focus on the user and all else will follow” (Google, 2016f). The stage was 

set for them to wield their surveillance-commodifying complex to embroil more of everyday 

life within the abstract technological regime of cybernetic capitalism.  

9.3  Ontological Augmentations 
As Henri Lefebvre famously noted, space is not a given, rather it is socially produced. 

Following from this, each social formation produces its own kind of spatiality, which includes 

physical space itself, as well as the ways of organizing and imagining it (1991). This insight 

can be reworked to apply to temporality as well, for time can also be seen as socially produced 

with distinctly cultural ways of organizing and imagining it. Taken together, one may inquire 

into how the space-time of cybernetic capitalism is produced, and thus what kind of an 

ontological world Google Maps represents.  

Lefebvre also argued that there is a multiplicity of spaces, and that the rise of a new form of 

space does not necessarily eradicate older forms, rather: “Social spaces interpenetrate one 

another and/or superimpose themselves upon one another” (1991, 86). This comment could 
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easily be applied to conceptions of social time as well. Indeed, this thesis is concerned with the 

overlaying and interweaving of various levels of social practice, evident in some of the key 

metaphors employed, such as ‘augmentation’ and ‘palimpsest’. For instance, Chapters 6, 7, 

and 8 have shown how Google Maps can be seen as a cybernetic palimpsest, incorporating a 

wide array of influences, conventions and symbols. When these various forms—from the 

equator to the pine tree representing national parks, the north-is-up orientation to the 

symbolism of the magnifying glass—are assimilated into the apparatus, Google Maps 

reconstitutes them on a new, more abstract plane.  

In representing the world, Google Maps draws on the dominant conception of space-time from 

capitalist modernity: abstract space and empty time. To note immediately: this is the dominant 

conception because it dominates. It is not a matter of layers of the social playfully mixing 

together in some postmodern pastiche—power matters. Questions of power are ever-present. 

Think of the imperial surveyor carving up space (Edney, 1997), or of the colonial-capitalist 

trying to regiment ‘the natives’ out of their apparently ‘lazy’ temporality (Nanni, 2013). As it 

was formulated in capitalist modernity, abstract space is drawn away from the sensual, the 

embodied, the lived diversity of the everyday—even as it gives it back in a new form. Space is 

at once objectified as an empty, Euclidean plane where rationalized Cartesian coordinates can 

be expressed (and presented subjectively in the service of the projective individual making 

their own lives). It is a space that can be endlessly quantified, commodified and controlled; a 

space subject to simplifications, standardizations and regimentations (Scott, 1998). Abstract 

space is where user-subjects can maximize their utilitya space of accumulation, wealth and 

power amassed in minority hands (Lefebvre, 1991, 49-53).159  

The temporal aspect of this dominant conception is modern, homogeneous empty time. As 

famously described by Walter Benjamin, this conception of time is considered empty because 

anything, including deeply felt emotional responses, can be put within its framework, and 

homogeneous because no events affect its monotonous, linear passage (1969, 263). Everything 

happens in time but is unable to affect it. For instance; on 12/10/1492 Columbus first arrives 

in the Americas; or on the 6/8/1945 at 08:15, Japanese standard time, ‘Little Boy’ exploded 

over Hiroshima, etc. This temporal system can extend well beyond social events to include, for 

example, the estimation that the Sun was formed about 4.6 billion years ago, or that it may 

transform into a red giant around 5 billion years in the future and swallow the Earth. The 

                                                 
159  Curiously, in The Production of Space, Lefebvre puts the term ‘user’ into quote marks, 
perhaps to draw attention to the utilitarian framing inherent in the word (1991, 51, 339). 
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abstraction and emptying of ontological categories of time and space feeds into the expansionist 

project of capitalist modernity:  

the abstractions of measured time and measured space undermined the earlier 

conceptions of infinity and eternity, since measurement must begin with an arbitrary 

here and now even if space and time be empty. The itch to use space and time had 

broken out: and once they were co-ordinated with movement, they could be 

contracted or expanded: the conquest of space and time had begun (Mumford, 1963, 

22).  

Capitalist modernity’s conception of abstract space and empty time have become highly 

normalized and are now the grounds for much of everyday practice (James, 2006, 161-76). 

“Meet you at 10.30”; “...it’s 300m north”; “he lost 10kg”, or “Our anniversary is on the 12th 

of March”. These rationalized, standardized and universalized systems are internally coherent 

and in a position of dominance, which gives them the illusion of being without contradiction. 

Other ontological conceptions of space-time are also subordinated and placed within its terms: 

The Islamic calendar begins in 622, North Korea’s ‘Juche’ calendar begins in 1912, etc. The 

process of abstracting, globalizing and emptying space-time was largely conducted in service 

of the integration of markets and the centralization of state-control. For instance, the imposition 

of Greenwich Mean Time served to shore up British hegemony and facilitate imperial 

organization, and the production, transport and exchange of goods and services (Chapter 8.5).  

Obviously, Google did not invent the concepts of abstract space or empty time, much like they 

were long preceded by Cartesian subjectivity. Rather, in creating their cybernetic world-

picture, they draw on these dominant ontological conceptions that are deep-set in modern 

thinking. Yet, while Google Maps engages these conceptions, it cannot be understood through 

them alone, for the abstracted materiality of the apparatus and the intensity of cybernetic 

capitalist abstraction also represent something new. It is more than just a compression of space-

time, beyond a simple shift into some ‘information age’, and not captured by prefixing modern 

with ‘post’. Since the end of WWII, an ensemble of techno-scientific practices in the quest of 

rational mastery have contributed to the intensification of abstract space and empty time.  I 

think the word ‘augment’ captures this technological reconstitution well, as suggested in this 

Chapter’s prelude.  
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9.3.1   Spatiality: Abstraction, Augmentation, Atomization  
In comparison to its paper or cloth ancestors, the abstracted materiality of Google Maps 

intensifies the process of abstraction inherent in both cartography and capitalism, with 

implications for the ontology of space. There are two primary ways to engage with Google 

Maps, firstly, via a desktop computer. Navigating with the apparatus through such a machine 

requires one to remember the route that Google Maps suggests. This can be done by memory, 

by jotting down notes, sketching a map of the Map, or by hitting ‘print’ and making an artefact 

of the apparatus. In all these methods, one must physically leave the machine sitting on its desk 

and venture out to navigate space while being informed by its insights.   

The abstraction process is more acute when one engages Google Maps on a mobile device; 

which is the most common way the apparatus is accessed. That the machine is mobile means 

that there is no need to remember or copy the Map. Rather, the automatically generated route 

can be read by a computer voice that speaks directions that a person need only follow. ‘Turn 

right in 300 metres’. A person still has to interpret and execute the direction, yet this is a far 

more passive process than actively translating between a map and space it depicts. In this way, 

Google Maps changes social practice, making it more abstract and technologically augmented. 

Even more passive still would be to navigate using one of Google’s auto-piloted automobiles. 

 

Figure 9.4: Pokémon Go, 2016, Chris Helgren/Reuters 
John Hanke, the founder of military-industrial complex linked Keyhole went onto 
become the CEO of Niantic, a company that began inside Google only to ‘spin-out’ to 
become independent. In 2016 they released the outrageously popular augmented reality 
game Pokémon Go which uses mobile computing-machines and Google Maps as 
its basis for overlaying embodied reality with an abstracted realm.  
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One need only get in, state the destination, and then exit when directed. Navigating though the 

intervening space would be entirely outsourced to the abstraction apparatus. 

When the French promoted the metric system, this new form of abstract planetary 

consciousness operated on a scale far removed from everyday life. The growing importance of 

market exchanges encouraged standards of uniformity in measurement to facilitate the free 

flow of goods. Localized systems of measurement were contextual and historically specific to 

the local regions, with whatever differences that arose being negotiated in face-to-face 

meetings. However, as James Scott has argued, modes of exchange were increasingly 

abstracted from the face-to-face level of integration and more abstract systems came into place. 

State-sponsored impositions of order were necessary to force complex, local practices to fit 

within the standardized grid where they could be centrally surveyed and controlled (1998).  

In an episode of the online TV series Revolutionaries, the Computer History Museum 

interviewed Google’s Marissa Mayer. In this interview, the former Google elite spoke of 

‘personalized smart maps’:  

Like on your Android phone, we actually start to look for what you normally search 

for—with your permission—and start to light up the map a different way. We 

ultimately would love to get to a place where maps are so personalized that they’re 

almost like phones. Like if I handed you my map you’d be like, ‘This is your map, 

it’s not my map, I can’t use your map’. The same way it’s hard to use someone else’s 

phone, you could imagine saying, ‘What is your personalized lens onto the world?’ 

(2012).160 

In this fantasy, which Google are actively pursuing, Mayer imagines technological 

personalization processes progressing to such an extent that they create a cybernetic world-

picture tailored for each user-subject. As previously noted, Google are seeking to individualize 

their services—Maps, Search, etc.—because advertisements targeted to a specific person at a 

specific time and place are more likely to be activated, and will fetch a higher price. This leads 

to more engagement with advertising, thus more consumerism, more capital accumulation and 

control for the tech-giant, and more hegemony for cyber-capitalism. Hence, as a necessary 

precursor to Mayer’s fantasy lies even more powerful surveillance-engines to appropriate more 

and more subjective material traces of a person’s actions so as to increasingly tailor the Map 

                                                 
160  This comment comes about 45 minutes into the hour-long interview. 
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to them. A consequences of this augmentation would be more targeted advertisements seeping 

deeper and more insidiously into the representation of space.  

In this context, the term ‘personalization’ sounds too, well, personal to properly describe the 

processes at play: processes that are automated, algorithmic and increasingly abstract. Indeed, 

the morphological extension of the concrete noun (person) to the adjective (personal) to the 

verb (personalize) to abstract noun (personalization) is itself an enactment of the 

‘depersonalizing’ dynamics of abstraction that I am describing in this chapter. The concept of 

atomization fits better, for it also resonates with the individualistic framework of the market 

and broader social forces under cyber-capitalism. Google Maps is one part of a larger tendency 

towards the cybernetic fragmentation of experience, with other prominent examples including 

Google’s Search and Facebook’s newsfeed. This is considered a major problem in how cyber-

capitalist corporations have shaped the web, with Timothy Berners-Lee, one of the web’s key 

inventors, specifically noting the lack of privacy and atomized projections at its centre 

preventing the web from serving humanity (2017). In examining this tendency it is necessary 

to draw on critiques of the ‘filter bubble’ (Pariser, 2011), and to push beyond them by 

considering the effects of this atomization on subjectivity and the broader implications of the 

hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. If each person has their own hyper-individualized Map, 

their own technologically “personalized lens onto the world”, then this contributes to the 

fragmentation of “our common world”. Hannah Arendt emphasized the importance of a 

common world, arguing that there is no possibility of politics, in her sense of the term, without 

a world held in common (1998, 22-78). Google Map’s push towards extreme atomization thus 

contributes to the broader depoliticization process of capitalist modernity (Straume and 

Humphrey, 2011, 45).  

In 1973 Raymond Williams wrote about how older forms of public technology, such as city 

lighting, were giving way to broadcast technologies which were focused on the lounge rooms 

of suburban houses. He called this a form of ‘mobile privatization’ (1990, 26). Williams saw 

this process as resulting from the contradictory pressures of capitalist society, which resulted 

in a dialectic of isolation and participation; locomotion and stagnation; centralized transmission 

and atomized reception. The lounge rooms that Williams was imagining were spaces where a 

family would sit and collectively watch something on the television. Now the family may still 

sit in the lounge room, and the TV may still be on, but perhaps each member of the family may 

sit looking into their laps, fondling hand-held devices, stroking their fingers across their private 

screens. This has become a vision and a practice of augmented mobile privatization.  
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Google Maps plays into this, with privately owned devices running patented software across a 

privatized Internet to deliver information (and advertising) tailored to the atomized user-

subject. It projects an augmented field of privatization around the mobile user-subject, so that 

even as they move through more public places, such as footpaths and roads, they can be 

engulfed by a privatization that moves with them—moreover, a privatization that specifically 

targets them. If one blindly follows the directions of Google Maps they can be seen as 

essentially outsourcing their spatial awareness and orientational abilities to the tech-giant. In 

this way, their movements across space are drawn in by surveillance and commodification, and 

assimilated into the functioning of the global market. This further embeds Google, and the 

regime of cybernetic capitalism, into the lifeworld of the user-subject. Furthermore, it has the 

effect of deepening the tendency towards abstraction that is inherent in the project of capitalist 

modernity.  

This changes the user-subject’s ontological way of being-in-space. It is remade by the 

technological apparatus and the set of social practices and relations that it represents. This 

reframes the ways that one understands, relates to and moves through space. Thus, the 

fundamental practice of being-in-space becomes embroiled with the possibilities and 

limitations of the technological apparatus and the demands of the global market. This serves to 

disembed space from the lived phenomenological world and remake it on a one-dimensional 

plane of an atomized abstraction in service of processes of accumulation and control.  

9.3.2   Temporality: The Extreme Augmentation of Empty Time 

On the deepest biological levels, our bodies are intimately entangled with the Earth’s circadian, 

circannual and lunar rhythms. These kinds of temporalities are entirely absent from Google 

Map’s representation of the world. The abstraction apparatus marches to a different rhythm: a 

machinic rhythm; an abstracted, mechanical temporality of a technologically augmented empty 

time that exhibits an extraordinarily high degree of compression, synchronization and 

standardization. J.B. Harley noted that: “Maps are often representations of time as much as 

space” (2001, 44). With this observation in mind then, Google Maps can be critically 

interpreted to see what kind of social temporality it both represents and reproduces. For as the 

lived world of space is reconstituted by the apparatus, so too is the lived world of time.  

Technology has long been entangled with the reconstitution of social time. For instance, Lewis 

Mumford noted that the clock “is a piece of power-machinery whose ‘product’ is seconds and 

minutes: by its essential nature it dissociated time from human events and helped to create the 
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belief in an independent world of mathematically measurable sequences: the special world of 

science” (1963). According to Mumford, the clock served to abstract human events from 

natural events, subsuming the organic rhythms to the linear march of the machine. Building on 

this, Berardi adds that the “colonization of time has been a fundamental objective of the 

development of capitalism during the modern era. The anthropological mutation that capitalism 

produced in the human mind and in daily life has been above all a transformation in the 

perception of time” (2015, 186).  

David Landes argued that in the 19th Century the “entire consciousness of time [was] altered 

by the requirements and opportunities of a railway world” (1983, 285-7). Railways, steamships 

and telegrams came into an ensemble with capitalist modes of practice, military concerns and 

ideologies of communication and progress, to push for the imposition of a single temporal 

frame, unification under a global empty time (Mattelart, 1996). This process facilitated the 

centralizing power of states/empires and the integration of global markets, as well as 

enormously enhancing “the value of time measurement, for it eliminated all manner of 

confusion and of pretext for inexactitude and made possible a far more efficient ordering of 

activity” (Landes, 1983, 287). In this respect, changes in ontological categories are bound up 

with changes in patterns of social practice, which include technological engagements.  

As conceptions and practices of time and space were dramatically altered in the 19th Century, 

so they were again under conditions of cybernetic capitalism. For instance, in 1967 the ancient 

time unit of the second—first formulated by the Babylonians—was redefined as 

“9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding to the transition between the two 

hyperfine levels of the ground state of the cesium-133 atom” (Landes, 1983, 187). This 

technologically augmented definition is radically abstracted from the phenomenological realm 

and enframed with an extreme atomic precision. Building on this definition of a second, in 

1983 the 17th General Conference on Weights and Measures declared a new, even more abstract 

definition of a meter based on the speed of light. It pronounced: “the length of the path travelled 

by light in vacuum during a time interval of 1/299 792 458 of a second” (BIPM, 2016). Space 

was defined by time and both were reduced to supreme abstractions as a rationalized order was 

imposed on the embodied Earth (Figure 9.5).  
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This, and other even more abstract forms of time, are involved in the functioning of Google 

Maps, for the apparatus draws on the Global Positioning System (GPS). Designed by the 

Pentagon, this cybernetic system was developed to aid the control and communication of 

world-spanning war-machines. As in the 19th Century, the centralization of state/imperial 

power was a prime concern, with symbiotic benefits of facilitating the logistics of global 

trade—via airlines and container-ships—the integration of markets, and hence the capitalist 

mode of practice. GPS satellites orbit about 20,000km above the Earth’s surface, at a speed of 

around 14,000km/h, thus lapping the planet every 12 hours (Pogge, 2016) (Figure 9.6). Each 

satellite carries an atomic clock that ‘ticks’—to use that obsolete mechanical metaphor—in 

nanoseconds.161 For GPS to be able to calculate locations it requires extreme accuracy of the 

satellite’s atomic clocks. This is complicated because Einstein’s theories of special and general 

relativity predict that clocks on satellites moving at such speeds would run comparatively 

slower than identical clocks on the surface. Special relativity takes into consideration the 

dilation of time with respect to relative speeds between inertial frames of reference; and general 

                                                 
161  A nanosecond is one billionth of a second. To suggest the order of magnitude involved 
in this fraction, a nanosecond is to a second what a second is to thirty-nine years. To relate this 
back to the scale of the body, a blink of an eye would take a decade; hence the term ‘post-
phenomenological’.  

 

Figure 9.5: HP 5061A Cesium Beam Atomic Clock, 2013 
Made by Hewlett-Packard This machine was used in the 1960s ‘flying clocks’ 
experiments used to synchronize global time, and then later it was also used in the 
Hafele–Keating experiment of 1971 which sort to test Einstein’s theory of relativity. 
Wikimedia Commons.
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relativity considers the curvature of space-time with respects to the mass of a large body, such 

as a planet.  

So, putting these theories together and applying them to a GPS satellite going 14,000 

kilometres-per-hour at 20,000 kilometres above the surface, the on-board clock will run 38 

microseconds per day slower than an identical one on Earth. If left unchecked, this would lead 

to GPS accumulating errors of about 10 kilometres-per-day, enough to make the entire system 

rapidly and spectacularly useless. The satellite’s designers predicted this problem and slowed 

the on-board atomic clocks to deal with general relativity. Special relativity is calculated by 

the GPS-receiving device, which uses data-packages from the satellite and arithmetic to 

calculate an accurate position (Pogge, 2016). Thus, when engaging Google Maps on a 

smartphone, the apparatus itself must compensate for the curvature of space-time, hence 

subsuming Einsteinian relativism to augmented empty time. This is a prime example of the 

high degree of abstraction inherent in the apparatus: it draws on post-phenomenological 

measures, world-spanning cybernetic systems and space-time dilation just to give a 

representation of ‘here’. 

  

In a book titled 24/7: Late Capitalism and the End of Sleep, Jonathan Crary inquired into the 

ontological mutation that he detects occurring in the realm of temporality. He argues that 

behind the vacuousness of the neoliberal catchphrase, ‘24/7’, lies a disavowing of the rhythmic, 

 
Figure 9.6: Unlaunched GPS Satellite, 2005, San Diego Air & Space Museum 

Wikimedia Commons.  
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periodic, and cumulative textures that characterize humanity’s lived experience of time (2013, 

8-9).162 While the process of technologically separating humanity from nature is not new, Crary 

argues that it is 

only recently that the elaboration, the modeling of one’s personal and social identity, 

has been reorganized to conform to the uninterrupted operation of markets, 

information networks, and other systems. A 24/7 environment has the semblance of 

a social world, but it is actually a non-social model of machinic performance and a 

suspension of living that does not disclose the human cost required to sustain its 

effectiveness (2013, 9). 

One way this 24/7 world penetrates into people’s lifeworlds is by augmentation of an 

apparatuses like Google Maps, and not just because it can be viewed anytime from anywhere 

(assuming appropriate prerequisites); but rather because augmented empty time is part of the 

Map’s very functioning. These abstractions constitute the Map, which in turn reconstitutes our 

social practices and with them, our ontological way of being-in-the-world.  

9.3.3 (Dis)Embodiment: The Measuring Mind and the Shadowy Body 

As with subjectivity, materiality and space-time, the ontological category of embodiment has 

become increasingly abstract under capitalist modernity—a process that has intensified greatly 

under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. More than ever before, the body is increasingly 

susceptible to processes of technological augmentation in service of rational mastery and bio-

political control (Foucault, 2008). More and more, human relations are being conducted 

through the augmented plane of disembodied integration. Many people would sooner engage 

an abstraction apparatus like Google Maps for navigation, rather than simply speak with 

somebody and ask them for directions. This is an example of the disembodied integration 

usurping face-to-face interactions, with such augmentations reframing everyday practice.  

Turner charts how computer-augmented disembodiment went from being equated with 

dehumanization in the 1960s, to being equated with freedom in the 1990s (2006). The utopian 

promises of disembodied integration were merged with Reagan’s reactionary project for a ‘new 

economy’ in the social formation of cybernetic capitalism. Bodies were imagined as being no 

longer important:  

rhetoric of virtual community had made it possible to turn economically valuable 

information into gifts in part of obscuring the economic nature of certain transitions 

                                                 
162 According to the OED, the colloquialism 24/7 was first used in Reagan’s USA in the 1980s. 
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and the power relations established thereby. As the term virtual community made its 

way into public circulation, its ideological valence made it particularly appealing to 

the corporate world (Turner, 2006, 161). 

Disembodied integration gained ground, both subjectively, in terms of the ideologies and 

ontologies that posited it as an inherent good, and materially, as the number of people engaging 

with the Internet increased seemingly exponentially (Figure 2.3).  

Another way to approach the ontological question of embodiment under conditions of 

technological augmentation is to look at its long historic roots, as David Noble has done in his 

book The Religion of Technology (1999). He cites Descartes’ contemporary, Johannes Kepler, 

another key figure in the 17th-Century Counter-Renaissance. Kepler drew on the Christian myth 

of the Fall when he composed the following verse to be engraved on his tombstone:  

Once I measured the skies;   

Now I measure the earth’s shadow;   

Of heavenly birth was the measuring mind,   

In the shadow remains only the body (in Noble, 1999, 143). 

The ‘measuring mind’ moving away from the shadowy body remnant seems an apt description 

for the post-phenomenological precision of augmented empty time and abstract space described 

above. It should be noted that this is not just metaphorical; the ‘measuring mind’ is being 

actualized in the construction of computers, manifestations of the ontological subjectivity of 

Cartesian-cybernetics being reified into electro-mechanical existence. Noble traces these 

beliefs over the centuries as they find their way towards their expression by the engineers 

attempting to develop artificial intelligence and life. Writing of genetic engineering, historian 

of technology Charles Thorpe has noted that this tendency “means the decontextualization, 

reification, and commodification of the productive and reproductive capacities of living things” 

(2013).  

In these discourses and accompanying practices, life is thereby abstracted not only 

from particular organisms and ecologies, but also from the organic altogether: life 

becomes instead a set of abstract functions that may be expressed in either animal or 

machine or in their combination. The constitution of abstract life tends toward the 

conceptual abstraction from qualitative differences between the organic and the non-

organic and toward their practical reconstitution (Thorpe, 2013, 7).  
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This is significant to this narrative because, as Levy notes, since “its earliest days, Brin and 

Page have been consistent in framing Google as an artificial intelligence company—one that 

gathers massive amounts of data and processes that information with learning algorithms to 

create a machine-like intelligence that augments the collective brain of humanity” (2011, 385). 

In conversation with Levy, Page remarked that in the future Search “will be included in 

people’s brains”. Adding to this, Brin stated: “Ultimately I view Google as a way to augment 

your brain with the knowledge of the world”. Wrapping up the conversation, Page said: 

“Eventually you’ll have the implant, where if you think about a fact, it will just tell you the 

answer” (Levy, 2011, 67). This Cartesian cybernetic formulation evades difficult questions of 

the importance of embodiment to the phenomena of subjectivity (McGilchrist, 2012, 

Metzinger, 2009, Merleau-Ponty, 2008).163  

Philosophical issues aside, it is important to add that the machine that Page imagines to be 

embedded in the flesh of the thought-organ would be a commodity, hence it would be a 

thoroughly unmetaphorical example of how cybernetic capitalism seeks to embed itself within 

people’s lifeworlds in order to intensify its project of accumulation and control. In pursuing 

this fantasy, Google joins the long quest for disembodied perfection and redemption through 

technology, putting the resources of one of the world’s most powerful corporations towards 

achieving this goal (Noble, 1999). While the brain implant may be a vivid example of how 

cybernetic capitalist practices could one day impinge on living bodies, the smartphone as 

‘mobile privatization’ technology, is already contributing to this trajectory. These machines, 

which are usually kept within a meter of one’s body almost ‘24/7’ are a cybernetic link to the 

apparatus of global capitalism. 

This is an example of how the body is increasingly involved in the circulation of capital. This 

has been true since capitalists first began using the embodied labour of workers to build the 

surpluses needed to secure their power. However, in the early 21st Century the body has become 

even more entangled with the circuits of capital accumulation (Harvey, 2000b, 98). The 

cosmetic surgery industry or gene-therapy are archetypical examples of this. Understanding 

the body primarily in terms of the machine and the commodity, as cybernetic capitalists tend 

to do, is problematic as it does not provide a framework with which 

                                                 
163  Unlike the Cartesian singular abstractions, I find the embodied mind thesis far more 
compelling, for it understands subjectivity as an aspect of the phenomenological body, and hence 
as a product of creative nature.  
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to think about the complex ways in which embodiment shapes all of human life, about 

the natural and social infrastructure on which that life depends, and about the effects 

that digital technologies and the network mode of production might have on life and 

its essential infrastructure (Turner, 2006, 261). 

 

To try and capture some of the above-mentioned dynamics from a phenomenological 

perspective, I shall now formulate a hypothetical everyday scenario into which I shall attempt 

to work some of the themes touched on above: 

I am wandering along a narrow sidewalk in Brunswick, Melbourne, staring at Google Maps 
on my phone. I enter the word ‘restaurants’ into the Search field and notice a nearby knife-
and-fork symbol with a description overlaying the Map reading: “Funky locale for Lebanese 
soul food”. Clicking the link, I see that the place has 20 reviews, a 4.4 star-rating, and a quote 
attributed to Google: “Traditional, hearty, Lebanese dishes in a bohemian hangout with 
mismatched furniture and a courtyard”. The apparatus also provides a panoramic photograph 
of the funky interior as well as links to view the menu and to book a table. This looks pretty 
good; hence I decide to send a message to a group of friends proposing that we meet at the 

 
Figure 9.7: Signal, 2013, John Stanmeyer 

This image won first prize in the contemporary issues singles segment of the 2014 
World Press Photo. It shows African migrants on the beach of Djibouti City attempting 
to catch cheap phone signals from neighbouring Somalia so they can contact their 
families. Djibouti is one popular route for migrants from the Horn of Africa seeking 
to move to the Gulf State or Europe. Their posture is reminiscent of an augmented 
remix of the album title Lift Your Skinny Fists Like Antennas to Heaven (2000), from 
Canadian post-rock group, ‘Godspeed You! Black Emperor’.  
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restaurant. Once there, I ‘check in’ on the Map upon arrival; photograph and share images of 
my meal when it arrives; and then ‘rate and review’ the establishment afterwards. This effort 
gets me enough points to go up a level in Google Map’s Local Guides. Such is the augmented 
dining experience.  

This vignette begins with a hypothetical person walking through urban space whilst paying the 

minimum amount of attention to their surroundings—sometimes to the detriment of other 

pedestrians. By focusing almost entirely on their device’s representation of the embodied 

space, this changes the person’s relationship to the urban space both physically and socially. 

Meanwhile, at a greater level of abstraction, the device is focusing on them, with their location 

being tracked in real-time by Google’s surveillance-engines. The ‘restaurant’ Search triggered 

an automated global auction, with the winners being displayed on the Map. The ‘funky locale’ 

is (presumably) a paid-up advertiser, offering more money per-click to Google for someone 

searching within a kilometre of their shop, and even more for someone searching between 6.00 

and 9.00 pm, Thursday to Saturday. The person drew on the abstracted authority of a 

cartographic advertisement and its anonymous reviewers. Hence their bodily need to eat and 

to socialize was manipulated by advertising, and was drawn into the accumulation circuits of a 

multinational corporation. This is not a one-dimensional projection. As a tech savvy person, 

they may be aware that surveillance is going on and, at times, consent to it as it affords a more 

‘personalized’ cybernetic experience. Yet they may also run ad-blocking software on their 

phone, suggesting a contradictory relationship with technology, and one that is not without 

agency. Altogether, the hypothetical person’s social practice was augmented by a layer of 

disembodied integration inseparable from cybernetic capitalist abstraction. This has the effect 

of reconstituting their way of being-in-the-world, their embodied relations with others and 

social practices.  

To conclude this sub-section with another anecdote. In 2004 Barack Obama—then a candidate 

hopeful for election to the Senate—made a tour of Silicon Valley, which would not be complete 

without a stop at the Googleplex. This would be the beginning of a long and deep connection 

between the future President and the cybernetic capitalist firm.164 Larry Page showed Obama 

                                                 
164  Campaign for Accountability and The Intercept teamed up to study Google’s relationship 
with the Obama administration (Dayen, 2016). They found that representatives from the tech-
giant attended White House meetings more than once a week on average since Obama’s election 
until late 2015; with a total of 427 separate visits. They also found almost 250 cases of people 
moving from positions within Google to positions within the Federal Government and vice versa. 
Seven of these even completed a full lap of the revolving door, going from one to the other and 
back again. The authors argue that the vertical integration that Google has achieved with the US 
government can be regarded as a “true public-private partnership”, stating: “Google doesn’t just 
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a screen depicting a Google Earth globe, upon which played a representation of Google 

Searches being conducted in real time. The future president wrote about the experience in his 

book, The Audacity of Hope:. 

The image was mesmerizing, more organic than mechanical, as if I were glimpsing 

the early stage of some accelerating evolutionary process, in which all the boundaries 

between men—nationality, race, wealth—were rendered invisible and irrelevant, so 

that the physicist in Cambridge, the bond trader in Tokyo, the student in a remote 

Indian village, and the manager of a Mexican department store were drawn into a 

single, thrumming conversation, time and space giving way to a world spun entirely 

of light (Obama, 2006, 139-41). 

In this account, Obama draws on the cybernetic vision of mechanical nature in which he 

subsumes the embodied diversity of humanity into the technologically-augmented domain of 

disembodied integration, supported by a benevolent corporation. Space, time, materiality, 

subjectivity and embodiment are so abstracted that they give way to pure ‘light’. Taken 

together, this is a concise articulation of the ontological aspect of the utopian promise of cyber-

capitalism. This is significant because, like the Reagan quote above, it is spoken by a US 

President, and hence shows how dominant, and dominating, is the ideological and ontological 

interpretations of cybernetic capitalism.  

9.4 Conclusion 
The abstraction of ontological categories of subjectivity, materiality, space, time and the body 

have significant social consequences. The more abstract the means of relating to others and to 

nature, the more the potential there is generally for exercising power at a distance. The 

abstractions of GPS can be interwoven with different ensembles of technology to allow 

someone to ‘check in’ at a restaurant on their smartphone, or guide a ‘smart bomb’ down onto 

a Pashtun wedding procession. Likewise, technological abstraction often facilitates the 

centralization of power—the ability to act at a distance, and through the tightening of systems 

of surveillance and control. It is also bound up with the global integration of markets and the 

accumulation of capital, and hence the augmentation of cybernetic capitalist hegemony. This 

has very real implications for the organization of power and resources in our world and the 

intensification of inequalities. Hence, old questions of ideology and political economy are 

always very relevant: who makes the decisions and who stands to benefit? What are the social 

                                                 
lobby the White House for favors, but collaborates with officials, effectively serving as a sort 
of corporate extension of government operations in the digital era” (Dayen, 2016). 
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and ecological affects and how are they distributed? Furthermore, there are also significant 

ontological consequences: what do we become by unreflexively engaging with these 

technologies? How is the human experience affected by technological augmentation? A more 

comprehensive treatment of these important questions, alas, goes beyond the limited scope of 

this thesis.  

This chapter has shown how the cybernetic capitalist abstraction, and, with it, Google Maps, is 

increasingly transforming dominant ontological categories. Older ways of living and 

understanding the world are being augmented—which is to say technologically intensified—

changing the nature of subjectivity, materiality, spatiality, temporality and embodiment. All 

these categories are increasingly abstracted under cyber-capitalism. They are drawn away from 

the lived world and are reconstituted by abstraction-apparatuses, hence shifting our way of 

being-in-the-world. This has the effect of further embedding specific corporations, like 

Google—and the broader social formation of cybernetic capitalism more broadly—into the 

lifeworlds of a billion-plus people spread unevenly around the world.  
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Chapter 10:  
Conclusion 

 

 

 

  

 
Figure 10.1: Data-Centre Mural, Dublin, 2017, Fuchsia MacAree & Google 

As part of Google’s ‘Data Centre Mural Project’, the outside of this vast abstraction-
apparatus was painted by Irish illustrator Fuchsia MacAree. To venture an 
interpretation in the spirit of Walter Benjamin, the data-centre’s outer wall depicts a 
woman in orange who has her back to a gale that is blowing the leaves from trees. The 
wind blows from the past and propels the balloons forward, dragging the woman in 
orange along with them into the future. She is looking in the opposite direction to the 
‘angel of history’ that Benjamin saw in Paul Klee’s monoprint, Angelus Novus (2007, 
257-8). She cannot see the piles of wreckage behind her, the accumulation of debris 
and ruin, the uprooted trees, emissions and leaching metals that lie in the wake of the 
storm that we call ‘progress’. Rather, the woman in orange is enthralled by the 
dragging dance of the balloons before her; inflated technologies rendered in trade-
marked colours.  
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10.1  Google’s Apparatus 
From the approach of subjective materialism, this thesis has critically analysed Google Maps 

as an apparatus, understood as the point where technology as a social practice intersects with 

political power. In so doing, it has inquired into the kind of world that Google represents and 

the implications that this has on our contemporary condition. Within this wide-ranging 

discussion, the narrative of how Google became a key global institution tells us something 

about the world today. As Chapter 2 showed, the firm attained its power by spreading their 

practices of surveillance and commodification—and hence the circuits of capital accumulation 

and control—deeper into the subjective realms of a billion-plus people unevenly scattered 

across the Earth. Data traces of subjectivity—location and labour, communications and 

curiosities—are drawn into the apparatus, reified and reconstituted as both profitable 

potentialities and as techniques that attempt to alter practices by systematically promoting 

advertising-sponsored patterns of consumeristic behaviour. Google have expanded, both 

intensively and extensively, and they project an organizing power over cyberspace and the 

subjective material practices that are embroiled with this abstract layer.  

This process is much larger than just Google. The firm is powerful, but far from totalizing. 

They need to be joined by a number of other tech-giants, including Amazon, Apple, Facebook, 

Microsoft, Oracle and SAP. The abstractions that these firms produce, build on the larger 

tendency towards increasing abstraction in capitalist modernity, a process which has intensified 

greatly since computing-machines have been woven into everyday life under the hegemony of 

cybernetic capitalism. Significantly, hegemony is a dynamic process, it “has continually to be 

renewed, recreated, defended, and modified” (Williams, 1977, 112). Indeed, as no dominant 

social order can include or exhaust human practice, hegemony can never be complete, and 

indeed many possibilities and alternatives can spring from the complexities and contradictions 

that characterize social experience (Chapter 3.3.1).  

As exemplars of the cybernetic capitalist social formation, Google have been critically studied 

to reveal trends in the present. To re-emphasize, Google is an advertising company: they profit 

from promoting consumerism. Back in the 1960s, Raymond Williams spoke of the fetishism 

inherent in advertising: “The short description of the pattern we have is magic: a highly 

organized professional system of magical inducements and satisfactions, functionally very 

similar to magical systems in simpler societies, but rather strangely coexistent with a highly 

developed scientific technology” (2005, 185). Leaving aside the overly easy reference to 

‘simpler societies’, his observation resonates with this thesis’ palimpsest argument, and how 
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processes of disenchantment on one level can also be re-enchantments on another. It is also 

worth citing another of Williams’ perceptive observations: “Advertising is the consequence of 

a social failure to find means of public information and decision over a wide range of everyday 

economic life. This failure, of course, is not abstract. It is the result of allowing control of the 

means of production and distribution to remain in minority hands” (2005, 193). In the half-

century since these analyses were made, the consequences of this fetishized failure have only 

become more apparent. Bringing this analysis into the present, Vincent Mosco notes that the 

systematic prioritization of advertising, consumerism and commercial interests come at the 

direct expense of economic and political democracy (2014, 42-3). 

Google’s centralized systems have concentrated exorbitant wealth and power at the apex of 

their corporate hierarchy, with the firm’s elite using this position to further entrench and 

augment this power. This is perhaps the ultimate goal of all centralized hierarchical formations: 

the preservation and aggrandizing of their concentrated power. As exemplars of cybernetic 

capitalism, Google engage in many practices which serve to depoliticize the public in favour 

of promoting practices that are more suited to the demands of capital accumulation. This serves 

to fortify their own powerful position, maximizing the profits of their financial investors and 

renewing the hegemony of the broader social formation. These practices are made all the more 

problematic by Google’s ongoing connections and collaborations with the military-intelligence 

complex (Chapter 2.2.1 and 7.3). Taken together with the technological abstraction of everyday 

life, these depoliticizing factors point towards a tightening of the coils of the cybernetic ‘society 

of control’ (Deleuze, 1992). 

10.2  Ideology Processes 

Powered by abstracted engines of surveillance and commodification, Google use their power 

to augment and reproduce cybernetic capitalism. One way they do this is through the 

articulation and projection of an ideological vision. In Chapter 3, I formulated an understanding 

of ‘ideology’ rooted in the hermeneutic cycles of interpretation and representation, with 

people—understood as active participants in the creative processes of nature—using their 

phenomenological subjectivities to interpret reality. The creative act of interpretation changes 

what it tries to grasp by the very act of representing it within consciousness, a process that is 

necessarily and unavoidably selective and distorting. In this way, the interpreter grasps a 

limited slice of actually-existing reality, and processes it in a subjective material manner, best 

understood as a social practice. Interpretation thus conceived, is a constitutive part of the 

human condition, and one that is embedded in particular social-historical contexts which shape 
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the patterns of meaning-making. Ideology then, is a particular and politically charged 

interpretation, a map for making meaning and shaping collective decisions.  

Using this understanding, Chapter 4 looked at how Google discursively construct their 

ideological vision of the world. As privileged and influential prophets of cybernetic capitalism, 

Google’s elite work to spread their ideological interpretations. As presented in public 

statements, the vision of the Google elite has been critically studied and analytically organized 

so as to reveal its core claims and how these relate to broader cultural narratives, political power 

and patterns of meaning-making within the contemporary historic context. The prophets of 

cyber-capitalism believe that the world must be organized primarily by technology and that 

this will automatically benefit everyone everywhere (Claim 1). This belief in “technology-first 

solutions” (Schmidt and Rosenberg, 2014) is rooted in a fundamental and fetishized view of 

technological determinism. This deep-set belief abstracts technology from society, and society 

from nature, recasting them both as reified and determined mechanisms. This framing has 

political implications that can serve to naturalize and legitimize cyber-capitalism.  

Feeding into this trajectory is the belief that techno-scientific practices can be apolitically 

applied to the social sphere (Claim 3). Drawing legitimacy from the rational mastery of the 

mechanical sciences, this vision updates the older quest of the cybernetic age, by advancing a 

form of ‘digital positivism’. By claiming that politics can be avoided through using computing-

machines to process data, Google claim a privileged decision-making position, for they draw a 

vast number of data-traces from a billion-plus people’s subjective material actions. In Google’s 

ideological vision, the concept of big “data is not just a method; it is a myth, a sublime story 

about conjuring wisdom not from the flawed intelligence of humans, with all of our well known 

limitations, but from pure data stored in the cloud” (Mosco, 2014, 193). This ideological vision 

serves to defend and extend the changing fortunes of cybernetic capitalism.  

As an exemplar of cyber-capitalism, Google actively strive to empower market forces through 

the promotion of selective deregulation and privatization—all the while seeking to reinforce 

strict intellectual property rights to facilitate their extraction of profit and monopolistic market 

dominance (Claim 2). This reactionary neoliberalism comes at the direct expense of 

democracy—yet this does not prevent a democratic facade from being rhetorically sprayed over 

their corporate practices (Claim 4). Beneath this rosy but hollow evocation of ‘rule by the 

people’ lies other more troubling implications that are connected with US hegemony and its 

militarized presence around the world. Furthermore, the rhetoric of democracy seems at odds 
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with the centralization of power within the Google itself, where three white, male, billionaires  

control 66% of all voting power (Goldman, 2012). Nevertheless, this pro-market democracy-

undermining vision is projected globally, in a civilizing mission that aims to draw more and 

more people into its, supposedly benevolent, universalizing circuits (Claim 5).  

Via their control of powerful and pervasive technologies, cyber-capitalists have a privileged 

grip on many popular imaginations of the future. Through fashioning techno-utopian fantasies, 

the Google elite use an ideological image of an automated, care-free future of limitless 

consumption to depoliticize the present and to legitimatize dehumanizing and ecologically 

catastrophic practices (Claim 6). When subjected to closer scrutiny, the vision of the future 

they articulate—with its machine-precise haircuts and algorithmic suit selection—is rather 

dull. The Google elite rhetorically present a future world where their tools will allow 

comfortable navigation of uncertainty, surprises and alternatives. This will likely differ sharply 

from the actual future, which will be far more complex than a simple extension of the present 

status quo plus new high-tech machines.  

Taken as a whole, this ideological map drawn from the discourse of the Google elite can be 

understood as a pattern of meaning-making that serves to legitimize, naturalize, and augment 

the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism.165 In combination with political practices discussed 

across the thesis, this ideology seeks to promote a particular way of interpreting the world—a 

way of making sense of reality which is connected to a particular organization of society with 

particular patterns of decision-making power and resource distribution.  

Ideology, as it is understood in this thesis, has parallels not only with map-making but also 

with the concept of abstraction in computer science (Chapter 5.2.2). This “mechanization of 

abstraction” involves the technological suppression of complexity in order to grant an 

organizing power (Aho and Ullman, 1992). Ideology is then evident not only in the discursive 

framing and myth-making of Google, but also within the machinic functioning of the 

company’s software formations. This is particularly evident when one critically examines how 

they determine what the ‘problem’ is and hence what must be abstracted away. With a firm as 

wide-reaching as Google, this often involves an unavoidable political dimension, and the 

formulation of a ‘wicked’ problem-solution complex cannot avoid questions of power. So, the 

ideological vision of the prophets of cyber-capitalism, in combination with the abstracted 

                                                 
165  How successful this ideology is in gaining adherence in the general public is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, I choose rather to focus on the articulators to see how they discursively 
frame their own practices. 
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technological reconstitution of society, has the effect of producing kinds of subjectivity, 

materiality and practice that are well-suited to the demands of cybernetic accumulation of 

capital and control.  

 

10.3  Cartographic Machines 
As a map, Google Maps draws on the modern cartographic form, which has a few major and 

somewhat overlapping folds that emerged and merged over the course of capitalist modernity 

(Chapter 6, 7 and 8). These folds include world maps sketched in the age of oceanic expansion 

and colonial conquest; political cartography, the maps of the territory of nation-states and 

empires that take place simultaneously on the scale of the globe and of the nation; networked 

road maps, which rose to prominence during the expansion of Fordism; and, at a more detailed 

scale, enclosure maps, spatial representations of ownership in the form of private property. 

Various symbols, techniques, conventions and practices from modern cartography are drawn 

into the abstracted materiality of computing-machines, thus enabling them to be recombined, 

technologically augmented and put into the service of cybernetic capitalism’s vision of the 

world.  

 
Figure 10.2:  Weaver at the Loom, 1884, Vincent Van Gogh 

From his series known as the ‘Peasant Character Studies’, Van Gogh painted a series of 
weavers at work. The composition of this painting focuses on the loom itself, with the 
human subject literally enframed by the apparatus. Wikimedia Commons.  
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Google did not invent these ways of cartographically representing the world; rather, it 

appropriated and recombined them. In this way, Google Maps can be interpreted as a 

palimpsest, an apparatus composed of multiple layers of techniques, each stemming from 

distinct historical trajectories. This can be seen with the longitude/latitude grid forged in late 

antiquity, the practices of the compass and the seafarers’ orientation, Mercator’s cosmological 

projection and the imperial struggle over the location of the prime meridian (Chapter 8). All of 

these techniques represent an increasingly abstract way of approaching spatial practice. When 

engaged on a computing-machine, Google Maps promotes ways of imagining and acting in 

space that are more and more drawn-away from the phenomenological realm. Fordism also 

leaves it traces in the palimpsest Map, with the advertising-sponsored, network road map 

pioneered by oil companies being a major source of inspiration for Google’s apparatus. The 

techniques of these way-finding devices—developed in the early 20th Century—carry into 

today, albeit technologically augmented to increasing degrees of precision and penetration.  

Cosgrove notes that the genius of Mercator was that he effectively amalgamated navigational 

charts with world maps, thus creating a new image of the world (in Akerman and Karrow, 

2007, 95). Building on this observation, I suggest that the genius of Google Maps was that they 

effectively amalgamated road maps with world maps thus creating a new image of the world. 

As Mercator used the 16th Century’s most advanced print-making techniques to represent the 

world, Google uses the 21st Century’s most advanced computing-machine techniques to 

represent the world. The abstracted material and material abstraction inherent in the apparatus 

is crucial, as it allowed the world to be represented in ways that are orders of magnitude more 

abstract from their paper ancestors.  

One way that the modern cartographic form has been technologically augmented is through 

Google Map’s ability to alter itself for different people. Cybernetic feedback loops that run 

through the tech-giant’s surveillance-engines enable the apparatus to represent 

‘personalized’—or, perhaps more accurately, atomized—images of the world. They can alter 

what the centre-of-the-world is, changing it to specific nations or cities, or even the mobile-

device that a person carries with them. However, when the Google’s surveillance-engines are 

evaded, the Map presents its all-American default axis mundi—hence reflecting the 

contradictory global/nationalistic position of the USA under conditions of cybernetic 

capitalism (Chapter 6.3). These atomizing automations also enabled Google Maps to show 

different borders of nation-states to different people, thereby allowing the abstracted 

materiality of the Map to represent multiple conflicting claims in parallel. In so doing, the 
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company takes stances on heated geopolitical areas, such as the South China Sea, all the while 

ideologically claiming that their practices are neutral, legitimate and altogether apolitical. This 

rhetoric becomes very hollow indeed when compared to their decidedly political actions, for 

instance by defying international consensus and labelling Jerusalem the undivided capital of 

Israel (Chapter 7.2).  

An iconological inquiry into the subjective material make-up of Google Map’s interface shows 

an array of different symbols, conventions and techniques that allow a person to interact with 

the apparatus at this ‘user-friendly’ level of abstraction (Chapter 6.5). The diversity of the 

symbols drawn into the interface point to a global-scale, heterogeneous process of 

recombination, a layering and interweaving of representational forms. These forms are mostly 

drawn from modern cartography and the aesthetics and functionality of 20th Century American 

computing-machines. Additionally, many symbols have been pulled from a multicultural and 

inter-generational legacy of science and technology more broadly. 

Google Map’s recombinant nature is constitutive of the Map itself, including the labour 

processes that went into creating it. This labour involves drawing outsourced and unpaid labour 

into its fold, with work being pulled from a multiplicity of people unevenly scattered around 

the world. This is an example of how the very materiality of Google Maps is itself abstract in 

three tangled ways, namely: as a piece of software, a compilation of code and a formalized 

structure that is drawn away from phenomenological sensibility; a material phenomenon spread 

across a vast and intricate ensemble of machines whose functioning and production are beyond 

any one person’s understanding; and as a commodity, a reified and alienable product of 

capitalist relations. Taken together, these abstractions—which are constitutive of the Map 

itself—project an ideological smoothness that obscures the domination and exploitation 

inherent in the cyber-capitalist ensemble, suppressing these complexities beneath a ‘user-

friendly’ software interface that simply functions. This abstraction grants an ideological 

organizing power to Google.  

With a billion-plus people using the Map each month, how Google represents the world is very 

significant: it can naturalize this image of the world before an unprecedented proportion of 

humanity. In this way, the particular, partial and distorting ‘mechanical world-picture’ 

(Mumford, 1963, 20) presented by modern cartography is not only reproduced by Google, but 

is extended and technologically augmented as a ‘cybernetic world-picture’. This serves to 

further naturalize this emerging dominant world-picture, to imbue it with legitimacy, making 
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the high-tech Map seem scientific, authoritative, and beyond question. This is ideological in 

that it relates to the specific political project of cybernetic capitalism. Furthermore, the 

projection of this cybernetic world-picture is contributing to an ontological mutation occurring 

in how we interpret our being-in-the-world on a deep-set level.  

10.4  Ontological Abstraction 
Maps have long been symbols of the abstraction process. They involve drawing away from 

embodied reality, selecting, simplifying and distorting it as a limited representation that is used 

to grant knowledge and organizing power, which can produce space in specific ways. This 

abstraction is greatly intensified when maps are drawn into the abstracted materiality of 

software. Computing-machines can be understood as joining other ‘abstraction-apparatuses’ 

that have been important in capitalist modernity, such as currency, cartography, and the clock. 

Each of these apparatuses can be understood as engaging in ‘mechanized abstraction’, whereby 

the embodied complexity of nature is drawn away from, in order to grant a higher-level 

organizing power. Computing-machines have extended and augmented the older abstraction-

apparatuses, taking the trajectory towards abstraction up by orders of magnitude. In so doing, 

these quantitative intensifications now flicker with emergent qualitative transformations. In 

short, this cybernetic process took capitalist modernity’s rational mastery and intensified it, 

taking us into the abstracted terrain of the society of control that I have been calling ‘cybernetic 

capitalism’. 

Taken together, these abstraction-apparatuses can socially produce patterns of practice, 

subjectivity and materiality that are reified, rationalized and commodified; as universal 

equivalents that are exchangeable and extendable; as phenomena that can be codified, 

commodified and, ultimately, controlled. This is to say that these apparatuses project 

abstraction into social practice, that they draw subjectivities and materialities away from the 

embodied, immediate, interconnected and ever-changing flux of creative nature. As noted, this 

kind of drawing-away is not in itself necessarily negative—indeed, aspects of it can be 

genuinely emancipatory. Moreover, these processes produce many ambivalences and 

ambiguities, with the potential for ontological contradictions to emerge between different 

layers of abstracted practice. Yet, in the case of Google, these abstractions are being put into 

the service of cybernetic capitalism, and hence the domination and exploitation inherent in this 

social formation are reinforced.  
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A microcosm of this broader tendency can be seen in Google Maps. The Map itself is 

constitutively abstract in its software codes, its ensemble of machinic formations and in the 

capitalist relations from which it is recombined. Engaging with the apparatus to navigate 

through embodied space adds a layer of abstraction to social practice. This layer reframes and 

reconstitutes other layers of the social, but it does not erase them. If someone engages the Map 

to meet their lover for an embodied encounter, this encounter is plainly still immediate and 

emotional. All is not subsumed to some one-dimensional technological hollowing. Other 

modes continue and ontological contradictions can emerge between the various levels held in 

tension. Indeed, the convergence of these layers can create numerous complexities, 

contingencies and contradictions. This is connected to the ambiguous and ambivalent nature of 

technology and, more broadly, the infinite complexity of our subjective material universe.  

Deep-set ways of being-in-the-world are altered under conditions of cybernetic capitalism. 

Ontological categories such as subjectivity, spatiality, temporality and embodiment are 

undergoing processes of technologically reconstitution (Chapter 9). They are being effected by 

the general tendency towards abstraction that gathered steam under capitalist modernity, and 

that has since been technologically augmented under the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism. 

The Cartesian model of modern subjectivity puts an abstraction at the core of the human 

condition, and this has been furthered under the reductive branch of cybernetics. Cartesian 

cybernetics represents the world as information exchange populated by abstracted ‘user-

subjects’ working to maximize their utility. In this vision, scientific materialism and 

mechanical scientism are drawn together in service of capitalist accumulation and control. 

Founded in rational mastery, this project has the drive to dominate at its core, and this spills 

out in multifaceted, and sometimes contradictory manifestations.  

I have used the concept of ‘augmentation’ to try and capture something central to how 

computing-machines as abstraction-apparatuses are quantitatively intensifying dynamics from 

capitalist modernity to the point that qualitative transformations are emergent. Coming from 

the crisis in Fordism, ‘augmented reality’ seeks to put a layer of technological abstraction 

between a phenomenological subject and their embodied experience of the world. Google Maps 

measures space and time in a highly abstracted and disembodied manner which are extremely 

precise in their functioning—even Einsteinian relativism has been subsumed to its abstractions. 

The empty homogenous time and abstract space of modernity have been supercharged under 

conditions of cyber-capitalism and have become more entangled with daily life by the 

augmentations of networked computing-machines. As these devices have proliferated, there 
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has been a dramatic increase in disembodied integration, which, in combination with the above 

dynamics, changes how embodiment itself is categorically understood.  

As these extremely abstract ontological conceptions of space and time are projected into 

everyday life via technological augmentations they reframe experience (Chapter 9). They 

reconstitute subjectivity, materiality and social practice in ways that are more constitutively 

abstract. They do not simply homogenize what they overlay. Rather, processes of 

fragmentation and multiplication also characterize these abstract extensions. Like a palimpsest, 

older layers can be partially erased, but can still bleed through, contradict or be reasserted.  

Apparatuses like Google Maps enter into everyday life and promote abstracted patterns of 

practice, disembodied integration and technologically augmented engagements with the world. 

These abstracted patterns serve to further embed the company—and hence the broader social 

formation of cybernetic capitalism—into the lifeworlds of a significant and increasingly large 

number of people. Many contradictions and ambiguities result from this complex and uneven 

process, yet complexities notwithstanding, I have argued that there is a tendency towards 

greater abstraction in capitalist modernity and its cybernetic mutation.  

These ontological transformations have important implications for the organization and 

distribution of resources and decision-making power. This is to say that the production of 

subjectivities and materialities and how they are arranged into social practices are affected by 

the cybernetic ontological mutations, and that this is intimately entangled with political 

economic practices of capitalism as a world-historic system. It is important to look at both the 

ideological and ontological levels to understand the politics and philosophy of these 

transformations. As Herbert Marcus wrote back in 1964: “technology has become the great 

vehicle of reification—reification in its most mature and effective form” (2002, 172). This 

tendency towards abstraction and alienation has intensified in the half-century since those 

words were uttered.  
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10.5  Cybernetic World-Picture166 
Google Maps is an apparatus that can reorganize spatial practices by altering the way in which 

we engage with space, relate to others within space, and physically move through space. Its 

abstractions reduce the infinite complexity and diversity of embodied reality to a string of code, 

a series of abstract space-time co-ordinates and an underlying set of commodity relations. This 

cybernetic world-picture is then projected over phenomenological reality as a disembodied 

layer of technological augmentation. The apparatus can augment one’s embodied orientation 

faculties and provide certain insights into spatial organization. In the process, Google Maps not 

only reorganizes space, but also social practice, subjectivity and materiality. The apparatus can 

be interpreted as a product and producer of cybernetic capitalism; a representation of this world 

order that is actively reorganizing what it represents. As I have stressed across this thesis, it is 

also an exemplar of abstraction in the service of cybernetic accumulation and control. 

The practices of cybernetic capitalism—which are dominant because they dominate—are 

prying more extensively and intensively into the ‘flesh of the world’, to use Merleau-Ponty’s 

                                                 
166  Curiously, birds and dog faces are some of the most common formations to emerge from 
this process. Yet, it is fair to speculate that much of the technology would have been made to 
identify human faces, which are entirely absent from the images. Perhaps the results of mottled, 
distorted human mutations were too disturbing for Google’s colourful aesthetic. 

Figure 10.3:  Google’s Map Dream, 2016 
I created this psychedelic image using Google’s ‘DeepDream’ software. This 
technology came about through research into image recognition techniques, such as 
facial recognition, within convolutional neural networks.2 When run in reverse, the 
original image can be altered to make the patterns appear through a process of 
algorithmic pareidolia. This image was made using Figure 8.5—a world Map artifact 
centred on Google’s axis mundi (@37.0625,-95.677068,3z)—which I then put through 
the DeepDream process 15 times. See: https://deepdreamgenerator.com/ 
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phrase (2012). These practices exert an organizing power over the living, creative complexity 

of nature, by drawing away and overlaying mechanized cybernetic abstractions. They do not 

erase what they overlay, but rather they reconstitute it, causing tensions and contradictions. 

The production of abstraction under cybernetic capitalism—the simultaneous ‘bringing forth’ 

(production) and ‘drawing away’ (abstraction)—is tearing at the natural fibres caught in the 

apparatus. Adopting a metaphorical tone, I venture to suggest that these natural fibres have 

been spun by geological processes, life-cycles and history’s unfolding, and they are composed 

of a great diversity of subjectivity and sociality, minerals and moments, labour and life. Under 

the hegemony of cybernetic capitalism, threads from these multidimensional fibres of relation, 

practice and process are being drawn away. These threads are mined and recombined, extracted 

and abstracted, appropriated and exploited, accelerated and accumulated. It is as if these threads 

are being fed into a vast cybernetic loom, an abstraction-apparatus which weaves an intangible 

tapestry; a fabric bearing the reified symbols of the cybernetic world-picture; an incorporeal 

drapery that is entangling social life.  

A tech-giant like Google is merely an aspect of the contemporary move towards abstraction, 

even if they exemplify and actively extend the tendency. Google’s colourful, upbeat brand 

image and their emphasis on ‘user-friendliness’ can be seen as an attempt to graft a ‘human 

face’ onto the inhuman apparatus of cybernetic capitalism. Their Map projects an ideological 

vision onto the world, a vision with roots going back long into the past. Under conditions of 

capitalist modernity, maps were increasingly rationalized, instrumentalized and abstracted. 

Cartographers sort to banish the dragons and krakens that filled the depths of earlier maps, but 

these beasts—or at least the forces they represented, the unknown, the dangerous and 

inhuman—were not so easily vanquished. The technological practices which displaced them, 

from the trigonometry surveys to GPS satellites, have themselves become haunted by that 

which they have overlaid. As layers of computing-machines are increasingly woven into 

everyday life, technological fetishism is in ascendancy. Simultaneously disenchanted and re-

enchanted, these apparatuses of enthrallment, these thaumaturgic engines, project fascination 

and spectacle; they function as instruments that reconstitute the Earth as an abstracted 

cybernetic world-picture. The project of rational mastery has taken us from unknown monsters 

on the edges of the world, to an unknowable machine entangling our everyday lives. 
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Appendix A:  
Hierarchy of Zoom 

 

 

 

 

This appendix contains the results of a Google Maps experiment which I conducted on the 17th 

of April 2015. The experiment involved zooming in on a specific address: 17-23 Lygon Street, 

Carlton, Victoria, Australia. I chose this address—also known as RMIT Building 96—because 

it contains a PhD student office where I was sitting at the tie of conducting the observation, as 

well as being the site at which many of the words of this thesis were composed. To make these 

observations, I used the browser Firefox on my RMIT issued iMac and made no attempt to 

conceal or change my IP address or deleted Google’s cookies, and was not signed into a Google 

account. These experiments are organized into two tables, Table 11.1 captured 20 artefacts 

from Google Maps and records some brief, dot-point form observations about them. Table 11.2 

records some broader patterns that are evident from this experiment.  
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Table A.1 Hierarchy of Zoom 

Zoom Reproduced Artefact Brief Observations 

1z 

 

 

Figure A.1: Lygon Street, Zoom 1, @-37.8063514,144.965899,1z 
 
The centre here is not 17 Lygon Street, because the interface will not allow 
it to be. Google Maps puts hard limits on how far close to the poles can be 
represented on its Mercator projection. Melbourne is too far south, and the 
map automatically reframes itself. Hence, I chose to frame it with this 
traditional Euro-centric framing.   
 
This framing is only possible with a very small browser window. Probably 
a feature designed for phones, or other devices with tiny screens.  
 
Continents named labelled in italic capital letters, along with two oceans 
(not capitalized). The equator and date line feature prominently.  
 
National borders are notably absent.  
 
Nothing is ‘clickable’, as in results in a specific programmed effect, such as 
link or box opening up.   
 
Search: Terrain, Direction 
 
Scale: 5,000km 
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2z 

 

Figure A.2: Lygon Street, Zoom 2, @-37.8063514,144.965899,2z 
 
Australia labelled as a whole.  
 
Equator, dateline. Oceans labelled more specifically.  
 
Both nation-state boundaries and some sub-state boundaries (such as within 
Australia) are visible.  
 
Australia as a whole is clickable. Clicking on it opens up a ‘Quick facts’ 
box, which tells me the Prime Minister, population, national anthem and 
some of the “unique animal species like kangaroos and duck-billed 
platypuses”. 
Any other nation-state that is labelled is also clickable, e.g., from Tanzania 
to Mexico (but not the Philippines or Malaysia).  
Scale: 2,000km 

3z 

 

Figure A.3: Lygon Street, Zoom 3, @-37.8063514,144.965899,3z 
 
State’s labelled appear in an abbreviated form (VIC, TAS, etc.) 
 
Bodies of water labelled, Great Australian Bight, Coral Sea, etc.  
 
VIC is clickable, bringing up ‘Quick facts’ about the state.  
 
Small bodies of water labelled, Great Australia Bight, Tasman Sea and 
Coral Sea.  
 
Scale: 1,000km 
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4z 

 

Figure A.4: Lygon Street, Zoom 4, @-37.8063514,144.965899,4z 
 
VIC becomes Victoria.  
 
Cities appear, ‘Melbourne’, represented by a dot, and it is clickable. Once 
again, clicking reveals ‘Quick facts’, such as that it is 9,990km2, or that it 
was founded 1835 (with no fact pointing towards the colonial nature of this 
forceful acquisition). It also gives says: “Mostly Sunny ꞏ 61°F” and “Local 
time 12:24 PM” (the use of Fahrenheit is odd, as I was using the com.au 
version of Google, and Australia uses the metric system). 
 
Some nation-states, such as New Caledonia which is visible in the Artefact, 
is visible, but not labelled and hence not clickable. It is thus lower in Google 
representational hierarchy than Australian cities.                                
 

Scale: 500km 

5z 

 

Figure A.5: Lygon Street, Zoom 5 @-37.8063514,144.965899,5z 
 
Road network appears, national parks in green.  
 
Neither Melbourne nor Hobart is not labelled for some reason… I can only 
assume this is a glitch.  
 
Pseudo-satellite colouring largely disappears, lots more white and green of 
national parks.  
 
Scale: 200km 
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6z 

  

Figure A.6: Lygon Street, Zoom 6, @-37.8063514,144.965899,6z 
 
Smaller cites, like Ballarat are labelled.  
 
More bodies of water appear, in this case Bass Strait.  
 
Some terrain appears in the form of shading made to represent Great 
Dividing Range.  
 
Grey lines appear, possibly representing smaller roads.  
 
Pseudo-satellite shading has faded away completely. Blank parts of the Map 
are now white.  
 
Scale: 200km 
 

7z 

 

Figure A.7: Lygon Street, Zoom 7, @-37.8063514,144.965899,7z 
 
National parks labelled, such as Australia’s highest, including Kosciuszko.  
 
Different sized clickable dot symbol for different city, sub-city places. 
Melbourne is the biggest, with Geelong being smaller, then Sunbury.  
 
Search box: Traffic joins Terrain and Directions 
 
Road Symbols: ‘A’ x2 
For the first time symbols for roads appear on the Map.  
 
Scale: 100km 
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8z 

 

Figure A.8: Lygon Street, Zoom 8, @-37.8063514,144.965899,8z 
 
Victoria no longer labelled. A blue dotted line appears in Bass Straight and 
Port Phillip Bay, possible representing either a ferry route or shipping lane.  
Four levels of city label size, with examples including: 

1. Melbourne 
2. Ballarat, Frankston 
3. Bacchus Marsh, Ferntree Gully 
4. Anglesea, Creswick 
 

These labels also differs in brightness; the smaller the font, the lighter the 
colour. This is done to make the Map more readable.  
 
Road Symbols: ‘A’x2, ‘B’ x26 
Green boxes representing to roads proliferate.  
 
Scale: 50km 

9z 

 

Figure A.9: Lygon Street, Zoom 9, @-37.8063514,144.965899,9z 
 
Port Phillip Bay labelled.  
 
Lots of grey shading appears. Representing something urban? (Why doesn’t 
Google Maps have a key!)  
 
Another presumably road classification comes in, blue shield with 43, or 5, 
or 3… 
 
Road Symbols: ‘B’ x28, Shield x3 
 
Scale: 20km 
 
Search box: Bicycling joins Traffic, Terrain and Directions 
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10z 

 

Figure A.10: Lygon Street, Zoom 10 @-37.8063514,144.965899,10z 
 
Airport labelled.  
 
Search box: Traffic, Transit, Bicycling, Terrain, Directions 
 
Road Symbols: ‘B’ x19, Shields x16 
 
Scale: 10km 

11z 

 

Figure A.11: Lygon Street Zoom 11, @-37.8063514,144.965899,11z 
 
Many, but notably not all, suburbs labelled.  
 
Some train-tracks visible as thin grey lines. 
 
Road Symbols: ‘B’ x4, Shields x33, Pentagons x2 
Another road symbol appears, brown pentagons. 
 
Scale: 5km 
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12z 

 

Figure A.12: Lygon Street Zoom 12, @-37.8063514,144.965899,12z 
 
‘Highpoint Shopping Centre’, the first commercial premise to appear. 
Represented by a handbag symbol. It is given 4.0 stars from 48 reviewers, 
some of which left pearls of wisdom as: ‘Loved it best shopping centre 
ever!’ and ‘The staff in the apple store were terrible’.  
 
Street names appear, Lygon Street, among others is labelled.  
 
Search box: Transit joins Traffic, Bicycling, Terrain and Directions 
 
Road Symbols: ‘B’ x1, Shields x33, Pentagons x3 
 
Scale: 2km 

13z 

 

Figure A.13: Lygon Street Zoom 13, @-37.8063514,144.965899,13z 
 
Landmarks such as Queen Victoria Market, Federation Square, and 
Melbourne Zoo are labelled.  
 
The Yarra River labelled.  
 
Train stations are represented by symbols, but not labels (although a label 
appears if the mouse is hovered over them).  
 
A cocktail glass symbol representing The Corner Hotel in Richmond.  
 
Yarra Bend Gold Course, is represented by a golfer icon.  
 
Road Symbols: ‘B’ x2, Shields x29, Pentagons x4     
                       
Scale: 1km 
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14z 

 

Figure A.14: Lygon Street Zoom 14 @-37.8063514,144.965899,14z 
 
More landmarks labelled: Carlton Gardens, Melbourne Museum and the 
Melbourne Cricket Ground.  
 
The ‘Langham Melbourne’ appears. Clicking on this ‘five star luxery hotel’. 
Clicking on it bring up a box labelled ‘AD’ saying: 
: “Book a Room. Check in, check out dates, ‘Bookings.com’ for $188 per 
night, and ‘Orbitz’ for $198 per night. View 1 more booking option at 
@$277, via ‘Travelocity.com’”. This is the first fully recognizable 
advertisement.  
 
Road Symbols: Shields x21 (no pentagons or ‘B’s)  
 
Scale: 500m 

15z 

 

Figure A.15: Lygon Street Zoom 15 @-37.8063514,144.965899,15z 
 
Tram stops are visible and clickable as symbols, but not are not labelled. 
 
Footpaths are visible as grey lines in Carlton Gardens 
 
Road Symbols: Shield x2 
This is the last level that a road symbol appears.  
 
Scale: 200m 
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16z 

 

Figure A.16: Lygon Street Zoom 16, @-37.8063514,144.965899,16z 

Grey lines start to separate private property boundaries.  

Another advertisement for a hotel appears, Ibis in this case.  
 
RMIT University is clickable. Its’ comments include insights such as 
“Everything to me was fine except the teaching staff” and “Great facilities 
and clean toilets”.  
 
Trades Hall is also labelled. Its’ box tells us that it was opened in 1859 and 
that “Victorian Trades Hall is the world's oldest Trade Union building”. 
Scale: 200m 

17z 

 

Figure A.17: Lygon Street Zoom 17, @-37.8063514,144.965899,17z 
 
Built structures start being represented with outlines. 
 
‘The Curtain (John Curtain Hotel)’ appears. 
 
Traffic lights are represented.  
 
Arrows indicated direction appears on some streets.  
 
Lygon Street into two lanes.  
 
Shield32 on Victoria Streets think yellow vector  
 
Scale: 100m 
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18z 

 

Figure A.18: Lygon Street Zoom 18, @-37.8063514,144.965899,18z 
 
Clickable icons appear for Steps Gallery, Lygon Street Church of Christ, 
Bella Union and others.  
 
Street numbers on properties start appearing 
 
Scale: 50m 

19z 

 

Figure A.19: Lygon Street Zoom 19, @-37.8063514,144.965899,19z 
 
17-25 Lygon Street labelled.  
 
There is quite a bit of detail in the depiction of Trades Hall building.  
 
Scale: 20m 
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20z 

 

Figure A.12: Lygon Street Zoom 20, -37.8063514,144.965899,20z 
 
‘The Curtain’ is the only clickable object.  
 
RMIT’s Building 96 is still not labelled.  
 
Scale: 10m 
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Table A.2: Beginnings and Endings 

Zoom Scale  Search box prompts First appears Ends 
1 5,000 km Terrain, Direction Continents, oceans Continents
2 2,000 km  Nation-states, Oceans
3 1,000 km  Sub-nation states, Seas and Bight
4 500 km  Melbourne, Roads Nation-state labels, seas
5 200 km  Satellite colour overlay
6 200 km  Bass Straight, other cities, eg. Ballarat
7 100 km Traffic is added National parks, suburbs, eg. Sunbury, Road symbols (A3) Sub-nation states (Victoria)
8 50 km  Sea lane, 
9 20 km Plus is added Port Phillip

10 10 km Plus is added Airport labelled
11 5 km  
12 2 km  Highpoint Shopping Centre (first commercial), Street names. 
13 1 km  
14 500 m  Train stations Melbourne as a label
15 200 m  Tram stops Suburbs
16 200 m  Private property borders, Education institutions 
17 100 m  Traffic lights, building outlines
18 50 m  Street numbers Road symbols
19 20 m  
20 10 m  
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Appendix B:  
Map Monsters Artwork 

 

 

The image used for this thesis’ title page, and then large images separating the chapters, are the 

result of a collaborative artwork created by my partner, Youbi Lee (UB), and myself. I asked 

UB to create an artwork for my thesis depicting some ‘good old-fashioned sea monsters’. 

Taking this description, UB proceeded to carve a piece of medium-density fibreboard (MDF) 

with woodcut tools. A photo of the original image represented in Figure B.1.167 I imported this 

most analogue image into the abstracted material realm of my computing-machine and 

proceeded to digitally removed the ink black background hence isolating the carved-out 

sections. I then overlaid sections of this onto a series of artefacts drawn from Google Maps, 

with each of the artefacts having a broad thematic connection to the chapter in question. For 

instance, Chapter 7 featured a map of the Pentagon which was chosen as the chapter discusses 

the military industrial complex. My treatment of the Maps was very simple; the screenshots 

were rotated 90 degrees counter-clockwise and the colour scheme is the just a negative 

inversion of Google’s pallet. These images went on to make up the title page (Figure 0), and 

then all the full-page images that intersperse the chapters. In order, the Google Map artefacts 

are taken from, in order of appearance: Googleplex, USA; Melbourne’s CBD Australia; a more 

zoomed in map of the Googleplex, Alexandria, Egypt; San Francisco, USA; Guangzhou, 

China; Coffeyville Country Club, USA; the Pentagon, USA; Greenwich, UK; a world map; the 

Middle East, Antarctica and a small village in Korea.  

 

 

 

                                                 
167  See UB’s website: http://ubtopia.net/ 
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Figure B1: 해물 괴물, (Hae-mul Gae-mul – ‘Monstrous Seafood’, Youbi Lee (UB), 2017 

Woodcut, medium-density fibreboard and ink, 60x30cm.  
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